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CHAPTER I 

THE PILAGA LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS: HISTORICAL AND 

S0C10CUL'ITURAL OVERVIEW 

1 -0 Introduction 

This chapter consists of an introduction to the Pilaga people and communities, 

and to the research prior to this dissertation. 

1.1 The Guaykuruans of the Gran Chaco 

Pilaga or Pitelara laatak (Pilaga language) belongs to the grouping of Guaykuruan 

(also spelled 'Waikuruan' or 'Guaicuruan') languages spoken in the Gran Chaco of 

South America. The word Chaco, of Quichua origin, means 'territory of hunting' 

(Cordeu and Sifiedi 197 15). The Gran Chaco covers an area of about 1 million 

square kilometers, ofwhich 50% is on Argentinean land , and the other half distributed 

between Paraguay, Bolivia and Brazil (Karlin et alt. 1994). The Gran Chaco is 

bounded on the west by the Andean foothills, to the south by the Salado River basin, on 

the east by the Paraguay and Parad rivers, and to the north by the Mato Grosso plateau 

(see Figure l).' 



r 
Bolivia 

FIGURE 1. The Gran Chaco Region (Adapted fiom Braunstein and Miller 1999) 



Apparently, prior to colonial times the dominant groups in the Gran Chaco were 

the nonsedentary Guaykurans, who acquired iron weapons and horses at the end of the 

1500's by barter and raids (Saeger 1999:260). Their descendants in the Southern Chaco 

were the Abipon, the Pilagi, the Toba and the Mocovi. In the northern Chaco, the 

ancestors of the Kadiweu settled above the Pilcomayo river. The Kadiweu are the only 

surviving descendents of the Mbayi Several other Chacoan groups like the Mascoian 

Lengua or Enxet (Maskoy family) and the M&& Nivacle and Wichi or Weenhayek 

(Mataco-Mataguayan family) were often victims of Guaykuruan hostilities. 

Ethnohistorians offer the following description of Guaylcuruan peoples after the 

European contact: 

When Europeans invaded the Plata region, the banks of the Rio Paraguay 
were dominated by the Payaguh, Guaykuruan peoples whose habitat and 
economic pattems differed Born the Chaw Guaycmans[. . .l After the 1730s 
the Payagua began moving to the hispanic world but rejected its ideological 
rationales, especially Christianity [. . .] In the first two centuries after contact, 
the Payagua became more dependent on Europeans even when remaining 
hostile. Later the Payagua in Asuncion rejected catholicism, although a few 
tolerated baptisms for children Males in the 1800s often succumbed to 
alcohol and impotence. Females whom they thus cut adrift then bore mestizo 
children of Paraguayan fkthers. h 1865, Payagua society could still muster 
500 soldiers for the War of the Triple Alliance, but most succumbed in the 
conflict. [. . .] As the Payagui threat to Spanish society declined , so did 
hostility fiom the mounted Guaycuruans . Guaycunm aggression peaked in 
the 1 7 3 0 ~ ~  when southern Guaycuruans drained the C6rdoba region of cattle, 
took captives, and executed hispanized persons. The Abipon and the Mocovi 
halted the commerce of Santa Fe in 1732, and threatened the city's existence. 
The Mocovi, probably allied with Tobas, laid siege to Salta in January 1735, 
killing 100 people, capturing 200 more, and disrupting the city's public life 
for the next year. But these were the last great military triumphs of the 
southern Guaycuruans and the power of their arms d e d .  Several factors 
eroded Guaycuruan strength and tempted cutturally innovative bands to ask 
Spaniards for missions. One was the loss of females to Spanish raiders in the 
years of attrition warfare with Spanish society. Another was the increasing 



penetration of the Chaco by Spanish ranchers, lumber interests, and missions 
of Lule and Vilelas. These incursions restricted Guaycuruan autonomy and 
intensified competition for resources and conflict among bands[. . .l In 
the1730s serious epidemics spread fiom white to native socieities, 
unbalancing W e r  native life, and intensifying the handid effects of iron 
tools, the grazing of domestic animals, and overhunting on the Chaco 
environment. [. . . ] Most Chaco missions lasted until 18 10, although a number 
disappeared a few years later after their establishment [. . . ] After 18 10 the 
collapse of colonial iathtions intmped the misssion experiment. Some 
Guayarruan drifted to the hispanic world in individual and small groups, a 
process tht first began in the l7& century. The Abip6n fiom Santa F6 joined 
the armies of Amgas, just as the Abip6n in Santiago del Estem had fought 
against the English in 1806. Families of Guaycuruan soldiers away at war 
often dispersed to grow aops and raise cattle m family units. Some went to 
Argentine ranches and farms and stayed. Many h v i n g  Abipon and Mocovi 
regrouped and joined missions established in Santa F6 by Italian Franciscans 
in the 1850s. (Saeger 1999:262-265) 

Anthropologist M. Mendoza (1998:23) states that the Toba and the Pilaga "have 

trekked different areas of the Chaco since the early 1800s". The route followed by the 

Pilaga extends east and southeast of Toba land. At the beginning of the 20th century 

one Pilaga band allied with the western Toba (nachilarnolek); as evidence, Mendoza 

tracked down Pilaga ancestors in the genealogies of members of Toba bands up to four 

generations ago. Apparently, these bands returned to Pilaga land in the late 1940s. 

Braunstein (1983:3 l) asserts that fiom a political and social point of view, the 

usual denominations of Chacoan groups like 'Wichi', 'Toba' or 'Pilagi' do not 

coincide with socially homogenous entities. Historically, these groups or tribes were 

integrated by allied local bands which walked around a particular territory- The 

exchange between bands in a sense explains certain shared cultural and linguistic 

features among aIl the Chacoan groups. 



The Toba and the Pilagi are actually considered different groups, although 

tinpistically, they are remarkably close. Klein (1985:700) states that both Toba and 

Pilagi may be dialects of the same language; and it might be well that at a certain point in 

the history of these peoples, they became two diffbrent t n i  units, each with its own 

dialect. How- both in political and in linguistic terms, today neither the Toba nor the 

Pilagi consider themseIves as part and parcel of one and the same group. 

Toba, Mocovi and Pilagh use the word aom 'people' to refer to their own group. 

But, they do not use this term to nfa to otha Guaykunrao groups, for whom they have 

their particular nomenclatures. The word qom is the root of the 1" plural independent 

pronoun in all the Guaykuruan languages. 

1.2 The Guaykuruan Familv aad the Place of Pilami 

Out of the six languages that have been claimed to belong to this family, only four 

i.e., Kadiwh (or Caduveo), Mocovi, Pilaga and Toba are currently spoken. The osher 

two, Abipbn and Mbayk became extinct more than a century ago. Proposed genetic 

relationships among the Guaykuman languages were first elaborated by Loukotka (1%8) 

and later confirmed by Rodrigues (1986). However, there is i s y  very little 

comparative work done on the languages of this family. The first attempts at historical 

recomtructions were done by Viegas Banios (1993) and Ceria and Sandal0 (1995). For 

these recoastructionq only Mocovi, Kadiweu, Toba d Abip6n data were considered, 

because no Pilag6 data had at that time been adable. In Vidal (199%) I revisited the 



reconstruction of lD and 206 person prefixes in Proto-GuayM elaborated by Ceria and 

Sandalo, and proposed different reconstructed protoforms. Also, correspondences 

between subject prefixes on verbs and possesive markers on nouns prove to be more 

similar between Toba and Pilaga than between Pilaga and Mocovi, or between Toba 

and Mocovi. 

Ceria and Sandalo (1995) proposed a tentative internal classification of the 

Guaykuruan family in two sub-branches: Mbaya and Kadiweu are included in the 

Waykuruan branch, whereas Abipoq Mocovi Pilaga and Tobq in the Southern branch: 

~!idiweu Mocovi Pilaga Toba +Abip6n 

FIGURE 2. Waikuntan language family (Ceria and Sandalo 1995) 

According to Figure 2, Pilaga stands in a parallel relationship to both Toba and 

Mocovi, though fbrther comparative research could prove that Pilaga and Toba stand 

closer to each other, whereas Mocovi is a Me more distantly related to these two 

Imguages. 



1.3 The Pilana Communities 

P i l e  is spoken by approximately 4000 speakers, all  of whom live in sixteen 

communities in the province of Formosa, Argentina Formosa has the highest 

percentage of indigenous peoples in the country. 

The Pilaga share this province with the Toba, located to the east and to the west 

of the Pilaga commuaities, and with the W~chi (Mataco-Matquayan)), located around 

Las Lomitas and Pozo del Tigre, but also to the west. Formosa is divided into eight 

&partantentas (counties); fifteen Pilagh communities are in the Patiao county, and only 

one community (i.e. Pozo Molina) is on the border of the neighbouring Bermejo 

county. 

To give an idea of the extension of PilaH commmes,  land- distribution and 

number of M l i e s  per community, Figure 3 shows official information, though not 

fiom all the Pilaga communities.' 



FIGURE 3. Number of families and area covered by some Pilaga communities 
(ICq 1995). 
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According to anthropologists J. Braunstein and A Dell'Arciprete (1996), the 

Pilaga communities cao be sorted in two groups. The first, Pilagu &l b&& 

(referenced in Figure 1. as PI), comprises Barrio Qompi, Cacique Coquero, Campo del 

Cielo, El Descanso, El Simbolar, Pozo Molina, La Bomba, La Linea, Laqtasatanyi and 

Lote 21. and the second group, Pilaga & N m ~ g i  (referenced in Figure 1 as P2) is a 

division that includes the communities of Ibarreta, Juan B. Alberdi (E. del Campo), La 

Yolita, Pozo Navagin, and San Martin Apparently, the ancestors of the actual Pilaga 

migrated around this area, and such movements gave rise to these communities from 

the beginning of the XX century on @ell1Arciprete 1992). There still seems to be an 

on-going tendency for communities to break down, and new settlements are formed out 

of this separation Thus, when one community becomes overpopulated and the temtory 

for hunting and gathering scarce for all the fiunilies, or when leadership starts to be 

challenged fiom the inside with unresolved consensus between families or bands, 

several families set apart in a temtory of their own. Lately, this seems to be case of, for 

instance, Lote 21, which was established less than adecade ago, and of Fortin Soledad, 

consitituted in recent years, but probably also for others. 

The geographical distribution into communites is permeated by a pan-Chacoan 

social organization of people into bands. 'Band' is defined as a local group of extended 

families constituted on kinship and affinity (Braunstein and Miller 1 999: 10). According 

to B r a m e i n  (1983), among the Chacoan groups several bands constitute a 'tribe', 

identified by a common name and associated by marriage and exchange. He states that 



t r i i  have been pnfkrably endogamous, with rodrolocal postmarital residence. Among 

the Pilagi, t n i  have identified with names of regional animals (e.g P m i  'the ravens', 

Qwadmi 'the armadillos'), and these traditional denominations persist in present times. 

As many axxthropoiogists have noted, the Chacoan groups, including the Pilag6, 

have been hunter-gatherers. Hunting includes fishing and collection of honey. Humiog is 

exclusively the domain of men, while gathering of wild h i t s ,  palm hearts, algarroba 

(rnezquite, prosopis sp.) and firewood is done regularly by women The major animals 

hunted are species of deem and armadillos. Among the fish specimens are surubi 

(Pseudopfatysoma coruscans), paai (colossoma mitrei) and dorado (salminus 

maxiIlosus). 

With the advancement of European contact since the conquest, and with the 

establishment at different times ofcolonies, fitmu and missions, Chacoan groups, 

including the Pilagi, began losing their territories- They became c o h e d  to smaller 

portions of lands, and as a coosequence, they discontinued their huoter-gatbering 

activities- Today, with sede-on, PiIaga people combine traditional practices with 

Iand-CUItivation and cattle-raising, and the commerce of basketery for susbsistence. 

1.4 Previous Studies of the P i l d  Latmage 

When my research on Pilagi started in 1988, there was extremely little published 

work and no comprehensive grammars of this language, nor did dictionaries exist up to 

that point. 



The first lexicographic work published on the Pilaga language was a comparative 

vocabulary of Toba and Pilaga (Bnmo and Najlis 1965). Two more studies were 

published after that. The first was a comparative Toba-Pilaga study on kinship terms 

and toponyms (Dell' Arciprete and Messineo 1993). The second is a thesis on deixis 

with data from different languages, including PilagL (Kirtchuk 1992). This thesis 

contains some verbal and nominal paradigms, and sentence examples in Pilaga; 

however, it fdls short of being an overview of Pilaga grammar and also, the semantic 

analysis of deixis in Pilaga is interspersed with a more general discussion of deixis. 

There is a succinct Pilaga-Spanish vocabulary elaborated by a missionary from 

the Mennonlte church (Buckwafter 1994), who also translated the Bible into Pilaga 

Ethnological work on Pilaga mythology, zoology and ethnoboiany can be found in 

Idoyaga Molina 1985, 1986, 1988,1989, 1991 and 1995. 

Prior to this dissertation, I analyzed particular aspects of Pilaga grammar. Vidal 

(1 995 [ I  997a1) discusses nominal classification systems in Pilagii, focusing on deictic 

and positiond classifiers. A preliminary analysis of the origin of this system of 

classifiers is in Vidal(1994). Vidal and Klein (1998) elaborate on the category of 

'irrealis' in Pilaga and Toba, demonstrating that although these languages lack a 

grammatical category 'irrealis', there is a demonstrative form that serves to express the 

irrealis hnction through inferential connection. A presentation of the semantics of 

subject prefixes in Pilagi, compared to Abipon and Toba, can be found in Vidal 

(1997~). (This paper is the antecent of the expanded and rectified analysis developed 

in Chapter VI ofthis dissertation.) Finally, Vidal(1997b) revisits the reconstruction of 



subject prefixes in all Guaykuruao languages elaborated by Ceria and Sandalo (1995), 

bringing in data from Pilaga subject prefix sets to the historical reconstruction. 

1.5 Sociolinmxistic Assessment 

In this section I will touch upon dialect differences and assess the language 

prognosis. Though a dialect study is well beyond the goal of this dissertation, I will 

make some preliminary notes. Also, issues such as language transmission, 

endangerment and prese~ation among the Pilaga will be considered briefly. 

1.5. l Some Dialectal Differences among the Pilaga 

Dialect differentiation among the Pilaga is not great, but there are perceived 

differences between the speakers of the two recognized areas (i.e. Pil'aga del baiiado, 

i.e., P1, and Pilaga de Nmagrin, i.e. P2). These differences have no implications for 

political or social cohesion between the people; the Pilaga share cultural and political 

ties, and have a clear consciousness that they belong to the same ethnic group, despite 

superticial linguistic differences. 

In Table 1, I list the alternations between sounds and morphemes that I have 

collected so far, fiom younger speakers of the two areas. 



TABLE 1. Dialectal Differences by Area 

Pilad del EMWb PilajzideNa~a@n Gloss 

wa'qay k 

yilew 

Iawoge 

101 - [cl' noop 

nootolelc 

[S] V [PI netage' 

logedaik 

[ael - lay I daqaegem 

taeta 

b e 1  - [OY l noe 'n 

li-/ -/yi- / iy en 

/@if - /igi/ nesaC iyi 

@if - /gel tanyi 

Bidlaqay k 

y ileb 

laboge 

n-P 

nocotolek 

netace 

1occdai.k 

~ ~ q v l 3 e m  

taw 

noi'n 

Y ben 

ncsaCige 

tang= 

'He is (left) behind' 

'He is deadldied ' 

'a deep hole on earth to keep food' 

'water' 

'child' 

'Heishe psseded by.' 

'tall' 

'He distnrst him' 

'They come out ' 

'good' or 'beautifd' 

'He tries. ' 

'He puts something (m his waist).' 

'He gets into.' 

1.5.2 The Viability of the Pilaga Language 

Pilaga enjoys a good level of vitality, being the first language acquired by children 

up to the age of four when they start the schooling process. Unfortunately, there are no 

programs of bilingual educaction for the PiIaga and no cuniculum has been developed 

by the Ministery of Education of Formosa for that purpose. A few schools have PilagC 

speaking aides (maestros especides ak mdIi&aborigen), who form a team with a 

certified teacher. In addition to team teaching, in one school community the aide teaches 

one daily hour in the Pilaga language. But since there is no scope or sequence for Pilaga 



instruction, and there have not been materials for recsdiag or writing Pilagh, the program 

is not very e f f h e .  In most schools the presence of teachers' aides warmnts that 

children will not be learning Spanish in a traumatic way. But a strong P i l e  literacy 

program is n ~ s s a r y  to counteract the Muence of Spanish-Language radio and 

television. 

Pilaga people have Little access to education beyond the elementary level. High 

schools are all located in towns, fhr fiom the nual areas where the cornunities are. 

Attending high school causes the m i d o n  of Pilagi young adults fiom their rural 

comm&es to the closest town (either las L o h  or Pom del Tigre). Away fiom their 

lands, they do not have many resources to support themseives. There are, however, about 

one hundred Pilagi teenagers and Pilagh young adults pursuing an educational degree, 

beyond the elementary level. But most of them feel discouraged by the fact that they are 

not that prepared for high school, and therefore, many abandon shooling during the first 

or the second year of their high school studies. But financial support is the principal 

reason for quitting school. Though the National Institute for Indian Afkirs (14hrto 

Nhcional de Amttm Idgenas) has been providing small grants for students, 

these grants do not always come in time or in the fashion of continued support. 

The complexities of this social picture start very early, with an elementary school 

that does not satisfj, the needs of P i l e  children During elementary school, P i l e  

children are forced to learn to read ami write in Spanish, a Language that they do not 

speak at the outset As a consequence, elementary education takes them more than six or 

seven years to achieve a level of Spanish and a control of the subjects equhdent to that 



of a monolingual native Spanish speaker. It is also the case that, with some exceptions, 

Spanish teachers in the rural Pilaga schools are not that committed to their teaching jobs. 

Many who accept these positions do so because, by being rural teachers, they are able to 

collect an additional percentage on their salary, nearly doubling the salary of a teacher in 

town for the same amount of work. Most Spanish teachers are simply not trained for the 

task of educating Indian children, and needless to say, none of them is a speaker of the 

vernacu1ar language. 

The government of Formosa has so far done practically nothing to increase the 

assets of Pilaga children, though other ethnic groups in Formosa, such as the Wichi 

from the Pilcomayo river, have been more succesli in getting the attention of 

governmental authorities. 

1 -5 -3 On Piiaga Language Transmission and Endangerment 

Bound up with the issue of language trammission is intragroup communication. 

Among the aduit population, the Pilaga native language is the only linguistic code used. 

The speech of the youngest generations, however, exhibits a high level of borrowings, 

and there is code-switching between the vernacular and the national language in the 

speech of fluent younger Pilaga speakers (Vidal 1994b). 

Between adults, the use of Pilaga in daily communication comotates solidarity; 

but in the case of younger speakers, switching apparently serves to fill gaps in their 

knowledge of the vernacular language. Their skewed performance in Pilaga has emerged 

as a consequence of the largely monolingual Spanish education But also, potential 



discrepancy lxtmxm what people think about their language, and what they actually do 

with it, may be mother reason. This point will be d&ed shortly. 

Loyalty towards the native language is conflicted. On the one hand, the language is 

being passed on to young children and Pi.Iag& adults explicitly acknowledge that Pil* is 

central to their identity. The role played by women in the socialization process has 

proven to be very important. Unlike men, most WO- have not &vd formal 

education or are completely illiterate in Spanish. This does not mean that P i l e  women 

do not speak Spanish, but that they obviously feel that their social acts, activitks and 

relationships are all scenarios for the use of the vernacular language, and that the Pilagk 

language makes mom sense or is more adequate than Spanish to encode such scenes. 

On the other hand, linguistic pride and transmission is contradicted by the attitude 

of some other P i l e  adults who chose the town elementary school (Pon, del Tigre), 

attended dominamly by aiollo or mestizo children, when in fact the community has its 

own school. While P i l e  children are more exposed to Spanish by sharing a class with 

monolingual Spanish children, this situation really puts the P i l e  at risk of language 

shift, because it enm-es Pi@& children to not use the vernacular hguagq and it 

challenges the possi'bility of younger speakers becoming competent speaker-hearers in 
. .  . P i l e  It also deprives them of complete smabtmn in their mother tongue, as it 

disassociates them fiom their peas Some P i l e  pareats think that their children do not 

need to learn the v d a r  at school to get by in a society which has totally different 

d u e s  and d a s  not regard Iadian laqgusges as part of their cuttural Usually 



these attitudes have to do with the relative prestige of the vernacular in relation to the 

language of wider currency. 

This description does not intend to claim that parental decisions are the main 

cause of the risk of language shift. The external pressure from the mainstream culture 

towards complete assimilation of minority indigenous groups is very high. The 

introduction of christianization into their society also affected the way in which 

Chacoan groups, including the P i l e  view and express themselves (Miller 1979). And 

other factors, such as the role of older siblings in language sociaiization of their 

younger brothers or sisters, are also important Both parental and sibling responses 

during acquisition seem to indicate that the Pilagi people, specially fkom the periurban 

settings, have abondoned a certain "purism" with respect to the vernacular language; 

younger children are not being corrected while the acquisition process proceeds, though 

children may be later signalled as imperfect speakers of the vernacular language. 

1.5.4 Literacy and Language Resemation among the Pilaga 

Despite the obstacles they hce, the Pilagi population is making efforts to keep the 

language alive. These efforts include the preparation of different kinds of written 

materials. 

The first concrete step taken by the P i l e  leaden and school teachers towards the 

establishment of an orthographic system dates to 1996. Wah the help of two 

anthropologists, Josk Braunstein and Ana DellYArciprete, the Pilagii designed the 

orthographic system currently used (Messineo and Dell' Arciprete 1997). 



Later, in 1997, they solicited financial support b m  the Iastituto Nacional de 

A s m t o s I n d i B e n a g ~ t & C e n t r o d e ~ & n Z o n a l  (CECAZO),tocarryollt 

literacy workshops rrnd prepare a cdlection of h e n  texts. It took the P i l e  two yean 

to write d coned a series of represmtative d v e s  all the c o d =  While 

in the field, I was able to supervise the tmscriptions and tmdatiofls of such texts, and 

to work in the ccd i t hg  of that m a t e d  wdal et et, 2000). 

During m*ps conducted in 1998 Wag& n p p d v e s  acquired more training 

in the use of the alphabet, at the same time that they wrote their own tads in a variety of 

genres. The gnrmmatical analysis developed in this d i d o n  has been illustrated with 

sentence examples from those texts, amoug other sources (see Chapter II. Datahue). 



Notes 

An overview of the physical geography and ecological constraints of this region can 
be found in Braunstein and Miller (1999), who also provide an updated ethnohistorical 
introduction to the peoples of the Gran Chaco, ffom preCohunbian to contemporary 
times. 

This data was published by the Institute of Aboriainai Communities (ICA) Formosa 
Since the census on which this table is based dates from the beginning of the 1990s, the 
information is faulty, and therefore, does not include data Corn the most recently- 
formed communities (such as Lote 2 l). I am very gratew to Juan Carlos Godoy 
(INCUPO) for providing me with these figures. 

This symbol represents a voiced phrayngeal fricative phoneme, which can be also 
realized as a voiced uvular Wcative (see Chapter m). The general tendency for older 
speakers fiom the western communities (i.e., Pilaga del Baiiado) is to pronounce this 
sound as a pharyngeal; for those ffom the eastern communities (i.e., Pilaga de 
Navagin), the tendency is to produce a postvelar f?icative. Younger speakers ffom the 
fust group are, however, deleting the consonant completely. 



CHAPTER 11 

METHODOLOGY AND GOALS 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter mainly d d s  with methodological issues and the nature of the database 

obtained. In the last section, I introduce the most salient grammatical features of Pilaga 

and of Guaykuruan languages at large. 

My research was conducted in several Pilaga communities of Formosa, Argentina. 

I stayed for several weeks in Bamo Qompi between 1988, 1989, 1990 and 1994 (three 

months altogether). During that time, the linguistic work was devoted to recording a few 

texts and eliciting words and phrases. During that period the main consultants were 

Ignacio Silva, Jose Rivero Salazar, Ernesto a m e z  , Hipolito Paiva, Victoria Palomo, 

Cipriana Palomo y Francisco Palomo, all residents of Barrio Qompi. The data collected 

during those trips and the contacts made with the Pilaga communities established the 

basis for my 1997- 1999 long-term field research. 

I returned to the field in June 1997, and settled in the town of Las Lomitas until 

December 1999. During that time, I payed periodic visits to Laqtasatanyi and Campo del 



Cido. I worked on the recording and transuiption of texts with the fdowing traditional 

speakers from Laqtasatanyi and Camp del Cielo: AIberto Navarrete, Jdio Quiroga, 

Forhrnata G o d e q  Julio S- and Gabino Acosta I also recorded texts from other 

traditional speakers such as Patricio P- (La Bomba), MO Florico (El Descans~)~ 

Julio Quiroga (San Martin 2), Marco Herrera (El SimboIar), and Solano Caballero (Pom 

Molina). 

Marceho Cardom (El Ikscamm), Omar Coquw (Cacique Coquero), Alejandro 

Rodas -yi) and JOG Miranda (Laqtmatanyi), all younger bilingual Magi- 

Spanish speakers, helped me with the translation into Spanish of cetain narrative 

passages. By working with speakers fkom diffknmt generations I was able to note some 

differences between the speech of traditionaI speakers and that of younger 

bilingual speakers. 

The example sentences in this grammar are drawn h m  a variety of sources. Most 

come from recorded and transmibed texts- Some simpler sentences I have daived from 

direct elicitation Othas come h m  d e n  tods, which the Pilagii themselves wrote for 

the purpose of compiling and publishing a text-&Ilectio~~ These examples are embedded 

in descriptions of vegetable and animal species, and mythical tales. The writers of those 

texts were Jod Canlozo and Matildo S u h z  (J. B. Alberdi); Mario Epez (Ibarrda); 

Egidio Tolosa (La Yolita); Ambrosio Figueroa, Doming0 Montoya and J.C. Yanzi (La 

Bornba); Sixto Tapiceno, W~QO Awsta, Jorge Cahllen>, Ro& G o d e z  and 



Sever0 Navaffete (Camp0 del Cielo); Damih S h  and Esteban Garcia (Lute 21); 

Miucelino Cardozo, M c i o  Cardozo, Francisco Rojas, Dionicio Z h t e  and Javier 

Florico (El Descanso); Norma Moreno, Eusebia Arias and MAnxIo Moreno (San Martin 

2); Nelson Moyano* Claudio Fernandez, Donato lhpez and Eugenio Tucho (POZO 

Navagh); Josk Miranda, Alejandro Rodas, Cresencio Rodas, Juan Zalazar, To& 

Quiroga (Laqtasrtanyi); Franco Ricardo Sbchez, Nery Zdrate (El Simbolar) 

Vale& Dorningueq Juan Segundo, and Rbmulo G o d e z  (La Linea-Fortin Soledad); 

Victoria Palomo, Otilia Navarro, Ramona Jimenez and A l M o  Garcia (Barrio Qornpi). 

The textual corpus amounts to one hundred and twenty six texts, in fifty hours of 

tape-recording. The length of each text ranges from twenty to several hundred clauses. 

All those texts were transcribed and tmshed  in the field. So k7 thirty longish texts 

have also been glossed on a morpheme-by-morpheme basis with native speakers, and I 

have glossed ten more with the help of the Shoebox 4.0 database program 

The texts collected cover a variety of genres: myths, description of species, 

description of customs (hunting, fishing, basketry, cooking, k g ,  honey and fhit 

collection), map descriptions, personal mrdves, historical narratives (the attack on Fort 

Y d c 6  and the uprising of cacique Pablito against the military forces), hortatory 

discourse of Pilagh leaders, and religious chants perfbrmed in church (Iglesia 

Evangelica Unida). 



2.3 Goals and Contents of this Dissertation 

The following description fills a gap in the study of Guaykmm languages, as to 

date there are still no complete gramman of any Guaykmuan language, and treatmeats o f  

syntax are especially rare- This dissertation covers some topics in the phonology, 

morphophonology and syntax of Pilaga. 

Chapter III presents a phonological sketch of the language, which includes the 

inventory of phonemes, morphophonernic processes, syllable and stress patterns. 

Chapter N deals with the morphology of non-verbal word ctasses. 

The study of verb morphology begins in Chapter V and contirmes throughout 

Chapters VI and W. Chapter V constitutes an overview o f  the verb template and deals 

with the morphological encoding of subjects and objects. A separate in-depth study o f  

the subject pronominal case-marking system is undertaken in Chapter VI. Chapter W 

discusses the categories of aspect, directionality and negation in P i l e  

While Chapters IV, V, VI, and W pay attention to the lexical and grammtical 

properties of nouns and verbs, Chapter VTIC attends to noun pbrase cadency, and 

Chapter IX to the syntax of basic declarative clauses. Chapter IX discusses the syntactic 

encoding of subject and objects, and in connection with overt coding properties of subject 

and obj- a(so the basic word order patterns that the language exhibits. Another central 

topic o f  Chapter IX is the distinction between basic and derived argument structure (via 

applicative markers) for htmdive, transitive and ditransitive verbs. Chapter X fhther 

considers other clause types such as locative, existential, intemgative, comparative and 



eqgitives. Chapter XI is devoted to clause combination, in particular to subordination 

and compiementation, 

2.4 Theoretical Framework 

This study takes an eclectic approach to amtlyzing the fads of Pilw grammar- 

Though sweral gmmmtical points prove to be very interesting both typologically and 

theoreticaily, this dissertation intends to highlight the most salient aspects of Wag& 

without aiming to argue for or against any particular grammatical theory. Rather, I have 

used typological classifications and theory to explain a number of fa-, as a way of 

shaping the description in the most clear and accessible way. 

For the grammatical description, I have examined the structural properties of words 

and clauses, and the pragmatic situations in which various of these structures are used, 

using what can be broadly defied as  a functional-typological approach I also propose a 

few diachronic hypotheses, in particular on the development of classifiers, 

complementitas and relativizers, and add a number of historical comments in 

connection with phonoIogical processeg noun classes and word order. 



2.5 Salient AsDeds of P i l d  Grammar in Partidar and 

I will summarize here salient typological fkatwes of Pilaga within the context of the 

G u a y b a a  languages Toba (Kiein 1973, 1978), Mocovi (Gualdieri 1998, Grondona 

1998) and Kadiwh (Sda lo  1995). 

Magi is morphologically aggIuhatke, having both prefixes and sufExes, but more 

&es. Nouns are simpler morphologically than verbs. There are no adpositions or case 

marking for nouns. The overall plural-marking system is quite similar in al l  the 

Guaykuruan languages and the forms are cognates with each other. The distribution of 

plural &es to nouns is, synchronicaily, lexically detemined. V d s  exhibit many 

different plural d e s  for subjects and objects, and nouns exhibit different plrals for 

possessors. Nouns have a system of classifiers that indicates position and motion ofthe 

referenced entity. 

Verbal morphology presents different sets of prefixes br subjects and objects; a 

feahlre that, with some variation in the number and sbrrpe of sets h m  language to 

Laaguage, is found throughout the family. AU the Guayhauan languages are or have 

historically been of an activdstative case-marking type.' hstmmentals, lodves, 

benefactves and conhtives may be referenced on the verb through SUE%-. h al l  

Guaykuruan languages aspect, djrectionatity and location are encoded on the verb, and 

the verbs are tenseless. 



These Languages have a small set of adjectives with nominal morphology7 the vast 

majority of forms with adjectival meaning are stative verbs. AU Guaykuruan languages 

lack a numeral system. Minor word classes such as adverbs, quantifiers, discourse 

comectors and ideophones remain unstudied. 

It has been argued that the basic word order is AVO/SV in Toba (Messineo, pc.) 

and in Mocovi (Gualdieri 1998, Grondona 1998), and I state that the same holds for 

Pilaga- For Kadiwk however, Sandal0 (1995) states that word order is free, and the 

object or the subject NP can come in any position with respect to the verb. But since 

most, if not all, Guaykuruan languages belong to the pronominal argument type (i.e., 

subject and object firactions are not distinctively encoded by phrase structure), word 

order variation is not unexpected. What strikes oae as coommon to all the descriptions of 

Southern Guaylatruan languages elaborated so far is that the position of the NP sqbject 

presents more variation than the position of the NP object. It is, therefore, possible that 

what have been considered "subject" NPs in the analysis of word order pattans are, in 

fact, adjuncts, and for that reason occurrence of a lexical NP coreferential with the 

subject is neither obligatory nor is its position within the clause hed. Synchronically 

Pilaga and Toba belong to the Verb-initial type, and probably Mocovi too, suggesting the 

existence of a synctacticized pattern at least for the languages of the Southern 

Guaykunran branch. There are some traces in the grammar of Toba and Pilaga that 

suggest that at least some languages ofthe Southern Guaykuruan branch could have been 

OV (or Dependent-Head) in their origins, evolving towards a verb-intial type in a later 

stage. 



Gua- languages show a tendency to cmdmtion through c o n . o n s ;  

subordination, however, proves to be more d B i  h m  one language to mother- 

Accurding to the sources, subordinate clauses fall into two types: tbey may present no 

marker of subordination at all, or they may be h t d u c e d  by a complemenbim or a 

rdative pronoun, depending on the bction that a subordinate clause bears to its matrix 

clause* 



Notes 

1Asnotedjus tabove ,~wunsarenotmsrkedfor~C8Se  Thisstudyusestheterm 
case to refa to how arguments are marked diffaemly in the verb. 



PHONOLOGICAL SKETCH 

This chapter desai'bes the phonological system of Pirag& W o n  3.1-3.2 show 

consonant and vowel phonemes. Section 3 -3 contains a phonetic desaiptioa of the 

phonemes. For each phoneme I provide the environment in which it occurs, with 

examples. In section 3.4 I discuss the syllable, concentrating on its structure and 

coostraints. In 3.5 I explain segmemal phonological rules, while in 3.6 I discuss some 

more phonological proasses that take place during morphological deriv- Section 

3.7 is dedicated to disaws the l e x i ~ o a  ofvowed harmony in demomtratives and 

section 3.8 attends to stress phenomena 

Then are eighteen coosonant ad fbrn vowel phonemes in P i l e  Table 1 presents 

the consonants according to their place and xnannex of articulation, while Table 2 contains 

the vowels according to the approximate tongue body position and lip mmdhg. 



TABLE 2. Pil& cunsoaant Phonemes 

TABLE 3. WagA Vowel Phonemes 

I I Front I Back t 

This seaion is intended to contrast phonetically s h i k  m e a t s  in Pilaga 

For that purpose, a set of minimal or nearly minimal pairs (contrast in analogous, 

not ideatid, emvimnments) is provided here2 Ccrrmas are in initial and finaf positbq 

syllableonsetsdcodrsinthecs#of co~andsyUableauclei ,furvowdg 

High 

Mid 

Unround Round 
i 

e 

U m d  R o d  

o 

a' 



The examples in (1) show the contrast baween obstments, and betwan obstnrents 

and the sonorant /m/: 

(a) Ipf/lm] [aqJ 'left-handed' l [epaqJ 'tree' 
@) [tY[E] [k&] 'pig' / pate] 'piranhap 

(c) [tfla [netayii 'be.on7 I [nedarn] 'belly bumn' 
(d) [keteke] 'ear-ringsp/ [ketege] 'same as' 
(e) ky[E] [neketela] 'somebody's ear'/ (n&] 'somebody's leg' 
(Q [halok] 'long' / wa 'hidher food' 

(g)Bm @mlok] 'long' I won 'their food' 

(h) [m [namaql 'twisted' /[:r1ar~7] 'twisted(pl-)' 

(i) CgyIqJ [gam?e] 'Wdistal' / [qaepa] 'eyebrow' 

(jj kym [maikqaga] 'anyhhg6disEal' / [maCakone] 'a long time ago' 

(k) m/IO] paik?] 'hidher tear' I @a&] 'stone (sp.)' 

In (2) the contrast is between pharyngeal and velar, and betwan p h y g e a l  and 

laryngeal (i.e., glottal) sounds. 

(a) [TyP] [MW 'no' / [nahau 'comiog.pl' 

(b) [ry[sl [PaTaik] 'black rnaquite tne' f @g&] %vhite.mesc' 

(c) mraikl 'black maquite tree' / [na?aik] 'road' 



(a) rma~e1 1 [=PI 
(b) Inn] [ d a ]  'fiuit of mistol' / Da~aw] '-I 

[Myii 'today' I plyi.1 'hismer brother' 

(c) [nyki3 [nahoa 'these .proximal7 / [dalaik] 'new' 

(a) [nyIfi] [oaho?J 'tbese.proxizMl' I [aaho?J 'these sittiag' 

(e) pKa [lolefl 'his/her fire' I [dole7] 'h' 

Ewmples in (4) show palatal cons on am^ in similar contexts. 

(4) 
(a) c fin^] [naiklanek] ' sfrcmg person' /E~a~a~anek] 'chief 
(b) [ ~ m  [ q m ]  'sound of a bow string' I [yilcw] 'he died' 

(5) 

(a) [eyCa] [aawak] ' m y '  l [anawek] 'bring it'. [em] % dried' l am 
[sewotak] 'I 8m walliqg' I [sawotak] '1 am doing 50-g (C& 
warking'). [dewenatawm] 'he thou@' / 'he catches'. 



(b) [eY[a [neinek ] 'somebody's house' I [nemik] 'somebody' S nose' 
(c) [axe] [amJ 'you' / [oml 'it blew away' 
(a) [ eno] [awe] 'You go!' /[ y a w  bvoman' 

In this section, I will 8ccouut fbr the phonetic form and d i s s ~ i o n  of Pil@ 

Segments. 

3.3.1 Stops 

There are seven stop in Pilag5. Voiceless stops and affricates in syllable initial 

position are released with a crackling sound M a r  to a closure of the glottis. h such 

instances the voiceless stops sound like ejcctive consonants, though in P i l e  qectives do 

not comprise a distinct phonological category fiom non-jectives. 

Stops can be characterized as follows: 

/p/ Voiceless bilabial; occurs in syllable onset and coda positions: /p?& 'hot'. 

/napiaW 'both f&t7, /nkap/ 'somebody's back'. There is fine wriakn betwan Cpl and 

ej& Ip'] in syllable initipl position: [anp'awo] - [anpawo] you go in!'. 

W /  Voiceless aheolsr, occurs in syllable onsets and codas: h a p W  'annadilo'. 

ryipaltehal 'my back', flayocot/ 'hidhex hair*. An ejective dophone occurs in h e  

variation with [t] sy11ablMdy. [t'adcga] - [tadcga] 'he Left in this direction (pointing 



at a footprint)', [t'adayk] - [tadayk] 'big'. It/  is realized as a voiceless palatal affricate /U 

before /id. Thus, n-on of h/ and /U occurs before [+ high] vowels- When an affix 

beginning with a high vowel N follows a root or another afEx ending in M, pahdhion 

of the comaant takes place (i.e., /t/ > [E]): /Inat/'her nail' + /-V 'PL' >[?nalSi]' her nails, 

/qo-/ 'IS7+ li-/ 'setA3' + no/ 'look' /-t/ 'ASP7+ /-i yi/ 'DIRin a straight 

line' > [qoyl&iyi] 'they are observing.' 

Id/ Voiced alveolar, occurs in syllable onsets and codas that are not also word-final: 

ldahol 'those few people standing', h&di/ 'several rivers'. According to phonatactic 

constraints in this language, there are no voiced stops d - W l y ,  which suggests a 

historical neutralization of voiced stops in that position. The voiced stop /d./ is realized as 

a [m between vowels. In that same position P i l e  speakem may also produce a 

sono- tap [r], variation with [a: [habade] - m ? e ] ' s h e  ( W i n g ) ' ,  
* 

[lebema] - [krema] 'hare'. 

/k/ Voiceless velar. occurs in all positions: /katena/ 'sun', /mketela/ 'somebody's ear', 

/nanik/ 'somebody's house'. An ejeaive allophone occurs in &ee variation with the non- 

ejective allophone in syllable initial positioa: Eyik'ematege] - wemalegel 'he is injured' 

[dek'etapiyet] -[deketapiyet] 'he is eating like chewing'. Voiceless /kf is opt iody  

reabed as an timeleased allophone in word-kal positio~ [na5aik3 ] 'snake', [na?aikJ 



'road', po?ok2 'his skin'. W is subject to rules oflenition aad voicing. Voicing 

assimilation of M into [v] occurs either when a vowel precedes it or betwem~ two . 
vowels: /S/ 'W l'+/& 'move.go'+ /WO/ 'DIRoutwards' 3 &two] - 
[ s epo ]  'I left', [t'eksow] - pe?pow] 'hopefuly'. As the attemath in the examples 

indicates, this rule is stylistic and the ktm that cause this &anation need to be 

investigated. 

/g/ Voiced velar, occurs in syllable oasets and codas. Betweea vowels /g is always 

realized as a voiced Wcative [xl: [ha~am?e] 'that femdistal' (note that in the underlying 

form of the morpheme there is a /g/, i.e., C&am?e] 'that mascmaScdistal ' ), 

[nwat] 'somebody's mouth', [nrrwap] ''sowbody's shoulder'. But /g/ may be also 

re&& as M after a voiced consonant: [ouek] 'salt'. Ledion in word-initial and 

word-final positions does not apply and thug the co- sounds Wre a W stop [g]: 

b ? e ]  'that (distal)', [sewo?g] 'I file (my ds)'. 

/q/ Voice1ess uvulsr, occurs in syllable onsets and codas: /qaepal 'eyebrow', 

/nqaik/ 'head', /noqosot/ 'neck', k a q /  'hand (kicluding furarm))'. An ejective 

allophone occurs in fke variation with a non-ejedive dophone in syllable-initial 



positimr [q'aepa] 'eyebrow', [mmoq'o] 'the two cheeLs of a person'. Like /k/, iq/ b an 

d e a s e d  allophone in word-W position: -3 'hone', bo?oq7 'my M. 

1 ? 1 Glottal or laryngeal stop; ocans syllablahaally, d syIlabIe+i&ially in word 

medial syllables: &o?tetadi/ 'both thighs', /yMvo?/ 'my blood', /?am/ - l d  'you 

(sg)'. AUthe~thatbeginwitha@~ftalstopinmycorpr~&ligatorily~ea 

 prom^ prefix, aad cooseqdy  the glottal stop Jrands in the onset position of a 

medial syllable: ld 'd 1 '+ /?W 'spleep'+ /W 'ASP.prg7l 'I am sleeping', /A 

'setA l'+ /?alaq/ 'yell'/ 'I ydl' (coronal pnfixes are syllabic, as will be e x p I d  in 

&on 3 -4.2 and 3.6.2.) Merginally, it occurs w~td-idial position, One instance of the 

glottal stop in word-initial position is fixrnd in the mdqemht p r o m  for 2.6 person 

singular /?ad 'yw'. But stylistic variation makes this ward atternate with a non- 

glotcsliad fom Le., / a d  'p'. Heaa, cHf" pro- . . ofthe same word 

may be heard from the same speaker- 

The giloaal stop &as a tendency to dision even when zmqhmes are specified fix it 

hnomindcldets(seechaptaLV),wfdchanall~edhraglottal~~ 

g l d  is inaudrile in rapid p r o m o n  The variation in the prnmmwtmn . . ofthese 

~ c a i ~ ~ r d s v a r i e s ~ m a n e ~ e r t o a a o t h a , d ~ ' b t e ~ ~ a n ~ s a d  

d-of Pi lag&Spmishb~smAIsunotethat theat t~betweenths  

glottahd and ttre nom-glottrlized fonn m the damorysgtive P?ea] - Den] 



'this'Fhae', the noun cksifier [sa - [so3 'fargoia&rtway', and the classifier ptus 

demonstrative stem [soh071 - [soho] 'that fitrlgoing away' does not comprise any 

meanhgfid difference. &wevw, when the glottal stop sems to dkhgukh meaning 

(e.g., between singular and p h d  nouns) this consonant cannot be elided For example, 

in the following muas the glottal stops heIps to maintain number cb?sactloas . .  . : [jlawo] 

'womanp/ [yswon kromenp, [tahki] 'pat'4tahki71 'pots'. In otha pmmatical 

lexemes the glottal stop has a certain flexibility as to where in the syllable or in the word 

it will occur. In independent pronouns for 1' and 206 pason p W  which. like n o d  

ciassifias, are underIyingly specified for a gloaal stop, the location of the glottal 

wllsormt is not fixed; it can oaw in one syllable or inthe nest: [qo?mi] l- 

[qom?q - [ q o a  'wes, [am?i1 - [axni7] 4yw(p~)'.4 The placement oftbe glottal stop 

in the following lexical words does not involve any d i f f m  in number either: 

[napa?qte] 'lice' -er speakers) - [napaqa?te] 'lice' (older speakas). 

N Voice1ess palatal; occurs in syllable onsets only (as with the rest ofthe palatal 

c o l l s o ~ ) :  /6ikeaa/ 'arrow', /nk/ 'leg'. An ejectivc dophone ocarn syUabI+ 

Wr [qW'e] 'and', [naE'eI] 'sevaal nails'. The phonemic opposition between H/ 

and N is seen before [-high] vowels: [natoqt'] 'he spits' m [ndmxiek] 'pmxty', 



Inatat] 'he leaves' vs. [XI-] 'somebody's tongue'. Neutdkdon between It/  and /U 

occurr before [+high, -back] vowels. 

3.3.3 Fricatives 

Id Voiceless alveolar, occurs in syllable onsets and codas: /sorxtaW 'shirt', 

/ n w d  'braceleta, /kasonalawakl 'lightening'. 

/V Voiced pharyngeal; occurs in intervocalic position only: /awo$oik/ 'moon', 

/lapa$at/ 'meat' or 'flesh'. The pharyngeal ficative /T/ is a restricted phoneme in PilW 

The pronunciation of m alternates with a uvular fricative [U] m the eastern dialect (i.e., 

Pidaga & Nllwlgcin) or it is simply deleted in the speech of younger speakers fiom the 

western communities (PiIaga &l &diodo): 

(6) 

Dialect 1 .Piiagi del Baiirrdo Dialect 2. Pilagi de Navagin Gloss 

0 PapaTatl - Papaat1 - P a p a ~ l  'louse' 

(b) I~OSOPI W [noo~l - [notfop] ‘water' 

(c) [noTotolek] - [nootolek] - [no~otolek] 'chiid' 

m! Voiceless glottal or laryngeal; occurs in syllable onsa~ and codas: haso?/ 'that pason 

(fern) comiag', lsohd %rat persan (W.) coming', /~~ 'dangerous (h.)' 



/V Voiced alveolar sonorsnt; ocans in syllable onsets and codas: /lo?ok/'doud', 

MO/ 'ash', /paqal/ 'shadow'. 

/M Voiced palatal sonoram; occurs in syllable onsets only: r"xaW 'my 

finger', / m h d  'yet'. The l a t d  palatal has a much more nshicted h i o n  than 

the rest of the paktals (for instance, it never occurs in hnt  of /o/, and rarely in fkont of 

/e/, while /E/ and /W do occur with these vowels). Also, as eqezted, there are no 

occumnces of this phoneme before [+ high] vowels. This is one. reason to believe that it 

might be new phoneme that conceivably has arisen b m  Aia/ becoming 

[a] or &a/ becoming [W. Synchronically, some instsnces of hl result from 

morpheme-&a1 N occuring next to morphemeinitial N, e.g. N 'Poss.3' +&a%ta/ ' 

finger' > [~acata] 'hidher finger'; but other instances ere not involved in any 

morphological & d o n s ,  e.g. [mabya] 'yet'. 

3.3.5 Nasals 

/m/ voiced bilabial; oazas in syllable oosets and codas: /&ek/ 'ostrich', 

lnemikl 'somebody's muse', / e b e g d  'he goes up'. 

Id voiced alveolsr, occurs h syllable onsets and codas: fnahd 'those ones (coming)' 



Inokond 'toe', /s?onah~/ 'I deep'. Palatalization affects the alveolar sonorant /n / 

(i.e., /n/ > [ii]). Thus, In/ is also realized as a palatal [ii] before IQ: 

law/ ' s e a l ' +  /? onaw 'sleep' + In/ 'ASP' + /id 'PLY > [aw?onaFaiii] 'you @l.) sleep'. 

But, as also noted before, palatals have phonemic status because they contrast with 

alveolars in the environment of a [-high] vowel. 

/E/ Voiced palatal; occurs in syllable onsets, and marginally in syllable codas: /iiakl/ 'I 

wash myself, /waqEW 'star'. The only instance of /a/ in the coda position, word- 

finally found in my corpus appears in the word for 'small', /qapia/.s 

3.3.6 Glides 

/W/ labiovelar glide; occurs in all positions: /wayam/ 'fox', /yawo/ 'woman', /siyawa/ 

'person', lyilew/ 'he died', /wede/ 'fish'. The labiovelar h/ has a bilabial fricative 

dophone [b] when followed by [+high] vowel, as in [biase] 'brown deer', pilili] 'type 

of bird', [lobin 'back (in animals)'. 

m/ palatal glide; occurs in initial and medial positions: /yawagc/ 'my shoulder', 

AaEiyil 'stream', /pyoq/ 'dog', /awoToyk/ 'moon', and in word final position in a few 

words /iiaqaEipoleyl 'my own axe', /emelaselolcy/ 'the forest, the habitat'. 





In Pilaga one or more consonants may optionally precede the syllable nucleus, and 

one or two consonants may fbllow it (ie, in the omet and coda positions, respectively, 

though the coda position is very restricted). The nucleus can be simple or complex 

Together the coda and the nucleus comprk the rhyme. Pilagi syllable structure is 

represented in (7) (C-nsom Gcglide; V--710we1): 

(7) Pilagii syllable 

Syllable 

In the next subsections, I discuss syllable structure and its comtnhts- 

3 -4.1 Syllable Stnrame 

Universally, every syllable must have a nucleus and P i l e  is no exception to this 

rule. AU vowels and the alveolar segments /d,s, nJI uin occupy the nuclear posiha6 

Each vowel axmts as a mora, and the alveolar nuciei have motaic vdue too- 



The general tmdency fir words is that the synable nucleus is associated with 

one vocalic position on a skeletal tier (Clernests and Keyser 1983). Nevertheless, words 

containing long hornorganic nuclei (e.g., [dam?e] 'they', Cj,-'] 'bone, spine', [sese-e] 

'I am criticizing', [aalo:stak] 'I am &g') and vowel sequences (see 3.4.3 below) are 

possible as well. Double v m l s  may resuh h m  the loss of an intervocalic ~ 0 1 1 ~ 0 ~  

(with subsequent nsyllabification). At least synchronicalty, a fm aative roots are 

lexically specified as having bimoraic syllables- 

Other scholacs have claimed that phonemic long and short vowels are present in the 

inventories of other GuayLuruan languages (for Toba, see Klein 1978; for Mocovi, 

Gualdieri 1998; and for KAw&, see Sandalo 1996); and long wweis have also b n  

reconstructed for Prato-Guaykuman (Caia and Sandalo 1995). 

h my analysis, 1 take a diffmnt stance by proposing that length contrast is a 

f- of the syllable, rather thsn of the vowel phonemes. In order to account for surfaa 

long vowels end vowel sequenas in Pda& I propose that phonetic long vowels and 

sequences a r k  because of two mora positions in the syllable structure. J h q l e s  with 

light (monomoraic) sod heavy (bimoraic) syllables are provided in (8) Imd (g), 

respctively (the diagnuns represent syllable weight, omitting the  on of 

subsylIabic onset-uucleus-coda cumtituents, shown in (7)): 



'he - standing' 

'they - stsoding' 

As for the oaset, nearly any CO- ofthe imrentory qualifies for that position 

Only pharyngeal is never licensed m an initial onset (i.e., word-initially). 

Giides an specified for the same feaftrres as vowels, the only differe~ce being the 

position they occupy within the syllable. 

A vowel specified as [- high] always syUabifies as a nucleus. However, segmxts 

specaid as [+high] or [+labia are S y r r a b i i  into the position when fbIlowed by 

another vowel; or to the codq when preceded by a vowel and followed by a consonant: 



(b) [awe kde]  ''you eat' 

There is a tendency to avoid onsetless syllables in this bgmge. Thus, when two 

vowels are in sequence, asocidon of a high vowel to an d e d  onset position takes 

place, deriving glides in onset position (l la-b). Wheneva possible, a glide is 

inserted befon a high vowel to avoid a syllable without an onst (l lc): 

(1 1) 

(a) N 'Pass. 1 ' + /oh? / 'fire' > bo.Iea 'my fin' 

@) N 'Poss. l + lo?oq/ 'skid > boTon] 'my skin' 

(c)/i/%ss.17 +/wd'walk7+/tak/'ASP' >tyiwoetak]  hei is^' 

Syllables with complex omets are much less common then simple onsets, and 

complex onsets are smnly coastrained In Pilag6, the only passible onset is with a 

palatal glide as the s e d  member7 ag &CM$ 'dog'. 

FhaUy, as the template in (7) suegestg every syllable may have a coda The ooda 

fouod in the coda ofa syllable? Coolplex codas are found either wor6medial or wQd- 

£h& buttbey areseverely restrichd: only the glottal stop am fill the fint slot in a 

complex coda, e g  [wo.lae?t] 'basket'. 



3 -4.2 Phonotactic Constraints 

The following phonatactic coostraints have been observed: 

(a) In general, there are no restrictions on the diseiution of voiceless obstruents. 

However, the obstruents /4 E, and the sonorant are never found syllable-finally or 

word-finally. O f  these, is never found word-initially either, but otherwise it can 

occur in syllable initial position. Pharyngeal fi/ only occurs between identical vowels 

(/a/ or /0/) :* 

(12) 
(a) [layoTot ] ' hidher hair' 

(b) [natahsom] 'somebody's face' 

@) There are w geminate consonants. 

(C) Pilaga has several syllable types, namely V, CV, VC, CVC, CGV, C W .  See (13) 

for an illustration of syllable types: 

(13) 
(a) V. CV.CV 

/ale.wa/ 'land' 



0) CV.cv.cv.cv 
& i . k o . m d  'my grandmothef 

(4 CVC 
/mm/ 'door' 

(e) a w a  
I P Y ~  'dog' 

0 cvv 
/daaJn'e/ 'he (standing)' 

(d) Pilagh exhibits tautosyilabic vocalic sequences of two sorts. One involves a glide, 

but the second type does not These poss1'bilities are represented in (14). 

The first two types (14a-b) may consist of a [-hid W)& plus a glide, e.g. 

'dog', /kyawa/ 'husbaad', &o.le?/ 'my fin', IyaTatd 'my tinger'. 



[- high] vowel plus Iabiovelar glide sequences are [awl, [ew] and [owl. [awl occurs 

in, for instance, [=taw] 'cent' (Spanish loanword), [aw.ka.ten] 'you look'. Much less 

Erequent than [awl are [ew] and [owl. [m] exhiiits the greatest articulatory contrast 

since the two vocoids are situated at the extremes of the vocalic space (e.g., [sew] 

'north'). Only one example with [owl has been found, i.e., [t'tksow] 'hopefully', and 

according to my language consultants this is an old word form no longer used in daily 

conversation but in traditional narmtive genre. 

Sequences involving the palatal glide are [ay ] as in [yacaykpi J 'my old fob ' ,  [oy] 

as in [qoyJco.de.ge] 'one pours', [qoy-men] 'it is sold', and [ey] like in [iiaqaEi.po.ley] 

'my own axe', [e.meJase.lo.leyl 'the fore% the habitat', and [oy] as in [oyJqa-rayk] 

'powerfbi' and [awo. royk] 'moon'. 

The third type of tautosyllabic vocalic sequence (l4c) contains two 111 vowels, 

ie., a [+back] plus a [- back] vowel but it is restricted to specific combinations: [ae] and 

[oe]. Note that [e] is consistently the second member, as in for instance [w'aeie] 'first', 

[WO-laeh] 'basket', lpagen.ta.narae1 'teacher', b e i i i ]  'middle', and of [oe], as in 

[aqocCiyi] 'throat', [da.soe.yiii 'it goes', [ a d ~ a r a k ]  'your secret', [nmoe] 'mythic 

arrow whose extreme end is made of a special kind of wax'. These tautosyUabic 

sequences can be reduced (a process called 'apocope') in fast speech (cf. 3.4.2) and as a 

consequence, the second vowel is dropped. 

(e) Two contiguous consonants may eooccur but they are always assigned to different 

syllables. (Also, as mentioned in 3.4.1, there are severe restidiom on which consonants 



~occurincl~erswithinthe~nrerdthecoda).  hehathamaybringtwo 

comonantsto@er. Iftbe~omisaco~itmso&esWtbennclarr 

position of the firsr syUabk, wbacss the canoonent that fbIIows s y W i  into a distinct 

syllable. (Ou the ability of coronaL to Pr;msfv the rmclear position in a @able, see 3.6.2 

Epntkis . )  

(15) 

(a) [&&.Tot] 'I declare. ' 

(b) [ L W  'hidher tear' 

(c) [n.~o.Fot] 'He codkses himself' 

H o w m r , i n ~ ~ h t h e ~ 6 ~ ~ e n c e i s s p i i t u p b y a n ~ ~ v o w d  Pason 

p&es have the unddying G %m. Tlnxs, srampfes lmda (IS) can also be pronounced 

[=b-Tot], Fkq, [ncCo.5ot], as the d ofthe surfbciag ofan epenthetlc vowel. The 

vowdisllrrlallyaco~ofthefirstMwelofthe~thoughtbaepnamrmbaof 

idiosyndes. (On the quality ofthe WC vow& see 3.62 and 3.6.3.) 

Further ilhrsbation is provided in (16): 



S f i a t i o n  may bring two consonants together too, but they are assigned to 

Merent syllables, in the coda and onset position of two distinct syllables. 

A phonetic glottal stop cooccun after almost any Pilaga consonant. But in my 

account of syllable structure I consider these combinations to be ejective allophones 

rather than clusters. At the phonetic level, voiceless obstruents are just produced with 

mild closure of the glottis, and this characteristic is also possible, though less frequent, 

with sonorants- 

(Q The sequences formed by a uvular plus [- back] vowel, or a pharyngeal plus [- back] 

vowel are ill-formed (i- e., *qe, *qi *$e, *xi ). Phonetically, uvulars and pharyngeals 

involve a dorsal articulator, whereas /e/ and /id are [- back] which makes the ill-formed 

combinations difficult to produce. However, in present-day Kadiweu fi-om the 

Guaykuruan branch, uvular and pharyngeal consonants do occur with [-back] vowels. 

This fact suggests that in the languages of the Southern branch, the distinction uvular- 

pharyngeal is lost in the environment of [-back] vowels. 

3.4.3 Syllable Reductions 

The following changes apply to phonologicai words. They take place in faster or 

more casual spoken styles, or in some dialects. Most of them involve the loss of a sound, 

either a vowel or a consonant, or a complete syllable. They apply to syllables containing 



vowels in unstressed weak& positions and as such, an good candidates for 

contraction: 

(A) Vowd or consonant ddetion (with or without subsequent resyllabitication): 

i CV-CV > CVC: a medial unstnssed vowel is pcopated. The reduction triggers 

resyllabification, decreasing the number of syUabIes by one ( ['l on the v o d  indicates 

primary stress): 

(17) 

(a) [qana~?6] > [qan.~?e] 'and' 
@) [we.tawa16] > [wetaw.l6] 'he is with several people' 

ii. C W  > CV: apocope of a vowel without syllable reduction. The target in this case is a 

tautosy1labic vowel cluster. 

(1 8) 

(a) [ -E?~J  [ma.e?€j 'own' 
(b) [w'ae.Ei.q > [w'aEifii 'first' 
(c) [no.q=Eiyil > [no.qo.Eiyi 'throat' 

iii. Consonant deletion between identid vowels. The consonants involved are b] and 

m. This is one distinction between younga P i l e  speakas h m  the west (Pi- ciel 

B M )  and those &m the east (Pi@@ de N e ) .  Exarmples to the left of the arrow 



represent the form as heard b m  younger speakers of the earrtan caaununities, while 

those aligned to the right comspond to the same form in the western dialect Note that 

here, stress is not significsnt; it may occw on the sytlable carrying the deleted mmotmt 

or it may not Compare (19a-c): 

(19) 

(a) [s6.To.te] [s&.te] 'before' 

@)[lap %it] > Ilppatit] "meat' 

(C) [we.tali.ge] > [we.tai&] 'to be od9 

(B) Syllable deletion or syncope- This occurs at and within morphme bamdaries. 

i Between grammatical morphemes, regardless of morpheme bouodaries: 

(20) -pe + -1cge 'DIRin mtion + DIR onova' > [pege]  CL^., CV.CV.CV > CV-CV) 
(a) [&pe.le.ge] > [ta.pCgel %e goes over 

ii. W ' i  grammatail morphemes; it affects morphemes with more than we syllable: 

(21) -@ern 'DIR downwards' > -km (i-e.,V.CWCVC > V-CVC) 
(a) [nekisegem] [n*] 'he climbs/edt 

The fm that the loss of intesvdc /g/ m the morpheme -does not also 

exhibit an intamediate stage -h syncfrronidy hss m, q W o n  to my knowledge. 



(22) -pega 'aspect' > -pa (i.e., CV.CV > CV) 

(a) [ansal6?0tpeya] [ansalo?otpaJ 'I show something to you.' 

(23) -ake ' desiderative' 

(a) [&take] > [sete] - [ste] 'I want.' 

3.5 Seamental PhonoIoaical Rules 

A number of consonants undergo phonological changes at morpheme boundaries. 

Some of these changes are lexicalized, and some are not. In the following subsections, I 

treat only some lexical and non-lexical rules that Pilaga exhibits; other phonological 

changes not covered here will become apparent in a number of examples throughout this 

dissertation. 

A velar stop is deleted before /q/, that is part of the plural morpheme -S or S. 

(This is clearly a lexical rule, since it applies to a certain morpheme.) Note that in (24a- 

c) vowels on both sides of the uvular consonant are [+back] while in (24d) the uvular is 

preceded by a [+back] vowel and a glide: 

(24) 
(a) /emek/ 'house' + /qa/ 'PLY > [emaqa] 'several houses' 
@) Inalondd 'firewood' + /qa/ 'PL' > [aalonaqa] 'much firewood' 
(c)/yalekl 'myson' +lqa/'PL' > [yalqa] 'mychildren' 



(d) /m?@ 'mad' + /qo/ 'PL' > [na?ayqo] 'several h' 

3.5.2 /q / - Deletion 

The uvular stop /q/ is deleted in word final position before a g l d  stop when the 

glottal stop hstadates a plural morpheme that occurs with verbs and nouns. The rule is 

informally expressed in (25) and examples are given in (26): 

(26) 

(a) &/ 'setA3' + /slag/ 'yell' +R/ 'PL' > balsa 'They shout '  

@) In/ 'setB.3' + /yew 'yell' +R/ 'PL' > Injcla?J 'They come back' 

(C) 'horse' + R/ 'PL' > W'lJ 'several homes' 

(d) 'dogs + ni 'PL' > cpy~q cscvaal dogsy 

There is a lexical rule by which wular stop /ql changes to betweea [+back] 

vowels. Synchronically this rule applies to the verbal plural s d x  pa 'PL' which 

already contains a [+b& -round] v 0 4  (see examples m (28)). The Ldm rule may be 

infbrmdly expressed in the following fhdion: 



Note that in (28) the examples meet the structural conditions for the ienition rule to 

apply- 

(28) 

(a) /S/ 'set A l ' + lakonl 'pick'+ Iqd 'PL' + I-101 'Obj.pl'> [sakoaaTalo] 'We pick 

several things' 

(b) /S/ 'setA 1 ' + /ae/ 'go' + /qa/ 'PL' l-ta/ 'DIRout o f  > [saqata] 'We go out' 

(c) /d 'setA l' /maEal 'listen' +/qd 'PL' > [sm&aTa] 'We listen' 

3.5 -4 Deletion of Coronals 

When two ooronal consonants come together at morpheme boundaries, one of them 

is deleted. According to the examples in (29), it seems that the c o d  consonant that is 

ranked higher in sonority is the one that is lost (29a-b). But if both c o r o d s  are 

voiceless, the stop prev8iis over the ficative (29c). 



(a)lW csetB.l' +/?cta('f ix'+h~& 'ValZ7 +W 'ASP' > [a?ea~araesl] "Iam 
dressing hidher.' 

(b) /U 'setB. I ' + /alW 'run' + /M& 'ValZ' [ W e ]  'my velocity' 
(c) n/ 'setA l' + /al- 'nm' + Mjil 'ASP' + /get/ DIR' [tdocofapiyet] "He 

rushed,' 

3 .S -5 Simplification of Adjacent Identical Consonants 

In Pilag6, Sequences of identical consonantal segments are prohibited within the 

word- As stated in 3.4.3 (a), on the s d b  then are W geminate con so^ but 

morpheme concatdon may involve adjacent identical segments. In that case, 

s i m p l ~ ~ n  applies. 

(30) 

(a) /S/ 'setA l' /not/ 'jump' + W 'ASP' > [senotak] 'I am jumping.' 
(b) /nkap/ 'back' + /pi/ 'COL' > bwil ' m a n ~ b a ~ ( = b o d y  part)' 

Three rules will be discussed in this section: eped~esis, pakhafion and vowel 

harmony. Both paktalization and vowel harmony involve feature sprearliag. In P i l e  

epenthesis interacts with vowel harmony (i.e., the epathetic vowel harmonizes with the 

vowel of the next cmtiguous syllable). For chrity, I wiU qlicate pahdht ion first, 

fillowed by a treatment of vowel harmony and epeathesis. 



3 -6.1 Palatalization 

Palatalization has been represented in non-linear phonology as an assimilatory 

process by which a high fiont segment Like N or Ey/ typically affects an alveolar, 

causing the retraction of the articulation of the consonant to the palate. In P i l e  

palatalization is a very productive phenomenon but synchronically is only evident across 

morpheme boundaries. 

In this language, the vowel that changes an alveolar consonant into a palatal is 

always [+high]. The following consonants undergo palatahation in Pilaga: 

The [+ high ] feature spreads from right to left. As evidenced by examples under 

(32)' the palatalizing &out segment (e.g. TV) may retain its slot in the skeletal structure 

after the palatalization of the consonant has taken place (328-b), or it may not (32c); 

however, the feahue [+high] is always retained: 

(32) 
(a) /an/ 'set B.2' + IEilanl 'bathe' + /id 'PL' [an6iIaai] 'you @I) have a bath' 
(b) N 'Poss. 3 ' + In& 'nail' + N 'PL' > [lnaEi] 'hidher nails' 

(c) N 'Poss.3 ' + /ya%ata/ 'finger' > [data] 'hidher finger' 



Comnals W, /d are [cont] but N is [+corn] accordins to W e  and Clements 

(1983). /S/ aod /d/ are also coronals, but there are m cases &ohring palatalization of /S/ 

and /d/. In fiict, p a l d  ficatives and voiced palatal afEic8ttes are totally missing fiom the 

inventory of Pilagh consonanis (c£ Table 3.1). ' This hxma must have a historical 

explanatioq since in both Toba and Mocovi synchronic palatalization affects al l  corona1 

segments (Wein 1978; Gualdieri 1998, Grondona 1998). 

Another comonaot that changes when followed by /id is /W/. /W/ regularly becomes 

[e] before a [+ high] vowel. The prommciation of /W/ as [B] happens when h/ occupies 

the onset position and the high vowd /id the nucleus: 

(33) 
/a/ -2' + /waw/ 'complete' + /il 'PL' + M 'ASP' > [awabita] 'YOU (pl) 

finished/compIeted (e.g a task).' 

The change of /W/ imo [B] is thus triggered by a vowel which, like /W/, is also 

[+highL since a closure ofvdum is involved in the articulation of this glide. Unlike M, 

/n/ and N, it is perhaps improper to d y z e  the change of h/ > M as an assimilatory 

process, as the feature [+high] is shady present in the underlying representation of the 

segment h/, whereas it is absent h the underlying represemtation of M. Rather than 

assimilation, it seems more adequate to view the change of the velar glide into a bilabial 

ficative as a dissimilation process- 



In Pilagk epenthesis includes the insertion of a vowel between two consonants. 

However7 it can also consist of the insertion of a high glide consonant between two 

vowels. In the former case, the insertion of a vowel creates a syllable peak and breaks 

the impermissible cluster that would otherwise occur between the coda and the onset of 

two contiguous syllables. 

h the latter, an onsetless syllable is avoided by inserting a glide. In both cases, 

epenthesis is invoked when the string does not meet the structural conditions of a 

preferable sequence. Like palatalization, epenthesis occurs at morpheme boundaries, 

between a prefix or a suffix and a root In (34a) epenthetic /a/ avoids the ill-formed 

sequence that would result between the two consonants. Reasons why /a/ is the 

epeathetic vowel in (34a) are purely phonotadic (cf 3.4.3(f)). In (34b-c) the epenthethic 

vowel (underlined) harmonizes with the vowel of the following syllable. 

s-Eaq-a-soq 
SetA. l art-ep.vow-PL 
'We cut,' 

(b) w e t a d w  
i-ketad-kfia 
-3-point out -PL-ep.vow-DIRdownwds 
'They point out something downwards.' 



A high glide can be insated besween two vowels, causing the number of syllables 

to augment by one, by cm@ an onset. 

'We are playing. ' 

'You @L.) know.' 

(6) [awaniyal 
a-wan... -1 -L -... a 
saA2-hd-PLzp 

'You W-) find' 

A separate issue is presented by persun preees, which an underlyingfy c ,  ahmys 

with a cmnd C O I ~ S O ~ . ~ ~  

An epenthetic vowel ( w e d  for all famue~ except [ICOIIS]) may occur after 

these pdxes.  In principle the quality of the -c vowel varies clccordiag to a 



harmony principl+ getting its h tme  specifications h m  the vowel of the fibwing 

syllable, d l y  the root Aae. I propose an autosqmed analysis by which the 

unspedfied values of the vow& an filled in by rules. T h d r e ,  all the fZatures 

dominated by the root vowel spread to the vowd ofthe prrceding syllable, h m  right to 

left, a f f i  the output of the p&x. 

Feature spreading h m  the root v d  to the pncsding syllable oaurs provided 

that the two vowels are only separated by a coasonent, as dem0mtmte-d in (36), (37) d 

(38)- 

(36) 
(a) In/ 'Xnde~oss' + h q d  W e '  > [netesoqo] 'sormbody 'S mc1e' 
@) /n/ 'IndefPoss' + /W 'leg' > ‘somebodfs I-' 
(c) A / 'Poss.3' + lkjokcnal 'ankle' > mokcna] 'his ankle' 
(d) /d 'IadefPoss' + / p @ d  'guts' > [nipiyosek] 'somebody's guts' 

(37) 
(a) /n/ 'FndefPoss' + lqoeEjil > ~oQW'I 'samebody's- 
@) / .  'Indef90~' + / k 0 d  > [nokona] '~~mebody'~fingt!r' 
(c) n/ 'Pos3' + / q d  > [nqote] 'his or her elbow' 

(38) 
(a) ld 'IndefPoss'+ 1qaep.l 'eydmw' > [~qacpa] 'somhdy's e y e - W  
(b) In/ 'IodefPoss' + /qqW 'head' > [nqayk] 'somebody's bead' 

(C) /n/ 'W.OSS'+ /qa?/ 'chin' > [m 'so~nebody'schin' 



The rule that accounts for fi.ature spreadkg in the case of vowels is represented in 

(39)- 

(3 9) VoweC f-e spreading 

" k y l  
#c +:c v 
i 

C+corJ 

The epenthesis analysis is supported by the fiict that a vowel does not follow the 

c o m d  prefix. For instance, [neketeia] and [nkete1a] (c£ below) are always possible 

pronunciations. When the vowel does not smface, the consonant of the p& can attach 

to the nucleus of its own syllable. (40) serves as an illustration of what has been stated: 

(40) 
(a) /~IndefPoss' + iketelal 'ear' > [nketela] 'his ear' 

@) In! 'IndefPoss' + /p&/ 'forehead' > [np?e] 'his forehead' 

(c) 'WA. l + /km01 ' leave' > [skewo] 'I am ~eaving ' 
(d) nl ' h s . 3 '  + /qayk/ 'head' > pqayk] 'his head' 

3.6.3 Vowel Harmony 

As already noted in 3.6.2, vowel harmony consists of the spnadiag of vowel 

features h m  right to left: 



(41) 
(a) /i/ %ss. l'+ Ipinckl 'bone' + /qa/ 'PL' > WpiuqaJ 'my bones' 
@) /yi/ ' 10' + Iqol 'IS' +lid 'setA3 '+ Aa'd 'find' >boqoyla'a] 'They found me.' - 
(c) /iV 'S&. 1 ' + /qomitl 'm a race' > [iloqow 'I prepare for rurming.' 

1 

This type of vowel harmony is especially evident with epenthethic voweds. 

However, no-c vowels can be affected by the harmony rule as well (note that in 

(41a), /e/ > lal). The suffixes 'DIRdownwards' and '2d plural' whose underlying 

forms have a [+high] vowel spread this feahve to the left, raising the vowel of the 

pnading syllable. See (42) for an ifhutration of what has been stated: 

(a) /d 'SetA. I' + /awta/ 'finish' + /pc/ 'DK+ /W 'DIR' > [sawtap-S] 'I finished it 
completely' 

(b) /S/'& A l'+ ledel 'write' + /W 'DIR' > [ g m ]  'I write down' 

Note that in (42b) the [+high] spreads beyond the immediately pnceding syllable 

boundary to the entire root. One could argue that the domain when the [+ high] harmony 

rule operates is the morpheme. But that will leave unexplained the fact that in (43a) 

below, the vowels of the root awta 'finish' are not a f k t e d  by vowel harmony. It seems 

possible that only Id, which like f i  is [-back], is seositive to the [+high] f e a ~ e  

spreading, as demonstrated by the fbllowiag examples where vowel harmony does not 



'You @I.)spt! '. 

(b) [a-omjal 
awa-mmn .-i-y-., a 
setA2-have knowledge. .-PG 

'You @l.) have knowledge'. 

(c) [awatetoili] 
aw-ateton-i 
SetA2-know-PL 

'You @l.) know (e.g. a place or a person)'. 

'He sinks' 

From (42) and (43) it can be coachdeci that [+high] harmony operates h r n  right to 

left, and applies exclusively to the /d vowel, raising the vowel. In (42b) it applies twice; 

fist to the contiguous preceding syllable, and theu, to the sytIable before tbat one. Tbe 

domain is thus the syllable, not the morpheae- Otherwise, it s h d d  also apply to ld in 

aample (43% which is the second vowel of the mat, and this does not happen 

Vowel harmony in P%@ is a very co~nglex phenomenon that me& fiuther 

investigation In particular, thaeareafewcaseswhrehannony isapctedbutdoesnot 

apply and itis~~~~lwharbl&feahnespreadinginthesecases~ Ipmvidethedata 



in (44). For the moment, there is no other explanation than to assume that the non- 

harmonizing epenthetic vowel is lexically marked to not undergo hannony (other 

lexicalized phenomena in connection with vowel harmony will be discussed in the next 

section.) 

(49 
(a) In/ 'setB.3' +/'od/ 'pour' + Ia'V 'REFL' > [nekodela't] 'he pours (liquid) on 

himself' 
@) /n/ 'IndefYoss' + /bp /  'back' > [nekap] 'somebody's back' 
(c) In/ 'IndefPoss' + h w o l  'blood'> [netawo] 'somebody's blood' 
(d) In/ 'XndefPoss' + /toge/ 'chest' > [netoge] 'somebody's chest' 

3.7 Other Lexicalized Phenomena 

In this section, I will readdress the issue of vowel harmony in connection with 

grammatical inflection of Pilaga demonstratives. Pilaga demonstratives exhibit number 

distinctions via vowel-stem inflection.13 Internally, demonstratives of a 

demonstrative root pius either a positional or a deictic classifier (which are the prefixal 

part in (45). Number inflection is done by a change in the vowel of the classifier, such 

that fd > /a/ and /o/ > /a/. On top of number inflection there is sometimes vowel 

hannony in the classifier, when attached to the demonstrative stem. However, d 

classifiers do not demonstrate harmony under the same phonological conditions. There 

are a number of idiosyncracies which suggest that a phonological analysis of the 

classifier vowel is not completely possible. The a d  phonological shape of the Pilaga 



demonstraiives is the result of fossiliraton of an earlier xnompr0dudive hermony 

process, but synchronically must be partly lexical. I will d i s c a ~ ~ s  tbis issue after 

p d g  the P i l e  demonstmtkes in (45). 

INTERMEDLATE DISTANCE CLOSE to SAP FAR fiom SAP 
-m?e -ho? -&l 

1. VERT dam?e doho? d&? 
sg-col. m d o ?  

2. VERT 
pmd daa 

3 NON-EXT i h ? e  fioho? ilia? 
sg. col j@ 

5 HORIZ dim?e dyoho? dih? 
sg.wl a 

6 HORIZ dyam?e dyaho? dyak? 
pau~W 

7 PROX nam?e noho? no&? 
sgcd &no? 

8 PROX m a d e  naho? 
p g u ~ a ? B  



11 DISTAL m ? e  

saho? 

The paradigms in (45) indicate that in lines 1,3, and 7 there is harmony between 

the vowel of the singular classifia stem and the vowel of the demonstrative root 

'close to speech act participants (SAP)', to which the classifier attaches. Note that the 

following rule only applies to the singular form of the classifier containing a short N or 

/a/ before -W ; it does not apply to paud even with similar pbonologicai fonn. 

(46) 
(a) i + o / -  C[o] 

Notethattherulein ( 4 6 ) d o e s n o t ~ f o r w h y w e g e t d ~ ? h l h e 1  and 

n*? in line 7. Reslnnably it does not a&ct paud  because it would obscure 

grammtical number i n f o d o n  evident in lines 4.6 and 10. 



By the harmony rule, the vowel N of the ~~~ H 'non+xtended' aad 

'horizontal' becomes ld in c o m b i o n  with demonstrstive h? (it., fIo&o? in Line 3 and 

dyoho? in line 5 )  by assimilating to the f- [+rolmd] of the vowel in the fillowing 

syllable. Note that qiho? is wt allowed by d v e  speakers, while iioho? is [see Table 

3.4, b e  33- 

However, the dassifia a 'horhntd' in combination with ho? derives a glide 

/y/ in the onset position a d  the vowet slot is filled in with all the featurs ~~ 
[+back, +round] fiom the vowel of the demonstmive root a. The demonstmhe word 

becomes dvobo? (cE line 5 in Table 3) and not *doho? 'horizsg'. 

Lines 5 and 6 show that the singular ho- classifier a? has two allomorphs, 

di? and c&. According to the harmony rule, the demonstrative form for - 

'hotiu,ntal.sg.col' should be doh& ifthe only underlying h is a? (desived from the 

basic form of the classifier aad the application of the harmony principle when both the 

classifier and the demonstrative root cam together). ~~, as said, the form *doh03 

for the meaning 'horizodaLsgcoi' is not possible. The fonn doho? instead means 

'VaticaLsgx~l' (d lins 1). The apparent tqmmatility of *doh07 for line S is 

arguably the consequence of avuiding ambiguity- 





In Wag& stress is marked phonetically by a higher pitch on a syllable and a 

somewhat lengthened voweL A few pairs of words an dishqpkhed h m  each otha only 

in tarns of which mora carries (e.g. [W64 'I swim' vs [aaldnl 'I show up or 

istrodwe myself. Ovaall, stress is lexical and unpredictable; but still, I will descn'be 

what regularities the stress system presents, 

For some words, stress is on the first mora of the root. Since this stress is lexically 

attached to the underlying first vowel of the root., ifthe f h t  phomtic vowel of the word is 

that of a prefix, it will not stress; the actual stress bearing-syllable will then be that 

which is phonetically second or third (ifmore than one prefix is presen~ like in 48fg). A 

list of examples is given in (48): 

(48) 

(a) [ply?aqJ 'night' 

0) WW 'ram' 

(C) [ d y o n  'bird' 
(d) /n/ 'IndefPoss' + /WO/ 'dress' > [new61 'somebody's dress.' 
(e) /qad/ 'Foss. l '+ tyil 'brother' >[qadayiiJ 'our bruthers.' 
(f) IdNEG' + /& 'go' + Id 'ASP' > [sanastn] 'he doesn't p (or want to go).' 

(g) /qo/ 'IS' +Id ' s e t B . 3 ' + / y a ~ d  'call' > [qo.ni.y&Yam] 'they Cawed him or he 

idwas called.' 

(h) [[s6.$o.te] 'Mre' 



However* this genedbtion does mt hold for all words. Many two.syLIable or 

three syllable words bear stress on the second syllable ofthe rwt, and this does nut 

depend on the word ciass or the syiiabic weight of the stress-bearing unit: 

(49) 
(a) Cpiyhl 'sky' 
(W @-&l 'ant7 
(C) [waadb] 'mosquito' 

(4 lol-g&I 'S&' 

(4 'wood' 
(Q p.kbek] 'arch' 

O W w b I  'woman' 
(h) M ''Indf~o~~' + /poto/ 'poncho' > [n-po.t&] 'poncho (type of coat)' 

&/ 'setA3'+/pag64'teach7 + /D/ 'ASP' > WapagCn] 'He teaches.' 

From (48) and (49), I propose that stress m be lexically spedied in Hag&. 

Howeva, them is a complication to stress assignment which concans morphologically 

complex words with suflixes. While stress is a lexical property of many &es, both 

nominal and verbal pre£ixes an always mstmwd 

g and 1 paUcal', and 'collective' displace stress to the ulbimate syllable ofthe word. 

even m (501, primary stress on the first or ~ecood mora afthe root of midlected 



(a) 'pom.3' + /W 900th' + /td 'PAUC' > (?o.dae.q 'his teeth' 
@) 31aw6/ 'woman' + /dipif 'COL' > [yawo.di.pC1 We women (of 

anarrirew?3mmdy)' 
(c) /M 'tree' + /pilbC0L' > [cpaq.pTJ 'pieces of wood' 
(d) /wmd6f 'mosquito' + /pilbC0L' > [wsado.pfl '-m' 
(e) /lAwna/ 'feather' + /l/ 'PAUC' > @md] %athers' 

As fiu as stress goes, derivational &es on verbs behave similarly to hdiectional 

p W  markers on nouns. In (5 1) stress fails on the locative numinaher L'place': 

(5  1) 

(a) /n/ 'Poss.3'+ & 6 d  'drink' + / a ~ ~ ' +  lkil 'place' > 

[nyom-h$aHa'] Place to dri& 
@) /B/ 'd3'+/pagU 'teach' + /nl 'ASP' 'He teaches' > 

l p a s e a r w n a C ~  'school' 

Certain vabal suffixes always carry stress. These an aspect, object (number) 

agreement and dktiotlal markas. A list of e e s  is provided in (52). 



(52) S t r e s s - m g  Suffixes 

4 '0bj.rmmba.SG': [qqwtqega - 'I 'they criticize somebody', [ s a n M ]  'he das not 

call him', ly i lo tagdl  'he L looking at tha coming towards him'. 

46 @) 'Object mxmberPAUC': [wctmv16] 'be with sevaal people', [tayzqpcgd6] ?hey - 
are happy', [yrnatege16] 'he saw them going away'. 

4 'DIRout of: [taetk] 'they surge', [h] 'I come out of(e.g-the water)'. - 
'DIRforward': WotqegC] 'he is looking at sombody', [detayqeg6] 'he is 

taking to him', [deteqatapegc] 'he is talking to mother person'. 

-lee 'DIRon' [naaldge] 'to be on', l y i k d e g e ]  'he is hurt (tit. 'has an injury on 

himsell)'. 

-&a 'non-progressidhabitual aspect': [awlotapgh] 'you use to watch at times', 

[awaw'atepegi] 'you are always watching'. 

-l?a 'reflexive'/ -h 'reciprocal' : [ankodelirbt] 'you pour liquid on yourseIf, 

[Wkt?Bt] 'We offer (something) to each other', [fIawrma3gtJcWe m a t  each othd. 

As w e d ,  when words have longer s&irtgs ofsyuables, usually with two or more 

dlixes, a second stress is audible. Ifthen is a secwd SW 4 y  one str*u is on the 

r- and the second stress is on the sdlix. Let's d e  once again the exampfa in 

(5 l), now repeated fos comeniience under (53) along with two more examples. In (53a-b) 

thae is a stresed syllabk and also lengthening of the accented vowel i.e. y6:m (538); 

and (53b)- The mwei in (53a-b) is pmducsd with a longs duration bemwe it 



receives stress. In ( 5 3 4 )  the roots E 'criticize', and ip 'look' keep their own stress 

(qmented by the grsve accent), but the primary stress falls on the d i k e s :  

(a) [n. y6:. ma. <a ki] 'plaa to drink' 

@) [PS. g&= ta. na F a k i  'schoolt 
(c) [qo.y.&.tapg8] 'They criticize somebody.' 
(4) [yi.lt~:.tagetq 'He is looking at that coming towards him' 

What these examples show is that when words have two or m m  &es, the root 

retains its stress; whereas primary stress is assigned to the sufEx, which is the rightmost 

Jtress b r i n g d .  



The definition of P i l e  /a/ as [+ back] results from its b e h a .  in certain 
phonological contexts. For instance, uvuIar and phqngeal consonants only ocaa around 
/a/ and /a/. Hence, the characterization of /a/ and /o/ as a batural class of (i.e., [+back] 
vowels), as opposed to fd and /d. 

Convdons for Pilagi orthography generally follow a phoneme-based view. Pilagh 
practical orthography was established by Pilagk rep-= and school teachers in 
1997. The glottal stop is represented as c-, and the pharyngeal fiicative as cr > in the 
Pilagi alphabet The rest of the graphemes are identical to the p h o d c  symbo1s 
e o ~ e z e d  in Tables 3.1 and 3 2 .  C O - m  [W] and [B] are in oomplementaq 
dktri'bution, but each dophone was assigned separate orthographic represxtations, i.e., 
<W> and 40, nspectively. In the present chapter I do not foIlow orthographic 
conventions for representin sounds, &hough they are used in the tmmaiption of fi examples throughout the fo owing chapters- 

In this particular case, there is contmstke opposition between /p7e/ 'hot' and 
/pe/ 'DIRalong with/concurrent motion'. 

 he status of this 'floating glottal' in both gmmatical and lexical words desemes 
fkther study, particularly whether in gwmmtiical words f b d  by two morphemes the 
glottal stop is lexically asockted with the first or with the second piece. In lexical wordg 
a detailed description regarding the range of limits as to where it can oean is also 
='===v- 
s As happens with palatals N and hl, /U generally does not occur in word-W positioa 
The word gapia 'small' can also be pronounced ga~in, a d  the differenw seems to be oae 
of degree, where in the first case the spker  is exaggerating about the size of the 
&etent* 

Syllabic coronal coosonants result f?om prefkition (cf 3.4.2). 

' Only one word has been found with tk palatal nasal in a syllable coda, and that in 
wofdhal position. 
8 S u g n  Guion (p.c.) suggests that the restricted b W o n  of the pharyngeal consonant 
may be pointing out that lal and id might hsve once been long vowels 1x3 and [o:], with 
the a d  configuration arising h r n  some sort of "b- phenomenon 

The change + V-V vexsus W + W (iia, whae the vowels syllabiQ as 
pertahhg to the same syllable or to different syllables) is based on stress. 



l0 There are ~~g a e s  in P i l e  and -m 'on' is one ofthem (cf 3.8 
Stress). This may be one reason for the dkphment ofstress. 

lL This is one crucial difference between Pil* and the rest ofthe Guayhnum 
languages. The sister languages Toba (mein 1975) and M& (Gualdieri 1998, 
Grondona 1998) do have palatal f i idves and affricate phonemes. 

I am refkhg to 1' and 3" person prefixes (see Chapter IV). Though examples in this 
d o n  are all wuag vowel epenttsesis is also evident with verbal pronominal prefixes 
(see Chapter v and M). 

l3 See+ Wdai (1995 [1997a]) for a discussion ofthe rnorphosyntax ofdemomtratives and 
classifiers in P i l e  



CHAPTERW 

NON-VERBAL WORD CLASSES 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses all word classes that can be found within the noun phrase 

(structure of the noun phrase will be taken up in chapter Vm). It focuses on the 

morphosyntactic properties of nouns (4.1 .-4.6), adjectives ( 43 ,  specifiers (i.e., 

classifiers and demonstratives; 4. g), independent pronouns (4.9) and quantifiers (4.1 0). 

4.1 Nouns 

Nouns in Pilaga are characterized by the fact that they can head noun phrases, and 

as such they can be arguments of verbs and heads of nominal predicates. Nouns in this 

language can also be modified by an adjective (cf chapter Vm) or a relative clause (d 

chapter DC); they can be indexed by demonstratives, and classified by deictic and 

positiod classifiers. 

Morphologically, lexical nouns may or may not be possessed. This is one crucial 

difference between nouns and adjectives; adjectives are never marked by a possessive 

prefix. Nouns can be arranged into classes according to a specific gender or type. 



indicated by a class marker morphologically fused with the stem But marking of class 

is not entirely productive, since not every root has to have a class marker attached to it. 

'Number' is an inflectional category that Pilaga nouns exhibit as well. Unlike verbs, 

nominals do not cross-reference their dependents or modifiers (adjectives, 

demonstratives and classifiers). Like the rest of the Guaykuruan languages, P i l e  

nominals are not marked for case. 

4.2 Possession 

'Possession' is the ascription of belonging of a particular entity to another. In 

Pilaga it can be marked morphologically on the noun with possessive prefixes, or it can 

be indicated phrasally through a possessive noun phrase. In the present section, I will 

focus on the morphological expression of 'possession'. 

Morphological possession in Pilaga divides nouns into possessed (i.e., those that 

always or most usually occur with a possessive prefix), and impossessible2 nouns (i.e., 

those that never occur with a possessive marker, though they can be possessed using a 

separate W). 

Possessive prefixes are organized into two sds, which I call set C and D (m order 

to distinguish these two sets fkom verbal subject prefix sets A and B; cf Chapters V and 

VI). Unlike verb roots that can take prefixes from either set A or set B, no noun can take 

prefixes fkom set C and set D alternatively. 



The two sets of possessive prefixes are presemed in (1). The portion pmdng the 

aoun stem comtqxmls to pem~n; and the number is indicated by the suftixal part of what 

am be called synchronidy disconthous possessive prefixes. 

1%- 1- ai- 
2% ad- an- 
3% 1- p. 
MeE a- n- 
1 ~ 1  qad- 'l==- 
2 ~ 1  ad-..A 811-.,-1 
3 ~ 1  I-. . . -'/-i n---l 

Obligatorily possessed aouns must take a possessive marker, even when there is w 

bm possessor. The possessive marker E '3sg' saves to indicate that the possessor is 

unloMwn or indefinite, but yet that thae is one. 

In terms of possession, the existence of two dasses of prefixes gives rise to a 

division of nouns into tbree groups- To the first group belong nouos which take only set 

C posseshas; to the second, nouns that axmur with possessive prefixes only ikom set 

D. Free roots that an never possessed belong to the third group. 

The semantic category of 'Menable possessed nouos' does not coincide with the 

use of a particuk sd of possessive p d h e s  in Phg& some s e d d y  inalienable 

take only set D prefixes Since the grouping of wuos is mt @dabIe on either 



morphological or d c  grounds 1 conclude that the possessive system establishes 

arbitrary lexical classes within the nominal system In some languages, the category of 

'inalienability' is pmmaticized to separate nouns into distinct classes (Nichols 1988). 

4.2.1 Set C Possession 

Set C nouns includes nouns of diverse semantic classes. They comprise body part 

terminology (e.g., -1otike 'lashes', -anq 'cheek', -waq 'forearm', -o'teta 'thigh', -at 'a 

'finger', -toee 'chest', -ameq 'liver', +'oq 'skin', and many more), kinship terms (-sodo 

'aunt', 4awa 'sister in law', -at'e 'mother', a 'father', -aaya 'brother') and 

manufactured objects (-0coki 'bag'). 

(2) and (3) exemplify the usage of possessive prefixes f?om set C. The noun emek 

'house' cooccurs with set C prefixes only. Note that the prefix 'Indef .Posy appears 

in n-emek to indicate that that the house has an owner. The paradigm in (3) shows the 

possessive markers on the bound nominal root -vat9a 'finger': 

W e k I  
i-emek 
Poss. l -house 
'my house' 

[ademek ] 
ad-emek 
Poss.2-house 
'your house' 



[lemdl 
l-em& 
Poss-3-house 
'hidher house' 

In=&] 
n-emek 
IndeEPoss-house 
'somebody's house' 

Cqademek1 
qad-emek 
Poss. l pl-house 
'our house' 

[ad-'I 
ad-emek-i 
P0~~.2-house-PL 
'your @I) house(s)' 

D-ege'l 
I-mek-' 
Poss. 3 -homPL 
'their house' 

W'al 
i-yat 'a 
Poss l-fhga 
'my finger' 

[adyat'al 
ad-yet 'a 
Poss.2-hger 
'your finger' 

[bit 'a] 
l-yat'a 
Poss.3-finger 
'his fingez' 



[iiat'a] 
n-yat'a 
hdef.Poss-finger 
'somebody's finger' 

[qadat 'a] 
qad-yat'a 
Poss. I pl-finger-PL 
'our @er' 

[adyat 'all 
ad-yat 'a-i 
Poss.2pLfinger-PL 
'your fingers @l.)' 

[hat 'all 
l-at 'a-l 
Poss3 -finger-PL 
'their finger(s) ' 

Deverbal nouns, when possessed, take prefixes from this class too. See the 

following examples used as a n o w n  acti; nontanad 'the job' (c onta 'to work'); 

nekese~etacak 'the copulation' (<kde) 'to copulate'). 

4.2.2 Set D Possession 

A separate set of rwts occur with set D prefixes only, but there is no semantic 

difference between rwts belonging to one group or the other. Noun roots that are 

possessed with prefixes fiom class D designate man-made objects (e.g., somaraki 'shirt', 

karo 'mug', som 'door', tagaqJe 'comb', hat'o 'hat', soaek 'axe'); kinship (e.g. 

tesoo-o 'uncle'), body-parts (e.g., deat 'mouth', qae'pa 'eye-brow', & 'forehead', 

pkena 'hand', sa- 'armpit'), names of animals (kde 'pig', mayo' 'bird'), trees 



(mm 'cerob tree', takaik 'chaaar'), and plants or pats of them @eta 'seed', Wae 

'corn'). Several nouns denoting configurations of nanae, when possessed, coocan with 

prefixes k m  set D. These include piym 'sky', alewa 'land', lo'ok 'cloud', weteo 

'rain', lay4 'wind', piy'aq 'night', 1110' 'day', gwocoik 'moon', 99 'stone', wac15ifli 

'star', popaMi 'sand'. 

Complete paradigms are found in (4) and (5): 

iii- biaq 
Poss. l-forest 
'my forest' 

an-biaq 
Poss2-forest 
'your forest' 

n+aq 
Foss3 -forest 
'hislher forest' 

s=-Biaq 
Possl pl-forest 
'our forest' 

an-Biaq-yi 
Poss2,-fbrest-PL 
'your forest' 

n+iaq 
PO&-forest 
'their fbfest' 

( 5 )  
&~SOQO 
Poss l -uncle 
'my uncle' 



811-tesoqo 
Poss2-uncle 
'your uncle' 

n-tesoqo 
Poss3 -uncle 
'hidher uncle' 

n-tesoqo 
Indef.Poss-uncle 
'somebody's uncle' 

qaa-tesoqo 
Poss. I pl-uncle 
'our uncle' 

an-tesoqo 
Poss.2-uncle 
'your uncle' 

n-tesoqo 
Poss- 3-uncle 
'their uncle' 

4.2.3 Impossessable Nouns 

More evidence for the distribution of nouns into lexical classes is provided by a 

group of non-possessible noun stems. These nouns cannot be morphologically possessed, 

and as such they are free roots. The group also includes nouns denoting animals (maiiek 

'ostrich', m 'dog'. p q  'horse'), people (vawo 'woman', le'em 'man', v a y m  'old 

woman' wmoketak 'baby'), certain plants and f h k  (daik 'misto17--zihus mistol, 

newake 'watermelon'), and configurations of nature (mala 'smoke', halo 'ash', 

havak 'dam', na'aik 'road', nalonek 'log', l m g e  'shore'). 



For this set of nouns, the absence of 'rehiodity', understood as the sensitivity of a 

noun to &'bit the gmmmatical property of 'possession' (Lehmam 1998:47), rrmains a 

puzzle. Especially note that some muns denoting natural configurations, fit into the class 

that cen take possessive -es h m  class D, while others ace left unpossessed and, as 

such, betong to this third group. 

For some concrete and d e t e  wun stems in this third group, however, the 

inability to be possessed could have a s o c i e  explanation Nouns such as 'woman' 

or 'man' are names for human genders that do not serve to indicate rehtionship to 

another entity (and the Pilaga vocabulary provides tarns like 'spouse' for that matter). 

The P i l e  wuos for 'dog' and 'horse' belong to the impossessable type. Pyoa 'dog' 

designates a domestic animal extremely common among the Pilagk Dogs wander around 

and nobody claims them as theirs, except fix up to one dog per m y .  A Pilagi fkmily 

may have one do& but v a y  rarely, a M y  has one horse @e., pemq 'horse'). Today, 

many communities completely lack horses. According to Cbaa>en ethnographers (MUer 

and Brcpmstein 1999)' horses were culturslly much more important in the past for 

purposes of war and traospodon, than they are n0wadaysys3 

There is a fbrm y& 'own', which can mark the between an rrnimar and 

the possessor. In Pilagii one can fiiicitously say laio ww 'his own dog', or 

vilo voq 'my own dog' , with the stem -h carrying the possessive prefix. This 

construction also applies to the wun for 'horse' pegq. The word designates, in fircf 

any domestic animal a Pilagi person or fbi ly  can claim ownership of4 



4.3 Noun Class Markers 

As noted elsewhere (Dixon 1982; Craig 1986, 1992, 1994 inter alia), noun classes 

and gender markers constitute one type of nominal classification Noun classes are 

morphosynta&caily complex markers typically found in the languages of the Bantu 

(Niger-Congo) f8mily. In these languages, about a dozen or more markers must be added 

to nouns to indicate 'gender' for humans, animals or even bmirnates. These markers 

also exhibit agreement patterns within the NP and across the predicate (Heine 1982; 

Demuth, Faraclas and Marchese 1986, inter aha). 

In Pilaga there is a set of noun class suffixes with some characteristics of noun 

class markers (Nclass), but it is not a productive system Only some nouns are marked 

for the category of 'class', and each of them can combine with only one specific class 

marker. Most class markers are completely morphologired and the relation between root 

and suffix is, in most cases, not semantically transparent fiom a synchronic perspective. 

Unlike Bantu noun classes @emu& 2000), Pilaga class markers do not bc t ion  as part 

of a 'concordial' agreement system, where nominal modifiers, pronouns, and verbs are all 

marked with the same noun class (gender) feature. 

The items that can combine with class &es are kinship terms, certain designated 

trees, items of clothing, utensils for foodhquid preparation and consumption, and names 

of enclosed locations. Semantically, class markers involve a variety of notions such as 

gender, manufacture and place. In tarns of the morphological locus, class markers are 

always suffixes. 



There are about 1 I nominal e e s  that have been ideatifid as noun class 

markers. 

(6) m 'human' 

W a  attaches to human referents. It is also related to the idea of 'h- - 
companion.' 

(a) y-awode-wa 
Poss l  -fiend-human 
'my acquahmce' 

(b) yi-kya-wa 
Possl&W- human 
'my husband' 

(c) d-aega-wa 
Poss l  -partner- human 
'my partner' 

(d) siyaca-wa 
person-human 
'person' 

(7) 'manufacbred object' 

The class marker & is associated with mm-made objects such as clothes, iinmhxe, 

buildings (school, d ~ c h ) ,  parts of a house, and containers fm storage and transportatim 

of food, e.g., bags or pots: 

(a) tzuMaa+ki 
religion-place 
'church' 

(b) n-kiyam-ki 
IndefPoss3-est-place 
'di.anhg-roorn' 



(C) m-b-~--ki 
t e d l - v f - ~ l a c e  
'school' 

(4 q a d d  
Pass.1-skin, p e e L p h  
'our skin-bag' 

(8) m 'ascendent dative' 

(a) Eide-na 
'mother' 

There an four s a ~  of gender (uiasahe/f&e) sufExes, each set being lexically 

restricted to occur with certain roots. Except fw a pimiCUtar set, most P&@ wuns am 

oot~marLedfwgender.(9)through(16)listd~laythegmda&ers 

dyzedrtptothispoint. 

(9) M 'umadhe' ((also pFomRmad F'*, with the glatal stop triggering an echo 

(a) q-l& 
'white man' 



@) By-lk 
'*itant ofthe %rest7 

(c) nel5e-lam*Lek 
rive!r-~-umSc 

'Toba Erom the west' 

(d) nmt-01ek 
'boy '/'childy 

(4 y*o-lek 
'my older brother' 

(b) ~ ~ e - w  
'Toba h m  Chaco' 

(a) --nek 
'chief 

(81 F-i" 
'widower' 

0) M--& 
'teacher' 

(13) lase 'fkmhhe' 



(a) q - h  
'white worrwn' 

@) b y - k  
'inhabitant (h) of the farest' 

(a) ono-ie 
'one young woman' 

(b) d e l e  
=&I* 

(c) ya-le 
'my daughter' 

(d) pilo'o-le 
'oider sister' 

(e) neIe 
'younger sister' 

(a) k k t e  
'daughter' (see k b t  'son') 

(b) --e 
'teacher {fkm)-' 

(a) piyoco-na' 
'medicine woman' 

@) npota-- 
'guardian' 



Semanticatly, the motivation for allocating a noun to a particular grammatical noun 

class in P i l e  is quite opaque- Also assoCiated with the lack of semantic transparency are 

obscure motivations for the axxistence of diffhnt 'feminine' and ' W e '  

sufExes. Some class markers play a derivational function., causing a change in word dess 

(e.g., & and &c 'masculine'; see 4.5.2). For instance, deverbal nouns o&m& 'sfeeper', 

sanaede'naraik 'miserly', and E i y d  'craffy' do carry class markers. 

In P i l e  class markers do not trigger agreement on the other NP coostituents; they 

do not occur on demomtmtives, quantifiers or adjectives. The fBct that P i l e  does not 

have a concordid system challenges its characterization as a system of class markers, 

according to the definition of (noun) class markers in the lit-e @ixon 1986: 105; 

Craig 1992,1994). But even if the synchronic motivation for their occurrence is not 

agreement or idectios class markers may be the residue of an older class system present 

in an earlier stage of the language, namely in Frotc&uaykuman 

P i l e  exhibits several different plural d ixes ,  some of which coincide with verbal 

plural markers, such as qg, -: , and 4 (see Chapter V, section 5 -3.1). The choice 

between plural Suttixes is lexically determined- 

In principle, the grammar of P i l e  encodes four number differences: singular, dual 

paucal and collexztive. 'Dual' is scarcely used, with a few nouns that llghlrally come in 

pairs. 'Paucal' means a small group, between two or thee and up to eight or ten For 

most nouns, the su86x that indicates 'paucal' takes on the idea that the number of 



referenced entities may be two or a few. 'CoUective' designates a bigger group of 

entities, though 'coUective' does not necessarily comprise all the members of the class. 

Ail the lexical stems for which these number distinctions are feasible ate individual 

and qwdfiable nouns. For mass nouns (rice, flour. water, meat) there are only two 

number possibWes: singular and collective. D e v d  nouns with abstract meaning 

(e.g.. 'the teaching', 'the work', 'the stmgth') are not subject to change into the p l d  

numb- they are used only in the singular form 

In (1 7). I provide two examples of individual noun stems illustrating all d e r  

distinctions: 

SLNGULAR DUAL PAUCAL COLLECTIVE Gloss 

n W a  napya-te napya-di napya-pi 'foot' 

M a q  pega-' pega-pi 'horse' 

I will discuss each munber distinction sepamtdy. (18) shows all the paucal suftixes. 

Su£Eixes are presented according to frequency of distribution in the Piiega lexicon Thus, 

(1 8a-cl) occur with ninety or more pacem of noun arms, while those in (I&-g) oaw 

with a very small set of stems: 



(18) 
SG. !'one') 

siyawa 

(c) nokona 

t a d i  

(6) 

palt e'ta 

h c e  

PL. 'PAUCAL' (i.e. ' s e d )  

'WOIIWI' yawo-' 'women' 

'eye' nodaete-' 'eyes' 

'person' siyaw-' 'people' 

'pot' tacaki- ' 'pots' 

'dog' WO-' 'dogs' 

'horse' W-' 'horses' 

'my bone' yipinaqa 'my bones' 

'log' nalonaqa 'logs' 

'arch' l'jkenaqa 'mchs' 

'chief sauC8nqa 'chiefs' 

'widower' paeya-qa 'widowers' 

'child' nmtolqa 'children' 

'toe' nokona-l 'toes' 

'ear' neketela-f 'ears' 

'eyebrow' qaepa-1 'eyebrows' 

'tooth' nodadd 'teeth' 

'pig' ka&-l 'pigs' 

'duck' W - l  'ducks' 

'dad som-i 'doors' (c som + Q 

'back' pdte'taai 'backs' 

'river' lla&di 'rivers' 



ketak 

Cimook 

*a¶ 

(e) na'aik 

-0q 

(f) lo'ok 

mete-lo'oq 

(g) n e w a d  

'goat' 

'bedbug' 

'fish' 

'rd' 

'cheek' 

'cloud' 

'eyelid' 

'sash' 

'goats' 

'bedbugs' 

'fish @l)' 

'roads' 

'cheeks' 

'clouds' 

'eyelids' 

'sashes' 

For a few nouns thae is a distinction between 'singular' and 'dual'; this distinction 

is lost for the rest of the nouns that use a single form to designate two or more than two. 

(19) 
SINGULAR DUAL 

(a) pela' 'flip-flop' peW-te 'a pair of flipflop' 

(b) napya' 'fo~f' -a'-te 'the two f e '  

(c) nekset 'rib' n h t e  'a pair of ribs' 

'Collective' is a separate number category in Pilag6. There are two collective 

sufEixes: a used for trees and for the noun designating 'lake', and a fbr the rest of the 



-sat - 'many' -a 'many' 

laEiyi-sat 'lakes' *-pi 'seeds' 
rnapi-sat 'mesquites' newska-pi 'melons' 
takae-sat ' c W  qololo-pi 'fiog~' 
nodi-sat 'oak trees' epaq-pi 'trees' 

Three nouns designating 'people' or 'human species' form the collective by adding 

-di. , pronounced as [dipi] - [ripiJ - [rpi] (21). R e d  that these same wuns indicate 

paucal by attaching 1 to the singular form (18a-c). However, just -J.& 'collective' is 

overwhelmingly used for the rest of the nouns (22) : 

(a) siyamdipi 
person-col 
'people' 

(b) yawo-dipi 
woman-W l 
'women' 

(c) le'em-dipi 
men-col 
'men' 

(a) nsona-di 
rabbit-pauc 
'several rabbits' 



(b) ==-Pi 
rabbit-col 
'many rabbits' 

(c) asna-di 
donkey-pauc 
'several donkeys' 

(a) --pi 
doakey-coi 
'many donkeys' 

(e) -1 
ketdc-di 
$oat-W= 
'several goats' 

The bIlowing are examples of nouns used either in the singular or in the collective 

form, since they do not accept paucal and duat tarmnatl - .  oas: 

SINGULAR 

nocop 'water' 

laptd 'meat' 

alew a 'M' 

epaq 'wood' 

v 'sand' 

COLLECTIW 

n-pi 'lots of water' 

lapat-pi 'lots of mesty 

alewa-pi 'lots of land; ian&' 

epaq-pi 'Im ofwood' 

pgmma-pi 'lots ofsand' 



4.5 Noun Com~ounding 

Noun compounding is a son of classification by which nouns appear to classify 

other nouns. Unlike class markers that involve gender and type distinctions and are 

completely grammaticized, nouns that participate in noun compounding usually have 

independent existence as 1 1 1  nouns. 

In Pilagi, certain n o w  function as generic terms to categorize other more specific 

ones under the form of compound nouns. These compounds designate a special kind of 

entity, typically animals or plants. The generic noun denotes the superordinate category, 

and the whole compound functions as a hyponym of the superordinate term. The more 

general noun follows the specific term in the following names of insects and worms 

(insect larvae), all of which fall into the genric category of la~arat 'insect': 

(a) page-lapavat 
wasp-insect 
'wasp' 

(b) pyo-lapacat 
flea-insect 
'flea' 

(c) delak-laparat 
worm- insect 
'worm' 



h commt, the next compouad designations (takm &m Filipov 1994; the 

tmmmiption has been slightIy modified from the originaZ according to my cod-) 

an fbrmed by some otha kind of semantic relation holding between the m o * ~  The 

following, for inStana, seikaik means 'iguana', pea& 'nose' and La  'his Wer'; y& 

none oftbese meanings are present in the compositional meaning ofthe complete noun 

construction, which has a d c s  of its own, as the glosses in (25) illusaate. 

(a) selkaik-letedik 
iguana- ? 
'm' 

(C) mqBpi-la-tolek 
grass-Poss3-Littlefiaher 
'turf 

(6) awqapi-lpolyo' 
big 

'm (W-)' 

(e) awqapi-Ia-t'a 
grass--Poss3-~ 
'grass (v-1' 



compwod, a o d w e l o I b w t h a t i t i S a ~ ~ ~ s i n c e ( a ) m a t h a e f e m e n t ~  

drmoastratives or ciders) ara break the CO- m two parts, and @) the phaal 

markex comes at the end of the compound, not on each of the nouns. Also d c e  that, 

to the cases, the orda of the elements is arranged diffkedy: Dependent- 

H d  (26a2) a Head-Dependent (26f-g). Since these an CO-lexidzed w a s ,  

the d e r  is fixed in each case (i.e. canmt be mnrJed). Same of these compound nouns 

designate parts of physical objects, bornwed h m  body-part concepts by metaphor 

(26c-g)- 

(a) eme(k)-lae't 
ho-pcm 
'roof or wan' (of a house) 

(b) kpw-t 
lip hair 
'moustache' 

(c) wmnqeta hala 
rifle-fbit 
'bullet' (W. the fhit of the rifle') 

(a) pegaq-I-iki'i 
horse PO&-image 
Bicycle' (M. 'image of horse') 

(e) waldel-eket 
~UC~&-POSS~-~SU 
'handle of the buck&' 



(g) lo'oq - mapik 
pd, skin-mezqUte tree (prosopis) 
'the peel of a mezquite tree' 

Ido- M o b  (1995) pvides  examples of some plant ~ o ~ n s  where the 

dependent precedes the head. In (27) eoaq 'tree' (which by extension applies to W') 

occms in the foUowingcompound aames: 

(27) 

(a) epaq-h 'o  
tree- flower 
'flower of the tree' (Parasitic plnnf sp.) 

(b) W-kdek 
-eat 
'ear of the tree' (Epiphyte plant, sp.) 

The parts of a tree, like 'lams' or 'tnmL' (27), which ban the wun as 

head, are amstmd similarly to those compounds m (28). 

(a) ~ e ) - l a y o c ~ t  
tre€+hair 
'leaves (of a tree)' 



Other noun compounds denoting a specific type of animal arise by comparison 

bawgn  two diffierent species, and by 'genaalitaton'. Kedok-bva 'paw of the tiger 

(lit., tiger-foot)' designates a type of spida, and petolo-kedok 'butterfly-tiger', a type of 

butterfly. Idoyaga Molina (1995) explains that in such cases the presence of kedok 

('tiger') is due to the similarity between the color of the tiger's skin and the one of the 

animals being compared. 

Compound nouns, therefore, not only oca~ to designate @es 6om flora and 

f m  domains; they are used as  common names for objects, or parts of objects, as the 

preceding examples attest. Semantically, the relationship betweez~ the compound 

elements may be the part-whole ~lation, or has arisen by comparison with a specific 

species with which the designated entity sbares similar characteristic of color or shape. 

Compounds are valuable materials for digging into Pilagk's construction of the lexicon, 

the categorizatim of entities and organidon of tan. 

4.6 Derivational AfExes 

Nommahh * .  'on of verbs in Magi is a highly productive grammatical process- The 
- - most common markers of n o w o r n  on verbs are (a) possessive prefixes; (b) the 

nominalizing s u f k  i.e., -M& and (c) noun class markers. The three of them may m- 

occw in a single noun form 

There is no zeroderivation in P&@ by which verbs and nouns are dated to each 

other without derivational morphology; rather the opposite: a nominal a r f f i x  (i.e., the 



derivational - n a d  , optionally followed by a noun cIass marker) must occur for the word 

to count as a noun, 

Another derivational process for nouns, which has been already presented, is noun 

compounding. Though a resource for word formation, noun compounding creates new 

nouns out of extant lexical nouns. Having presented noun-compounding, in this section I 

will focus on deverbal nouns only. 

4.6.1 Devehalizing Morphology: 4 n k _  

The s u f i  -nacak happens to derive nouns fkom verbs. The deverbal nouns occur 

with a possessive prefix fkom class C attached. The sufEx -navak does not apply to a 

specific class of verbs; in fact, it can be used with many different roots, as the following 

examples attest: 

(a) n-onb-nacak 'somebody's job' 'the job' (<onta 'to work) 
l-onta-nacak 'his job' 

(b) n-aqta-narak 'somebody's word or talk'; 'the talk' ( c a p  ' to speak') 
(C) n-pagen-nadc 'somebody's learning' ; 'the learning' 
(d) n-pagenta-nawk 'somebody's teaching' ; 'the teaching' 
(e) nqobien-a-nad 'somebody's lie'; 'the lie' 

T6e nominalizing suffix can be followed by noun class markers (including gender 

markers). In the following examples, the s u f f i x  denotes 'feminine' or 'masculine' gender 

of the referenced entity: 



(a) ai-pagenta-mc8-e 
Poss. l -learn- NMLZ-fern 
'my teacher (fern)' 

@) 5-pagenta-nara-ik 
Poss. l -learn- NMLZ-. masc 
'my teacher (masc)' 

(c) [Yapoganac8flekI 
i-apoga-naca-nek 
Poss. l-harvest-NMLZ-mast 
'my harvest-person' 

(d) ona-nam-e 
work-NMLZ- fern 

'the artisan' (fern) 

4.6.2 Deverbal Nouns with Class Markers 

As I said before, a verb can be nominalized just by the intervention of a noun class 

marker (see section 4.2), without the nomindking sufEhc -na& 

(a) ne-wos-ek (Cwose 'to cook') 
Indef.Poss.3-cook-NCI. masc 
'stew' 

(b) yapa-eneb 
i-apagen-nek 
Poss. 1 pl-learn-NC1. masc 
'my advice' 

(c) la-yata-nek 
Poss. 3 -think-NC1. masc 
'his idea' 



(cl) n-wm-ae 
IQdef'os!Hdc-fern 
'the cook (h)' 

Apartfiom-&andsomeotbcrgenda~es,twomoreclassmafkerssavees 

nominalking dBxes:  -U and -h 'place7. The d c  diffe~ence between these two 

seems to be based on the shape oftbe pdative plsa; -h implies that the ndkencd 

location has a plain side, while &j indicates a l d o n  with depth, usually a house or a 

room Note the use of both suffixes with the verb mts 'c& 'sleep' and ke'e 'W', 

below: 

(a) notadci  
n-'o6saca-ik-ki 
Indef909s-sleepNMLZ-mas~place 
'roorn or hotel' 

@) qan4M-8~8-ki 
Poss. l - l x l t b ~ - p 1 a c e  
'our*cetohave bath' 

(c) n-kj-8a-ki 
IndeEPoss-f&NMLZ-place 
'diningroom' (~ke'e 'W oneself') 

(d) pagenta-nam-ki 
teach-NhlLz-pIace 
'*i7 (m 'to I-') 

(a) n-kj--Ia 
IndeEPoss-M-NMLZ-place 
'tible* (ae 'e  'feed ooeadf) 



@) n-obaca-la 
IndefSoss-sleep-NMLZ-place 
'bed' (<oEe 'to sleep') 

4-6.3 Other Nomiaalizations 

There is a suffix that, while deriving nouns out of verbs, adds information 

concerning function as an instrument. It has two allomorphs: -gat - s t  The distribution 

of allomorphs is not based on the phonological environment but on sociolinguistic 

factors; younger speakers prefer the f irst form whereas older traditional speakers tend to 

use the second form. I have glossed it 'instrumental' (TNSTR) based on its meaning: 

(34) - gat - -cat instrumental 

(a) gan-agat (c pogan 'to cut') 
cut-INSTR 
'knife' 

@) na-gan-arat (c pogan 'to cut') 
Indef Poss-cut-INSTR 
'any tool used for sowing' 

(c) l-awe-gat (-we 'to close') 
Poss.3 -close-instr 
'hidher zipper' 

Adjectives in Pilaga comprise a word class partly defined by their ability to modify 

nouns. Though they can function as the predicate, I will show later on that adjectives are, 

by their morphology, a word class different fiom verbs. 



Within a nwn phrase, adjectives may agree in gender and rmmber with h noun 

they m-. Faninine and nwcuhe f i e s  on adjectives coincide with gender markas 

used fm nouns, which were discussed above (d 4.2). Notice the termination 5 

'feminine' in the following example (35): 

han hala donahna* 
danfem h i t  poisomus-fern 

'the poisonous hit' 

As with demonsagtives, number agreement for adjectives is not necessary if 

munba is marked on the head wun or on another modifier within the noun phase. See 

(36) where 'paucal' or 'plural' is marked on the head, and opt iody on the rest of the 

c o d e n t s :  

'the big houses' 

'the good children' 



According to their morphological properties, Hag& adjectives can be divided into 

(a) those that look more like mulls because they mnSest gender snd number c a t w e s ,  

and (b) those that look like verbs because they inflect fw number, but not for gender. 

I'll startwith the first group. Owfirrtinethat adjectivesdowtsharewithnouns is 

'possession'. But Wre nomq some of them exhibit number and gender inflection Most 

adjectives that inflect fir gadex and number designate 'color' end 'dim~on' . '  There 

are six basic coior terms in Pilagh, but only fixr of these present gender and number 

inflection Yea-obi 'yellow' and dadala 'green' have singuiarlpiural ahanative forms, 

but do not vary between masculine/f&e, as indicated in (37). 

(37) Basic Colors 

Mast-Sina Fern-Sinq Masc.Plural Fem.Pfural %Ss 

pegs-yk pagac8-e pagara-ykqa paganiqa 'white' 
ledara-yk 1adam-e ledaa-ykqa Iadaraaqa 'black' 
tomaradayk tornad-ae tomaad-eykqa tomaf8d-aqa 'red' 
malade-yk rnaiaradae malad-eykqa maleradgaqa 'blue' 
dadala d a a a ~  'Peen' 
~ ~ q * i  Y W ~ W  'yeUowy 

It seem possible that bath dadala a d  yw-obi refer more to proceanes of becoming 

or change tban to inherent states; vegetation generally changes h m  (lreen to yellow 

between seasons, while 'blue', 'red', 'black' and 'white' seem to be more hherent or 

of the color teams, the absence of gender making for 'green' and 'yel.low' makes them 

pattern more with verbs than with nouns. For artain, dadaiq am take vab afb~es, as h 



instance,thepmp&w~in ~~Withthemeaning'Itisgetbiqegreen'Wd 

tfiis is not a robust argument for separatiag cdor term in two diffaent dsrseg since 

'red' also inflects for both gender aad mk, and yet also has some verbal beha* 

the finite firm n-tonxm-seaan means 'Wshe blushed' (lit 'the nd cams up'). A now 

versw verb connection for the word for 'yellow' is pFobtdc too. Tha is a f m  

y o a o b i ~  that xueans 'clean', as in for imtamx, 11w~o8iE~ M' W a m k i  'the pkte is 

clean'; but I am wt awm of any obvious histotid comedion between the cdor tarn 

and the 'absence of dirtiness'. 

Apart fimm the moaolexemic color tarns, thae are daived cdor tarns formed by 

the roats fa the basic colors phrs -e 'quasi'. This t d o n  indicates that it is a 

derived color, or a simiIar shade, to the basic coior. 

(a) torn-Qah3e 
'pink' (lit 'half&&) 

(b) d q a l e g e  
'light blue' (W 'W-blue') 



Adjectives that occur in CO- combinatious involve a nolm stem plus an 

adj- in that order The adjective specifies the size or d o r  of the anha& and is 

applicable to species belonging to diExent skategories. 

(39) 
(a) peso to@cyk 

aut red 

(b)pesoledarayk 
ant b W  

'black ant' 

(c) PCSO qapin 
ant 4 

'Small ant' 

widja pagayk 
spider white 

'white spider' 

Some adjectives d- 'dimension' inflect fix gender and e, h e x s  idle 

onty fw nusnber (ie., phwl) , the mastuline and the feminine having exady the same 

h- 



(40) Dimension Adjectives 

Mast-Sinq Fem.Sing Masc.Plural Fem,Plural Gloss 

(a) y 'ade-yk y ' ada-e Y 'aday(a)qa yiaday(a)qa 'fat' 
(b) b h - ~ k  tada-e taday(a)qa taday(a)qa 'big' 
(c) sdeka saleka deka-y saieka- y 'small' 
(d) poyo-lek poyol-e poyo-lqa P O Y O - ~ ~ ~  'short' 
(e) l o g e m  log& logeday(a)qa logeday(a)qa 'tall' 
(E) kat'oaok kat'oiioh 'small ' 

'Age', 'speed', 'value', 'human and physical propensity' semantic types, as defined 

by Dixon (1 982), complete the array of property concepts that the language has. Again, 

these adjectives have to be distinguished according to the grammatical categories they 

inflect for, i.e., either for gender and number, or only for number. More inflected forms 

for gender and number can be seen in (41): 

(4 1) Other Semantic Types 

Masc.Sinq Fem.Sinq Masc.Plura1 Fern-Plural Gloss 

(a) ya-yk Y a-e yayk-qa ya=-qa 'sharp' 
@) ~ ' e  P'C p'-i p'-i 'hot' 
(c) halacayk halara-e halarayqa halarayqa 'crazy' 
(d) yacakaCiyi yarae-na 'old' 
(e) Yi Ya-e ' mature' 
(f) qalwara-yk qalwara-e 'bad' 

The following property concepts (Thompson 1988: 168) do not exhibit gender 

inflection, though they can be pluralized. They are not nominal in the sense that they do 

not carry any morphoiogy related to nouns or to other nomind constituents Like 

demonstdves. They are more like verbs with a subject person prefix & yl; & or 



&); however, some of them an deponent verbs with one single form br l", P a d  3" 

singular (e.g., gaqata 'dry'). Some are derived fiom each other, like opposites, by 

negation Note the contrast between (42h) and (420, when (420 carries the prefix 

' negative'. 

(a) -09 
(b) t'aiie 
(c) tontaq 
(d) niliiii 
(e) yilowak 
(0 q a q e  
Q) ydiyi 
01) 
(i) sa-dato 
(i) omyi 
(k) llaJna m aloqta 
(m) qawon 

'broken' 
'strong' 
'sad' 
'tired' 
'sick' 
'dry' 
'burned' 
'raw' 
'cooked' 
'cold' 
'sweet' 
'bitter' 
'fist' 

There are two sufbces that are used to increase the degree of quality deaoted by 

the property word These forms are -h and m . They do not indicate 'superlative' 

does not have superlative adjectives), but 'augmentative': 

(a) 
sweet-AUG 
'very sweet' 



@l p'*h 
hat- AUG 
trery hot' 

(c) non-h 
S&-AUG 
'very salted' 

Specifiers in Pilagb are of two types, Le., dassifiem and demomfmtivesves Since 

classifiers may take pan in the morphological structure of demonstmtives, I wiU prrsent 

classifiers find, and then discuss demonstratives. The presentation of Pilagti classifiers 

here is just an overview of this interesting word class (found in all Gua- 

languages). A more extensive treatment of Pilagh chssifiers can be found in Vidal(1995 

['I 99781). 

In Pi@& cfassifiers coostiMe a morphosyntadc category m thdr own right, 

iadepecsdem~motbanounmadifias.C~e~~oc~withaolmtandmavln~ 

They are obligatory, and can either stand by themselves or attach to demonstdw stems 

to form demonstmtives. 

This system has recubed daFaent names in the Guaykuman litaatrtn. They have 

been r e f d  to as 'demonstdves' in Kadkh  (WO 1995); in Mocovi as 

'demoostratins' (Chndoaa 1998) road 'chssitiers' ((haiditxi 1998); in Toba m 



'classifiers' (Klein 1979), 'positionals particles' (1998 and forthcoming), d 'deictics' 

(CensabeLla 1997). For Pil& MM1995 [1997aJ dkasses at length how they W- 

typo~ogically to other systems thet have been terwd 'classifiers'. 

There are six classifiers h Pilagk organized according to the fbllowing cross- 

cutting parameters: a) proxin&y/distaace of the re- b) motion of the re- and c) 

position of the referent. Thug 8ccording to their i x t t d  wmmtics, the classifer can be 

grouped into two sets, namely deictic classifiers and positional or nondeictic classifiers- 

(44) Classifiers 

da' 'vertically extended' 
W ' &hg/non-extended' 
di' 'lyin@horizoutalIy extended' 

The param$ers of 'proxh&y/distance' and 'motion' are codhted in a single fbm: 

'comin~pre~en',  & 'going awayfpast', aad & 'disWnot in motion'. These are 



For rrferents in view, they can be subcategorized as going away or a p p d g  

towards the deictic center, or even as t d y  invisible fiam the paspecCive of the speaker 

and, as such, the configuration or motion c o ~ o n s  of the refereat are unpredictable. 

When the entities are clasdied according to their position, their presara w i t h  the 

visual Eeld is implied since their configuration is obewable. The pasitional sub-set is 

composed of the other thne classifiers: &' 'standinghertically extended', 

W 'sittiap/nonsdended', and & 'lyin~orkomally extended'. - 
The three positional c l d e r s  cordate with the ttme basic body positions far 

humans, but also with the basic three sbapeg for the rest ofthe dkrents in the worM 

In Pilagii, the unmarked position b r  h- beiigs is 'standing'. Thus, 

da' 'vertically extended' occurs with a human noun (45a), and on the third person - 
demonstrative (4%): 

(a) da' siyawa di-kiya-n-a da' I-gzmacat 
CL. v m  pason setA3-eat-ASP-Obj.sg CL PO@-Me 

'The penon (standiog) W a t e  with a We,' me pason shows the M k ,  
which is also in vertical positior~) 

(b) da'm'e d-a-lon-a 
CL.vat-DEM 3%-sing-Obj.sg 

'He sings-' 



The c W e r  g ''sitting or 'nowxknded' marks the canonical position for 

buildings like a house, church or school. P also adends to humans in a sittiog position, 

and indexes the canonical position of mammals, birds and insects: 

(46) 
ili' pyoq neta-we W cmck 
CL-non-ext dog b D l R  CL house 

'The dog is inside the house.' 

Di' has the basic meaning of 'lying' (as horizontally extended). It is used with 

names of places, small towns, plain d c e s  (plates, tables), and with naturally elongated 

animals such as fishes. Ancestors and dead people or dead animals are g a m y  

categorized by di': 

(47) 
qO-Y-* hada' yawo di' 
IS--3-give fem-CL.erd woman CL.lying animal 

' S o r n ~  gave the woman an animal7 (to eat; the animal is dead) 

As for deictic classifiers, & has been attested carrying the meaning of 'in 

movement/cominglpresenty. Food and utensils for cooking md eating, kinship 

taminology, a d  parts ofthe body occur with M. 0th- wuns which have been found in 

combination with & are small tms. Possibly, I& qmsem a ggcmeral category for 



whatever &es are pnsent in the visual field, Le., 'proximal', without neasssrily 

implying ~~ about their position or actual movement: 

'Wbat do you art meat with?' 

So' conveys movement away h m  the vantage point of the speaker, but also that 

the r e f m  is going away h m  the speaker's pacepion. In this kst sense, pairs 

with g& according to the parameter of 'non-proximity', i.e., thy both mmey 

'distdness'. But neither 'position' nor 'movement' are involved in &: 

(a) so'-m'e siyma y i - W e  l-alonek 
CL.@* my-DEM person sdA3400k &-MOD P O & - d  

'Thet p 1 1  (going away) goes to look h r  woo&' 

'I came fkom my sister's (the refaent is out of view).' 

The ctassfier & is linked to the speaker's intention and M& about tbe 

aammpiishment of the went within tlw w ~ r t d . ~  'Unknown' or 'iadefbh r c f m '  are 

metaphorically d a t e d  with the particular cirarmstancss of a nfacnC which is abseat 



h r n  the visual perception and the speech scenario of both the speaker and the heam 

wdai and KIein 1998: 182): 

(50) 
da-m'e yi-yi-nat-ek gam'e a-wanat 
U . d m  10-setk34-DIR CL.dktddm - 2 - m  

'He asked me: "What do you want?" 

Having shown the basic semantics of P i l e  classifiezs, I will now elaborate on 

some additional considerations, regarding their morphological and MC variation 

Firstly, Pilagi ciassifias infled for rmmber, indicated by stem a f t d o n  (see 

(5  1)). The morpheme that serves this W o n  is ~'pluraVpaud'. The number of 

refmced entities is not restricted to a certain quantity, it may be two or a bigger group. 

Stem inflection is partidarly evident with those chssifiers which do not contain a vowel 

/a/ in the singular fonn But for those that do contain an in the singular, the dishdon 

between the singular and the phwi is not h y s  reflected in the surface fmm (ie., 

(5 1) Classifier Inflection 

SINGULAR PLUUUPAUCAL GLOSS 

da' daa' 'vertically extended' 

ai* b' ' ~ m m x t r n d e d '  

di' dya' 'lyin*riu,@y ntended' 



(5 1) Classifier Inflection (cont'd) 

M' muaT 

so' 58' 

P' P' 

'co*prod' 

'going away/past' 

'abddistal' 

Classifier inflection also applies in the f i , d o n  o f d a n o ~ .  (Recall the 

discussion in Chapter IQ section 3.7, where I claim that stem inftection coalesced with 

vowel hermony in the case ofdemomtrdms, yielding lexically hzen fonns..) 

Secondly, variation in the selection ofthe classifier is conditioned by the particulars 

of the speech shution. This festrpe has beem already pointed out far other cksifier 

lmguages (Becker 1975, Carpenta 1986, inta &a). 'Variation' implies that a noun does 

not necesserily always oaur with the same c l d e r .  In P i l e  piagmstic variation 

among the pagitional aod the deictic ciders is not only allowed but is also highly 

fkquent, It sbows the fluidity of this closed system of c l d -  within the parameters 

h l v e d  In this sense, Y ~ n i c a I "  c ~ c a t i o n  (by which most e d t k  are eaha 

assigned a @cular posi tb or stspe, or take & 'proximal') can be o W e n  by deictic 

d a s s i f i a s i f t h e ~ ~ i s ~ ~ a m o ~ t o ~ o r a w a y h r n t h e v i s u a l  

field, oriftheentitj iscompleteiyclbseateithafromtbevisud fieldorhmthe 

Speakd~comCi~ess ,  

Variation also oaras among positiod c h s i k r s  ifthe mtity has ~~ a 

changeintamsofitspositionThisimpliesthetdassifideataiesdo~aEwa~~~ 



to fixed classes or taxons. While the number of c M c a t o r y  parameters is limited, an 

object cm still be CO- as participating in more than one parameter. From a 

#c m the speaker has an array of available choiceg and in his her judgem~ 

will select the m relevant (or more marled) "confjguration" at a prthdar point of 

di!3cOurseurse 

(a) di-m'e d-'ok-tak 
CL-lyingdem setA-3-sleepASP . p g r  

'He is deeping-' 

'I came h r n  my sister's. (The sister is either in view, or the speaker wants to signal 
the relationship of between khher a d  bidher sibling) 

M y ,  an extensional meaning h m  the spatial to the trmporal domain is a 

possible consecpence ofthe bctim of deictic c t ~ e r s ,  'lkrdbre, the movement can 

go away fiom the location ofthe speech Mnt, d by metaphorical extension, it goes 

away h m  the time oftbe speech mnt as well. 

(a) -- M' paan 
20-saA l-give U-prox bred (Sp. loanw.) 



(b) an-sa-nem SO' Parm 
20-setAl-give CL.going away bned 

'I gave y w  bread.(= bnrd is not in view anymore.)' 

(C) an-sa-flern &a' paaa 
2O-seWl-give CL-distal bread 

'~giveyoubread~ismbnad~there,kbthe~erhnpliesthatthae 
will be someand inthat mse, Wshewin giveittothebeanr.)s 

Fourthly, fbm a typological viewpoint, positiod d d e ~ ~  bear sanaolic 

similarities with some 'verbal clasdiers' systems (Cnig 1992,1994) such as those found 

in S i m  languages, or with the Eskimo 'in-view' classificatim In Siouan Ipaguclges, 

verbs like 'sit', 'stand' and 'lie' have evolved into noun chwifiers and definite articles. 

The common semantic perallels between these North Amxican vabaI classifier systems 

and Hag& classifiers suggest that positional, and pmbbly deictic classifiers too, could 

have a verbal origin. 

Pil~classifiersalongwithothasystemsfoundin~ 

Tariana and muhipIe other laaguages @ape 1987; AiLheavakl1994,2000) appear to 

chdlenge previously-proposed typologiea (Adams and Coddin 1973; Damy 1976; Wan 

1977; Craig [See Grinadd] 1992,1994, inter &a). L Light of recent desx@ions, 

Grhvald (2000:68) proposes the labd o f ' d e m o ~  or 'articleT classifier for the 

Guayhrman type. I doubt that the main fuocrion of Magi c i d e r s  is 'idvidudon 

the ~ o l l s ,  pilaea c l d e n r  are pavasive througbd the gnmrma, m y  tbey 



As shown above, and also disarssed elsewhere wdal and Klein 1998) deictic 

classifiers have taken on temporal and modality fimctions, as a metaphorical extension of 

the spatial meaning. Being demomtmtiv~like words, one classifier (i.e., d& has taken 

one step W e r  by hctioning as a subordinator in complement claws (akin to English 

'a'). Moreover7 there is a stdciug isomorphism between the vabai directional suffix 

-ai - ' d o w ~ l w ~ ' ,  the positional classifier &' 'non-extended/m7 and the lexical verb 

iii 'to sit', which seems to confirm these classifiers' verbal source, But the fhct that - 

motion/positional verbs wae readyzed with different functions, as part of the verb 

word and of the noun phrase too, suggests that there could be more than one path of 

evohrtion f ir  these forms. 

P i l e  does not have one single set of dernomtntks. There are a few 

demonstrative roots, but they constiMe a prolific word class in their ability to combine 

with classifiers, number mflkes and a feminine prefix. S o m m  the differam in 

meaning between the demonstrative or combined forms is so subtle that it is 

synchnicaly d y z a b k  I asarme most demonstdves must be vay 014 mexisting 

with presumably newer ones Some demnstdves are scmceIy used; these occur in foIk 

mmtives uttered by ~ o n a l  story-tellers. For that reason it seems that fkqwncy 

varies from one speaker to another in a rather stylistic W o n  



I wiU start by discussing the most merit sets of demonstmtives. The masculine 

is l& d e d  for gender. fiowever, as will be beus&ated in (54) below, d a n o ~ e s  

can ocan by themselves, i.e., without any classifer morpheme at all. 

Summmhhg, the morphological structure of a demonstrative may consist of up to 

four parts, as follows: 

(ha-) 'FEM' (da' - daa - do') - ho 
(S' - &L' - fio7) - m'e 

0 'MASC' (di - dya - dyo) - E'a (-10) 
(m* - mm' - no) 
(so' -- 58') 

( W') 

hen - h0 - m'e 

Demonstrative3 roots listed in (54) are aIl monasyhbic. Semantically, they indicate 

relative distance of the d i n t  fiom the speaker- They are 'very I& 

'proximate', and &'far'. Demonstdves phs c i d e r s ,  for instsnce with the 

'proximate' root, look like the following: da'm'e 'MS standing'; iii'm'e 'he/this * 

sitting'; di'm'e 'belthis lying' ; na'm'e 'hdthis coming', so'm'e 'Wthis  going 

away', p'm'e 'h& distal'. By adding & 'fern', those same fbrms would be M ' m ' e  

'&&is a'; w'm'e '&&his sating'; m m g e  'she/this lying' 

W m ' e  'shehhis coming', hsso'm'e 'stse/ths going away', W m ' e  'sbe.distal'. 



Demonstdve roots, therefore, indicate the relative distance of the refkrent h n  the 

speaker, whereas the classifiers contnie with i n f o ~ o n  rqadhg the refkmnt's 

p d o n  and motion properties. 

Demomtdves can also be p~~ The plural is indicated by infledion of the 

ckssifier (see (55)). But additiody, a pphnal suffhc h can be anached to the end oftha 

demonstrstive stem exclusively. M that -h is dso wd to indicate phwl number 

of the object or of the intransitive subject with sevgal verbs (c£ Chapter V, d o n  

5.3.2). Furthermore, -I is a phtral marker for certain mulls as well (cf. Chapter IV, 

section 4.3). Howewer, is optional with the demomtdve if the classifier is 

inflected fix 'piural', or if 'number' is already indicated in the head noun. Vice-versa, if 

-10 - is present, the speaker may neglect rmmber inflection for the clessifier. 

(a) ha-dad-10 yawo-' 
FEM-CL,-dem-PL woman-PL.pmcal 

'Thuse women standing' 

'Those women standing' 

'Those women that are going away' 



'Those women that are going away' 

As was suggested at the beginning of this section., demanstrative rootg een occur by 

themselves, functioning as plain ternpodspatid deictics, ar may combine among 

tknsehes. typically indicates 'time', Le. 'then'/ 'at that moment'. It can be d 

either alone or in combination with (masc) or han (h) meaning 'this'Phsn'. 

Hen - are wun modifiers that till the m e a d  specifier position in an NP. Hen or 

han depending on the gender ofthe d k e n t ,  cm ccmccur with h and I&, but never - 
with h. Eitheralone,orincombinationwith & and &, isam 

dernonstmtive. In all such cases, i t  s h d d  be translated as 'this'/' herey. 

(a) W'a ho' so' nolo' 
EXIST dem CL day 

'There was a day...' 

@) Qaedi ya-wa'te-get ho' so'm'e M-keta-pega 
conj SetA3-w~fch-DIRhaha dexn CLdern setB.3&ASP.hab 

'TIms, he will be able to set then those that rob, thus, the -ept food' 

(C) ya-saqatpeg-owe hcnm'e lqawag9-o da' deke'e 
S ~ ~ A ~ ~ W - D I R  P O S S ~ - ~ - P L  a - 3 - f d  -E 

'They thnw S d e  their Mginas what they ate.' 



(a) ya-wotetak hendalaik n'epet 
setA-cook-ASP.progr dem W g r e e n  IndefPoss-fishing 

'They roasted the new fish.' 

Yitaca dalaik hen halo' henho 
again Wgreen  dem food dem 

'Again there was new food there-' 

Wag& does not distinguish between demomtdves and pronourto fbr 3* peaon. 

Demonstdves can function as profims (when there is no N head, as in (57))- However, 

the demonstmtives have the same shape regardless of whether they function as speclfiers 

to another noun head or as a proform. 

(a) sa-wm-t-get so' yawodipi nod& yawodipi 
setAl-ach-ASP-DIRhith~ CL WO- only women 

'I have seen the women; only women' 

hoso' qad-w8-tak m'e qomi yaqo a-waqbta'pe 
d d  g&-l-&-ASP8 dem PROlpl sustenance -3-take-ASP.progr 

I assume that proforms stand for the whole noun phrase, ratha than for the head 

exclusively. One basic obsendon is that demomtdves cannot be modified by 

quantifiers, adjectives or genitives. They are more resbided than nouns, hdbre, in 

termsof t h e s y m s c t i c w ~ e n t s t h a t t h e y g o v e r n T h i s ~ f h c t  alongwiththeir 



a * .  dstmctm morphological properties place demomtmtives in a separate word category, 

diffkent h m  nouns. And also unlike nouns, demonstmtives are employed for tracking 

p m i c i p a u t s i n b ~  

I now turn the discussion to a completely distinct set of dwomtmtives that is used 

on a less fkequeut basis. The formation of these demormtmtkes is different fiom the one 

proposed in (54). The demonstrative root here is W-ae but it may attach to any of the six 

classifim (58). In these demomtmtives, the po&d and deictic classifiers came after 

the root- 

(58) 

naqaeda 'batstandingy 

n a q a d  'tbat1ying1 

q a e a i  'that sitting' 

q-na 'that,comiing' 

naqacgo 'thatgoing away' 

qae-ga 'thetdistaL' 

The fbUowing are the first Lines of a recorded folk text 'Fox and Cbunga', which 

illustrate the use of naaaana (59): 



QanadYeeznak me6'eso da' & qaT8e 
and setA3-say that one CL setA3-say intaj 

naqmna ho' m' -a-wa 
dancoming there CL Poss1-fkUow-~0~0n 

'And said, that one, he saici, oh!, that coming there (is) my partner-' 

There are fkee personal pronouns in PilagiL This language d a s  not distinguish 

between demonshatives and promuns fw 3" person (as shown in the previous seaion) 

However, l* and 2.6 person have their own pronominal forms. These are hayem 'I', m 
'youT, uom'i 'we', and am'i 'you @L)'. The!y can be used as subjects to any verb class or 

as objects to transitive verbs. ( R e d  that reduced f m  of object pdixes  are also 

ayailable, but these do not cooceur with fU independent pronouns; cf. Chapter V, 

d o n  52.2.) 

Independent pronoun for 1" and p are morpho1ogically complex Oorn'i 'we' can 

be traced to a lexicaI so= (aom) the name that P&@, Toba and Mocovi use to refer to 

themselves (see also a o d &  'Indian person h m  the Qom group')- The nominal root is 

combined with a rmmber suffix which also appears in the discwtiouous marking of 

'number of the subject' and in poaeske markers (see Possessive prefixes, blow). This 

same suffix occurs in the iadepedent pronoun am'i 'you @L)'. The rwt g g  participates 

in both p singuiar and piural firms of indepeadcnt pronouns and resplesents an OM 

p e r s o n m t ; ~ w a s n c o m a ~ ~ e d ~ t h e f w m f b r d ~ ~ n m o ~ e s ( ~ i d d  



1997b), a d  the consonant as a mon fimctody tmmpeat in an earlier 

do not have a fbed position in the sentence, as in (60b-e) 

(a) QsnE'e maqone'e C' kopb'a eaawak dokct ho-so' qa'-pi 
oonj it is said U after a whiIe pll s e t A 3 - 6 1 p l o d d j  dem-CL stom-col 

'And it is said that after a while all those arploded' 

@) ga' -'am ga' emmak qo-m-Ioyi na' yawoldi-pi 
C L  saA3- k like CL aWsome IS-JaB.3-look a f k  CL womebpauc-coll 

'And it looked Like all looked after the women (from that point cm)' 

(c) @m d-awmn sow- qaga'te F 0  
all setB.3-cook because NEGEXIST woa~an 

'AU (the men) roasted (the fish) because thae was no woman' 

(a) -'G Yiinld- -0' bwq-pi 
m d  all raw itissaid Poss3-W-pl 

'And they all (ate), it is said, the foad raw.' 

03 Ybu h-dr 
and aU -3- 

'And thy all left' 



P i l e  has m, native numerals words. The words fix 'one' are mole' (h) and 

onolek (mast.), and the word fw 'two' is dosoha They come fkom Spenish MO and das 

and have been phowlogidy and morpho1ogicaUy adapted into P&& as the 

termhations -E -l& and respenivJy demonstrate. The rest of the numds have 

been borrowed witbut phowlogical or morphological mtmmtxm . .  - 

(a) W moIek sjacawa &'e payo'ot da' ni-yama-'at 
CL one pgson own firm oonjsetB.3-prepare-REFL 

'Each person (has) its own re spo l l s l i  of prep- himoelf(f0r going fishing) 

'And in direction to the south, t h e  are two houses.' 



Notes 

' This clisertation does not treat adverbs. M y  prebhary  analysis is tbat t h y  are verbal 
in their origin. 

This denomiaation is taken fiom Lehmann (1998). 

The possession of horses was banned by the military fbrces st the beginning of the 
century, since Guaykunms used them for the purpose of war. 
4 According to this desaiptioa, & is like a possessive or genitive classifier. In languages 
with Genitive classifiers (Cartson and Payne 1989:88), a classifier must ocarr in the 
genitive @on in order to indicate possession of the noun (e.g., John's animal dog = 
'John's dog' .) 

' Here, I am assuming Dixon's semantic types @ixon 1982). 

6Vidal lKle in~998  arguethatg&pm~caUycodesthsttheeventinquestionhas 
not been realled, is hypothetical, or is a future projection 
7 Clearly, this demonstdve root can be traced to a vab  lexical source. I have glossed 
the independent verb as 'go' or 'move'. 

* See chapter V, section 5-44. 



CHAPTER v 

VERB MORPHOLOGY I: OVERVIEW 

5.0 Introduction 

Beginning in this chapter and continuing throughout chapters VI and W, 1 discuss 

phenomena pertaining to verb morphology. (The verb phrase will not be discussed until 

chapter K.) This chapter presents an overview of the entire verb. Because the subject 

prefix sets, aspect, and directional/applicative paradigms are especially complex, these 

are discussed in detail in subsequent chapters, and only a very brief introduction is given 

to them here. Other elements of the verb are simply treated in this chapter. 

Section 5.1 covers the verb template, showing all the categories that can be manifested 

morphologically. Section 5.2 then focuses on pronominal case marking for subjects and 

objects. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 discuss number agreement morphology for the subject and 

the object. Finally, 5.5 overviews stem-level derivational and discusses valency issues in 

Pilaga. 



5.1 Overview of Pilaga Verb Structure 

The verb is the most morphologically complex word class in Pilaga Much of its 

complexity comes fiom the the variety of categories that can be marked on it, and fiom 

the profuse allomorphic variation that some classes exhibit. The categories that can be 

manifested in the verb are negation, object person, indefinite subject, subject person, 

subject (plural) number, aspect, directionality, and object number, The first four 

categories are indicated by prefixes, and the last five through suffixes. The order of 

prefixes is determined by a templatic model where categories occupy a fixed position 

relative to each other. An simplified overall schema is shown in Table 4. Parentheses in 

Table 4 indicate that the category is not required by the minimal verb structure; arabic 

numbers designate the position class for the category, and roman numerals the chapter 

where each of these categories are discussed. 

TABLE 4. Pilaga Verb Structure 

(NEG)- (0bj)- (Indef. Subj) - Subject - STEM -(Subj. number)- (Aspect)- @ir/Appl)- (0bj.number) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7/8 9 

VII v v v-VI v v VII V I I I X  v 



The core of the Phg6 verb, the stem, consists of the root p8w d a i d o n d  &es, 

if any (see section 5.5). Applidve markers signal the addition of a particilwm to the 

bkdc argument struchne of the shnpfe mat, and they d y  cmxna with direc&iods 

Number of the subject may be indicated be- after or inside the stem; "after the stem" 

means either befm or after agpectual &es. Object number is always positioned at ths 

right edge of the verb. At the left edge of the v& there is ne@on, followed by 

pronominal mes. Object, Impenwal Subject, end Subject pason have their own slot 

in the tempIate. 

Hag6 exhibits a morphologicat structurs by which core arguments and many other 

semantic categories are axpressed within the verb. This also implies that noun phases 

are not always neussary for gmmmticality, nor are they required by the heam to track 

participants in tikome. 

~ M ) ~  prefixes are bound and arose historically by phomlogicaI cliticidon 

of free pmms ~1dal1997b. 1997~). Synchronically, the bound pro~wurs c.anaot stand 

bythemselvesbutnesttachedtotheirbsts,sndare~ However,sincefidl 

pronouns or a fbll NP can a-occur with the pronomid subject markers bound to the 

verb, pronominal subject pnsXes constitute an htemediate cstegoty between bound 

pronouns end inflectid agreement affixes. Subject p f k e s  an closer to agreement 

than are object pdxes, since object prefb~es rae in o o m p k w  dis tr i ion  with 

object m. ((Ono&&& markers, c£ 5 . 2 1 )  



Nida (1946) coined the term 'substimes' to designate the hctioaal class of 

morphemes that substitute for other classes of formg especially nouns. The most 

common type of substitutes are pronouns, though Nida distinguished between bound 

substitutes @ea. affbes) and unbomd substitutes @e, independent pronouns). However, 

it is important to note that not all inflectional aflixes are substitutes in the sense of Nil& 

In Spanish, for instance, the portmmteau suffix for penon and number of the subject is a 

substitute for an NP subject (i.e., the seat- is a l l l y  grammaid clause just with the 

verb form); but in English, the inflectional suf5x -3 '3* sg' is not a substitute for the 

subject because it must mamr with an additional fhe pronoun or full NP. In Mda's 

term, P i l e  subject and object pronominal suffixes are bound substitutes. 

W a  a different fhmework, Jelinek (1984, 1988) introduced the terminology of 

'pronominal argument' to characterize those hguages where participants are 

morphologically referenced, and this reference constitutes the only necessary me& of 

m argument in a clause. In Jelinek's parlance, in pronominal argument languages only 

clitics and affixes occupy argument positions (Jelinek and Demas 1994698). Pikg6 

roughly £its the characterization of a pronominal argument language since the verb ean 

constitute a complete sentence. That is, neither free pronominai nor nominal subject and 

objezt noun phrases are necessary for gammaticaky, though subject prefixes are 

required by the minimal P i l e  verb structure (& Table 4, above). 

In this section I discuss the subsystem of prowminal e e s .  In 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 I 

describe the morphological marking person for subject and object respctively, 



represented in the template by positional classes 4 and 2. In 5.2.3 I argue for the category 

of 'indefinite subjects', represented in the template by positional class 3. 

5.2.1 Basic Schema for Case Marking 

In Pilagk pronominal prefixes constitute the only case marking device, since the 

language lacks case markers on nouns and Eee pronouns, and lacks adpositions for 

nominals. The reason why I call the pronominal prefix system 'case-marking' is because 

the verb is the case-marking element that reqyires an argument, and also requires the 

argument to have certain forms. That is, choice of bound pronominal forms are governed 

by the verb. 

In Pilagk a separate third set of prefixes marks the object of transitive and 

ditransitive verbs. (I postpone discussion of object markers until section 5.2.2.) 

In this language, case marking of subjects is partially semantically-based. There are 

two sets of prefixes for subject persons, which I call Set A and Set B (see Table 5). Set A 

prototypically references a performer or a source, with or without control. Set B 

prototypically references subject participants a&steci by the event, or which have no 

control over it. To some extent Pilagi set A and set B forms index the semantic role of 

transitive and of intransitive subjects. The first represents participants conceived as 

semantic agents, whether the clause is transitive or intransitive; the second set represents 

subject participants acting as semantic patients or as acperiencers, again in both 

intransitive and transitive sentences. 



TABLE 5 .  Subject Pronominal Prefixes 

SET A SET B 

lsg S- 5- 

2sg aw- - 0- an- 

lpl S-...-so - -sa &...- so - -sa 
S-...-( a)q E-.. .-aq 
S-...+a E-...qa 
S-...- ii- ...a 

The two sets of subject pronominal prefixes are presented in Table 5. Dots in the 

representation of the affixes in Table 5 indicate that the part to the right to the left is a 

prefix, while the part to the right is either sufiixed or inked to the root The portion 

preceding the verb stem corresponds to person; and the number is indicated by the 

suExal part of what can be called synchronically discontinuous "subject" morphemes. 



Mocnorphs are separated by E. -5 vabs can be d e e d  into thne groups 

according to the way subject making is distn'buted- a) those that am take Set A pmfkes 

only; b)tbsethstcantakeSetB prefixeso~, dc)tboathatcantakeeithaSetAor 

SetBpfixes.  Inthethirdgrar~misaEairlyngularsanaoticcombetwanthe 

Set A marked and Set B marked verb fiums (see Chapter VI). Though thb schema 

accounts for the vast majority of the prefix choices on Pil* verbs, th assignment of a 

particular case to a verb is still Ierdcafjzed- (Lexicabtiion of subject caseamking is 

also addnssed in Chapter VL) The subject prefixes will  be illustrated throughout the 

following d o n s  and in Chapter VI. 

5.22 Meqed Subject P d g m s  

'Merged ' refers to the fhct that certain vab stems diit subject p.rwromiaal 

prefixes h r n  diffkrat aets, i.e., A and B, in the same i n f l e d i d  paradigm But it also 

implies that the m e r g e r i s b a w e e n p ~ ) d  subject prdkes h eirhaset AorB, 

a a d p m s e s s i v e ~ e s ~ m s e t s C d D ( c f  ChapterIQ whichmtypicallyusedto 

code the 'possesmy on 

Compare the fiUowing wmplea h (1) and (2) the verb is infiected with the set A 

pason knns, but in the l* plural, -6 h m  set D pwsessive i s  used to code the 

s u b j a  ~ l s o ( ~ ) s b o w s a p o s s a s i v e m s r k a ~ ~ ~ , i n t b e f i n i t s f b m h 3 ~ ~  



'I drink (e.g. water). ' 

aw-linkip 
set U-drink 

'You Qink' 

y i - w p  
set A3-drink 

'He drinks,' 

*linb'p 
set C. lpI4ridc 

'We drink.' 

'You (pi) drink' 

'They drink ' 

(2) 
Cjiwotawe] 
i-wota-owe 
set AI-walk-=inwards 

'I get into (e.g, a place).' 

8-wota-we 
set Al-walk-DrRinwards 

'You get do. '  



le-wota-we - 
setC.3-wdk-DIRinWd~ 

'He gets into.' 

'We get into.' 

ad-wota-we 
& ~ - z - w ~ ~ . ~ - D I R .  inwards 

Ie-wotad-we - 
setC.3- W&-PL-DIR inwards 

'They g& into.' 

In (3) and (4), the firms for 3" singular and piural are diffaem, though they are 

both fiom set A (according to table 5.2). AIso in the phad forms in (4), the same plural 

sufFK 4 is used for both 2°6 and 3d pason Recall that, as indicated in Table 5.2 and as 

will be illustrated in 5.3.1 below, 4 ncmmUy just indicates 3" person phnal: 

'You are listenhg-' 



'He is listening. ' 

se-kiyacan-qa-t ak 
setA. 1 -listen-PL-ASP-progr 

'We are listening. ' 

[awkiyawiiitak] 
aw-kiya~an-i-tak 
setA. 2-listen-PL- ASP. progr 

'You (pl.) are listening.' 

di-kiy a m - t  'ape - 
setA.3-listen-ASP-progr 

'They are listening. ' 

(4) 
se-pit idi-fii 
setA. l wake up-ASP.cptv 

'I woke up after a while.' 

'You woke up.' 

'He woke up.' 

'We woke up.' 



'You @l) wokt up.' 

'They woke up.' 

The samples in (5) seem to involve the confhtion of two differeat verb roots in a 

single idectionai paradigm. Notice the d i f f i c e  between the singular and plural 

fomq and the loss of fbnnal conaast between the 1' d 206 pluraf, as a consecpencc of 

this merger: 

'I arrive.' 

'You arrive,' 

'He arrives. ' 



[iiibiedawo] 
G-biedqa-WO 

l -come-PL-DLR 

'We arrive. ' 

'You @l) arrive. ' 

'They anive.' 

5.2.3 Object Marking 

To give a complete overview of pronominal prefixes, this section discusses object 

marking. From a semantic stance, object prefixes generally encode a human participant 

who receives the action denoted by the transitive verb. For this reason, I term this 

participant Dative. Discussion of the syntactic status of 'objects' in Pilaga m be found 

in Chapter IX It suffices for now to say that the 'object', like both subject types, may 

show person and number agreement. Unlike subject prefixes which can m-occur with a 

pronoun or full NP, object prefixes are mutually exclusive with full pronouns and lexical 

NPs. 

Object markers are presented in Table 6. They share some similarities with S& D 

possessive prefixes (cf. Chapter TV), aud partially with set B prefixes (Table S), 

specially for the 2* person singular. Note that only for the singular does the paradigm 



provide procMcized firms- First end second person plural are e x p d  through full 

pronouns exclusively: aorn'i 'wey and am'i 'you @L)' 

TABLE 6. Object Markers 

DATIVE 
OBJECT 

* 
Isg yi- - ai- 
2sg an- 
3sg 0- 
Ipl qom'i 
3pl 0- 
2pl am'i 

As noted, the object is indicated morphologically ifit is a speech act participant i.e., 

a 1' or a 2& singular pmn, Third persons singular and phaal are always zero. 

Allomorphs for 1. person singular are not phonologidy triggered, but are lexically 

assigned. Historically, possessive prefixes and nowqgenhe subject prefixes seem to be 

the source for objest prefixes in Hag& and like object prekes, 1' person possessive 

domorphs ere also lexically assigned 

Besides the specific set of pref~~es for id and P pexson singular, full pmmtrns afta 

tht verb 'I', am 'you') can be used to fiiIfiU the object function, instead of the 

prefix. NevertheIess, fbr the coding of pluraI participants them an no p d ~ e s ;  only fidl 

pronow~s qom'i 'we', am'i 'you @L)' are used, also surfacing to the left of tbe vab (6h- 

i). In Ha@ there is only one set of independent promulls @@m 'I', 'yw', qm'i 

m'i 'you @l)' which are used whetha that pmkipaut plays the d e  of a subject 



or an object. 

'He looks at me.' 

'He looks at you.' 

'He looks at him (somebody elseyher-' 

(4 lhayem mlotal 
hayem aw-lota 
PRO. Isg d 2 - l ~ k  

'You look at me.' 

'You look at me.' 

'You look at him.' 



'I look at you.' 

(h)[qom'i awlota] 
qomi' aw-Iota 
PRO. lpl M - l o o k  

'You look at us.' 

(i) fam'i yilotra] 
am'i yi-10t.d-..a 
PR0.2~1 setA3-look :PL 

'They look at you @l.)' 

As seen in (64 and (&), either a pronoun or a prefix is used, but not bath. In (7) I 

provide more examples illustrating object prefixes in combination with set A and set B 

subject prefixes: 

(a) m- fiiqotmn 
20-~£3. l .-wake up 

'I wake you up.' 

'You wake me up.' 

'I fix y0dQess you.' 

'You fix rnddress me. ' 



(c) yi-nqopita 
10-setB.3-like 

'He likes me. ' 'He/somebody finds me. ' 

(d) an-nqopitet-pega3 an-qo-y-la' a 
20-setB. 3-loveASP 20-IS-setA.3-hd 

'He likes you.' 'He finds you.' 

(e) 8-iii-Cilan 
30-setB. l-wash 

'I wash him, ' 'I. fix himther.' 

(0 an-ai-Eilan-aq an-s-c'et-aq 
20-setB. 1-wash-p1 20-saA i -fix-p1 

'We wash you.' 'We fix you.' 

(g) yi-an4ild-I S-i-Iotake 
10-setB. 2-wash-pl 10-setA3-look for 

'You @l.) wash me.' 'They Iook for me. ' 

5.2.4 'Indefinite Subject' 

When the subject of a aansitive or an intransitive verb is an unspecified third 

person participant, Pilaga has the possibility of defocusing the subject or downgrading its 

status, since its identity is unimportant or unknown. The grammar does this by attaching 

a pronominal prefix 'Indefinite Subject (IS)' to the verb word, specifically to the left 

of the subject prefix. This prefix obligatorily coocaus with a third person subject prefix 

from either set A or set B. The postverbal NP indicates a patient 3d person object. 



(a) hayem qo-y-alo- di' cmek 
PRO-lsg ISsetA3-show-Obj.sg CL house 

'Som- showed me the house' 

(b) qo-m-tade m' siyaw- ' 
B-setB3-arre CL lurimal- PL 

'Somebody cured the animals' 

(c) qo-n-aikl-ac8~ so' siy~~~a-di-pi 
IS - se tB .3 -~V@ CL pcrstm-PL-COL 

'Somebody baptized these people. ' 

(a) ~*Y-WF' di' no& so' nocotoIe7ek 
IS-setA3-send-DIRthither CL town CL child 
'Somebody sent the boy to town' 

Pragmatically, this type of c o ~ c t i o n  seems to code SO- that is 

fbnctional1y close to a passive voice, where the sanantically transitive subject is less 

importam Since subject norm phrases are wt requked for subjeahood, demotion or 

deletion ofa subject NI? cannot apply in Pi@&, as would be the case for a prototypical 

passive construction In fact, P i l e  l& a pmtotypid passive device. A sentence 

having a vab with an indefinite subject marks can be glossed as an impersonal passiv~ 

similar to S@h use+veh+subj&. 

The oodiqg of the subject as unbportaat via is possible regardless ofthe 

degree of refaentislity of the patient. It can be animate or not, human or mt, as the 



examples in (8) and also in (9) demonstrate. (9) is a text excerpt whae the mer 

(Victoria Palomo, Berrio Qompi) is telling how to prepare the stew: 

(9) 
da' q~-y-aw'o newosek qo-y-wetake lapat $sa 
conj IS-agt3-make IndefPoss.3-stew I S - 6 3 - o e e d  meat and 

'When preparing the stew., one needs ingredients.' 

W'S& qo-ya-58m-iri gaT a'lapat q o - d o t  tad 
first IS-setA-3-throw-DIR CL meat IS-setB.3-add squash 

'First, one throws in m- adds squash' 

kopa'a qo-ya-saas-ii.i ga' y d 3 i  l-alege, 
then IS-setA3-tbrowDIR CL other Poss-3-ingredients 

'Then, one throws in the otha ingredients.' 

da' qo-y-e'et ga' ne-W& qo-y-aw'o CSita m' tacaki. 
wnj IS-serA3-fiX CL Poss3-stew IS-serA3-make -oil CL pot 

'To fix the stew, one rmhshes grease in the pot' 

(lOa) is the beginning ofa story told by a tmditiod speaker, Julio S u k Q  The 

story narrates how Coy (sp. of rodent) steels the h h m  Fox in order to roast meat. The 

subjed of the verbs qoyawma and a is W aadet'al 'our amesto~s'; go- 

signals that the &nced subject participant is mspedied; it does not need to be 

specified since it is indefinite or u n k n o ~  even if it was not &%rend -re. 



L 

(a) Hokal'i m 
at that time yet 

'Once upon a time, yet 

da' na- M e k  qaya'te qo-ya-wana 
CL P O S S . ~  p- NEGEXIST IS s e A 3 4 b d  

qo-y-setasetam so' wadiaolek 
EsetA3-tebl-ASP CL Cay 

'They told about the coy'. 

or w e d ;  throughout the gmxdhg part of the story the subject has simply been the 

indefinite p' 'people'. 

(a) hokaf'i qo-y&a-wo so' I-*& 
then IS-setk3-gc~DIR C L  Poss3-house, settlement 

'Then, tbey (the pe) - the camp.' 
@) q0-u-la-&a hokal'i so' naoayki hadk qodqaege-lege 

IS-setB.3-see-DIR.-0bjjsg then CL snake coo. IS-setA3-f?i@en-DJR 

'They (tbe people) sllw the snake then, and they became frightened.' 



5.3 Number 

In this section I will discuss the number agreement system for subject and object 

participants. These two categories are represented by positional classes 5 and 9 

respectively, in the verb template (Table 4). 

5.3.1 Subject Number 

The Pilaga verb agrees with its subject in person and number. The verb template 

shows that person prefixes immediately precede the verb stem, while number suffixes 

follow it. In actuality, the number suffix may follow the root or it may be infixed. This 

means that 'subject number' is not a lmitary category as far as position is concerned. 

Reasons why this happens have not been clarified yet. Complete paradigms 

exemplifj.ing number prefixes can be seen in (12). (When the occurs as an infix, the 

split ofthe root is marked by I..].) 
As with subject prefixes, allornorphy between plural suffixes is not phonologically 

conditioned. Also, attempts to find explanations for the distribution of plural 

domorphs, based on the verb's pronominal case-marking properties have not been 

successful. Rather, all dlomorphs appear to be lexically conditioned. 

The paradigms in (12) illustrate the use of plural suffixes with prefixes from set A 

and set B (again, [...l surrounds materid infixed to a root). 



(a) sa-no= 
WA I -know 

'I know (i.e., have knowledge).' 

'You (sg.) know.' 

'Hdshe knows. ' 

'We know.' 

awa- noin,.-i -y-..a 
setA. 2-know. .-PL-ep 

na- non.-&..a 
setA.3-know..-P1 

'They know.' 

(b) S-ae:ta 
setk l -come-Dmout of 

'I come out (e.g., of the water).' 

beta1 
a-ae-ta 
setB.2-come-DIR 

'You come out'  



'Hdshe comes out-' 

'We come out.' 

t-a .-d..+-..ta 
-3-go. .-PL-DIR 

'They come out.' 

In (12.a-b), the morpheme for the I* person plural is and it is s u f i e d  to the 

stem; for 2d person it is -i; and for 3" person, it is 4. In (l2a), both markers for 2* and 

3" person plural are infixed. (Notice the insertion of a glide between the plural 

morpheme and the second part of the root for 2& plural; cf. Chapter Ill, section 3 -6.2.) 

Now, compare the allomorphic variation between the p W  affixes in (lad). 

A verb like -ateton 'know' in (12c) shows -3 ' lpl', whereas 'yell' in (l2d) has -a 

' p .  For the 2.6 person plural, a morpheme consisting of a vowel phoneme is a 

constant; though variation in the vowel quality is subject to harmony (Notice the 

palatalization of n > ii when followed by J 'Zd plural' in (lZc), and the epenthesis of 

W in (7d). All these phonological adjustments wen discussed in Chapter III.) 

For the 3" person phrral, both verb roots have a glottal stop inserted as their phaal 

marker, whiie (1 2a) and also (12e), below, exhibit 4 '3pi'. 



(c) Meto-n 
setA I-how-ASP 

'I know (e.g , a pason or a place). ' 

'You know.' 

'He knows.' 

'We know.' 

'You @I) know.' 

'They know.' 

(a) =-laq 
setA. l-yell 

'I yell. ' 

'You yell-' 



'We yell.' 

awa-Iaq-a-e 
setA-2-yell.. c p .  vo w-PL 

'You @l) yell. ' 

'They yell.' 

(e) sa4iyaqa-%ern 
setk I -descend-DIRup/upwards 

'I come (fiom an upper location).' 

'You come.' 

'He/she comes.' 

sa4iyo-..sa.qa-segem 
setA. I-come f?om.-PLDIR 

'We come.' 



'You @l) come.' 

'They come.' 

As shown, -g and -B are both possible realizations of the 1" person phwl  

morpheme (and as mentioned above, the p W  marker or versus is lexically 

determined). Interestingly, the most general form for the 1" plural is CV, where the 

consonant alternates between /q/, /r/ and /d. But metathesized -g occurs when a 

consonant precedes the plural &m (cf 12c and also 12$12g, in contrast with 1%). 

(f) 3-aton>-ge' 
S&. l -spit-DIRthither 

'I spit.' 

'You spit.' 

'He/she spits. ' 

'We spit.' 



'You @l) spit.' 

'They spit.' 

(g) di-Eila-n 
S&. l-wa~h-AsP 

'I wash myself ' 

an- 6ila-n 
sefB.2-wash-ASP 

'You wash yourself.' 

'He washes himself.' 

'We wash ourselves.' 

'You @I) wash yourselves.' 

'They wash themselves.' 



As stated, the same plural marker may be Suaxed or infixed. In this sense, 

compare the position of -S in (l2c, 12$12g) in contrast with (12h). Also notice that the 

position of the plural marker with respect to the root is not the same for all the 

grammatical persons within the same paradigm As (l2h) shows, the plural morpheme 

may come before the root in the 1' and 206 penon forms, or after the root but preceding 

the directional in the 3d person: 

(h) s-aeh-yi 
s e a  l dive-DIIldownwzuds 

'I dived into (e.g the water).' 

'You dived into. ' 

t -aCin-yi 
3 dive-D IR. 

'Helshe dived into.' 

'We dived into. ' 

'You (pl) dived into. ' 

'They dived into. ' 



The example in (129 shows a suppletive verb paradigm  CL^, different rwt hrms; 

specifically notice that the root hm for the 1" phrral is d i f f i ) .  The plural suflkes in 

(129 show no new i5m b m  those in the preceding examples, Notice that phonetically 

the morpheme for p phaal surfaces as -y to satisfL syllable comtraim- Here, the /d 

and /W phonemes in the root undergo metathesis- (The reason fw assuming that the basic 

root h is g& is that this form occurs when the verb 'go' occurs withold any &es 

'I leave.' 

aw-ek 
d 2 - g o  

'You leave. ' 

& ( - hek) 
s&k3-g0 

'H&e leaves.' 

qolq4 
'We leave.' 

'You @l) leave. ' 

'They leave.' 



(12j) illustrates the same verb root as in (129, but in (12j) the root cooccws with a 

directional marker -wo. The suppletive form of the root for the l* plural still holds, but 

unlike (129, root-metathesis applies throughout the emire paradigm: 

'I go (Le., to the house).' 

'You go.' 

'He/she goes. ' 

qolawo6 
'We go.' 

'They go. ' 

The next is an example of a set B casemarked verb. In principle, set B verbs have 

the same plural krms as the set A verbs However, phml forms in (12k) show a number 

of idiosyncracies. For 1" plural, g is the rannant of tbe d f k  Notice that the rwt is 



'catch', and thst an epenthetic vowel h e d  before another consonant-hitid 

such as the directional prefix a 'downwards'. Usually, the phaal affix for 206 plural is 

4; and one wdd argue that there is w ceaaimy as to whether the vowel between the root 

and the directional d l i x  is epenthetic or whether it coc~esponds to the 2d plural af f ix  

The fom for the 2Dd plural is, at first glance, identical to the 206 singular. However, the 
P i l e  consuhant 6om whom this paradigm was elicited emphasized that there is stress- 

shift in the phnal v& fom I was able to doublecheck this example with a few more 

speakers, and they all confirmed that there is a difference based on stress between the 

singular and the plural. Thus, while in the singular stress fals on the vowel of the verb 

rook the accented syllable in the plural form is the permltimate i.e., anqaEW vs. anq&Si. 

Since epenthetic vowels are never stressed, it is possible that the vowel in the p plural 

corresponds in effect to the surface form of the plural morpheme, and it is the plural 

suffix which manipulates stress assignment, causing a change in meaning, fiom 'singularJ 

to 'pluralJ: 

'I aught (e.g. an animal ).' 

'You caught.' 



'He caught.' 

'We caught. ' 

'You (al1)uu~gbt. ' 

'They caught.' 

Up to this point, we have seen subject number indication and the m y  forms that it 

takes. These plural marker forms specify the number for both types of transitive subjects 

(set A a d  set B), and for all intransitive subjects. I conclude that, according to the 

preceding observations, the distnbuton of subject p W  dlomorphs must be lexically 

specified. Subject number affixes undergo phonological changes and may cause the verb 

root to undergo phonological changes as well (e.g-, palatalization and m d e s i s ) .  The 

fat? that number foms can be infixed or suffixed challenges verb consihlency in Pilagii, 

since the same verb stem may be discontinuous, depending on the type and number of 

sufExes that intervene in a verb word Plural &es may occur as sufXxes, p r e d h g  

every other verb sutfix (i.e., aspect and dhctional markers), or they may be placed at the 



end of the verb word, even &er aspea and directional markers- All these pedarities 

make the study of the subject number category particularly i n t d g ,  due to the 

implications for morphological theory (the fkct that number does not have a fixed linear 

position). 

5.3.2 Object Number 

A separate subsystem of number affixes is used to code number of the object. These 

forms are always suffixed. They occupy the last position in the verb complex @ositiooal 

class g), and they are optional. 

object mmber d5xes have scope over the object participant of a traasitive 

verb (i.e., Q), a few instances where the object number sufExes have scope over the 

intransitive subject (i.e., S) have been found in my data, and I will discuss them at the end 

of the present sectioa 

Object number &fixes coocan with noun phrases or h e  pronouns. An object 

fiee pronoun is postverbal when it references a 3" pason, or preverbal if it refefences a 

1" or z"d person object participant. As with subject noun phrases but less fkequently than 

them, noun phrases referencing 3" pason objects can be omitted, especially if they are 

understood fiom the cootext. 

Pilaga has three morphemes for 'object number': _g 'Singular', 'Paucal' (which 

addresses a small group ofrefenats), and & 'Plural' (which comprises a larger number 

of entities thao those included in the paucal category). Though it is possible to elicit it, 

the paucal number s u f b  is a very low frequency morpheme. G e a d y ,  the p h d  sufFrx 



assumes the pluralizing function, no matter whether the number of referenced entities is 

two or more than two, a small or a big goup of entities. 

The sentences in ( l  3a-c) exemplify 'singular' number agreement: 

(a) yi-ketapsem-a so' yawo 
s e A  3 -point-DIRupwards-Obj. sg CL woman 

'He pointed up to the wornan (who was up, in a tree). (Nesoge.II.45).' 

(b) y-akon-a so' l-ay0 
setA l -pick up-Obj .sg CL POSS3-mortar 

'She picks her mortar.' 

(c) ana-kya-n-a 
setA.2-listen-ASP-non progr-Obj .sg 

'Listen (to that sound)! (Wole.35) 

(d) hayem aw-adon-a ga' niEiii'a 
PRO. l sg -2-show-Obj-sg CL place 

'Show me the place!' (ToC'e1.36) 

(e) qanaC'e qq-adon-a haga' n m p  
conj IS-setA.3-show-Obj-sg DEM water 

'And the water was shown.' (T&'elAl) 

Examples (1 4a-c) illustrate the 'paucal' number marker. The verbal paucal suffix 

-B is formally similar to the 'dual' suffix -%for noun$ which suggests a possible 

historical connection between them: 



(a) si-yala-to 
setA l -to be worry-ObjPauc 

'I am worried about those (looking at a few children).' 

(b) qanc'e yi-lota-to da' S@- 
conj setA.3-look-Obj9auc CL white women 

'Then he looked at those white women' (IgnIIL 12) 

(c) noqopita da' 0-taya-pe-to na' qolrte lawali 
setA-3-like CPTZ setA3-speak-DIR-0bj.pauc CL grandchildren 

'S he likes talking about her grandchildren_' (NoIe. 10) 

(d) qamal'e naE'e y-awa'te-ge-to' so' ele' 
conj -3-see-DIR-0bj.pmc CL parrot 

'And then Parrot saw those who were coming.'(Wole.32) 

In (IS), examples of 'plural' marking for objects are provided: 

(a) y-i-kasgi-sem-10 so' yawo-di-pi 
d3-point-DIR-Obj. pl CL woman- col 

'He points up at the women' 

'I will call you @l).' (Wole.15) 



(c) qom'i anqopita-10 
PR0.2PL setB-2-like-Obj .p1 

'You Like us (i.e the people in the community).' 

The fad that object agreement &es may indicate the number of the - .  v e  

subject as well is codirmed by (16); (16) demonstrates that the plural suffix indeed refers 

to the grammatical subject, since they are all intransitives with one core argument: 

(a) t-a-t-e-ge9-10 so' siyac84-pi 
d3-g*.ASP.prog-ep-vow-DIR-Obj.pl CL person-col 

'The people are going away. ' 

@) na-yapeg-eg'a-10 hen ajaq-pi 
setB.3-run in water-DIR-Obj. p1 DEM fish-col 

'The fish nm with the flow.' 

(c) n-ibiet-'at-a-10 
setB.3-control-RECP-ep-epvowel-Obj.pl 

'They control each other.' (Toi5'e.L 22) 

The reason why in (16) plural number of the subject is indicated through the object 

number markers, rather than by subject number markers, has no explanation to my 

knowledge. One pom%ility is that this plural marking system may be the residue of a no 

longer productive absolutive agreement system, or rather the opposite, it could be an 



emergent absolutive system, and for either reason sometimes fhctions to indicate the 

plural number of the only argument of an intransitive verb. 

5.4 Valency AfFkes 

In preceding sections we have looked at a number of inflectional paradigms 

corresponding to numbered positions in the verb stem (cf. Table 4). I now turn to several 

non-productive affYes that affect valency at the level of the verb stem. 

Some verb roots can co-occur with affixes that increase or decrease the number of 

arguments of the verb. For one set of verbs, valency-change is correlated with alternation 

of subject prefixes from set A and set B; though for many other verbs this is not the case, 

as will be discussed in this chapter and the next. 

Stem-level aEi1xes that may cause valency to change include -awn 'transitivizer', 

-1x 'reflexive', -'at 'reciprocal'. Pilaga lacks morphological causatives; causatives are 

periphrastic constructions with finite inflected verb forms. For this reason, I defer the 

discussion on causative constructions until Chapter XI. @irectionals/ap plicatives also 

sometimes affect argument structure; but these occur in a distinct position in the verb and 

are discussed at length in Chapters W and E.) 

The main function of - a m  is to increase the number of participants for a hanm of 

verbs which otherwise are used intransitively. Without - a m  these verbs would be 

otherwise reciprocal (17a), reflexive (17c and e), or simply intransitive (17g). Verbs 



carrying -am are semantically bivalent Forthat reason I choose to gloss -aran as a 

'valency-increasing' suffix (VaI2), resulting in a verb that behaves as transitive. 

In Pilagh, -8- may occur without the pharyugeal firicative, sometimes provoking 

un- as to whether the morpheme in a p t i d a r  verb or not Wetion of 

the ficative is particularly common h my data, as the P i l e  coaSuItants who provided 

most of the elicited data speak a dialect that tends to delete the phqmged consonant 

between vowels (Pi@@ &l &dbdo; cf Chapter 0. But nevertheless, when comparing 

data from this dialect with tbat provided by speakers fiom the Pi@@ de Nmgcin  dialect, 

this morpheme still appears to omrr in very few instances in texts. 

In Pilaga the alternation between the verb form with areq and the form that does 

not have it is generally accompanied by a different subject prefix choice, i.e., the verb 

form with +wan co-occurs with set A subject prefixes, while the verb form without 

-aran co-ocam with prefixes h m  the set B. This is not so m one hundred per cent of 

the cases, however, due to the perrasive ldcalizaton that the casemarking system has 

already gone through. Similarly for Mocovi, Gualdieri states that the derived vexb forms 

marked by this sufEx tend to ccnxna with prehes h m  the ageative class, which are 

basically cognates with P i l e  set A fom.  

Examples are provided in (17). Phonological adjustmats between the mot and the 

suffix should be noticed- In particular, see the change in the v d s m  of the root 

between (17g-h), where the inserted glide causes the vowel ofthe root to change, Le., /e4 

> N. (Also, verbs &g in a glottal stop, with no following suffiy create an echo effect 

which duplicates the vowel to the right of the glottal closure, ie., Ace'/ '&d7 > F'e].) 



(a) ni-tawa-n-'at 
S&. 1 -help- ASP-non pmgr-RECP 

'We help each other-' 

(b) m-se-tawa-8- 
20-setA l -helpVal2 

'1 help you.' 

(c) S-e'et 
SetB-1-fix 

'I fk myself.' 

'I fix somebody else (hidher)' 

(e) iia-bzl 
&.l-bathe 

'I bathe myseKY 

'You are bathing me.' 

(g) s-ke'e 
SWL l -feed 

'I eat (or I feed me).' 

(h) s-ki-y-amm 
setA1-feed-epva12 

'I M somebody else.' 



The transitivizer a m  is also found in Toba wein 1973) and Mocovi (Guatdieri 

1998) fkom the Southan Guaylamrao branch, and in Kadiwh (Sandalo 1996), fiom the 

Mbaya-Guayh branch as well. Klein (1973:86) analyzes the cognate Toba 

-=a as a stem formative 'khich at times means a kind of inchoative or inceptive aspect, 

in other instances, closer to a filctitive". The same interpretation is given by Gualdieri 

(1998:249) for Mocovi, while Sandalo recognizes the Ibchveu cognate form as a type of 

valence-increasing marker. It seems, therefore, that - a m  represents an old 

t r a d i ~ ~ n m i t i v e  alternation, probably traceable to Prot- 

It is important to point out that for some verbs the distinction between a transitive 

and a reciprocal form does not depend on - a m  but on the choice of the subject prefix 

along with the reciprocal marker -a as the following pairs without - a m  seem to 

codkm (see extensive discussion of this in Chapter V, section 5.5.2). 

(a) ii-aM-'at 
setB. I -offer-RECP 

'We offer each other something. ' 

(b) am s-acet 
PR0.2 sg setA- l-offer 

'I offer you something,' 

(c) i&waten-*at 
S&, l -trust-RECP 

'We trust each other.' 



'I trust you.' 

(e) fia-wan-'at 
!&B* I -6nd-RECP 

'We find each other.' 

(9 am sa-watla 
PRO 2sg setB.1-fkd 

'I meet/£ind you. ' 

Finally, the derived verb 'teach' (based on 'learn') carries - a m  CO-lexicalized with 

as the next example shows. In (20) the function of -@ (glossed as 'v& formative' 

(a)) remains a puzzfe- The tbrm paaen+ta simply appears to be part of the stem as 

indicated by the following nominnfons:  pamata-nac8-ki 'school' psgenta-narez 

'teacher (fern)'. (The formation of deverbal nouns was already discussed in Chapter N.) 

(a) B-apagen-a 
setB. I -1eam-Obj.sg 

@) d-apagen-ta-am 
SetA 3-im-vft-V& 

'I: teach.' 



My conclusion is that while it is possible to classifjr -am as a valence-increasing 

morpheme, it is not completely productive synchronically. 

5.4.2 Reflercives and Reciprocals 

There is one ciear way by which a verb becomes intransitive; that is by adding the 

reciprocal 3 or the reflexive -l'&. As was mentioned above (and will be discussed in 

the following chapter) 'reflexivity' and 'reciprdty' generally correlate with the 

occurrence of set B subject markers. Reflexive and reciprocal c o ~ c t i o o s  occur with a 

single pronoun pre* marking the subject (see 20 and 21). No pronominal prefix 

expresses what would be the human patient of the transitive verb. 

(a) ai-1o-q~-t-'at 
setB. l-look-PL-ASP-RECP 

'We are looking at each other.' 

(b) an-lo+t-'at 
-2-I W k-PL- ASP-RECP 

'You are looking at each other-' 

'They are looking at each other.' 

Contrast the reciprocal verb form with -X with the reflexive verb fom having 
-17at: - 



(a) Wol'at] 
G-10-l'at 
setB l -look-REFL 

'I look at myself.' 

(b) [aulol'atl 
an-10-l'at 
setB - 2-look-REFL 

'You look at yourself? 

'Hdshe looks at hi.nseWherseff-' 

(a) [niloqol'at] 
fi-1-0-l'at 
SetB. l -look-PL-REFL 

'We Iook at ourselves.' 

(e) [anloel*at] 
an-1o-e-l'at 
setB. ~-~oo~-PL-REFL 

'You Iook at yourselves.' 

'They are looking at themselves.' 



5.4.3 Other Stem Derivations 

We do encounter as pm of the P i l e  verb stem an atFuc that does not fit into the 

inflectional category, and does not change the verb valency either- This form is 

- a d  which, Wre -a-, is subject to phonological reduction (/add > [a: k]). This form 

seems to indicate that there are no other participants involved except for the subject. For 

this reason 1 gloss it as 'Vall ', as opposed to -a- 'V&'. 

Now, -a& can be found on verbs and on deverbal nouns, with diffixent bctions. 

The fist fimction of - a d  contrasts with - a m  apparently in cases where the verb can be 

equally monovalent or bivalent. Actually only one instance o f  the alternation between 

these sufhxes with the same verb root was found in the corpus; in the relevant example, 

the verb forms do not differ by the presence of - a d  only; they have subject prefixes 

fkom different sets as w d :  

'I harvest for r n y ~ e l f ( ~ y  own harvest).' 

'1 harvest for somebody else.' 



One could argue that - a d  has a certain s e d c  effect related to 'aEectedness'. In 

(22a), subject case marking and probably also -a& indicate that the subject is more like 

a patient. In (23b and 23d), the use of - a d  also indicates that the subject is affected : 

(a) se-m-talc 
M l -loose-ASP- progr 

'I am lost.' 

(b) se-wrn-ad 
setA l -1oose-Val l 

'I got iost.' 

(c) IyaCernaCiyi] 
ya-kmat-ji 
s e a 3  .-roast-DR 

'They roast (fish, stuck to the floor).' 

(d) na-ikmat-ad 
setB.3-roast-Vd 1 

'It is roasted.' 

In a m n d  type of situation, the sufEx has co-Iexicalized with the stem Thus, it 

has become part of a lexical verb stem with idiomatic meaning. There is no transitive 

counterpart for these forms and they must occur with -a& The following an, therefore, 

always intransitive and monovalent sterns: 



(a) ili-tonacak 
setB. 1 -be happy 

'I am happy.' 

'I menstruate.' 

Thirdly, it occurs as part of a nominaher 4n)a- whose main function is to derive 

nouns fkom verbs. As v&% these roots can occur without grak 

(25) 

Verb root Noun 

-m 'to sow' m-na-nadc 'the sowing' 

-onta 'to work' n-onta-nacak 'the work' 

-kese 'to copulate' n-keseget-B& 'the coitus' 

-docos 'to run' n-aloos-ad 'the velocity' 

--a 'to desire' M-mana-nacak 'the sexual desire' 

As with - a m  Pilagi grak does not prove to be a productive morpheme on verbs. It 

does not hction as a valence-reducing derivation, and it is also involved in lacicalized 

forms. 



Notes 

Pihga does wt ailow /d/ in word-final position; thus the m r f b  glow stop ocan~ 
instead- 

* The pronominal form = 'indefinite subject' is the topic of the next section Note that 
there is vowel harmony betwan the vowel of this prefix and tha vowel of the dative 
object prefix fbr l* pason 

The verb wits 'like' seiects either set A or se!t B subject prefixes. With set B prefixes, 
it means 'like', but with set A marking it meam 'love' (the difference probabty based in 
the subject's intentionality or volitiormlity). Usually when marked with a prefix h m  set 
4 the verb takes a second human participant (the recipient of action) as its dative object 
Note tbat when it has a set B 206 perSOn subject, the verb form is anao~ita 'you like 
~rt /sorn~g) ' .  The 3* person-set A verb form is go~ita 'he loves somebody', with zero 
marking for the subject Ewe attach a dative object p d k  fir 206 person singular to the 
verb form a o v i ~  the form d d  be *anqo~ita 'he likes YOU', causing homophony 
betweem enoo~ita 'you like it' and *anqwita 'he likes p'. I have no explanation For 
the presence of a n ~ o ~ i t  (also pmmunced [qo~itetpal; all 1 I say is that 
syncbnically this v e r b z k i e s  sn sspccfual rut6x -481. a non-pmgmsbe 
aspectual marker' which is absent for the rest of the forms. 

Historical studies point out that it is not lmusual to find suppletive roots for verbs like 
'go' in other languages (e.g. English gorbvent). 

Synchronidy7 I found no scplanaton to eccocmt for the voicing diffkrence betweea 
l* and 2"d person singular fotms in this paradigm 

See note 1. 



CHAPTERW 

VERB MORPHOUXjY II: SUBJECT CASE-MARKING 

This chapter is dedicated to explaining in detail how the Pilagi subject case-msrking 

system works. As noted m Chapter V (section 5.2. l), there are two sets of subject 

prekes. According to the dktri'bution of these sets to verb stems, I propose that verbs fill 

into any of  fonowing three categories: (a) verbs that take M A p&es only, @) verbs 

that take set B p&es only, and (c) verbs that caa take either set A or set B. For the 

third group, the coding of the same verb by either set A or set B forms highly depends on 

the semantic properties of the subject. When coded by set A forms, the subject is 

gezedy conceived more Wre a semantic Agent; whereas when set B forms are used, the 

subject is genedly understood as a d c  Undergoer or as an Expeziencer- However, 

for the i5st and second groups of &S, there are a mmtkr of vicissitudes. For many 

verbs included m the first p u p  (set A+mbg only), the -ect is not a prototypical 

Agent. For the second group (set Bcodiag ~ n i y ) ~  there is group of verbs Wre 'drink', 

'catch' or 'nm' for which the subject should wt be mdemood as a und&oery I asrarme 



that in those cases, the assi- of a verb to a prefix dass is synchronicdy ladcalized 

(hdithm 1991). 

Amtber typological oddity that subject case+udchg m I?&@ shows is the 

colescence of two ratiodes, that is 'voicdvalency' and 'trajectory of the mm' into the 

same system The encoding of '~*ectory' in this thisamking system (also r e f i d  to 

as 'directiondity' in Toba by KIein (1981)) is probably widespread in the languages of the 

Southern Guaykmm fhmiiy* a topic that this chapter also disc.usses. Since this 

coalescence must have developed gradually over he, I compare Pil@ subject 

marking with the cognate system m Toba and Abip6n 

I will start by discussing the distriiution of subject case marking for the first two 

groups of verbs, that is, those that can ody occur with set A or set B- "Set A" and "Set 

B" are h r m d  labds, in the sense that they stand as labels tbr classes of fbrms. I have 

d e l r i e l y  avoided the use of semantiesouoding terminology such as "a&dstativen or 

"agentive /aon-agentbe" 1997b), simply because these tarns are strongly 

connotative and in Hag& for maay verbs the gnumatid coding does not atways align 

with d c s  of 'ageatbhy/no~age&ity'. 



6.1.1 Set A-OnEy V d s  

In a s d c  sense, Agents are participants who perform an action TypicallyJ 

'agentivity' implies 'intention' or 'volition'. However, in a rmmber of Pilagi examples the 

grammatical subject is a non-vokional participant and is not in control ofthe situation 

d e s c r i i  by the predicate. Thefefore, one important idea to bear in mind is that for the 

P i l e  case-marking system, the Agent does not aiways exercise control over the actioq 

rather the Agent seems to be a performer or a source with or without control. 

The verbs presented in (1) are events characterized as acthities (Vendlet 1967). 

These verbs take set A case-matking only. 

(a)se- taqa- tak 
S& I -speak-PRG. prop 

'I am speaking.' 

(b) see-talc 
setA l -criticize-ASP-progr 

(c) se-nataca-nek 
SeUL l-ask-human 

'I ask about somebody.' 

'I shout.' 



'I come out.' (surge, e.g., out of the water) 

'I go.' (e.g., to the forest) 

(g) S-aEiyoc0-ge' 
setA l -procede-D131thither 

'I come fkom.' (e.g-, a far place) 

(h) s-aEiyaqa-yi ' 
setk l-procedeDIli.downwards 

'I descend fiom. ' 

(i) S-aw'o 
setA l -make 

0) se-ke'e 
setA I -eat 

'I eat.' 

(k) se-walara-n 
s e w  l -play-ASP 

'I play.' 

It should not go without noting that verbs in (1) iwoln a physical activity of some 

sort where the subjm is d a e l y  an Agest, according to our d-on of Agent as a 



performer (even in 4 & a a  'descend (genetic lineage)', which should be taken as a 

metaphorical extension of the motion verb 4iyoco 'procede h m  a location'). But as 

soon as one starts looking at other verbs that into this group, prob1exnatic cases 

appear. For instance, predicates denoting memal aaivity are also found in the dars of Set 

A-onty verbs, as seen in (2). 

(a) S-ateto-n 
setk 1 -know-ASP 

'I know (a person or a place).' 

(b) sa-yate-n 
set. G 1 -know-ASP 

'I know.' (somebody told me) 

Thus, these examples are one reason why the entire class of set A-only verbs cannot 

be charactexid as a class where the subject is in control of the situation, understanding 

by 'control' the capacity which an individd has to choose (Klaiman 199 1 : 1 15). In Fact, 

some set Adaly marked predicates in P i l e  are verbs of perception and verbs of 

invo1mtary bodily processes (3a-c) which do not involve any control whatsoever. It could 

be argued that verbs of perception and verbs of mental processes are not subject to control 

because of Certain u m r o ~  on the part of the subje as in (2) and (3). In (3) 

verbs like 'cough' or 'scratch' address a more spontaneous behavior thaq for instance, 



'play', 'eat' or shout' given in (l). But as shown, in aIl such cases, the subject is marked 

by a person prefix fiom set A 

(a) se-senara-n 
s&A 1 -scratch-ASP 

'I scratch (myself).' 

'I cough-' 

(c) S-awa't-e-get 
setA 1-obsewe-ep.vow-DIR 

'I observe.' 

(d) se-lota-pega 
s45tA. l -loo k-ASPMOD 

'I see something. ' 

Up to th is  poiot, set A d y  case marked verbs might suggest that one general 

semantic bture for this class is that the subject is understood as a performer or as a 

source, with or without control. However, in Pilaga other verb type$ such as states, also 

appear in this class. Verb in (4), which are aU states Cm particular, emotion predicates) 

where the gmmmtical subject is more an Undergoer than an Agent, show that 'control' 

does not play a role in the choice of-- hee2 



(a) &on 
SeUL l- headache 

'I have a headache.' 

'I am sad.' 

(c) s-elwak 
setk I-sick 

'I am sick' 

(d) S-asqowa- t 
setA l -hunger-ASP 

The examples provided in this section show that set A can occur with di&ent verb 

classes, and that many of the verbs cm be used traositively, by htantiatix~g a patient or a 

dative object though an objezt prefix (such as (36) inustrated in chapter 5, section 5.2.2) 

or a poshrerbal noun phrase. I provide more tzxamp1es of verbs included in the set A-onty 

case marked group in (5). 

( 5 )  Physical activity verbs: -1ew 'die', & 'kin (a/d.)', - o ~ i  'carry water', -E@m 'get', 

-sma 'sticwnail something on the floor', -iimt 'to obtainlget for onself', -'ete 'prepare 

(for instance, food or fire)', -aiik 'eat'. 'to fish', -keta 'point out', -a 'throw', - 



fie 'sit/move downwards', 'movelgo', -'o& 'sleep', -l&e 'mix'; Mend and - 

emotionpre&~afes: -w'at 'observe', -v& 'wait', 'hear', -m 'think'; 

SWdjmsitio& - B'iva't 'be ban', -4 'be kneeling down' -kosa 'be deep', -neta 

'residfie/beY, -wana 'have'; Speeckct wrbx -sect 'criticize', -W$ 'telll-e', -tap8 

'speak'; Trans~ooml motion verbs: --p -g 'go to', -kole(t) 'fly', -yoq 'carry'. 

6.1 -2 Set B-Only Verbs 

A snail group of verb roots take set B subject prefkes exclusively. The core of the 

verbs that participate in this set are intransitive predicates where the subject is an 

Undergoer. In such cases there is no sense of 'control' on the part of the grammatical 

subject. Examples are provided in (6): 

(a) S-tonacak 
set B. l -be happy 

'I am happy.' 

(b) iiidoGi-ai 
set B. 1-to be sinuxe-ep.vow-ASP 

'I am sincere. ' 



Some verbs that des~l 'be body posture such as 'standing', 'lying' and 'sit&& also 

pattern with non-agentive marling (7). @Iowenr, as noted in (5) 'to be bent' and 'to be 

kneeling down' pattern with set A casemarking.) 

(a) n- *tap= 
setB.3-stand upASP 

'He is m the process of moving to an upright position' 

(b) ne-na-taps 
setB.3-lie-ASP 

'He is in the process of moving to an extended (=lying down) position.' 

(c) ne-s'oro-tapiai 
setB.3-&-ASP 

'He is in the process of moving to a dowuwards position7 

Most spontaneous bodily processes, also Caned 'reaction verbs' by Klaiman (op-cit: 

119)' have a human participant and select a subject prefix fiom set B. (But note hat, 

exceptioaally, the verb 'cough' in (3b) is a set A cssemarking only verb.) 

(a) ii-awek 
setB - I -breath 

'I breathe- ' 



(b) i i - ' q a d  
seaI l-menstruate 

'I cry.' 

(d) iiaqase-n 
SetB. I-sneeze-ASP 

'I sneeze.' 

If we assume that the core of the B-only group are intransifive undergoer predicates, 

some exceptions to the core meaning of the class are found. In particular, the next set 

(9) contains activity verbs where the grammatical subject can only be marked by set B 

forms, but the human participant is not in any given state and does not undergo a change 

of state. Considering the verb's lexical semantics, there is no apparent explanation for the 

fact that verbs in (1) cooccur with forms fiorn set 4 and verbs m (9) cooccur with form 

fiom set B mchrsivdy. 

(a) S-yom 
H. kirhlc 

'I drink. ' 



'I dominate (somebody). ' 

(d) ii-aEaq- capiai 
set B.1--ASP 

Other verb roots included in the set-B ody group m: 

(10) P w ~ i  ocrivitiex -E 'to shave (trlrefi)'. -wade 'to meet', t0cog.e 'to spit7, 

-mateda 'to pull outhrp', -W- 'to catch',-attatt 'to recollect', loon 'to swim', -kesdse) 'to 

joke7/ 'to copulate7; Mental and emotion predicates: -kim 'to listen', -towe 'remember'. 

Whether the v a b s  presented in this section constitute an ex tms th  repmentation 

of the Set-B v a b  types remains an open guestion As shown in (7)-(9) and also in (IO), 

the set of vabs that comprises this group looks somewhat random I am not entirely sure 

about the m W o n  of wana 'to catch' m the group of set Bonly (cf. (10). There exists a 

probably homophonous stern which occurs with set A p&es with the meaning 'to hd' 

(e.g., sawana 'I find', awma 'you find' yawana 'he finds' .) However, my glosses @e., 



either 'to catch ' or 'to find') might not accurately reflect the meaning of the lexical verb 

when combined with one versus the other set of prefixes. 

But setting this pdcular verb stem aside, even ifthe group of verbs that cooccur 

with prefixes h m  set B exclusively constitute a s a d  group7 one cm stin argue that some 

of these are activity verbs that, under some ciramstmws can be used trandively or 

intmdbely, where has m relation to the choice of prefix set For exampIe, 

-a 'to shave' can be used htramkkety with a reflexive meaning, or transitively with the 

addition of a patient object (cf. also example (24) beiow). But there is no change in the 

prefix class whatsoever. Also (9a-c) can have a noun phrase wbich makes explicit the 

aftkcted participant or patient object, but even m those cases this does not affect the 

choice of p& set A verb like alw(te) may be used tmdively Like in (9b), or 

intmdhely as in aaloqtel'at 'I dominate myself', again with no change in the p- 

class. The categorization of the verb 'drink' in (%) as transitive or kamitiw proves to 

be more problematic. -yam 'drink' d e ~ ~ l ' b e s  a co~~~entional action where the fkct that the 

patient undergoes change of state might wt be important However, one could argue the 

saw thing for a verb &e 'eat' which in P h g i  has two diffirrnt forms gdiJ 'eat' and 

or kiya meaning 'feed onself or 'M somebody W. However, these last two vab 

stems, unliLe 'M, an included in the first group (La, set-A o e ,  d. (lj) and (5)). 

In sum, much ofthe casamarking in Pi@& does appear semantically detembd, 

butthefPctthatmanyoftbesevabstemscanappwahontyooe~&~set 

suggests that the system is very l s r i d h d  



In the next section I will the third group of verbs, which constitutes the vast 

majority of P&gb verb stems. This is the group that can occur with either set A or set B 

markers. 

6.2 Altemdq Set-A and Set-B Case-Marking 

The possibility for many verbs stems to be assigned to one case or the other suggests 

that subject case-mrkhg reflects a "split4 systemn (Dixon 1994; also, called "active 

1981)). Ifthatwaethecase,onewarld~tbetonedassof 

prehes might embody a subject who is in cm!roI of the event desaibed by the verb, wfiile the 

other dass might encode a subject who is not in control of the activity or event there 

should be basically two classes, one cootaining verbs that correlate with ageotivity, and awther 

class correlated with statbAy or nouvolitiouality. 

Mithun (1991 :5 18) argues that for some South Amaican languages (e.g., Gmmnii 

and several North American hguages (e.g., Caddoan, Pomo and Iroquoian), split-S 

systems an initially organized according to certain semantic bases, but as soon as there is 

much Iexi-on, it starts to be less semantically transparent. Ofthe semantic 

parameters disatssed in connection with split-&amitives, 'control' and 'a£Fectedness7 are 

particularly prominent. 

However, I have shown above that in PilagB, participants coded by set A fonns do 

not always &'bit control or instigation, and that participants marked by set B fonns do 

not always demonstrate afktedaess and no~imtigation Vabs such as 'to be sad', 'to be 



sick' or 'to cough' occur with set A csse- marking, whereas the subject of verbs such as 

'to be sincere' and 'to sneeze' are coded with set B prefixes. Thus, so far the purely 

semantic approach leaves us at a point where more investigation is necessary to explicate 

what governs the split. 

In order to proceed with the discussion of what f e e s  rule the dis tn ion  of case- 

marking in - it is important to examine what kind of semantic contrast arises when 

both sets of prefixes are possible. This is the topic of section 6.2.2. However, before 

getting into that discussion, I will review some of the literature on Split-S or 

active/stative systems common in languages throughout the world, to then determine how 

Pilagk compares with other similar systems (section 6.4). 

In Split-S systems w o n  1979, 1994): btnmdive verbs show an opposition 

between subjects treated like agents versus subjects treated as patients or undergoers 

(Perfmutter 1978; Van Valin 1990; Mitbun 1991; inter alia). One syntactic treatmeat for 

this split is elaborated by Perlmutter (op-d.) who distinguishes two kirids of inaansitive 

verbs, i-e., unaccusatives and mergatives. Syntactic unacarsativity means that for 
. * mtmmmmitive predicates the grammatical subject displays the behavior of a 

gnunmatid object (i.e., unaccusative); whereas for otha intransitive predicates, the 

subject behaves as a transitive subject (i.e., mergatk). The h f b d o n  on the valency 

requirement of each v& is included m the lexicon 



Accounts of S p W  systems in g-Cany undated languages are mmwous A fiw of 

them will be briefly reviewed here- 

b m i u r h  h m  the TupiCuarani family & i  two sets of person prefixes, ie, active 

~cipant'mcooad)dinactive~ofco~l)(Sdd1990). WhatS&csllssetIsUbject 

prefixes (the active paradigm) are asnciated with one-ergumcnt and merit active 

verbs. The inactive participant, coded by "dependent" inadive pronouns and udati~nal" 

prefbces cm ws terms) may play al l  such fbdons as (some) subjects, objects, genitive 

modifiers to  no^$ or objects of postpositional phases- In I C m a h i  the distriibution of the 

~110n-active dasses fbllows the semantic nature of the verb (in case of one argument 

verbs), and the d c  content of NPs (based on a hierarchy of person with two argument 

active verbs) (Seki 1990: 382)- Such systems are also common in the E fbdy . 

N d d e s s ,  the distri'bution of classes in other South American active/~mn-active 

systems (i.e., h Guaymi ( C h i i ) ,  Campa (Limdcan) and Yagua (P&-Yqpan)) seem to 

hUow diffirrnt principles (T. P a p  1984). In those cases, So @atieut-likesubject) coding is 

highly correlated with &S 0 f l 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  even though those verbs may invoive volitioq 

d o n  aodconh.olonthepartoftbeirnlbjeds(1984.~). InteresQlghl,&verbsared to 

indicate a change m the theme's l d o d  scan (1984.229). 

A ~ I H ) ~ ~  system are common inNorth American languages as wek In the 

Westet~lMusk~LaoguagesChickasawaod~~,fortbemostpartthesemanticrdeof 

the subject of an intraositive sent- has to be marked as to whether it is a semantic agent, or 

as a sanantic patient (though there are lexicahd idiosyn0acieq M m  and Gordon 1982).' 



For some languages, like Lskhota (Siouan), is a complex category where 

performers, effectors or instigators in control tend to be fondly classified as agents. 

(Mhm, 1992, Mithun 1999). But in Pomo, Caddoan and koquoian, 'eventbood', 

'performance' and instigation do not atways cluster with the active paradigm. in Ceatral 

Pomo, participants must be both out of controi and sigdicautiy affe*ed to be fomdy 

classified as patients. Thus, not only 'control' plays a role in the activdnollgctive 

division, but aim '&bctedness' (1991:532). 

T h e d ~ ~ o f a ~ c a l ~ c h a o g e o v a t i m e a n d t h i s a p y c a u s e c a 4 e  

assignment to look really opaque. Most &e/rm& systems ere, m priucipie, based on 

W, but in hquoian fanguages the feahne of aspect (perkhe) became becamerele~ to the 

systrmovertime,yiddbgtheoamastbetwecninhrrntversus~srategandthe 

~ a f p a f i e n t s i n t e r m s o f ~ o d ~ a s ~ t o a d i v e o r t h e t h e ~  

class,-- 

O a ~ d ~ e m s M i t h u n e r r p l ~ h o w n o ~ o a l y t h e s t d f t o f d c ~  

but also grammdcization and le>ddization can obscure the apparrot reasons fbr case marking 

I n ~ s ~ g m m & k t i o n h a s h a p p e m d w h e n C a t s i n c a s e c h o i c e s ~ ~ c  

comapemces of other gmxdca l  dishdons. For hstmce, m Mohawk an mgmmnb of 

m t r a m i b i v e p a f e a v e r b s a r e ~ ~ ~ C e n y a s ~ r e g a r d l e s s o f t h e i t ~  

dkkdnss- Thus,casedectionhasbeengnmrmaha2led . . intbeperseetiMsspea 
a .  Lamhaioncanobsarrrtbesanantic bases ofonakiag too, whenaM1,entersthe 

ts4guageaoditbecomes~Wwithaparti~case;orwhentheselectionofapsrticukr 



marking category is the result of a l o n g 4 W  comknatlon . . ofapredicatecmdthe 

m t r k h g ~ r y a s a i m a  A s a c o n s e q u e n c e , t b e o r i g i n a l ~ o n f o r t h a t ~ o r y  

rma i sno t~n icany t ranspa r~n t  

This evident cl& between the semantics of the verb and the ~ e / n o n ~  

morphological coding can be explained by the derivational history of words; in highly 

agglutinative languages with intricate morpho10gical strudure, words develop idiomatic 

senses no longer predictable from the meanings and ammgments of their composing 

elements. Idiomaticity ends up obliterating the herd mean&, W longer recoverable m 

present-day languages (M&~uII 1991: 5367). 

6.2.2 Situation Types for Memating Case-Marking in Pihigh 

In Pi@& set A and set B can occur with the vast majority of verb stems. The case- 

markiog variation shows hctional shikit ies between 1 the constructions eawded by 

the same set of prefixes. Despite some lexialized idiosyncdes, in general for this large 

class of verbs set A aligns with induced and non-reflexive eveats, d in general with 

events where the subject participant discloses intentionality when @naing an action. 

Conversely, set B encodes redative events, d e x k  events and in general, events where 

the subject participant does not exbibit d e l r ~ o n  when pafomhg an action This is the 

topic ufthe next subsections. 



6.2.2.1 'Induced' vs. 'Soontaneous' Events and '- States ' 

Two distinctions that set A vs. set B case-mrbg mreals in Eagh are 'induced' vs. 

'spontaneous' events5 (or what has been tamed in the litnahae the ' c a m m t h d w e '  

opposition; cf Haspelmath (1993), inter h); end also 'induced' W. 'mdtatbd states. 

These two pairs of concepts propose quite ditfaem scenarios, though the connection 

between them will be darified shortly. 

Both m& of a causetivPCmchooetive verb pair express the same basic situation 

( g e n e  a change of state, more rarely an atelic process) and di&r only in that the 

camathe vab meening includes an agent participant who causes the situation, whereas the 

inchoative verb meaning exdudes a causing agent aml p r m  the situation as occurring 

spontaneousiy @&upha& (1996: 90); e-g, the nirl broke the sti& ( d e )  vs. ~ 
stick broke (inchoative)). To use a particuIariy dear instance, note that 'sink' or ' d t '  in 

sentences like ship sank or the ice w e d  construe the event as ocarring 

W-. 

DeLancy (1984) proposes tbet agartivity is a supem-e category that mciudes 

'causation' (which in turn, subsumes 'volition' and 'proximate causation' d e d  by 
. .  . partlapatlng in an event with extend conquemxs). Thus, a ~litioaal transitive event 

(e.g.. X breaks the arp) is characterized by a two stage causation scheme; whereas a nob 

voiitional event (e.g., The cup broke) win involve one causd chaia On the otha hand, a 

volit id hrtransitive mnt (e.g., Ijump) invofves one a n d  vector "in which the act of 



volition causes the act" (19848) d a non-volitional inbraasitive event (e.g., X died) does 

not d&e any causal chain 

Within a cognitive approach to verb ladad semantics, Croft (1 994:9 1-93) considers 

the d o n  scheme elaborated by Delancey (1984) and restates it in s o m w  difkent 

terms. He proposes that 'causative', 'inchoative' and 'scative' are part of an idealized 

'causal chain'. The 'causal chain' in Croft's parhce has three separate segments, i.e., 

CAUSE-BECOME-STATE. Based on this idealized chain, he argues that since shnple 

events are endpoint-oriented, verbs may code just the last segment (Le., stative), or the 

second aad the last (i.e., inchoative), or all three segmemts (Le., causative). 

In terms of this schema, it that in Pilagh when an event is cone- 

h m  its starting point (or source, DeLancey 1990), this dustion is coded via set A case 

marking (recall our characterization of Agent in Pihi@ as a wormer or source). 

However, when the event is conceptualid as a change of a state (Le., the second 

segment, according to Croft) or as the outcome of an event (iie., the last segment h 

Croft's m&), the speaker chooses set B case merlring. 

In the third group of Pil@ verbs, 'csusative' W. 'stetive', and 'causative' W. 

'inchoative' meanings cordate with & d g  case marking, as shown in (I  la-b) and 

(l lcd). 



(a) ya-iyi 
rY--iyi1 
setA3-roast-D1R in a straight line 

'He roasts something.' 

(b) n-aikmat-a& 
setB -3-roast-Val2 

'They are roasted Ge., the fish).' 

(c) s-ewat-ege 
MtA l -open-DIRforward 

'1 open (e.g., the door). ' 

(d) fieate-tsyi 
SetB. I-open- ASP-cptv 

'It (e.g., the dwr) is open.' 

It is, however, important to underscore that adfixes also play a role in shaping either 

d e ,  inchoatin, or stative verbal meanings. For example, in (l l), not all caudves 

or all s t a k  receive the same type of verbal sufExeq rather, it is the verb's lexical 

semantics that motivates the occumnce of the specific &es. In the causative, for 

instance, a verb like aEanat 'roast' takes a directional s d k  -&i 'in a straight Line, 

downwards' ( d e ~ c n ~ n g  a special manner of roasting by sticking the fish to the ground); 

andittakesadetraasmvlnag .. . . SurSx m the h e  construction (I la-b). 'Open' (I lc-d), on 

the other hand, is marked with an aspectual sutlix <tdyi 'completive' in the stative. 



Nevertheless, it is important to note that for some vabs the causative-inchoative and 

the causative-stative alternations do not correlate with case-marking changes. (12b) is an 

example where the stative is an adjectival form, with no casemakers added; that it is not 

a verb is shown by the tact that the non-finite awata 'to be dry' is the same for I* and 2* 

person The verb 'break' in (l2c-d) shows a somewhat similar situation. Case-marking 

does not make any contribution to the causative vs. inchoative distinction, shce in both 

meanings the subject is grammatidly categorized as an Agem Here, what marks the 

difference between the causative and the inchoative construction is the aspectual marker 

-g 'completive' in (12d) (cf. Chapter \m). Conversely, note that in (12c) for the 

causative meaning the verb stem has a directional s u e  'DRdownwards'. However, 

for 'break' the difference between the causative and inchoative does correlate with case- 

marking, as (12cd) shows. Case-marking proves to differentiate the process vs. the state, 

as addition of ( l  2e) demonstrates: 

(a) se-qayat 
s e u l I d r y  

'I dry.' 

(b) ha* qaq- 
PROlsg dry 

'I am dry.' 



'He breaks (sowthing).' 

(d) d4a-yi 
SetA-3-breaL-ASP.* 

'It broke.' 

(e) n-awia 
d. 3-break 

'It is broken' 

Sometimes, different stems are used for awsative versus inchoative meanings (This 

is what Haspelroath (1996: 92) calls 'suppletive' & d o a s  for causativd~~:hOBtive verb 

pairs) Some examples are given in (13). (13a-c) show that the caube-soh 

reading for the concept 'lose' does not depend upon casbmrkbg. (1 3 b) represents the 

accomplished process with a verb stem like soxn 'to get lost', white (13a) with the stem 

pem 'to lose' presents the event h m  the point of view of the entire process. But most 

bpoxtant here is that in both amples the subject is marked by set A forms. (13~-d) 

constitute another iastance where the inchoative and the causative concepts are not 

derived bxn the same stem, and where casead@ also does not participate in coding 

the causative-inchaim semantic dishdon 



'I lost something.' 

(b) se-som-ak6 
s e a  l -lose-Val2 

'I got lost.' 

(c) ya-lat 
setA. 3 -kill 

'He kiIls/ed someone. ' 

(d) m t e  yi-lew 
already setA- 3 -die 

'He died already.' 

6.2.2.2 Events with High vs. Low Intentionality 

With a few verbs denoting mental and speech predicates, the choice of one set vs. 

another set of prefixes may indicate the degree of intentionality of the subject when 

performing an action. Set B indicates that the subject's intention in performing the action 

is not deliberate, while set A marking indicates that it is done more purpody,  or that 

the subject is more aware of the action denoted by the verb. See (14) for an illustration: 



(a) aiaorOt 
&.l-warn 

'I d e t  know.' 

'I report you.' 

'You speak/say wmetbing. ' 

(d) aw4kmt 
6 2 - w a r n  

'Tell (me or him) something' 

(e) a-nom-ta 
setB. I -know-ASP.rslt 

'I know.' 

'I have knowledge (i.e., I am capable of7I know what L am capable of).' 

(g) ili-Iota-ii'a 
SS. l -look-DIRdo~n~ards 

'I look downwards.' (e.g., the subjezt is up, in a tree). 

(h) soloGiyi 
6 l -look-DIRin a straght line 

'I look at s o ~ s o m e b o d y  insist*, without moving my eyes.' 



A few comments on the preceding examples are in line. As shown in (14a-b), the 

speech verb 6omt 'warn' can be associated with one (14a) or two arguments (l4b). This 

is indicated by a M i e n t  prefix choice plus the aggregate of an object participant marked 

on the verb (see m- '20' in (1 4b)). When no second human participant is ostensibly 

involved, the degree of intentionality on the part of the subject is still indicated by 

alternating prefixes from set A and set B (14c-d). The verb nom(a) 'know' (14e-f) also 

exhibits alternating case marking fiom both sets; but the asp- suffix B 'resultative', 

which derives activities into states (see Chapter VD), is also signaling that the event is 

seen fiom the point of view of its results. In such a case the subject is marked as an 

Undergoer (14e), unlike (14f) where case-marking indicates the greater involvement of the 

subject. The last pair (14g-h) exemplifies the case of a verb M 'see' that can take either 

one (14g) or two arguments (14h) marked on the verb (see Chapter V, section 5.2.2). In 

(14h), the object participant is zero marked, since it is 3" person. (14g) indicates that the 

subject is not looking at a specific target or with any intention; whereas ( l4h) signals that 

the subject is looking at something or somebody on purpose. 

6.2.2-3 ReflexiveNon-Reflexive Events 

The choice between the sets of subject preikes may convey a Werence in 

're£lexive/non-reflexive' meaning. A 'reflexive' event involves one participant, which 

stands in an Initiator/Endpoint relation to itself (Kemmer 199352). To obtain the 

reflexive meaning, -1'at 'reflexive' may also be added to the root (cf. (1 S)), though this is 



not n- the case- For some verbs, case-marking alone d c e s  to yidd the reflexive 

vs. non-rdacive interpretation (d (16)). 'Recipmcabty', indicated through a is an0tht.r 

meaning asmckted with non-agentive morphology in P i l e  

The pairs in ( l  5x16) contrast 'refhidnon reflexhe', and also illustrate the 

reciprocal usage of set B marking with a r e c i p r d  ar f f oc  -a as opposed to the non- 

reciprocal action with two participants. (15a) is rdexive, while (l %) is wn-dexive; 

both are marked with set B prefixes. According to the glosses (i.e., 'look at mysell' in 

15a and 'realize' in 1 Sb), (1%) is also marked with a set B prefix even though non- 

reflexive. However, the sense is not 'reflexive' since, h e a d  of a reflexive suffix, a 

directional marker shows up on the verb to derive the meaning of 'to realize' (lit., 'look 

forward'). (1 5c) is a variation on (l 5a), based on a different gmmmtical person. 

(a) G-lo-l'at 
SetB. l-look-REFL 

'1 look at myseIf(m the mirror)' 

'I realize' ('as if one's mind opens) 

(c) m-10-l'at 
setB -2-Iook-REFL 

'You look at younelf (in the mirror)' 



The following pairs iliusrrate refIadve/non-reflexive, and reciprocdnon-reciprocal 

construdons in Hag&: 

(a) se-kodat 
setk l-pour 

'I pour.' (a liquid, on a surtirce or on somebody) 

(b) iii-kode-l'at 
set B. 1 -pour-REFL 

'I pour (liquid) on mm' 

'I offer you something.' 

(d) it-aW-'at 
setB. I -offer-RECP 

'We offer (something) to each other.' 

'I meet you.' 

(f) iia-wana-'at 
setB. l-m& -RECP 

'We meet each other.' 

'He kills/ed (someone).' 



(h) n&-e-l'at 
~B.~-~~IL+~.vow-REFL 

'He killed himself' 

Though with some verbs a specifically reflexive s d k  occurs for the rdexive 

meaning., other times just case marking choice conveys this meaning. h (17)' I provide 

examples of reflexivdnon-reflexive constructions, which are based solely on alternating 

case--g: 

(a) fie-'et 
SetB. l-fix 

'I 6x myself.' 

(C) n-'amen 
setB.3-spread 

'Hdshe makes up (e.g., as with facial makeup).' 

(d)  amen 
se!tA.3-spread 

'He/she spreads something (e.g., grease).' 



'I hide myseK' 

'I simulate (i.e., pretend).' 

(g) sa-amt 
setk l -hide 

'I hide something. ' 

(h) ai-yo 
&. l-wash 

'I wash myself.' 

(i) si-yo 
SeUL l-wash 

'I wash somebody/som~g8  ' 

Most examples in (17) are body care verbs. The Iack of a dexive marker in (1 7), 

as opposed to what we see in (16), seems to confirm what Haiman (1983) argues fbr body 

action verbs. In reference to an economic motivation in language. Haiman asserts that the 

expected case for washing, shaving and similar actions is that the human being will 

perform the action upon him or hersex and therrfore, a reflexive object does not require 

overt coding with such verbs; this could also be aa explanation fm why grooming or body 

care verbs d o  not require the re8& marker in P&@ either. A vab  like 'bide', as in 



(17e-g), does not immediately fit into the category of body care verbs, though it does 

denote an event where the body is the locus of the action 

One hypothesis that desemes W e r  work is that the verbs in (16) differ h m  those 

in (17) in terms of the degree of transitivity involved. The first group of predicates 

generally presupposes a second (human) participant, and are conceivably higher in 

semaotic transitivity (Hopper and Thornpson 1980). Transitivity is downgraded in 

reflexive constructions (Hopper and Thornpson op-cit: 277). Thus, in (16) 'rderdvity' is 

less expected and as such, it is 'marked' by choice of prefix set on the verb. 

h the next d o n ,  I will discuss one last property of this case-marking system, 

which is the encoding of 'trajectory of the event'. 

6.2.2.4 Trajectory of the Event: Motion towarddaway from a Vantage Point 

For one group of stems that may take either set of prefixes, case-rnarking descri'bes 

difFerent orientation of the spatial trajectory taken by the subject participant. These are 

generally translational motion verbs involving motion to a different location, but also 

verbs where the subject participant does not move, literally speaking, as in 'buy'l'sell' 

'Iearn/teach' and ' p l o w ~ e s t ' .  Thus, non-motion verbs of this group describe an 

haghaq trajectory relative to some point of reference.g 

The point of reference does not necessarily coincide with the speaker's  OIL (I 

wiU return to this point after showing examples in (1 8)). As shown in (1 81, 'sellhuy' 

&iit different stems, though the distribution d s e t  B mse+marking for 'sell/ buy' 



respchely holds. In the case of 'teacMem' and 'plowmarvest' the verbs differ in case- 

marking the stem being the same- Note that in (18a-j) the stem fbrm is dearly imdevant 

to the choice of the pr& 

(a) m-yeiq 
setB.2-go back 

'You come back b.' 

(b) aw-yelaq 
setA2-go back 

'You go back there.' 

(c) n-yela-WO 
setE3.3-go back-DIRoutwards 

'He comes back (he arrives at a place.)' 

(d) fi-yela-WO 
d 3 - g 0  back-DIR~utwards 

'He goes back (to the place where he came bm).' 

(e) fi-ek-isegem 
seB. l -go-DIRupwards 

'I came up (the speaker is at the destination piace.)' 

'1 go up (the speaker is not at the desthuion place.)' 



(g) S-do-WO 
S&. l +arry-DIRoutwards 

'I bring m. 'carry here'.)' 

(h) &*WO 
6 l ~ - D I R ~ v t w ~ f d s  

'1 take (Et 'carry there').' 

(i) na-ta-WO 
setB.3-mve-DiR.outwards 

(j) ta-ta-WO 
d3-move-DIR outwards 

'He/she is going.' 

(k) h-pacagen 
setB. I-learn 

'I learn,' 

'I teach' 

(m) 118-wode-n 
2-buy- ASP 

'Wshe buys.' 



'I cultivate or sow for myself Qe. my own fieid).' 

'I harvest (i.e., tbr somebody else).' 

Note that motion vabs (1w nmy a d h x t i o n a l ~  i n d @ e  of the fact 

that the casa&g indicates nletin to a point of reference. Vay 

i m p o m ,  the SBX is also coding path or (see Chapter VZI). The point of 

r e f m c e  cobcides with the speaker location in (l 8a-b). In (l 8c-d), since the gramdca l  

subject is 1. person it is difkicult to separate the &er's location b m  the gmxmdcat 

subject's trajectory, th@ the gloss m (l&) suggests that the poim of reference is the 

W i n t  ofthe 'up at the tree', and the speaker is in &cct at the point of 

reference in such case- Unlike (We), m (1 8f) the speaker moves towards that point of 

ndkencq fiom a starthg poiat, in m upwards direction, as indicated by the directional 

suf£k In (l 8i-j) the 'coming' or 'going' can be only predicated from the stance of a 

speakerwhosees thesubjectapprochingtowsrdsorawayhmhidher~ 

Certain motion verbs have col&- togetha with a directional suffix, to the 

extent that their basic stem fonn contab a directional sdk  In direct &citation when 

the form for the verb 'bring' or 'take' is requested, the speaker uttas the expressions 



transcried in (18g-h); but the same root can also combine with other directional &es 

(i.e., sedo~et 'I receive'; sedovi 'I carry something £kom the inside to the outside'). 

The non-motion verbs given in (18k-p) do not have directional markers' though 

valency suffixes may be not irrelevant to the the meaning of these constructions. In these 

examples, the grammatical case indicates that a trajectory is implied; the subject is affected 

when the event is done in hisher own interest and thus, set B case marking occurs (even 

though the affected subject may also be an agent as in 'buy' or 'cultivate'). When the 

subject is a performer and a second participant is involved as the affeaed participant, set 

A forms occur. 

6.2.3 Interim Discussion: Case-Marking and Voice 

It has been suggested that for Toba (which is Pilaga's closest relative within the 

Southern Guaykuruan branch), the cognates of what I have named 'setAY and 'set B' are 

part of a voice system that encodes the distinction 'active' vs. 'middle', respectively 

(Censabella 1997). Censabella analyes all instances of the two sets as marking active 

versus middle voice. This author's interpretation of middle voice in Toba is based on 

Kemmer's (1993) survey of middle voice languages. For Kemmer, middle voice is tied to 

'reflexivity' (in body action, body posture, and grooming verbs) and 'reciprocality', but 

also to other middle situation types such as spontaneous events (with lack of volitional 

initiation), passive-middle events (where the e x t d  mser is pragmatically 

deemphasized: 147) and mental processes, which naturally exhibit low control, will or 



instigation In sum, middle events comprise situations where the initiator is also an 

endpoint, or an aEected entity, or the event is characterized by a lower degree of 

participant elaboration (Kemmer, op-cit: 243). An these functions are part of what set B 

case rnarking does in Pilagi However. in Pilaga the expression of 'reflexivity' is u h  a 

bction of the reflexive suffix, In those cases where the v& does not necesitate a 

reflexive marker (i.e., like in (16)), set B constructions are semtdcaily, though not 

structurally, reflexive. 

The distniution of case marking in Pilag& demonstrates that most stems of the 

SetA-only group are activities, with or without control on the part of the subject 

participant. In such cases, the subject is mapped onto the set A case-marking since he or 

she is perceived as non-&ed. (The grammSrcal changes that have caused certain 

states or positional verbs to became part of this group remain synchronically obscure.) The 

second group. i.e., those stems which are exclusively set-B marked, is comparably d e r  

and ha9 also some exceptions to the core meaning of the group. These verbs are most 

usually nonactions where the subject is gmmaticized as if it were an Undergoer, not as a 

controller, to use Klaiman's (1 99 1) terminology. The group of verbs able to take either 

case is large, and semantically pattern with middle meanings, which indeed makes the 

system look very much voice-oriented. 

From a semantic stance, 'voice' denotes the viewpoint that the speaker takes to 

d e s c n i  a particular went. From a fimctionaLpra&c standpoint, voice is the 

mechanism by which semantic roles are mapped on to the reiations of 'subject' 



and 'object', a mechanism oriented by the relative topicality of participants in discourse 

(&on 1990). But crucially, for many event-descnimg verbs, Pi@# speakas do not have 

more than one p e r p e e  h m  which descn'be an event. That is, ifthis were just a voice 

system, the choice is not available for every verb in the laicon Also, the array of 

meanings that set B case marking encodes covers other senses beyond what has been 

characterized as typical middle fimctions ( i i  particular, set B ~ r n a r k i n g  may signal 

'trajectory of the event' with motion-cum-tramhion and non-motion verbs (a f m e  that 

to my knowledge bas not been documented for Split-S systems so far). Furthermore, the 

distnbuton of case marking for the first two groups (Le, set A-ody and set B-only) is not 

entirely predictable (d section 6.4, on lexieabation). My anatysis is that case marking 

overtapps with middle meanings, but 'middle' is a by-product of the set-B prefix class in 

P i l e  Based on the description provided in the preceding sections, I argue that in 

general the P i l e  system is organized on the basis of 'agentivify', where th+ set B 

p d g m  semantically includes some middle meanings, such as 'reflexivity' and 

'spontaneous events'. 

The general characterization of the subject person m a . g  system is based on the 

het that core choices h e m  sets are based on whether the subject is the agentive doer 

of an activity verb, versus an affected entity. However, in the final analysis set A sod set 

B are formal labels to designate each subject p r e f ~ ~  class, without implying that the subject 



argument position is f l ed  by a participant who is invariably perceived as either the 

semantic Agent or the Janantic Undergoer of an event or state- The sQnamic case roles 

of Agent and Undergoer account for the fkt that many verb stems am attemativeiy code 

the gmmmtical subject as pertainiog to either desf and that different con- . . on 

of the same event can be expressed 

I would like to propose the existence of two semantic parameters in connection 

with this system, which ultimately might have triggered the distriion of case-mrkhg in 

Pitaga: 

a)  VIEWPOINT:^ I argw that in P i l e  an event is viewed fium the stance of its W 

viewpoint or fiom its endpoint. P i l e  appears to be sensitive to a model of causation (as 

proposed by DeIaocey 1981; and reinterpreted by Croft 1994; Cc section 6.2.2.1). This 

means that 'causativey, 'inchoative' and '&e' indicate dafereot elaboration types of 

ewnts, and this ebboration &%its some codation with pronominal case-marking in 

this language. Similar systems have b documented in the literatwe. M& (1985: 

3 5 1) notes that in Arikara (Caddoan), inchoathbation is marked by a M m the prefix 

inflectional ciass. However, as I said, this correiadon is not consistent m one hundred 

percent of the cases, which implies that sometimes the distinction ' d e '  vs. 

'inchoi?tiveyand/or 'stabive' ddoes not align with altanating set A and set B in Phgk 

'Viewpoint' also accounts for the f k t  that subject pronominal case marking 

encodes 'trajectory oftbe event', by which participants "move", either m a physical or a 



metaphorical sense, towards a specific point of reference which may or may not coincide 

with the speaker's location, as demonstrated in 6.2.2.4. 

b) AFFECTEDNESS: when the event is conceptualized f?om its endpoint, the participant 

coded as subject is affected. 'AfFectedness' is a crucial parameter in voice systems, and 

this is the reason why 'middle' meanings can be obtained fkom set B case marking (6. 

6.2.2.3). Also, an affected participant lacks intentionality, volition or purpose. Some 

verbs denoting mental predicates (d 6.2.2.2) and states may convey such distinctions by 

set B forms, despite the tact that that the system also exhiits pervasive 1exicaIization 

which results in certain mental predicates and states to be case-marked by set A forms, as 

will be discussed next. 

6.4 The Lexicalkation Hypothesis 

This section addresses particular questions regarding the lexicalization of subject 

prefixes in agentive case-marked languages in general, and the Pilaga system in particular. 

The notion that agentivdactive marking ladcalizes over time seems to have been around 

in North American Linguistics for quite sometime (Boas and Deloria 1941), but the bulk of 

my analysis is born out of Mithun (1 991)'s ideas, based on the analysis of agentive 

systems in Guarani and several North American languages. However, I will first examine 

a previous analysis of the semantics of subject prefixes in other Southern Guaykuruan 

languages such as Toba and Abip6e I then consider to what extent the Pilaga system 



compares to other Southern Guaykuman languages such as Toba and Abip6n A 

comparison between subject-marking systems in Hag& Toba and Abip6n disdoses 

semantic commoWes. However, I I show the distrikmon of pdixes sets is, to some 

extent, semantically opaque m synchronic Phgk 

6.4.1 Subject Pr&xes in Southem Guaylarruan Languages (Toba, Abipin and W) 

As discwed in 6.2.2, apart h m  marking person of the gammtical subject, each set of 

pndixes may convey additional d c  fiahaes. M's examhe how those d c  

diffirences have been captltred in the adyses of Toba and Ab@n 

Klein (1981:229) states that Toba has three &S of subj-ect p d k e s ,  the first two being 

more productive ttmn the third one which is only found in combbution with a had id  of stems 

M o r e ,  I will conctmae on the f i r s  two sets Ge., "class I" and "clas II" m Klein's t ans  

which c o m n d  to my set B and set A casc+mdchg for Hag& respedvely), and bring in the 

information regarding the third set when it is relevant to the disarsson 

Klein has established that for Tobq the choia of a certain set is depemdent on the 

meaning invohed in the verbal action. in geoeral, eventdescribing verbs are Fharaaai2ed as 

going towards the body of a subject (which may or may not c-& with the speaker), Le., 

('adcorporeal'), or away h m  it ('abarpod'). In the fbrmer case, a dass I prefix occurs (see 

(19a), (1%) and (19e) Wow.) Notice that in T h  'admporeaby' conveys 'reflexhdy' (19% 

1% aad 1%). 'Abcorpore&y' requires the selection of a dass ?I (or a class m) preh (W 

(19bX (1W) (19f)): 



'I am washing myself(upper torso; fhce and hands but not h).' 

(b) ~ Y O -  nar y-apia'-te 
danrIL l~g-&pRG C L - ~ ~ O X  POS. 1 SGfo~t-DUAL 

(c) ikl3aga-t 
CM 1%-pun-ASP.progr 

(e) iii-mmqpn 
CM- l sg-buy-vft-ASP.- 

(M), by CO- both prefix and v& root have changed: 'abcorporeality' is conveyed by the 



subject pre& snd the chaqge ofthe root @Q 'wash' to y~ 'wash' is assodeted with the laclr 

o f d k v i t y  (Kkh, op-cit: 27)- Amtba diflbmx between (1%) and (1%) is given by tbe 

ommoce of an overt NP na' mph'& 'my W m (1%). In (1%) the fkct that the uppa 

Iaeiqreaectingonthe cambidon betweenapdadarbase sad averbd prefix, daims 

that "oeirhaa knowkdge ofthe pbdagical system northe sansntics ofthe verb base will 

predkt the selection of the appropriate dass" (op-dt: 226)- 

T o b a d a s s ~ ' ~ ~ i s ~ S m e n a a d t h e s e m a n t i c ~ ~  

dkthgd~ p d k e s  of dass I[ from class III are sydmnically umdyzable @&h 1981229). 

C l a s s ~ ~ i n T o b a ~ ~ w i t h o ~ ~ ~ ( s e e ( 2 O ) ~ d ~ r o o * i ~  

'I am doing d' 



(c) ~ ~ e k  
dags I I L W - A S P . ~ - D I R ~  

'You are getting to something' 

M a n y T o b a r w t s c a n t a k e p ~ 6 r o m b o t h d a s s I i m d d a s s I I , ~ o n t h e  
. . dmdmmMy+ W l t o t h e r T o b a ~ l o t s a r e l ~ t o t a k e o o l y d a s s I o r ~ ~ I L  Thus, 

~ o p m e n t o f a s p h t S o r ~ s y s t e r n i s r e a I t y o c c r a r i n g  Ovaen,dassIIistbe 

most common of the three- 

A b i p a n h s s s e v e n ~ o f s u t j e d ~ ( N ~ 1 9 6 6 ) .  InAb@b(aowBdina),the 

b e s t t h a t a m b e d i s Q m e d h m t h e a v a i l a b l e ~ i s h s u b j e c t ~ ~ t h e v e r b a l  

mtsimolsdcaldaPses H ~ ~ ~ n o t d t b e d a P s e s a r e ~ p t o m u c t i v P : t h e ~ f a a  

dassesarebyfarthemostfkquent. E a c h p r e 6 a c h a s ~ ~ s o m e a r e p h o ~ ~  

triggered; others are subject to the morpbtadcs, ie, they onfy co-ocan with certain other 

prefixes (N- 1966:34). 

NsqIis poims out that only 6% ofthe roots can take prefixes b r n  more than one set, 

spedany fhm the fist three sets Sbe suggests that thae am be a difkeax in meaning ie, 

t b a t o a e o f t h e f w m P c s n b e ~ e d s 9 ~ o r p s s s i v e , d t h e o t h a l u t n t a s l t m  . or 

active &jWs designated set 1 (c£ (21 b)) is comlated with d e x b d y .  As for set 3 (in (2 le)), 

it is Mcleca whether the first person E marks a petiedike pank ip t  (perhaps a type of 

passive castm%m). The set 2 subject-ndca in (21a) and (21c) seems to be signahg the 

W: 



(a) 
set 1-lsgaver 

0) bpahri 
set 2. l sg-cover 

(c) n t t - e  
set l. 1%-teach 

'I learn (I teach myself).' 

(d) ha-- 
set 2- l sg-teach 

(4 ri-apagRan 
set 3.1%-teach? 

'I Iearn (somebody else teaches me).' 

The intensting faa about the distinction b m d k i t y f m  that Najjlis raises here is 

that (21a-b) and (21c-d) are quite like Toba's quasi pairs 'ad-/-d (1%-b), 

and the rninhnal pairs (19od) and (196f). Moreover, note how the nasal prefix in (21) 

(21b), (214 and (21e) index the '-real' meaning m the same way that the daPs II does m 



Toba Thus, phonological equations suggest a possiMe relation between Najlis's analysis of 

subject pd5xes as a t n m d i d i w  -on and the adcurpord/abcorpoTe8j system 

proposedbyKkiaforToba 

As for P@& the distinction between 'adcorpod vs. 'abcorpod is nut atways 

dearly indicated by the subject prefixes. kanqles (22) and (23) show that atthough the same 

verb root can take pre5xes both dasse$ the distiodion ' a d c m p o r d t y ' / ' ~ r p o ~  

is semantically opaque war with mmhi iod  motion d. Native M e r s  h m  whom 

sentences (22) and (23) were elicited emphasize the cliffaem points of idenmcx that somebody 

takes when uttering them In (22a and 2%) the speaker is in the destineton place; while in 

(23a and 23b) Wshe is not: 

(a) &*e =-Bid-WO 
QUEST setB.2-move-DRoutwards 

'Have you arrived?' ( the speaker is at the point of destination) 

(b) M&-WO 
serS.3-pDIR outwards 

'He is w ~ ~ 8 m e . '  (The speaker is at the point of destinaton) 

(a) naho' yawo-' i-bid-WO 
dem w o m P L  setA3-mveDIRoutwatds 

'These women are idbave entered' Cia, the speaker is not at the point of desthration) 



indicates that the movement goes into a bounded space. (24) is howevex, an ihs tdon  of the 

towardstheparti~dedasobject,  mt towardsthepadqmt codedassubject); note 

that even with the indusion of a s e c d  partidpenS who is the locus ofthe action's &&SS, a 

set B prefix still occurs- Unlike (24a) an object prefix y& 'lob appears to indicate thst the 

event ism>**: 

'You shave me.' 



Thus, clkdoaal d c s  do not coqIe!te@ coiodde with the cboice of subject prefix 

set, and the notion of of the action is also i n d i d  by dinctionals. In examples (22) 

and (23) the movement 'into a location' is indexed by regardless the class of the subject 

p& (set B in (22) and set A in (23)).h (24) whether refiexive or not, the vab stem co- 

ocaas with set B prefixes. 

F u r h a  examples in wbich the dishctiou ' a d c o w  vs. ' a b c o r p o ~  is 

d a l l y  opaque are given Wow. As mentioned, a verb B e  -a& 'W' for imstsnce, is 

combined only with set A prefixes, supposedly 'abarpod' (25). Commely, -Km 'drink' 

appears only with set B, supposedly an 'adcorporeat' form (26). 

(a) hen paan 
set A l -eat dem bread (Sp. 1oamw.) 

'I eat scnne bread.' 

(b) Y* hen paan 
d 3 -  eat dem bread (Spanish lamword) 

'He W some bread .' 

(a) n-yom M' 11-P 
setB.3drkkCL.prod water 

'He drinks water.' 



'I drink water. ' 

In 6.1.1 and 6.12, I showed that some verbs denoting states appear with set B prefixes 

(iiicatetein 'I am standiog'), while some other s t a t d e ~ ~ l i  verbs occur with set A prefkes 

(soiiiCi6i 'I am sating' sakikdta) 'I am d,' selwaq 'I am sick'). Also* some verbs denoting 

events or W e s  appear with set B prefixes (iiiwton 'I wake somebody up,' 'I wake 

up'; and motion verbs like aalorostak 'I am rum&,' iihotege 'I go finward'); wherees 

o k  event- vabs appear with an set A h (dotake 'I look %I-', sela'a 'I h4' 

='a 'I fix somebody3' soiiesegem 'I stand up,' @a'a 'I come,' seliseeexn 'I go up',' sd'e 'I 

sleep,' &e*e 'I ea.&' skiyac811'1 feed somebody,' sasot 'I dance', etc.). 

But even when catain activity verbs can be potentdy marked by either set A or set B 

prefixes, the combbation v& + prefix does not automatically yield the semantic distindion of 

dexive (mn-agent or patient4entedynormdhive (agent-oriented), nspehely.  For 

hstmcq pet& 'to shave' has lexicalized in the set B dasq regardless ofthe fkct that the bodily 

function may be perfbnned towards a no-- participant (c£ (24)' above). 

Furthemmm notice that a verb like 'plow' am be used with set B and set A prefixes (cf.. 170-p). 

Here, the reflexive meaning has mutated to understand the owner of the fidd as the participant 

who is afkaed by the act of cuttivating Thus, with set B prefixes the verb mans 'to cubme 

your own hawed, while with m A prefixes it means 'to cultivate somebody else's. 



Hagk examples sbow dearly that verbs which require agemy or contrd are f i  m both 

se$ A-only and set Body grarps. Unlike ~o~ which d s t m @ ~ ~  . .  * 

t=w'rary vs. 

ihxeut amcW01ls via its split-system, m temporary states appear with both set B (for 

iastaace, 'be sanding'), and set A hrxns ('be sitting' and 'be sick' are also tempomry)- Verbs 

of m o t i o ~ o n a l s  also appear in both classes- Moreover, 'eat' and 'drink' which are 

both seemingty agentantroned activities solely occur with either set A fbnns ('eat'), or with 

set B firms ('drink'). Wnh this desuiption m mind, I propose that for many verbs, the choice 

of class must s y d m n i ~  be lexically mered in Pi.@& 

In P&& taciahtion of case asigmm must bave gone first h m  'adcorponality' to 

'affectedness', and from ' a b c o r p o ~  to 'nodeddedne' .  This was foflowed by 

increasing ladcabition of the m which means that c o ~ i o n s  of p r o n o d  mes 

and v& stems beanne 'leame4 stored atad selected as units" (Mithuq 0p.ci.t: 517). 

Thefibre, for many verbs Filagi speakers do not seem to make a selection on a semantic hasis 

when they spesk, since lexi-on serves "to automate on-line dahions" (Mithrm 

199 1:54I). 

By this a d y k  I do not mean to imply that there is no sanamic basis for an 

adive/agedve vs no- split m the subject marlring system of P@+, and probably in 

thelaaguagesoftheSouthemGuaylamranbranch Theproto-gaemwasconceivably 

cod& as an adcorpored- oaq probably with a dass fix prototypicd agentg 



a n d a l w c o n d c h f i K M ~ ~ b y i h e p r s e n t d i ~ M m o f t h e d a s s e s i n t h e  

daughter lqpges.  In syndmk  Kamwiu k m  the W d m n h  branch, verbs fbnow the 

split, according to Saodalo 1996.1° In syncbrollc Tobq Hein's adysis is that 

the systan is orgar6nd according to t6e dlsmcme * *  . mtioos d adoorpofe€&y/m* 

a d c o r p o e .  By~~theseMltionsasPodatewahnaerivity(thus,w~e*erd- 

oriented) verms m m d d 6 t y  (thus, more agent-oriented). Ehwem, I suggest that 

accordiagto~einsamedegreeofIari~hasocclnredevenhtheT~system Ihave 

shown that in Pibgi the sanantics of ad-rhohrporeality is opaque, but that the 

d W n o a - ~  Mori encoded by set B and set A prefixes, respedvely, is 
* .  mmtamed f i r  certain eventdescribing verbs ('pour,' 'W). For other imamme . . event- 

d e s c f i i  verbs ('go,' 'cam,' 'wake up,' 'm') set B f k m  do not G O L N ~ ~  any reflexive 

meaoingstall. Thesearebowever,~ofstatt,cbangeof~norfll~~verbg 

whirh in lots of as argrsed by T. P a p  (1984), panan as So verbs since tbe 

W p s t i e n t  dumpes location or state" 

A rout like p a s n  'plow,' which is a &I@- verb in P@& constitutes an 

interesthrgcaseofthec~@edtyofsansntic~nsencodedin~systmr Italso 

wggests a cbange in the semantic £iatms h 'adcorpo~/refl&Jrivity' to '-.' 

Aswehaveseer~the"afEcted"~cipantisthegwIBneticelsu&ject, Le, ~ ~ ' I p l o w  

(my own &M),' as indicated by set B ~~ W& with set A awxmkiq  the action 

d o e s n o t h a v e e a c t a n t h e s a m e p a s o n a s t h e ~  subject, i e , s~wr~aen ' Ip low 

(somebody's m)- ' 



Notes 

' I would like to draw attention to the pair (lg-h). A verb like 'descend' in the sense of 
lineage, is formed by the verb -E&aaa 'procede' plus a directional suffa (lh). An 
domorph of the verb stem exists for this specific meaning. This may be the result of a 
process of ablaut, i.e., phonological c b g e  i diflkent morphological contexts, also 
observable for other roots. W& both 4iya-a and -Eiy0co3 a noun phrase would 
instantiate the locus of provenience. 

2 DeLancey (1984: 10), on the treatment of emotions m some South Asian languages* 
argues that predicates of emotions are considered 'agemive' or not according to the 
speaker's assessment ofthe degree of control which the subject exercised or could have 
exercised. 

These systems have also been r e f d  to as ' d v d l e '  (Sapir 19 17; quoted in 
Merlsn 1985) 'active agreement' (DeLancey 1981), 'fluid S-marking' @on 1978), 
'split-S' (Dixon 1994). and 'split-ineansitivity' (Medb 1985). 

4 Chicasaw actually &'bits thee classes of pason predkes: for the mczt part class I 
agrees with an active subject, transitive or intraasitive; class II agrees with the patient 
object of a transitive clause and the non-agent subject; and class IU generally marks 
certain other single arguments of intraositive verbs and datives (Mumo and Gordon 
1982: 83). 

5 'Event' is a cover term for any verb clas. 
6 -ad and -& are surfkce variants of the same morpheme (c&- Chapter V, seaion 5.4.3) 

7 The verb wana &%its an array ofmemhgs; as an imransitive verb it means 'find', 'get' 
and 'have'. 

wein (1982) had proposed the existence in Toba ofa similar parameter which she calls 
'directiodty' subchided into 'adcorporeality' vs. ' a b c o r p o ~ ' .  According to this 
author, this parame!ter organizes the distri'bution of subject prefixes for all verb stems. 

9 The existence of this explanatory paraxneter for splits systea~~ is not new (in this respect 
see Dehncey 198 1, which constitutes the first work suggesting a oomection between 
'viewpoint', agdpatieut categories and active typology). 



se t sofpdk~.  Therrare,however,someMaausetiveverbsthsrmustbemarkedbyan 
prefix insteed of a subject (Sanddo 1996: 133). However, according to Szmdab, 

Kadiwiu has appraentty garerated a new and completely tqpk means of indicating an acriva 
stative split via addition of &- 'theme+ r n o r p b ~  

I' Sidady ,  DeLanoey(1991:341) h a s ~ f w t h i s b a s i c ~  Aneventisdehed asa 
change of state or location The localist Case Grammar assumes that in every d8use there is a 
&rid locative rehion between a Theme and a katio~t States and physical and 
temporal locations are Locations. States are dstmgwW * .  . h evetrts which descrii the 
Theme comiag to be at a WIL 



CHAPTER VII 

VERB MORPHOLOGY III: DIRECTIONALITY, ASPECT AND NEGATION 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter fixuses on the categories of 'directionaiity' and 'aspect' in PiIagi 

Along with these categories, I also consider 'negation', since in grammar, negation is 

tied to the modality of events. However, P i l e  does not have a 'modality' system per 

X. In principle, there is no 'realislirrealis' opposition encoded in the verb.' And also, 

speech act types (i.e., assertions, commands or questions) are not morphologically 

marked in Pilagi (unless the desiderative suffix a is to be considered a modal; but see 

section 7.5). 

'Negation' (cf. section 7.6) is part of the semantic notion of irrealis modality since 

it describes that the event has not been realized. In Pilagh the negative prefix has its own 

position in the verb template (i.e., position class 1, before the stem). 

As the reader should have noticed by now, 'tense' as a category is not 

morphologically indicated in this language. There are a number of lexical time phrases 

such as ho kal'io 'once upon a time', marekone'e 'in the old times', qomle qanEe 

'&er7, sorote 'in the past/aIready7, m 'yet/aIredyy sckaa 'yesterday'. senete 'this 

morning', so' wo'e laqa 'last year' and a hanm more that either indicate the 



bomdaries of an event in time, or serve to mark temporal units within narrative 

discourse- However, in this study, I will not deal with such expressions. 

Most verb stems are not lexically specified for direction Rather, directionality can 

be expressed by either subject prefixes andor by directional suffixes on the verb. By 

'directionals' I designate the class of sufExes that can indicate either trajectory or 

stationary location depending on the lexical semantics of the verb stem As discussed in 

the preceding chapter, pronominal subject prefixes are sometimes associated with 

'trajectory of the subject participsnt'. However, 1 argued that this encoding is restricted 

to a certain group of verb stems, and that the system is synchronically lexicalized. 

Since there are two separate systems for the morphological encoding of spatial 

reference available for speakers, it is interesting to see which is more eequently used, or 

whether one unambigously codes the trajectory over which the action denoted by the verb 

is carried out. Without a doubt, directional suffixes play that hction pm excellence in 

Pilaga; thus, subject prefixes and directional s e e s  do not compete for the expression 

of 'dire~tionality'.~ 

In this section, I will concentrate on directional suffixes on verbs. It is important to 

underscore thak since Pilaga lacks adpositions, directionals are employed as the resource 

for spatial reference. Directionals encode trajectory or relative location of the Figure in 

relation to a r round.^ Directionals may be followed by a noun phrase which makes the 

Location/GoaI explicit, though it can be omitted if the LocationlGoal is identifiable by 



the hearer (the question of how this NP is related to the directional wiU be discussed in 

Chapter K). 

Directional suffuces may change the meaning of a stem This is not unqected, if 

we think how adpositions, semantically analogous to directional markers, have 

functioned in the history of other languages. In Spanis4 for instance, many verb roots 

have prepositions attached. Historically. the wordarm-preposition has developed 

different senses, fiom the original meaning conveyed by the root itseK For instance, 

traer 'bring' appears in contraer 'contract' (a muscle or a debt) and distraer 'distract' or 

'entertain'. Likewise, in Pilagi directional markers derive different meanings out of the 

same stem: aoo-sop 'you gather' vs. ape-lee 'you cover with something /put on 

something', sedo-WO 'I carry or take', sedo-get 'I receive', yamara-ta 'he takes out of, 

yamawi-ge' 'he sends away'; vamac8-net 'he comes towards here', yamaa-Iqe 'he 

sends over (e.g., to the field)'. 

In Pilagk there are at least sixteen directional markers, listed in Table 7. Some of 

these forms have allomorphs, which will be presented along with the discussion of the 

specific directional suffix in the following sections. 



TABLE 7. Directional Markers 

-ge' 'away f?om the reference point' 

-get 'towards the reference point' 

-='g- 'upwards' 

-ot 'upwards'; 'under' 

-fi 'downwards' 

-som 'downwards' (e.g., towards a water source) 

-y i 'downwards (to the inside)' 

-owe 'inwards' 

-WO ' outwards' 

-W 'forward' ; 'in fiont o f  

-eg 'a ' t o h  a specific place' 

-iy i 'in sh-aight line' 

-=P 'in circles'; 'with' 

-1ege 'odover' 

-ta 'out o f ;  'to the other side' 

-Pe 'along with' (concurrent motion) 

As Table 7 shows, directiooals reveal a variety of meanings. There is one 

morpheme with 'path' meaning, Listed in Table 7, i.e., -E provisionally glossed as 'along 

with/concurrent motion'. In Toba, Klein (1973 : 140) analyzes cognate -E as a verbal 

ruffix with the meaning 'circular position', as ifthe action were goirig on within a real or 



an imaginary circle or semi-circIe. But I find that this interpretation is not always 

consistent with P i l e  use of -E. In general, more than one directional can not combine 

together in a single verb, but constitutes an exception In Pilagii, -B always CO- 

occurs with other morphemes, rendering the following morphemic complexes: (-pe 

'DR. along with' +-ege DIRforward' > -pege; -pe 'DIRalong withy+-lege 

'DIRon/overT> -pelege; -pe 'DIRalong with' +-G 'DIRdownwards' > -PS). Similar 

combinations are found in Toba as well mein 1973). But -E not only became fused 

with certain specific directionals. The suffix -B coocavs with aspectual morphemes 

(cf. 7.2. Aspect), specifically with progressive, durative and habitual forms. 

Morphologically, this is one reason to include it within the class of directionals, 

synchronically. Semantically, the form ''along withlconcuc~ent motion' apparently 

entails the interpretation of 'continuous action' by participating in the marking of all 

such notions. 

As suggested, directionals signal the trajectory or location of the Figure; but 

interestingly the Figure can be coded as the intransitive subject or as the object ofthe 

verb. Examples in (1 ) illustrate that the Figure is coded as the object: 

(a) 8-se-sowe-ta-pe-Iege 
30-setk I-insult-ASP-DIR-DIRon 

'I am i d t i ng  him (who is lying).' 



(b) 8-sewwe-t-pe-WO 
30-seb% l -insult-ASP-DEL-DIRoutwards 

'I am insulting him (while he is entering the room).' 

(c) -we-ta-iia 
3 sgO-setA. I -insult-ASP-DIRdownwards 

'I am insulting him (who is siting).' 

(d) a-se-sowe-ta-sern-a 
3 0-setA I -insult-ASP-DIRupwards-Obj-sg 

'I am insulting him (who is up, in a tree)' 

An additional example is provided in (2). (2) colmasts two different situations. In 

(2a) the subject spits upwards, as indicated by the directional marker -segem. In (2b) the 

subject spits on somebody (the object) who is located in an upper position with respect to 

hidher, as indicated both by the directional sutfix and the number agreement suffix. In 

this second case, the directional still refers to the trajectory of the action (i.e., the 

spitting), but suffix -g signals that there is a participant affected by the action of the verb: 

(a) fi-atom-segem 
setB. 1 -spit-DR upwards 

'I spit upwards.' 

(b) ii-at-sem-a 
setB. l -spit-DIRupwards-0bj.sg 

'I spit on him or her (who is up, e.g., in the tree).' 



Having presented an o v e ~ e w  of the category of dkectionality in Pilagi, I will turn 

to consider directional suffixes and their meanings, followed by examples of use. 

7.2 S~adal Reference 

An inspection of the Pilaga system of directionality suggests a distinction between 

two spatial reference systems: (a) a &ictic system, based on the relative proximity of the 

Figure with respect to a point of reference (the speaker or other); and @) a geocentric 

system of location and orientation, based on the location of water sources (rivers or 

lagoons) and orientation in the forest. 

The deictic system of directiods distinguishes between -eet 'hither' and 

gg' 'thither'. In the geocentric system the following directions and locations are possible: 

-orwe - - we - -wek 'inwards', -w~'outwards' -=em, 4 'upwards'; -G.- -fi and 

-som 'downwards'; -a ' down and to the inside'; -soso 'in circles'; 'forward/im front 

of; -1-e 'odover a surface'; *'a 'tohn a specific place in the forest'; 'out of 

(most usually out of a water source); and -k 'in a straight Line'. Because of their 

semantic commodities I will dl the directional markers included in group (a) 'deictic 

directionds', and those included in group (O), 'nondeiaic directionals'. 

7.2.1 Deictic Directionals 

Deictic directionals to be explicated in this seaion are closely connected, both 

phonologically and semantically. They cut out a differentiated spatial universe, around 

the red or imagined location of the speaker or the ad- at the coding time. 



Deictically, many events have two possibilities: towards or away from the refaence 

point (= the deictic center), which may or may not coincide with the speaker's I d o n ,  

although not necessarily originating at the speaker' S location 

I will start by discussing the use of -S 'towards the reference point'. glossed as 

'hither'. It can be equally used with motion and non-motion verbs. 

(3a) showing -a 'hither' is an interesting example of the encoding of two different 

paths of direction in the same verb form: the grammatical subject moves away (indicated 

by the pronominal subject prefix), and a second participant moves as well, towards the 

speaker (indicated by the directional suffix). In (3d) the speaker turns around when 

he/she sees somebody coming towards hidher. In that case, note the presence of -E 

which seems to indicate the concurrent motion realized by the intransitive subject, along 

with hidher perception of the object, coming towards him. The rest of the examples 

illustrate what the semantics of the directional -m 'hither': 

(a) s-awqa-get 
setA I -approximate-DIRhither 

'I go towards somebody (who is coming too).' 

(b) awa-wa'te-get 
setk 2-observe-DIRhither 

'You are watching him coming.' 



(c) aw-la-peget 
-2-took-DIR-DIRhither 

'Look at him!' (The speaker turns around, as if someone were coming 
towards him/her and the addressee.) 

(d) m+-get 
setB.3-geDIRhither 

'Wshe comes (kom the perspective of the speaker).' 

(e) 8-sedo-get na' yamayk 
30-setA i -bring-DRhither CL happiness 

'1 receive him (coming) with happiness.' 

In (3a-c), the point of reference is at the starting point of the motion event; the 

directional signals the trajectory of the Figure' moving towards the speaker. In (3cd), 

however, the point of reference is at the endpoint of the motion event. 

In the following example, the figure moves towards to a point of reference which 

does not coincide with the speaker's location This is one reason to believe that a label 

such as 'towards the speaker' for -get is too narrow: 

iii' nwosek qapal-get ili' tacaki 
CL stew d3-stick-DIRhither CL pot 

'The stew stuck to the pot' 



Directionals seem to interact with verb valency, a topic that will be discussed later 

in Chapter DL on clausal syntax. Here, I will make just a few CO-&. 

The reciprocal verb form iii-wate-n-'at 'we trust each other' has no directional 

d f k e s  attached, but an a s p m  -g and a reciprocal su&r -B. Conversely, the 

transitive verb form (am) se-wate-get 'I trust (you)' carries a directional marker -g& 

'hither', suggesting that the directional is allowing the introduction of a second 

participant, other than the subject hirnselfKexself, i.e., an object. However' notice that 

directional suffixes are missing £tom the following examples which contrast reciprocal 

vs. transitive: iiaCet'at 'we share'/ am &et 'I offer you7; iiawana'at 'we meet each 

other' / am sawana ' I meet you7. 

Now, 1 will turn to the discussion of -& 'away from the reference point'. This 

directional suffix also occurs with motion and non-motion verbs (5). With non-motion 

verbs the event (or state) is conceived as happening Far fkom the deictic center. I have 

glossed -& 'thither', as opposed to -m 'hither'. 

(a) na&-ge' 
setB. 3 -go-DIRthither 

'He went away.' 

@) w-eta-ge' iii' Formosa 
setA3- be-DIRWer CL Formosa city 

'He is in Formosa city.' (a distant place fkom where the speaker is located) 



(c) dB' S-am-ge* di' qan-alewa 
conj setA3-go-DIRthither CL Poss. l pl-land 

'When we go to the other part of our land' 

(c l )  ya-mava-ge' so* lqot da' Formosa 
setA3-send-DIRthither CL son CL Formosa city 

'He sent his son away to Formosa city.' 

In (6), I provide two more examples of the use of -g& In these two examples, the 

object, not the subject, moves away fkom the deictic center: 

(a) se-la-ge' 
setA I -see-DIRthither 

'I saw him going away. ' 

(b) se-sowe- ta-pe-ge ' 
setA I -insult-ASP-DIR-DIRthither 

'I insulted him (while he was leaving). ' 

7.2.3 Non-Deictic Directionals 

Pilaga has a set of directional markers that indicate trajectory or location, without 

concern for a point of reference. Chacoan speakers attend to the paths of the forest and 

water sources to orient themselves in the flat and vast environment in which they hunt 

and gather. For such orientation, the Ianguage provides a rich sa of directions and 

locations. The cultural incidence of major rivers and water sources in the Chacoan 



cultures is notorious in the vocabulary. Dell' Arciprete (2000) notes that many toponyms 

designating geographical locations that the Pilaga have traditionally occupied in the last 

two hundred years are names of lagoons and other water sources- fur then no^, the 

Pilagii orient themselves in the forest according to the course of the Pilcomayo river, 

which flows in a northeast-southwest direction In effect, there are four coordi~tes, two 

relative to the direction of the river: tadewo (northwest) and ta- (southeast), and two 

more absolute coordinates se'w 'north' and Q O U ~  'south'. Thus, the existence in the 

language of distinctions such as 'upwards', 'downwards', 'inwards' and 'outwards' 

encoded by a I 1 1  range of different directional morphemes, are not independent fkom 

Pilaga cultural traditions and btu the speakers' communicative needs. 

The first distinction to be discussed in this section contrasts 'upwards' and 

'downwards'. There are two different forms for 'upwards' in the language: (a) 

-iseplem -=ern (phonologically conditioned by the preceding sound; &a a consonant 

or after a vowel, respectively), and @) a. 

The examples in (7) containing -segem save as an illustration (7a) is an elicited 

sentence, while (W) are taken fiom two narratives, the "Origin of the Tabacco Plant" 

(Haso' vawo nesoae) and "Fox and Chunga" ( T ~ e l ) ~ ,  told by Ignacio Silva (Bsrrio 

Qompi). 



(a) na-tom-segem 
setB -3 -spit-DRupwards 

'He spits upwards.' 

(b) se-no-ta-segem 
setk l -gw4.SP-DIRupwards 

'I am going up.' 

(C)  aw-ke-segem 
-2-move-DIRupwards 

'Come up here! ' (Speaker is at the destination place.) 

'He got up slowly. ' 

(e) se-nod-isegem 
s e a  1 -jump-ep vowel-DERupwards 

'I jumped up.' 

Like -=ern 'upwards', 4 indicates trajectory h m  a lower to an upper position. 

In (8a), the verb vatpek 'request' is followed by + 'upwards'. This example is an 

elicited entente, where what is being solicited (the complement of the v a b  of request) 

will be in favor of the requester. Thus, it seems possible that the person who requests is 

located in a pragmatically (not socially) lower position than that who the request is 

directed to. (I l b) is part of the tale "Fox and Chunga", a passage where Fox seizes at 

Chunga with distrust, because Chunga does wt want to reveal where the source of water 



is until Fox reveals where he has hidden the food Because of the size and shape of the 

two characters (Chunga is taller than Fox), Fox looks at Chunga fiom a lower position 

and this is the reason why the suffix 4 occurs on the verb. Similarly to (8a-b), (8 c-d) 

illustrate the use of -g 'upwards': 

(a) si-yatpek-ot 
s e a  l -request-DIRupwards 

'I request something fiom him.' 

(b) yi-Iot-ot ho' naegacawa 
setA 3-look-upwards dem fellow 

'He looked at his fellow.' 

(c) aw-kon-ot 
s e a  2-wake -DIRupwards 

'You wake somebody up.' 

'He kicked or pushed the snake (with his foot, upwards).' 

An extensional meaning of 'upwards' is illustrated in (9). Here, the dog is 

located under the table (though it is uncertain whether the speaker is taking the 

penpective of the dog, or the perspective of the table when uttering this example). 

Because of this ambiguity, it seems possible that Pilagii a is a semantically general 



form with respect to the axes 'up' and 'down', and thus, may be pragmatically interpreted 

as 'up' or 'down' when the ground is not specific.' 

iii' pioq net'ot m' nikiyamda 
CL dog be-under CL table 

'The dog is under the table.' 

The form 4 is part of two verb roots which convey motion 'upwards'; in 

(10) 1 transcribe two inflected forms of the verbs 'to jump' and 'to dance' in l* singular, 

obtained through direct elicitation. I assume that is part of these roots for two 

reasons: (a) these verbs do not take any other directional suffix; and (b) according to the 

verb template, 9 t  should be part of the stern; otherwise, the aspectual s u e  could not 

occur &er it : 

(a) se-not-tak 
setk l -jump-ASP. progr 

'I am jumping.' 

(b) S-asot-tak 
agt I -dance-ASP.progr 

'I am dancing. ' 



Four different forms are used for the expression of -ectory 'downwards': 

-a -G -yi and -son The first three are much more common than the fourth one. In 

fact, the W and the second could be allomorphs, though not phonologically triggered 

(not due to vowel harmony).6 Compare the following examples: 

(a) h-tow-Fa 
setB. 1 -spit-DIRdownwards 

'I spit on something (the direction of the spitting is downwards)' 

(b) yi-soedi-a'a 
63-d-DIRdownwards  

'He nailed down (something).' 

(C) n-apo-yi-ii'a so' napoto 
setB.3-cover-ASP-DIIRdomuds CL poncho 

'He covered himself with a poncho or a blanket.' 

(d) so-wa-8'a 
setA l -locate-DIR.dowu~8tds 

'I settle down.' 

(e) S-awqa-ii'a di* n m p  
&A l-approximate-DIRdownwards CL water 

'I came close to the water (that is inside a hole).' 

(f) [awlapY'a] 
aw-la- pe-ai-a 
d2-see-DIRalong with-DIRdomds-Obj. sg 

'See down there!' 



(g) t-ae-iIi na' send 
setA3-go-DIR downwards CL mud 

'He fidlsffelt in the mud.' 

(h) Aiyela-5i 
setA. 3-go-DRdownwards 

'He submerged.' 

(i) ni-sidi-~ so' looge 
setB.3~e,dig-DIRdownwards CL hiding place 

'He dug into the hiding place (a cavern, a hoIe under the land, covered 
with removed land).' 

0) qo-y-qoke-ta-yi qaedi wana a-qapal-iii 
IS-setA.3-stir-ASP. progr-DIRdowrrwards conj NEG seA.3-stick-DR downwards. 

'You (have to) stir (the stew) in order (for it) not to stick.' 

(k) qeya-sava-iii 
IS-setA.3-throw-DIRdownwards 

'Somebodylone throws something in (e.g., a pot).' 

The discovery of traces of lexical items in the &es may point out the origin of the 

directional system The directional -& has a secure etymology in the verb 'sit'. One 

piece of evidence for grammaticization is provided in (12), suggesting that the affix 

derived from the 1 1 1  verb. This form of the verb i 'sit' also carries the directional 

marker, as if the verb root has ledcalized only 'motion', whereas 'trajectory' is expressed 

by the suffix: 



'Sit down!' 

The third suffix  d down wards' can be used with motion and non-motion verbs. 

The examples in (13) show 3 in combination with non-progressive s u f i  9. (13b) 

shows a semantically interesting case, since according to the scenario that the sentence is 

describing, the cooking is done on the floor, thus, the trajectory of the pot when placed 

onto the fire is 'downwards'. 

(a) a-Ei-n-yi 
setA 2-dive- ASP-DiR downwards 

'You, dive!. ' 

(b) ya-na-n-yi haso' tacaki so' dole' 
setA2-put-ASP-DRdowllwards CL pot CL fire 

'He put the pot on the fire.' 

In (1 4) 3 is used with non-motion verbs. The form neta is a locative copula (cf. 

Chapter X) that m c c u r s  with directional sufExes that make explicit the location of the 

Theme. The most adequate transIation for the predicate in (14) is 'to be on', though the 



meaning 'to be on' might arise fiom conceptudkg the referent as hanging, like 

pointing ' downwards'. 

(a) haso' w d a  netayi na' emek-lae't 
CL-fern fly be-downwards CL part of house 

'The fly is on the wall.' 

(b) so may0 netayi ha& epaq 
CL bird be-downwards CL, fern tree 

'The bird is on the tree.' 

The use of -som 'downwards' is very restricted in my corpus. I present in ( 1  5) and 

(1 6) the only examples found in texts; in these three instances the directional occurs with 

the same verb root. The directional indicates that the participant goes downwards, into 

the river. Unlike -& and a -mm refers almost exclusively to water sources. 

(Interestingly, the ideophone of  the sound produced when somebody submerges is 

tokorn.) 

(a) se-no-ta-som 
setA- 1 -move-ASP-DIRdownwards 

'I go down. ' 



(b) we-net-eh-som a w a k e  
setB -3 -move-ASP-ep-vow-PL-DIR downwards QUANT. alI. together 

'They jumped together. ' 

Example (1 6) comes from the text "Fox and Chungan (Td'ei). It refers to the 

passage when Chunga advises the thinty Fox to jump into the water, in the middle of the 

lagoon, where the water is fkesher to drink- 

QanaE'e aw-no-ta-som qaqaedi 
conj setA2-move-ASP-DIRdow~lwards conj 

a-Ci-nyi na' lae5.i 
setA2-get-LOC. inside CL part 

qaqaedi a-bid-i-ii'a di' da-pyak-n-yi 
conj setA-2-go-ep.vow-DIRdown CL setA3cut ,  carve- ASP-DRdownwards 

n-P 
water 

' "Then you jump, in order to get to the middle (of the lagoon), and you go down"; 
then he dove himself into the water.' 

Wah the pair -m /-owe, the ground is configured as a bounded space. Both 

su£hes indicate that either the trajectory or location is 'towarcidat a bounded space'. 

But, while these two suffixes descriibe similar trajectories, especially with motion verbs, 

they differ in the point of refaence; this is, where the Figure is located relative to the 



ground when the motion or non-motion event starts. W& -E the Figure is at the 

starting point of the trajectoly; with owe the Figure is at the endpoint of the trajectory. 

F i  I will illustrate the usage of -m (somerimes realized as [w'o]) glossed as 

'outwards', in (17) with non-motion verbs, and in (18) below, with translational motion 

verbs. 

(a) se-nata-n-WO 
setA l -ask-ASP-DIRoutwards 

'I will ask inside there.' 

(b) di-yo-WO G' Yunka 
-3-make noise?-DIRoutwards CL proper name 

'They make noise inside the Yunka (the noise is coming from there, the 
Yunka club). ' 

'I knock at the door.' 

Also in (18)- the point of reference is at the starting point: 

(a) 4 - e - W O  
M l -go-ep.vow-DIRoutwards 

'You go away. ' 



(b) s-awqa-WO 
setk I -approximate-DIRoutwards 

'1 approach to a place.' 

In (19), the path 'inwards' via -owe is indi~ated.~ This directional marker has two 

phonologically conditioned allomorphs: -owe and -B. The back vowel is dropped 

when another back vowel precedes it. Thus, 

(a) basaqatowe na' nedegat] 
ya-saqa-ta-owe 118' nedegat 
-3-throw- ASP-DIRinwards CL mouth 

'She hit (him) in the mouth.' 

(b) qo-y-men-owe na' doqose 
IS--3-give-DEL inwards CL white people 

'They (e.g., the products) are sold to the white people. 

- (C) Benowe na' qopedaiiik] 
ye - no - owe 
se~3-go-DIRinwards CL yuch 

'He went into the big tree or yuch'8 (Nesoge.36) 

(d) i-wota-we 5' O ~ M  
setA. 3-go-DIRinwards CL office (Sp.loanw.) 

'He came into the office. ' 

(e) iii' yi-wa neta-we di' IaCaqa 
CL Poss l -spouse be-DIRinwards CL house 

'My husband is in the house.' 



In (19a) the Ground is at the endpoint of trajectory. In (1 9b) the Ground is also at 

the endpoint, since once the merchandise is sold, it stays at the Ground, with the penon 

who buys it (i.e., the white people). Also in (1 9c) the Ground is at end point of the 

trajectory, represented by the yuc- In (19e) with an intransitive non-motion verb such 

as the locative copula neta 'be', the directiod may simply indicate 'inside'. 

I will now discuss the use of 'forward', a non-deictic directional marker with 

motion and non-motion verbs. It implies that the Figure moves towards a position in 

fiont of some Ground. However, with non-motion verbs there is obviously no physical 

translation involved; it just means 'in front': 

(a) [=wawtegel 
se-waw-ta-ege 
se* I -lead-ASP-DR forward 

'I Ieft first.' 

(b) ~kod-ege so' le'ek 
setA.3-spill-DIR f o m d  CL liquid 

'The iiquid spilled.' 

(c) [=wategel 
s-owa-ta-ege 
d I - open-ASP-DEL forward 

'I open (e-g, the door).' 



(d) [seketege so' na'ayk] 
s-eke-ta-ege so' na'ayk 
setk 1 -go-ASP-DIR forward CL road 

'I follow the path. ' 

(e) fiawege na' nkiyada 
5-awek-ege na' nkjavala 
setB.-pull-DIR. forward CL table 

'I pull the table out.' 

This directional attaches to non-motion verbs as well. In (21) the verb 'see' 

when combined with %e means 'realize'. Therefore, in pilaga 'to realize' literally 

means 'to look forward' or 'to look in fiont ' : 

(a) 6-lot-ege 
H. l -see-DRforward 

Though subject to h e  comparative research with the rest of the languages of the 

family, it is very likely that this suffix has derived fiom the verb 'release' in Pilagk. The 

meaning of the actual verb suggests a semantic extension h r n  'release' to 'forward*, 'in 

f?onty, all possible translations for the directional sufEx -egee As with the verb 'sit' and 

the directional suffix of the same etymon, no phonological reduction is apparent in this 

case. 



Da' de-two-n na' sekeik nakm'am sa-6-e 
conj setA-3-bite-ASP.non progr CL iguana conj neg- 10-agt3-release 

'When the iguana bites (me), then she does not release me.' 

The suf£ix intervenes in time adverbial$ e.g. saiqa'teee 'until' and kop'ateee 

'&er a while' as shown in (24). Temporal extensions are not unexpected when the basic 

meaning of is 'forward'. The first example (24a) comes from a text written between 

several Pilaga young adult writers, enMed 'The Fishing'; the second comes from a myth 

of origin ("The Origin of Womenn) that narrates how women end up living with men, by 

Julio Subez (Campo del Cielo): 

(a) di-y'ako-tak na* siyamdipi 
setA.3-fish-ASP CL people 

saqa'twe na' ledokyanaaat 
until CL amount of fish 

qanf 'e t-ae-ta na' siyaradipi. 
and setA3-go-DRout of CL people 

'People fish until (they have) a certain amount, and then they go out (of the 
water).' 

(b) K o p a ' t s  ho' qatara yitrta n d i '  ho' 
after a while then conj again setB.3-anive then 

so' n-aketa-pega so' nalikpi nawokpi. 
CL setB.3-steal-ASP CL stored food 

'Mer a while, then those that used to steal the stored food arrived again.' 



As a directional, %*a means 'tofin a specific place'. Whether it indicates trajectory 

or location depends on the lexical information provided by the verb, rather than on the 

suffix itself. While in (24b-c) the verb indicates translational motion, in (24a) it does not: 

(a) si-yofo-n-eg'a 
setA l -wash-ASP-DRin a specific place 

'I do the washing (e.g., at somebody's house).' 

(b) qo-y-bid-eg'a so' mapisat 
IS-setB. 3-go-DIR in a specific CL rnezquite plantation 

'He/she goes to the rnezquite plantation.' 

(c) da' S-&et-eg'a haiii' moiino 
conj setB. 1 -want-DIRa specific place CL watermill 

'When I want (to go to) the watermill.' 

The form -&i conveys a trajectory 'in a straight line'. This suffix is used with 

non-translational motion verbs (i.e., the configuration of the body may change, but the 

body stays in place). Note that in (25)' -~ 'in a straight line' may occur either preceded 

by an aspectual marker (25a-d), or may not (25e). 



(a) qoyloEiyi 
qo-i-10-ta-iyi 
IS-setA.3-look-ASP-DIR. 

'He is looking at somebody without moving the eyes.' 

(b) [sasaqaCiyi] 
sa - saqa-t - iyi 
setA. l -throw-ASP . progr-DLR 

'I shoot/poht (e.g., with a gun).' 

(c) rY=qaEiYil 
ya-saqa-t-iyi so' lasot so' lket so' yawodipi 
setA-throw-ASP-DIR CL center CL chain CL women 

'He threw (a stone, cutting) the women's chain in the middle. 

(d) [dolaEiyi] 
d-ola-t-iyi 
setk3-break-ASP-DIR 

'He broke something (by throwing it against the floor).' 

(e) [yawaEiyi] 
y-awat-iyi da' y-alik so' onole 
-3-watch-DIR conj setA3-eat CL one 

'He saw that she ate one.' 

The directional -g indicates trajectory 'in circles'. With motion verbs, the 

encoding of the trajectory is quite transparent. As seen in other examples below, with 

the copula neta 'to be' there is no possible trajectory since the verb does not comprise 

motion, not even in a figurative sense (26). 



(a) B-kole-sop 
setA.3-fly-DRin circles 

'It flies in circles-' 

(W l-apo-sop 
setC.3-cover-DRin circles 

'TheyMe gathered around a place.' 

(c) so' Matolie'n neta-sop so' Ignacio 
CL proper name be-DRin circles CL proper name 

'Matolien [=Jod's native name] is with Ignacio (=they live together)' 

A different kind of trajectory is marked by -& 'out of. It may also mean that the 

Figure moves 'to the different side'. I provide examples of its occurrence in (27): 

(a) [denodeta] 
de-no-d-ta 
~etA l -go-PL-DIRout of 

'They jumped out of the water (to the land).' 

(b) [qoyamarata ga* newosek] 
qo-y-mm-ta ga* n-wosek 
IS-setA.3-take-DIRout of CL IndeEPoss-stew 

'The stew is taken Eom the fire.' 

(C) t-ae-ta na' siyaadipi 
setA3-geDRout of CL people 

'The people come out of the water-' 



(d) Lvibidata] 
i-bid-ta 
setk3-g*DlRout of 

'He went to the other side (of the community).' 

Unlike the other directional a x e s ,  -1-e 'on/over' conveys stationary location in 

many more instances (cf. (28)). With both motion and non-motion verbs, the s u f i  

indexes the location where the Figure is to be found. 

(a) S-atcwo-lege 
setA l -carry-DRon 

'I carry something cm (e.g on a horse).' 

(b) sa-saqa-ta-lege 
s e t G  1 -throw-ASP-DIRon 

'I hit him on = '1 knock him out.' 

(c) la- pava-lege so' napoto 
setC.3-put-DIRon CL poncho 

'He put on a poncho (also, a blanket).' 

(d) [yiwalelege] 
yi-wal-iege 
setA.3-track-DIRon 

'He is tracking somebody.' 



(e) [senotef ege] 
se - no - t - lege 
s & l  l-geASP-DIRon 

'I am going down on something (e.g., f?om a tree, on to a table).' 

(f) a-kole-lege 
-3-fly-DRon 

'It flies over (e.g., a place) (wt in circles, but crossing it) 

(g) S-awqa-lege 
se tA  I -approach-DRon 

'I persecute somebody.' (=I am over somebody.) 

Note than in (28a) the directional suffi indicates where the Figure is to be found; in 

(28b). it describes the location of the affected participant. However in (28d-g), it rather 

signals the trajectory followed by the Figure. 

Idiomatic senses with - h e  have been found, as in the following example: 

'I made a mistake.' 

The suffix -lee is also used to indicate that somebody is sitting in eont of another 

penon, but they do not face each other 



Abel da-so-ta-lege iii Jos6 
Abel setA 3 -sit-ASP-DIRonlover CL Joseph 

'Abel sits in fkont of Jo&-' 

Pilaga has a rich system of aspechLal distinctions. According to Comrie ( 1976) 

'aspect' refers to the internal temporal coostituency of a situation. Similarly, for Tahy  

(1985: 132) aspect is ?he pattern of distribution through time of an event or state"; it is 

either incorporated in the meaning of verb roots (ARn'omten)), or it occurs in inflections 

or modifiers to the head.9 

Many authors (Vendler ( 1967), Smith (1 996)' Breu (1 994), inter alia) have argued 

that Aktiommt ('form of action') forms part of the lexical features of predicates in a 

very sigdicant way. All these proposals underline that no matter what aspectual 

distinctions a language enocodes in its grammar,1° these grammatical distinctions 

coexist with the internal temporal features of the situations described by lexical verbs. 

Lexical aspect has inspired several verb classifications with a slightly dierent 

terminoIogy. A recurrently cited one was elaborated by Vendler (1967), who 

distinguishes between 'states', 'activities', 'achievements' and 'accomplishments'. " 

Smith (199 1, 19%) refers to three basic 'situation types', identified as 'stative', 

'durative' and 'iostantaneous'. What remains constant throughout these taxonomia are 



the features that fonn the basis for the characterization of lexical i.e., 'stativity', 

' M Y i t y '  and 'teLicity' . 

In this d o n ,  I will present a general characterization of aspect in Pil@ and will 

describe the grammatical morphemes that are used to code it; the interaction between 

grammatical and lexical aspect in P i l e  though important, will be mentioned only in 

passing where necessary for the discussion of grammatical aspect. 

Aspechlal distinctions of the grammatical sort are expressed through suffixes in 

Pilagi Aspechlal suffixes may combine among themselveq particularly the formative 

-ta 'progressive' which intervenes in the formation of several other aspechlat markers. - 
The aspectual system of Pilagk makes five distinctions, indicated by eleven 

different suffixes: 

TABLE 8. Aspect Markers 

-tak /-tape 'Progressive' 

-tap* l -tap@ ' Durative' 

-(W Pegs 'Habitual' 

- n 'NowPropssbe' 

-tayi l -G I -yi 'Completive' 

-a / -ta 'ResuJtive' 

In the following subsections, I will discws the arpectual categories indicated in the 

second sufial slot (position class 2 after the stem; cf. Chapter V, Table 4). 



'Progressive' means that the situation is in progress at the reference time;12 that is, 

the internal temporal description does not focus on the inception or on the termination of 

the situation; nor on a specific point in time. 

There are a number of formatives in Pilagii that have progressive meaning: 

-U& -4 and -taw (also pronounced [tap'e] or [t'ape]). The distribution of the first two 

forms are phonologically conditioned. The first domorph occurs in final position, when 

it is not followed by any other suffix; whereas the second occurs when another suftix 

follows. The *bird is a portmateaux suffix which indicates 'Progressive.3PLY. 

Semantically, the events denoted by verbs that take the progressive are inherently 

lexically 'durative', such as in (3 1). Progressive aspect with instantaneous events or 

states is expressed by a separate form, with a somewhat different meaning (i.e., focused 

on the fact that the event is unfolding through different stages. See 7.3.2 hrrative). 

(a) se-see-tak 
6 l -criticize-ASP-progr 

'I am criticizing. ' 

(b) si-yoq-tak 
setA 1 -carry-ASP-progr 

'I am carrying something. ' 



'He is listening. ' 

(d) s-e'e-tak di' yole 
setA. l -fix-ASP- progr CL £ire 

'I am fixing my fire.' 

(e) s-opi-tak 
setk l -water-ASP.progr 

'I am carrying water.' 

(f) [=noUI 
se-not-tak 
setA. I -jumpASP.progr 

'I am jumping.' 

(g) sa-se-ta-ge' 
setA. I -go-ASP. progr-DIR thither 

'I am going away. ' 

(h) se-10-ta-get 
setA. l -look-ASP. pmgr.-DIRhither 

'I am looking (at somebody coming towards me).' 

(i) [anyiwatetrake] 
an-i-wate-ta-d-ake 
20--3-wait-ASP. pmgr-PL-desid 

'They are waiting for you.' 

'They are tracking somebody.' 



The use of -g is illustrated in (32): 

(a) na-lows-tape 
&A-3-run-ASP.progr 

'They are running. ' 

(b) de-taqa-tape 
SetA-3-talk-ASP 

'They are talking.' 

(C) d-opi-tape 
s&3 -carry water-ASP. progr 

'They are carrying water.' 

'hrrative', like 'progressive', implies extension in time. It is indicated in the 

grammar by two allomorphs -ta~iiii and -&pi* occuring with different roots, though the 

rationale for such distribution could not be established yet. 

The usage of - t aps  - -ta~iyi suggests that its a s p d  value ranges between 

durativity and iterativity' but sometimes it also has a sense of progressiveness. l3 For 

instance, with predicates such as 'sit', 'stand', 'lay down' (33a-c), it means 'to be in the 

process of, with the understanding that there is a telic endpoint. With activity verbs, it 

indicates 'dwative' (34% c, e), but it may also entail the repetition of an event through 

time, i.e., 'iterative', as in (35a-c). 



Though f k m  a synchronic point of view I treat -tapiiG and -@M as different 

morphemes f?om -a and -tape, it should not go without noticing that the aspechral 

markers are apparently formed by the addition of actual directional markers G and 
- 14 -vi meaning 'downwards' to the progressive marker, i.e., -tape + -S and -taw + -W. 

-C 

(Also, both & and -S have other aspeaual uses as cornpletive markers; cf. section 

7.3.5.) 

(a) ni-te-tapiiii 
setB.3-stand upASP.dur 

'He is in the process of standing up.' 

(b) ne-na-tapG 
setS.3-lay down -ASP.dur 

'He is in the process of lying dowa7 

(c) ne-so'o-tap= 
setS. 3-sit down-ASP.dur 

'He is in the process of sitting down' 

Notice that -taoiiii cannot be analyzed as a plain progressive aspeaual marker, 

since many activity verbs can alternatively take -taJ and -ta~iiii, and the difference in 

meaning is based on whether the event is conceptdiied as e fdve ly  going on (i.e., with 

-W, or as having a certain duration, without reference to a time frame (i.e., with 

-taD&i3 



(a) m-lms-tspiiii 
~etB.3-n~ASP.dur 

'He d r a n  and nmdran. ' 

(b) Ba-locos-tak 
sets-run-ASP.progr 

'He is running.' 

(c) ya-saqa-tap5 
~etA-3-throw-ASP+dur 

'He throws something (e.g., to the floor).' 

'He is throwing something (e.g., to the floor).' 

(e) yi-wote-tap5 
setA-3-insult-ASP-dur 

'He insulted (and insulted) somebody.' 

(f) yi-wote-talc 
s e A  3 -insult- ASP. progr 

'He is insulting (somebody).' 

However both -& and - ta~Sii  are not available for all verb types. The following 

are examples of verbs which do aUow -tapiiii, but do not allow -W (d(35)). Here, 

-tap= imparts an iterative sense to the event, which translates with the expression 'many 

times'. This is so because these verbs describe an inherently punctual action, and when 



the whole event is conceptualized as having happened or happening over some time, 

there is a sense that it must have happened several times. 

(a) s-one-taphi C' kiunioneta 
setk I -move-ASP. dur CL van 

'(Many times) I go (to the town) by van' 

@) S-a(e)-tap* C' pedona 
setA. l -go-ASP.dur CL lagoon 

'(Many times) I go to the lagoon (e.g., in order to fish).' 

'(Many times) it gets stuck' 

Two more examples are given in (36) where -ta~iiii yields a progressive sense. 

These examples show use of -ta~iai with the verb 'hide' (36a) which, according to the 

suffix comprises an attitude that has a duration over time; similarly, 'go crazy' is 

conceptualized as a process that involves several stages. However, due to some internal 

semantic propedes, these verbs do not accept -t& (in other words, one c a ~ o t  say 

literally speaking '4 am hiding something" or "I am going crazy", using the progressive 



(a) M-60~0s-tapiiii 
setk l -hide-ASP-dur 

'I simulate (i.e., hide onesePpretend.)' 

(b) twkyaqa-taps 
~etA-3-go crazy-ASP-dur 

'He went crazy.' 

Instead of -tap* . -tapivi 'dumtive' is used with other verb sterns. Though both 

fonns share the same sense of 'durativity', synchronically they co-occur with different 

verbs, and there is no phonological or semantic conditioning for their distributioe (It is 

also important to keep in mind that both -tap* and -tap* contain a morpheme -E, in 

order to avoid potential confUsions with other aspectual suffixes -a and -a, to be 

discussed in the section 7.3.4) 

Examples of -ta~ivi are provided in (37). (3 7a-b) come fiom a folk tale, Dole, the 

"Origin of Women", that narrates how Fox steals the fire Erom Armadillo. (37a) 

describes the f k t  that animals were masticating the cooked meat; in (3%) the verb 

describes that the animals were victorious and laughing, once they were able to cook 

their food. (37% fiom Wole . refers to the segment where the animal characters are 

talking about how to distribute the women who feu kom the sky, among themselves. 

The meaning obtained fiom -tapiyi in (3%) can be either 'durative' or 'iterative'. (37d) 

comes fiom sentence elicitation: 



(a) Idek'-pWal 
de-k'e-tap@-get 
d 3 -eat-ASP. dur-DR. hither 

'They were chewing' 

(b) netotapiyet 
ne-to-tap ji-get 
setB.3-be happy- ASP-dur-DIR hither 

'They were happy' 

(C) hokal'i so' siyadipi qde-taya-tapiyi 
at that moment CL people IS-setA3-tak-ASP-dur 

'At that time, people were talking.' 

(d) hayim nalowte da' ai-yom-tapiyi hen n m p  
PR0.lsg everyday setB. 1 -drink-ASP dem water 

'Every day I drink water. ' 

Example (38) comes fiom a tale about "Chunga and Foxn, ToE'el, where Fox is 

tricked by Chunga. The verb form in (38) d m i  Chuoga's careful and slow march. 

Here, the speaker is using tdootapiyet to show that Chunga was waking slowly towards 

Fox, but also as a way of backgrounding Chunga's action with respect to Fox's actions: 

[talootapiyet] 
taloos-tapiyi-get 
setA3-walk-ASP.dur-DIR hither 

'He walked slowly (approaching to Fox).' 



7.3.3 Habitual 

Another domain that the P i l e  aspectuaI system encodes is 'habitual'. 'Habitual' 

means 'characteristic of an extended period of time'; so extended, according to Comrie 

(1 976:28), that "the situation refered to is viewed not as  an iacidentai property ofthe 

moment, but precisely, as a characteristic featwe of  the whole period". 

The verbal morpheme - p m  indicates a timeless habitual event that d e d  with 

a certain regularity. Most verbs that take -W can also take 'progressive' -& or 

'durative' -tapZi. With -jxxa the speaker does not n d I y  imply that a single 

instance of the event extends in time. -Peea may ocw with either a lexically punctual 

or durative stem, and indicates that the event takes place or took place over and over. 

-Pea can also surface with a prefixed -B 'progressive' i.e., -tatam& which is what 

obviously gives the idea of extension through time. 

Examples are given in (39). (39a-b) are taken from a narrative were the speaker is 

telling about the oldest people's way o f  fishing and roasting fish. (3%) refers to the fiwt 

that ancestors knew the art ofnan-ating folk tale$ which was passed fkom one generation 

to t!!e next, better than the young people today. 

(a) qo-i-na-pega pon qatara haso' m i y m  
IS-setA3-pick up-ASP-hab m w  and D M k m  walking stick 

'They used to piddpicked the anow and the special walking stick.' (Fish 13.1) 



(b) qeya-sum-pega 
IS-M3-sti~k-ASP.hab 

'They useci to stick it by the fire.' (e.g., meat or fish, to be roasted) 

In (40), notice the semantic contrast between some verbs f o r s  with -- and the 

same forms with other aspectual suf ies  discussed above. For instance, (40b, d, $ h) are 

marked 'progressive' to indicate that the action is going on either at the coding time or at 

the reference time: 

(a) aw-awat-pega 
setA. 2-watch-ASP- hab 

'You always look at it.' 

(b) [awawatak] 
aw-awat-tak 

-2-watch-ASP. prog 

'You are looking at it.' 

(c)  se-see-ta-pega 
d l -criticize-ASP-progr+hab 

'I generally criticize.' 

(d) se-see-tak 
d ldcize-ASP-hab 

'I am criticizing.' 



(e) si-yoq-ta-pega 
setA l -carry-ASP- progr-ASP.progr+hab 

(Q si-yoq-tak 
setk l -carry-ASP- progr-ASP- progr 

'I am carrying. ' 

(g) na-kya-ta-pega da' I-oyad 
-3-listen-ASP- progr-ASPPpmphab CPTZ Poss.3-manner 

'He u d d  to listen (for some time), according to his manner.' 

(h) na-kyaca-tak 
setA-3-listen- ASP. progr- ASP. progr 

'He is listening. ' 

(i) na-kya-tap5 
-3-listen-ASP- progr-ASP-du 

'He keeps on listening. ' 

The verb stem 'know' which is not an activity verb, does not accept 'durative' or 

'progressive' affixes, only the habitual wit6 the meaning that a "state of knowingn might 

be going on: 

(a) sa-noma-pega 
setA. l-how-ASP-hab 

'I know.' (=I know mething that is going on) 



(b) sa-noma 
wA. l -know 

'I know.' (=Somebody came and told me some news-) 

7.3 -4 Non-Progressive 

In this section , I will discuss the use of -B 'non progressive'. When using -B 'non- 

progressive', the speaker focuses on a single stage of the went in question The 

semantics of the -a a f f i x  when attached to activity verbs should not be understood as 

'W mpletive' (Pilaga has other morphemes to indicate 'completed action' to be discussed 

in the next section). 

'Non-progressive' is the meaning obtained fiom -Q with verbs that may or may not 

imply internal duration It even occurs with verbs that arguably have an inherent terminal 

point, such as 'scratch' (42g) or 'cough'(42h), but also with those that are atelic, such as 

'sleep' 'eat', or 'know' (cf (43d-e). All such verbs cau be used in the progressive, i.e., 

they accept the suffix -a. For convenience, the translation of the examples is given in 

the present tense, though since there is no tense marking in Pilagi, they could be equally 

translated as past, if the context calls for a past reading. 

(a) na-kyaa-n-a 
M. 3 -hear- ASP. non progr-Obj . sg 

'He hears something.' 



(b) so-@Ye-n 
set A l-Lie-ASP.non progr 

'I lie. ' 

(C) aw-kate-n 
setA2-Look- ASP-non progr 

'Go look!' 

(d) se-wdaca-n 
setA l -play-ASP. non progr 

' I play. ' 

(e) S-ateto-n 
setA. l -know-ASP. non progr 

'I know (e.g-, a person or a place.)' 

( f )  sa-yate-n 
setA. l -know-ASP. punctual 

'I know' (somebody told me) 

(g) se-senaa-n 
setA. 1 -scratch-ASP. punctual 

'I scratch (myself).' 

(h) sa-qaegoso-n 
setk l -cough-ASP .punctual 

'I cough. ' 

Some verbs indicate 'non-progressive' aspea by no &ace marker at aLl. Thus, 

zero marking for 'non-progressive' aspect is another possibility. I propose that 'non- 

progressive' is the default categoxy in P i l e  and that each time a verb does not exhibit 



an aspectual marker, it should be iafered that the event denotes a momentary situation 

Complete paradigms of verbs with no aspest marking in the sdace  form were given in 

Chapter V, section 5.3.1. But more examples of verb forms with zero marking for aspect 

are provided in (43): 

(a) se'et di' y-ole 
setk l -prepare CL Poss.3-fire 

'I prepare the fire- ' 

(b) si-yo 
setk1- wash 

'I wash somebody.' 

(C) S-enot 
setA 1 - jump 

(d) de-ke'e 
-3-eat 

'He eats-' 

(e) d 4 e  
setA. l -sleep 

'He sleeps.' 



7.3.5 Compietive and Resultative 

Pilaga distinguishes 'completive' and 'resuhtive' aspea through different suffixes. 

'Completive' means that the action is viewed fiom its terminal point. Resuhative aspect 

daotes a state resulting from a prior situation. Completive and resultative are, then, 

instantiated by distinct inflections: -a -Ji -g 'completive'; and -a and -B 

'resultative.' Most 'completive'l ' d t a t i v e '  m e s  are formally similar, but as will 

become clear from the examples below, the specific meaning that emerges seems to be 

based on the semantic content of the verb plus a&. The reason why some verbs have 

gramrnaticized to select one particular allomorph is unknown for the moment. 

Certain verbs mark the difference between an event that has been completed, i.e., 

completive, and the resuItant state of an event, i.e., rdtative. But others verbs fail to 

take morphology to distinguish both categories; such verbs are simply grammaticized to 

select either the resultative or the wmpletive form (or zero) to indicate that the action is 

finished. I will show the use of the completive aspect £ht, and then turn to consider the 

resultative suffuces, 

The su& -& expresses that the action has gone to completion (44a-d). In my 

data, this morpheme CO-occurs with motioncum translation verbs, but also with the verb 

'open' having a stative meaning. The translation of the forms is given in past tense, as 

should be understood in the narrative context where they come from. 



(a) se-p'a-tayi 
!&A l-hurry-ASP.cptv 

'I hucried up. ' 

'I left.' (Lit, I left completely) 

(c) yi-sama-tayi 
s e a  3-pass-ASP .cptv 

'He passed by. ' (e.g., running) 

(d) ne-wate-tayi 
setB.3-open-ASP.cpw 

'The door is open. ' 

To get either a progressive or a present meaning one cannot use -W. Compare the 

forms in (44) with those in (45): 

(a) se-p'a-tege 
MA I -hurry-ASP-DR forward 

'I hurried (but came last).' 

(b) sa-se-ge' 
setA l -go-DRthither 

'He is going away. ' 



(d) ne-wat-ege 
setB. 3 -open-DIR forward 

'He opens the door.' 

The second form -g with the meaning 'completive' occurs with a greater variety of 

predicates, both activities and processes. Examples (46a-b) come fiom elicited 

paradigms. (46c) is taken f?om a folk tale, the "Origin of the Tabacco Plant" (Ncsoge) 

and the form refers to the passage where the woman is already transformed into a 

ferocious anthropophagi being that is going to kill her husband. 

(a) G-loe-yi 
d. l -wake up-ASP.cp 

'I woke myself up. ' 

(b) wabiyi yiwosek] 
y-abi-yi i-W& 
setA.3-bum-ASP.cptv Poss. l-stew 

'My stew burnt.' 

(C) [nakdaeyi sa' lenaee] 
n-ace-d-e-yi sa* l-naCe-' 
setB. 3 -grow?-PL-ASP. cptv CL. paucal Poss. 3 - d - P L  

'Her nails had grown.' 



(d) ne-sam-yi 
setB.3-throw-AsP.q?v 

'It is fbll.' (Lit., 'It is thrown in') 

The next set in (47a-e) comain atelic predicates. LmerestingIy, yom 'drink', and 

sac9 'throw', with a completive sutfix and with a patient object become telic. The 

ungrammaticality of the sentences marked with an asterisk points out the incompatibilty 

of using a wun phase without the cumpletive aspect marker. 

(a) n-yom 
setB. 3 -drink 

'He drinks. ' 

(b) smote n-yom-yi so' n m p  
already s e t B  -3-drink- ASP . cptv CL water 

'I already drank water.' 

* m t e  nyomyi 
* socote nyom so' nocop 

(C) ya -sad  haso' pelota 
I-throw CL ball 

'He throwsrts throwing the ball.' 

(d) ya-saw-yi haso' pelota 
~Al - thro~-ASP.cpt~  CL ball 

'He threw a ball.' 
In what follows, three more fonns will be discussed: -taiii, and -a 



Aspectuai -g 'completive' is used with locative predicates to indicate that the event 

is accomplished (48). Recall that these same verb stems indicate duration (i.e., 'to be in 

the process of) through -tap* 'durative' (cf. (33)). Sexmutically, the suffix Q 

'completive' marks a Limit, a bound on the change of position denoted by the lexical 

verb, as confirmed by (48): 

(a) ni-dhei-iii 
setB .3 -stand-ASP. cptv 

'He stood up.' 

'He laid down' 

(c) ne-so-& 
setB. 3 -sit-ASP. cptv 

'He sat down. ' 

However, when focusing on the resultant state, the same set of locative verbs co- 

occur with a different suffix, i.e., -taZ 'resuItative'. 



(a) MW&] 
ni-cat-a 
setB3-stand-ASP-rslt 

'He is standing-' 

'He is lying. ' 

'He is sitting.' 

States and accomplished event verb stems which are inherently punctual, i.e., non- 

durative, indicate the resultant state of an event by attaching -u 'resuhative' to the end of 

the verb. Compare the semantic contrast between the verb form without -B ( 5 0 % ~  e)? 

and the verb with the a s p e d  &er on it (sob, d, f). 

An expression l i e  the one in (50a) is used in narratives to mark the transition of an 

action to the other ("and when hekhe finished that, the.. . "X the one in (Sob) is used when 

a class or a meeting is over. According to my consultants' interpretation, it is probable 

that the difference b e e n  (SOc and d) is based on transitivity (ie., 'have a specific 

knowledge' vs. ' h w  in general'). Though there is a meaning diffetence, my consultants 

wuld not provide an accepable Spanish parsphrase to reflect such difference. 



'It finished.' 

'It is finished.' 

'I have knowledge.' 

(d) k m - b  
setB. l -know-ASP. rsh 

'I know.' 

(e) se-lama-ta-tak 
setA 1 -be angry-rslt-ASP.progr 

'I am angry. ' 

( f )  se-lama-ta" 
setA. 1 -be angry-rslt 

'I got angry.' 

Aspectual -B derives activities into states, as in ( 5  1): 

(a) sqwt na' y-o'ok 
setk l-dry CL POSS1-skin 
'1 dry my skin (my body, in general). ' 



(b) wqa-m 
PRO 1 sg dry-AsP-r~lt 

As was discussed in 7.2.2, as directional markers -G and -S indicate 'downwards' 

trajectory. They also take part in the formation of a number of a s p e d  suffixes, 

according to the description provided in section 7.3. It is not unusual for directional 

affixes that circumscribe the trajectory of the motion event in space, to evolve into 

aspectual markers, indicating that the event is either bounded or unbounded in time as 

well. Payne (1985: 254) describes the case of Y w a ,  a Peruvian language that exhibits 

suffuces for both bounded and unbounded motion. In Yagua, while bounded ones convey 

a 'punctual' sense, unbounded ones have an 'imperfective' meaning. 

1 suggested that -ta~iai and -ta~iyi do contain -& and -J& synchronically 

homophones with the directionals -& and *. This points out that aiso in Pilaga the 

directionality-to-aspea route followed by directionals Q and -S could be the same as the 

one described for other languages. such as Yagua. But as was mentioned in 7.1, also 

directional 'concurrent motion' appears in -tapiyi. -ta~iiii and 4ta~~em4 all of which 

share the sense that events are not bounded in time. Conversely, the forms -tqi, 

-& &i do not exhibit the directional and in all such cases the event is 

construed as accomplished or finished, that is bounded in time. This hypothesis is highly 

speculative and deserves an in depth comparative and diachronic study. If the 



hypothesis that these three directionals contribute to the aspectual meaning of events is 

confirmed, an interesting typological feature for at least a group of South American 

languages will be brought up. 

7.5 Other Affixes:  -ake 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, there is one suffix -& whose 

meaning can be categorized as modal. It is not part of the a s p a d  system since it does 

not impose any time h e  over the predicate, and Memore, it does not imply that the 

speaker is coding the dinamicity or telicity conditions of such events. 

The 'desiderative' -& is used when the subject is expressing an action with an 

explicit purpose. The presence of -& is tied to verbs of desire and searching, where an 

experiencer is indicated through prefixes from Set A In such instances, the thing or the 

person desired or searched for is expressed by an object prefix if it is 1' or 2"6 (52%e), or 

a postverbal noun phrase if it is 3"1 person (52c). Despite its clear modal meaning, -&e is 

an argument structure aBx rather than a modality Note that in (52a) it combines 

with the verb 'look' to derive its basic meaning into 'look for'; similarly, a verb stem like 

(a)wat 'to watch or to observe', becomes 'to wait', with -& (52d-e). 

(52) 

(a) an-se-let-ake 
20-setA l -look- ASP. progrdesid 

'I am looking for you. ' 



(C) selake M' lapat 
se - La - ake na' lapat 
s e ~ L  1 -1ookdesid CL meat 

'I am going to look for something.' (d xla'a16 na' lapat ' I found the meat') 

(4 a-w(e)-t-ake 
setA.2-watch-ASP. progrdesid 

'You are waiting for herhim! ' 

(e) [jrawatetrake] 
ya-wate-t - d  -ake 
setA-3-watch- ASP. progr-PL-desid 

'They are waiting (for somebody).' 

h PiIagi, negation is morphologically expressed by the prefix E. It attaches to the 

verb word and precedes all person prefixes that may occur (i.e., positional class 1 in the 

verb template). 

There are other ways of conveying negative meaning (negative adverbial wana and 

negative existentials); however, since they are not part of the morphological encoding of 

negation on verbs, I will not deal with them in this section (on negative existentials, d: 

Chapter X). 

Though the locus of is the verb word, the negative prefix has scope over the 



complete clause. The negative prefix is first illustrated in (53). These clauses are part of 

a text Dole' "The Origin of Fire", told by Julio Suarez (Campo del Cielo). Notice that 

the negative prefix attaches to two different verbs, i.e., Wt 'tell' and noma 'how': 

(a) g-n-Emt-a ha-ga* yawo-' 
NEG-setE3.3-tell-Obj.sg fern-CGdistaI woman-PAUC 

'He did not tell about the women' (Dole' 008) 

(b) so' l-ayi sa-8- noma-pega macakone'e 
CL POSS3-fellow ~ G - ~ ~ ~ A ~ - ~ ~ o w - A S P  at that moment 

'His fellows did not know (about the women) at that moment.' (Dole' 01 1) 

The sentences in (54) were taken from a different text, "The Origin of Women". 

The story narrates how women fell fiom the sky and end up living with men on earth. 

(a) qalamsa S-y a-wa-n-get kaye'ma so' l -*oba  
but NEG-setA. 3 -ASP-DIR hither because CL Poss3 -sleep 

'But he did not see (them), because of his sleep.' 

(b) hokal'i sa-l-kas-ake haga* yawo* 
at that moment ~~-setA3-fomicate-desid CL women 

sa-na-wan'e haga' yawo' 
NEG-setA.3-find CL women 

'At that time they did not fornicate with women; they did not find women (or there 
were no women).' 



Notes 

Vidal and Klein (1998) state that 'irrealis' is signaled by a 'distal' marker, which 
attaches to nouns and noun phrases, though the signaling is at the pragmatic level of 
&g, and not yet at the syntactic level. Morphosyntactically, the distal marker is an 
independent word, included along with five more morphemes in the category of 
'classifiers' (& Chapter IV). Classifiers may co+xcur with other word classes, especially 
demonstratives. Likewise, for Mojave, Munro (197456) proposes that the irrealis marker 
may have developed from a demonstrative. 

2 Recall examples (22) and (23)- Chapter VI, where the prefix indicates 'trajectory' from 
the point of view of the speaker, whereas the directional SUEX is sigoaliog the path of 
motion followed by the Figure. 

3 I use 'Figure' and 'Ground' following Talmy's (1985) traditional terminology. Figure 
is the salient moving or stationary object in a motion event and the 'ground' the 
reference-object in a motion event (op-cit: 129). Figure is a semantically neutral concept 
which refers to a participant that either moves by itself or by an external force; or is 
located at a certain point in the Ground. (Elsewhere, for instance PeLaacey 199 1 I), this 
semantic role is referred to as Theme.) 
In Pilagi, the Figure does not always "move" in physical sense; with non-motion verbs 
the directional marker can be used to indicate locatedness as well. This issue will be 
explicated and illustrated in the next subsections. Also, Figure is a cover term here; we 
will see, as the discussion proceeds, that the trajectory or location can be attributed to the 
participant coded as the subject or to the grammatical object of an event. 

4 It means Chunga, in Spanish C .  

I thank Eric Pederson (p.c.) for having pointed this out to me. 

A hypothesis to be checked in the h e  is whether in B'a 'downwards' the vowel 
stands for the suffix of object number agreement (i.e., singular); similarly, peda 'towards 
a specific place' is also another candidate. The presence of the glottal stop in D but not 
in & suggests that there might a morphological process involved, and thus, that the glottal 
stop might be not just the result of the phonetic glottatization of the consonant in syllable 
initial position. 

7 In Toba, the cognate directional suffix is -wek - -eh 'Eom the inside to the 
outside'(KJein 1973 : 144). 

8 The carved part of a tree-tmnk inside which Chacosn groups prepare do-ia, a drink 
made f?om ground mezquite hit and seeds, and honey. The drink has a special use in 
religious ceremonies and festivities. 



Talmy refers to a x e s  like these as 'satellites' (1985:102). 

I0 Bybee and Dahl(1989:55) postulate that 'progressive', 'perfective' and 
'imperfective' are the most basic or 'atomic7 aspect types across the languages of the 
world. 

l' For a review of this classification, see Van Vdin and La Polla (1997:93ff). 

l2 'Reference time7 does not mean 'coding time' (Fillmore 1997:78). The 'coding time' is 
the time where the speaker or the hearer are located; the 'refmence time' here, refers to 
the narrative time. 

l3 Some languages make a distinction between 'durative' and 'progressive'. Comrie 
(1976:41) states that ' d h v e '  and 'continuous' do not address the same notions. Trask 
(1993:87) defines 'durative' as "an aspect which expresses an action or state which is 
perceived as lasting for a certain length of timen. 

14 Synchronically, it is difficult to determine the bction of -B in isolation. As said in 
section 7.1, this morpheme can be interpreted as having either a directiooal or an 
aspectual sense, always tied to either 'progressiveness' or 'duration'. In my opinion, 
there is no evidence to suggest that historically, the aspectual marker -ta-W 'Rogr. 3pl' 
described in the preceding section, and -tape occurring as part of the aspectual markers 
-ta~fi(<M+~eHiii 1 'Durative' or -tap* 'Durative' (<(ta(+pePe)+vi ) may have different 
SOUTceS. 

l5 aolama is a nominal root meaning 'fear'. 

The root is with the glottal stop probably triggering an echo e f f a  on the vowel in 
word h a 1  position (Similarly, see [ke'e] 'eat'.) 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE NOUN PHRASE 

8.0 Introduction 

We now turn to issues of syntax. In this chapter, I present an overview of nominal 

phrase structure, i.e., head and dependents. The chapter constitutes a general presentation 

of the structure of the noun phrase, since the discussion of each constituent was 

undertaken in chapter TV. (Verb phrase structure will simply be taken up as part of the 

discussion of basic clause structure in chapter DC) 

8.1 lnteraaI Structure of the NP 

The diagram in (1) represents the internal structure of a NP. Constituents in 

parenthesis are not required for the minimal NP. Repetition of the quantifier constituent 

(Q) indicates that it can be found either before or after the head: 

A noun phrase consists minimally of a head, either a noun or a pronoun (N) 

preceded by up to two types of modifiers, i.e., specifier (Specf) and quantifier (Q). The 



head can be also followed by a quantifier, an adjective and a possessive noun phrase. The 

specifier category can be filled by either a bare classifier (CL), or a demonstrative 

(Dem). A classifier can occur done, as the only specifier of the head noun. It is really 

unusual in natural discourse to h d  a noun phrase having all these coustituents. The head 

noun itself can be possessed or unposessed and W e r  categorized for a particular 

semantic class (cf. Chapter N. sections 4.1- 4.2). 

For a preliminary idea of noun phrase consitutuency, some examples are provided 

in (2). (2a-b) are examples oftwo juxtaposed phrases, a pronoun and a noun, where the 

noun is understood as predicating a state or condition for the subject, referenced by the 

independent pronouns havem and axni', respectively. The pronoun., i.e., the head of the 

subject phrase, can be modified by a quantifier a s  in (2b). In (2c) a demonstrative is 

functioning as  a proform; the quantifier in that example follows rather than p r d s  the 

demonstrative proform. 

(a) hayem pitelaca-lase 
PRO. I sg Pilaga-fern 

(b) yima am'i qose-lase-' 
Q PRO.2pI whitepenon-fern-p1 

'You're all white.' 



(c) naa-m'e enawake pitdam-lase-l 
CLdem Q PilagCfem-pi 

'Some of them are Pilaga (fern).' 

The order of possessive phrases within the noun phrase is quite rigid The examples 

in (3) illustrate the position of the possessive phrase- In (3a) the possessor follows the 

possessum (i.e., Head-Dependent), separated by a positiod classitier . The possessum 

does not require a possessive p r e k  but it may carry one, if the noun belongs to the 

category of obligatorily possessed nouns, as in (3 b) l-nate: 

(8) s-maqa [la~aqa [W y -a~ l e*ek]NP pass] Np 
setkl-come house CL Possl-sibling-masc 

'I come from my brother's house.' 

@) [SO' loroki [ haso* l-atek ,,l 
CL bag dern Pod-mother 

'his mother's bag' 

The following constructioos have, on the smface, two juxtaposed nouns that 

semantically bear a part-whole relationship between them (the order is Dependent-Head 

in all such cases)-The syntactic relationship here is not that of possessor-possessum. I 

argue that they behave more like compound nouns (cf Chapter N, section 4.4), since 

these nouns cannot be separated by a -5fying codutuent (as seen in 3a-b). 



(a) na' laqata Lapqte 
CL carandill0 leaf 

'the leaf of the carandillo (Trithrinax sp.)' 

@) na'nmt laet 
CL clothes basket 

'a basket (forkth) clothes' 

(c)  na' pedona h g e  
CL iagoon shore 

'the shore of the lagoon' 

The adjective follows the noun head; however the specifier, as already shown, is 

consistently pre- head: 

(a) nay le-ndk-' seleka-i 
CL Pod-nails-p1 short-pi 

'short nails' 

(b) na' alewa led& 
CL land black 

'black land' 

(C) M' layoqte dadala 
CL leaves green 

'green leaves' 



8.2. Possessive NPs 

Pairs of nomioals can form a phrase by means of a syntactic relationship termed as 

'possessive'. Thus, one NP can modify a head noun within a larger containing NP. The 

relationship is not expressed by the use of a case form, a s  Pilaga lacks nominal case; 

rather, it is expressed by the juxtaposition of constituents The order of the possessor NP 

with respect to the head noun is generally fixed. In example (6) the order of components 

is possessum-possessor. Very few instances with the opposite arrangement were found in 

texts. L 

A possessive prefix on the head nominal (i.e., to designate the possessor) is not 

required to mark the possessor-possessum relationship; rather, it occurs only if the 

possessed noun is obligatorily possessed, or inalienable, as in (3a). above. Interestingly 

alewa 'land' can mean both 'the world' or 'the land extension comprised by a particular 

settlement or community'. When having this second sense, the noun generally cooccws 

with a possessive prefix, but sometimes it shows up without one. Though this is 

precisely the meaning that one obtains ftom the noun in @a), I have no explanation for 

the fact that it shows up unpossessed. It could be argued that the absence of a possessive 

marker on the noun here is supplemented by the possessive pbrase that designates the 

possessor. 



(a) m' alewa hen qom-pi 
CL. prox land dem qompeople-COL 

'the Qom's land' 

(W so' Iaqayk so' i-t'a 
CL Pod-head CL Poss.3-father 

'his father's head' 

(c) da' 1-aiiacak so' Ie'em 
CL Poss3-strength CL man 

'the man's strength' 

The next is the only example of the order possessor-possessum encountered in the 

corpus: 

so' siyarawa da' Io-qolana 
CL person CL Poss3-fear 

'The man's fear' 

As conveyed by the diagram in (l), the scope of a specifier (i.e., the classifier or 

the demonstrative) is a test for NP consituency. Each noun cooccurs with one and only 

one specifier; therefore, if there are two specifiers? they indicate the existence of two 

separate NPs (though an NP could be embedded within another): 



CL strength CL man 

8.3 Adiectives as Noun Modifiers 

Noun phrases in Pilagi can also contain adjectives, or adjective phrases. The 

seneral rule is that adjectives are contiguous to the Ns they are understood as modifying 

when fbnctioning as attniutes. For clarification it is important to note that adjectives can 

also precede Ns. But in this case, the adjective functions as a predicate (9b and 9d) and is 

not part of a single NP with the Noun Compare the following: 

(a) na' emek tadaik 
CL house big 

'the big house' 

(b) tadaik na' emek 
big CL house 

'The house is big.' 

(C) henho' n m p  yeEi omyi 
dem water very cold 

'this very cold water' 



(d) y&i omyi hen n m p  
very cold dem water 

'This water is cold,' 

In (9b) the adjective is not in the attn'butive position, inside the noun phrase headed 

by na' emek 'the house', and is not under the scope of the classifier a 'proximal'. 

Similarly, in (9d), the whole adjective phrase is out of the scope of the specifer. 

The following excerpt also confirms the -on of adjectives as predicates when 

occuring to the iefk of the noun head. The text was written by a young native speaker, 

AIejmdm Rodas, ffom the community of Laqtmatanyi (the adjective fimctioaing as the 

predicate is underlined): 

da' I-asorok hen laqafa yataqta Eimqdiai 
CL Poss3-form dem carandill0 very h 

'The form of the carandillo (palm, sp.) is very firm' 

qataw yolel hen lscok 
and fbry dem PO&-ped, skin 

'and its peel, fray' 

setet'eta na' leh 
sharp CL thorn 

'sharp, its thom' 

qanEe han leh da' ygpoq 
and dem thom conj setA3-mature 

'and when the thom matures' 



me'e t-aya layomt na' l-ayoqte-1 
then setA3-change hair CL Poss.3-leave-PL 

'its leaves change into a hairy thing.' 

Further' the noun for which an adjective Jerves as an attniute can be omitted when 

the referent is understood fiom the coatext. The following example belongs to a 

description about the different forms and uses of the mezquite tree, a very typical 

Chacoan tree species. Thus, the mezquite tree is the topic of the description and the m 

map& 'mezquite tree' has been mentioned in some previous sentences. Here, the speaker 

stresses two distinct kinds of mezquites, according to their sizes: 

w'o M' saleka ; w'o M' tadaik 
EXIST CLsmall EXIST CL big 

'There is a small (one) (and) there is a big one.' 

Then, the speaker continues describing the stages towards obtaining the fh i t  of the 

plant and says: 

qo-y-Iake ='map ; qo-y-lake na' no'oin 
IS--3-look for CL mezquite ISsetA3-look for CL good 

'Then one looks for the fh& one looks for the good one.' 



Notes 

In Chapter K, seaion 9.2.3 -3 I discuss word order variation in 
Pilagi The intonation and pauses in cases of order variation have not been checked. 



SYNTAX OF THE BASIC DECLARATIVE CLAUSE 

9.0 Introduction 

This chapter examines the major f a e s  of simple clauses, a topic which has not 

been explored in the previous chapters. C d  issues discussed here are the encoding of 

the major syntactic fhctions of 'subject' and 'object' in independent clauses, and the 

distinction between underived objects and applied objects. The latter is a phculariy 

interesting problem since Pilagi lacks adpositions and case marking for nouns. Thus, 

syntactic hnctions will be defined according to languagespecific grammatical 

properties. I will proceed by surveying declarative intransitive and transitive sentences 

(9.1-9.2); then I will turn to discuss basic ditransitives (9.3); and finally, derived 

transitives and ditransitives (9.4). 

9.1 Simple Intransitive and Transitive Sentences 

There are two types of declarative clauses: verbal and non-verbal. In a verbal 

clause the predicate can have one or more arguments, marked by a prefix on the verb 

snd/or a noun p h .  The fact that subjects and objects can be indicated through NPs 

may give the misleading impression that a clause requires them. In texts, dauses may 

lack subject and object noun phrases, especially after the first mention of a r e f i  , or if 



the referent is understood from the context, as exampies in (1) demonstrate. Another 

featlae of Pilaga clause structure to bear h mind is the lack o f  adpositional phrases to 

express either core arguments or obliques. 

The following excerpts come fiom two written tacts: da' v'akoq "The Fishingn by 

Donato Upez (Pom Navagiin), and Haso' Yaena Old Woman" by Ignacio Silva 

(Barrio Qompi). Example (la) comes from a passage that tells one activity that men may 

do when they go fishing, i.e., honey-collection; (Ib) describes the colledion, grinding 

and storage of mezquite f i t .  Example (1)  includes a number of verbs attributed to the 

same subject. Notice that in ( l a) SO' sivaawa 'the other person' is the subject of  the 

following three verbs, two of which share the same object, indicated by the noun phrase 

qatek lamat 'bee', then referenced by a demonstrative proform nsm'e. In (lb) the verbs 

qoyaCanyi and crovivamacat lack a h c e  NP, since the referent (i.e., the ground 

mezquite) is understood fiom the context. 

(a) naE'e so' siyarawa laqaya yi-10-ta-pi-segem yi-lotake 
conj CL person brother -3-look-ASP-DiR-DIR setA.3-look for 

qatek lapaaxt da' yi-la'a naE'e yi-lot-ege nam'e t-ae-ya 
bee (sp.) conj setA3-find con. setA.3-watch-DIR dem -3-go-DIR 

'Then another person starts looking (up), looks for the bee; and when he finds (it) 
then he watches it (with the sight), (where) it goes.' 

(b) qo-i-kona ga' n m k i  kodage lo'ok 
IS-setA3-pick C L  bag pig(sp.) leather, sldn 

qa-y-aEa-n-yi Y- W ' e  qo-yi-yamacat nd'e 
IS-setA.3-throw-ASP-DIR -3-finish conj IS--3-keep conj 



da' ma&qaga no10 
CL dem day 

'One picks a bag of m a j i  (pig, sp.) leather and throws it (=the grinded mezquite) 
in and keep it for one futute day.' 

When several participants are made explicit through noun phrases, the order of such 

nouns phrases after the verb is rather flexible (see 9.2 for a fidl treatment of three- 

argument clauses). Notice that the ndings of (2a) and (2b) are essendally the same. 

(a) so' siyam wa y w e m  haso' naio m' yawo 
CL man -3-give dem fhit dern woman 

'The man gave the h i t  to the woman' 

(b) so siyacawa y-anem h a '  yawo haso' nalo 
CL man &3-give dem woman dem h i t  

'The man gave the hit to the woman.' 

The prevehal sbt is, however, more constrained, in a transitive clause, the leftmost 

noun phrase is the subjdAgent: 

(a) so yawo y-anem M' siyarwva haso' d o  
CL woman setA3-give dem man dem fiuit 

'The woman gave the fhit to the man' 



(b) ai' yawo de-taya-pege so' sjamwa 
CL woman setA3-talk-DIR CL person, man 

'The woman is talking to the man.' 

(C) SO' s i y a m  de-taya-pege 3 yawo 
CL persoq man seV13-tdk-DIR CL woman 

'The man is taking to the woman.' 

9.2 Coding Properties of Subiects vs. Obiects 

Overt coding properties, i.e., morphological properties and word+der, serve prima 

facie to distinguish grammatical relations (see Keenan 1976, G i v ~ n  1995, inter alia). In 

PiIagi, while morphology is very relevant to the syntactic roles of subject and object, 

word order is only somewhat rdevanf though not to the same degree as case-marking, 

seen in the choice of verb prefix sets (Chapters V-VI). Assuming Dixon' S terminology 

(1979; 1994), the order of noun phrases for transitive clauses is (A)VO, and VS for 

intransitives. Thus, case-marking enables one to distinguish subjects k m  non-subjects in 

this language; but constituent order does not distinguish betweem intransitive subject vs. 

non-subject NPs, or between "types of objectsn. Also in 9.1, I have shown that more than 

one non-subject noun phrase can occur after the verb, and that these can occur in any 

order with respect to each other. 

Three aspects of the overt coding system of 'subject* and 'object' in P i l e  will be 

considered here: (a) case-marking; @) number agreement; and (c) word-order. The first 

two were extensively treated in Chapter V, though for completeness, 1 will briefly rewiew 

them here, and then will discuss word order in more detail, 



9.2. I Pronominal Case Marking 

The grammar of Pilagh makes a morphosyntactic distinction between 'subject' and 

'object' through case-marking in bound pronominal prefixes. 

In chapters V and I have shown that verbs cross-refizence the subject through 

prefixes organized in two distinct formal sets, which I have called set A and set B. 

Furthermore, transitive and ditransitive v d s  (i.e., verbs with two objects, such as patient 

and dative) may index the person category of the object participant through either object 

prefixes or independent pmnouns that precede the subject prefix (though only 1" or 2"6 

person objects have non-zero forms). In this respect, see also (4) for W e r  illustration 

(a) w ' a d  aomi qo-parpawigen-ek-e da' =y-e'et na' Cikena 
first PRO. I PL IS-setk3-teach-DIR-PL CL IS--3-make CL arrow 

'F- they taught us how to prepare fit. somebody prepares) the arrow.' 

Third persun object participants are zero marked on the verb or are expressed 

through a noun phrase, and object prefixes are in complementary distniution with full 

NPs. In contrast, nothing prewents an independent pronoun functioning as subject f?om 

co-mauing with the subject verb prefix. For this reason, there is an asymmetry between 

'subject' and 'object' as to the status of bound pronominal prefixes. 



9.2.2 Number Agreement 

Number agreement for subjects and objects is also morphologically indicated on the 

verb through distinct sets of &es. In Chapter V, I stated that object number suEbces 

are optional and may indicate plural number of the transitive object, and of the 

intransitive subject; though this marking system does not apply to all intransitive subjects 

(only to the subject of motion verbs, as examples provided in (1 1) of Chapter V, attest). 

This means that for intransitive subjects, two systems co-exist for the marking of the 

plural category: object plural suffixes, agreeing with the subject of  some intransitive 

verbs (but also with transitive objects); and subject number suffixes, agreeing with the 

subject participant of transitive verbs and of most intransitive verbs. 

9.2.3 Word Order 

As noted in 9.1, Pilaga exhibits two basic constituent orders in declarative 

sentences: transitive (A)VO and intransitive VS. Some variation on these dominant 

patterns is possible, as will become clear from the discussion found in this section- 

In 9.1, we saw possible variation in the order of noun phrases when the verb 

governs two objects (ditransitives will be -er treated in 9.2). In this section, however, 

I will concentrate on word order in intransitive and transitive clauses, that is the 

discussion is restricted to clauses with one core-argument and with two core-arguments. 



In transitive declarative clauses, the subject precedes the verb, while the object 

quite rigidly follows the verb, as  shown in (5a). Sentences (Sc) and (5d) are the V0 type, 

with no overt NP subject. 

(a) hada'm'e yi - k iy -am G' nmtolek 
dem, fern setG3- feed-Val2 CL child 

'She feeddfd the chiId.' 

@) so' siyarawa y -mt-e - taps  so' I-ole 
CL person setk3-hide-ep.vow-ASP CL Poss.3-fire 

'That person was hiding his fire.' 

(c) qanae'e S- aw- qo haso' nota 
conj setA.1-make-P1 CL-fern note 

'And we wrotdprepared a note.' 

(d) naC'e yakon-a so' Low-ki &a--10 'oq 
and setA. 3-take-Obj.sg CL Poss.3-bag-NC1 deer-skin 

'And she took her bag of M e  brown deer skin' 

Transitive sentences where the 3" person object is referenced pronominally are 

possible. In (6a-b) the verb carries a subject prefix fiom set 4 and the clause is 

interpreted as transitive with two human participants involved. The demonstrative 

pronoun r e f m  to the object can be added after the verb but not before it, as the 



ungram.matidity of (6b) shows: 

(a) 8-s-e' et ( d e  ho') 
30-SetGI-fix CLdem 

(b) *doho' S-e'et 
CLdem d l - f i x  

'I fix him.' 

According to the description provided in Chapter V, section 5.2.3. l' and zd object 

participants come before the verb, never after it. The OV distribution, therefore, holds 

when the participant is in or 2* person, but V0 ifit is 3" person, suggesting the 

existence of hierarchy based on 'person'. Pil@ reflects a by now well-recognized 

topicality hierarchy present in many languages of the world, by which l* and p persons 

are prominent over 3" persons (on this topic, cf seminal work by Silverstein 1976; 

DeLancey 198 1 and Givon 1984, inter alia). On South American languages, Payne 

(19943 16) argues that there is a person hierarchy in the inverse system of TupiGmani 

languages. Verb prefixes p r e f d a l l y  mark spsech act participants on the verb. over 3" 

person, regardless of whether the participant denoted by the prefix is A or 0. In the case 

of Pilagii, the person hierarchy is evident not ody in vab  marking (ld and 2"d get 

marked by overt prefixes, while 3" is zero marked on the verb), but also in constituemt 



order, since 1' and 206 person participants, whether cliticized or not, come before the 

verb, whereas 3" persons are postverbal. 

There is one instance where the object can come before the verb: when the subject 

is an indefinite subject or defocused participant (Chapter V, seztion 5.2.4). Note the 

position of the NP object in (7), suggesting that both orders, i.e., V0 and OV are 

acceptable. 

(a) qo-y-alat ha-di' yawo 
IS-setA.3-kill fern-CL woman 

'Somebody killed the woman.' 

(b) hadi' yawo q-y-aiat 
dem. fern woman IS-setA-kill 

'Somebody killed the woman7 

In Wag&, the VS order is typical of existential clauses and of those carrying motion 

verbs. Sentences (8a) and (8b) correspond to intransitive motion verbs. In (8a-b) the S 

introduces a new human participant in the discourse. This pattern is widely attested in 

other languages (arch as Spanish and in English presentationals). 



(a) 0- ek fia-so' Nell 
-3-go femCL Nelly 

'Nelly arrived.' 

(b) yataqta n d i d - i  yi  so' gerente 
but setB. 3- come-DIR CL boss (Sp. Ioamv.) 

'But the boss came.' 

Examples of existentid consmctions with VS order are given in (9). Pilaga speakers 

do not accept the reverse order when the verb position is filled by an existential marker 

and its complement is a noun phrase: 

(a) w'o so' y-emek 
EXIST CL Poss. l-house 

'There was my-house (a house for me=I had a house).' 

0) Qaya' so' n m p  
NEG-EXIST CL water 

'There was no water- ' 

VS order with existentials and verbs of motion serves as a presentative device. In 

P i l e  so-called 'existentials' w'o and qya'  are not true verbs. Morphologically, they 

do not exhibit most verbal categories (i.e., subject case-markers, direction or aspect) that 

the other verbs do. (On Existential and W o d  sentences, see Chapter X) 



In general VS with intransitive verbs is the preferred word order pattern, and in 

elicitation, speakers reject the .CV order, even with non-aistential and non-motion 

intransitive verbs, as in (lob and 1 Od). (However, cf section 9.2.3.3 on possible word 

order variation.) 

(a) ni-li-iii na' alewa 
setB.3-flow-DIR CL land 

'The land covered (with water)'. 

(b) * na' alewa niliiii 

(c) ne-taya-pe-l'at da' yawo' 
setB.3-speak-DRREn CL woman 

'The woman speaks to herself.' 

(d) *da' yawo' ne-taya-pe-l'at 

Like (g), (1 1) shows a motion verb and a postverbal subject W. However, unlike 

(8), (1 1) is very difficult to parse because another htransitive motion verbs follows the 

subject NP (i.e., VSV, either [VSIV or V[Sq). Thus, it is uncertain whether the NP 

should go with V, or Vz 

Example (l  l )  describes the episode when the people, the fishermen, had to jump 

over a make on their way back to the camp. The snake (so' nanaik) was introduced in the 

previous clause. Though the verb exhibits a directional marker -1ege 'over', the location 



over which people jump (the snake) is not made explicit by an NP, since it is understood 

fiom the preceding context. 

qanE'e qo-~qawa-lege som'e siyaradipi qo-y-ibid-cg'a 
and IS-d3-jumpDIFt CL-dem people IS-setA.3-come-DIR 

'And the people jumped over, they camelarrived in the camp.' 

(12), fkom the same narrative text, describes the moment when the women fell. The 

subject noun phrase, so' yawodipi 'the women', is adjoined to the end of the cIause, in a 

kind of appositive position, rather than directly &er the verb. Therefore, the subject NP 

may come immediately after the verb, or a W e r  fkom the verb. 

BEiyoro-ge' so' piyem hanE'e ho' qomle etaya-pi-ii'a 
setA.3-come-DIR CL sky and dem afterwards d3-fX1-DIR-DIR 

henho so' yawodipi 
there CL women 

'They came fiom the sky, and then they fell there, the women.' 

(13) is taken fiom a different text, Nesoge, told by Ignacio Silva (Barrio Qompt? 



This is an intransitive sentence bearing the existential form w'o followed by its 

complement (what it is predicated to exist, i.e., so* pqa'net 'spirits that give strength and 

power to mythical characters and to shamans in general'). Example (13) c o ~ s  the VS 

pattern for existential constructions. 

w'o so* paya'get hasom'e yawo 
EXIST CL spirits dem-fern woman 

'And there was this spiritual strength for the woman' (Lit, 'there were spiritual 
entities for the womaa ') 

9.2.3.3 Other Word Order P atterns 

The order of constituents in transitive and intransitive sentences shows some 

variation with respect to the apparently basic VONS patterns. Variation concerns 

especially the lexical expression of the sentence subject. In this section, I will describe 

such variants and elaborate on an explanation for them My analysis is that lexical 

expressions referring to subjects are less argumental than those referring to objects (Le., 

the bound pronominal markers are the necessary and suEicient markers of the subject). 

Texts performed by tradiional speakers do show cases of SV arrangement. This is 

illustrated in ( 14H 1 5). (14) comes 60m a mmtive about the "Origin of Women", told 

by Alberto Navamte At the point of clause (14), he describes how the 

guard of the camp, the mythical bird Wole, calls the fishamen back to the camp to see 



the women, who had just fallen 60om sky into earth The intransitive verb ~aEawo 

describes the motionaun trajectory of the men (so' sivadipi). 

hanaE'e so' siyamdipi yaa-WO hokal'i qo-ya-Ca-WO so' l-imhqa 
and CL people d 3 - m o v e - D I R  then IS-setA3-move-DIR CL Poss3-camp 

'And the people came; then they came to  their camp.' 

Instances of postverbal lexical subjects in transitive clauses (i.e., VA) are very rare, 

though possible. In (1 5 )  so' npotanek 'the guard' occurs &er the transitive verb. 

asnak hokal'i so' npotanek "am'i y-aqaya aw-seda-iii ho' " 
setA.3-say then CL guard 2PL Poss. l-brother setAZ-cawe,write-DIR dem 

'The guard said "You, my brothers, dig there." 

Therefore, according to ( 14) and (1 5), AV and VA for transitive clauses, but also 

VS and SV with intransitives, are possible for the position of the lexical NP subject. One 

interpretation of these distribution Gets is that, since the lexical expression of the subject 

is not obligatory (except when a participant is introduced for the first time in the 

discourse), the noun phrase explicitly mentioning the subject must have the status of an 

adjunct, instead of being truly m e n t a l ,  and this is the reason why it does not have a 

rigid position within the clause. Any possible effkct of intonation and pauses on word 



order variability needs to be investigated on the basis of texts; it might be the case that 

adjoined phrases do not form a phonological unit with the rest of the predicate, but are 

phrased separately fiom the rest of the clause 

Up to this point, I have argued that the dominant constituent orders are VS for 

intransitives and (A)VO (or VO) for transitive clauses; but also that in the m t i v e s  by 

older speakers there are instances of SV and VA order. I have found that word order 

variabilility correlates with a generational difference, but this correlation needs to be 

explored in more depth. In oral and written texb by younger speakers, the correlation 

with the AVONS amgement is very strong. Setting written texts aside, which are 

obviously more planned and lack the intonational junctures and pauses typical of an oral 

performance, I compared the information provided by older speakers with the oral 

narratives produced by younger speakers. With a very high consistency, subject and 

object noun phrases follow the basic (A)VONS patterns in the narratives of younger 

Pilaga speakers, while those provided by older traditional speakers show the word order 

variants described above. 

Another element that reinforces the idea that word order is more flexible in the 

speech of older traditional speakers is the existence of discontinuous expressions at the 

NP level. Relevant examples are given in ( 16). They constitute clear cases of split 

constituents, where the demonstrative modifier in (l6a) and the genitive in (16b) have 

been left-dislocated from their heads. Note, in parrim, that these are examples of 

intransitive sentences where the subject head follows the verb. Neither here, have I 



verified the existence of different intonation contours or longer pauses, compared to 

when NP constituents are contiguous to each other. 

(a) sorn'e siyamwa kal'i di-h-i-y-a som'e di-ya-tak 
dem people then setA. 3-Listen-PL-ep-Obj sg dem setA-341-ASP 

'The people then heard him; the guard was calling (them-)' 

(b) hasom'e vawo n-aCe-da-yi sa* I-ewe 
dem- fern woman setB.3-grow nails-PL-ASP CL. pauc Poss.3 -nails 

'And the woman's nails had grown' 

Having shown the coding properties of subjects and objects in intransitive and 

transitive sentences, I will now turn to consider the distriiution and nature of postverbal 

noun phrases in ditransitives. 

9.3 Ditransitive Sentences 

I have argued on languageinternal grounds that there is a clear distinction between 

'subject' and 'object'. The major difficulty arises in determining the syntactic functions 

of the nonsubjects in ditransitive sentences. Most ditransitive sentences in texts exhibit 

only one NP lexical objea; and when both object participants are 3" persou, pragmatic 

conditions determine which is marked by a prefix on the verb, and which by a lexical M? 

The basic word order pattern for ditransitive sentences is (A)V O1 Or 



(a) Y-an-ern haso' d o  M' yawo 
setA.3-give-DAT dem fiuit dem woman 

'HdShe gave the fruit to the woman' 

(b) 0-Y-m-a h&' yawo haso' nalo 
3 0 -  setA.3-give-DAT dem woman dem fhit 

'HdShe gave the woman the h i t . '  

But since one object participant can be referenced on the verb, ditransitive clauses 

may exhibit a single postverbal noun phrase. In all cases the dative object is expressed 

through a prefix or an independent pronoun if 1" and zUd person, whereas the 3d penon 

patient object is instantiated by a noun phrase (see Chapter V, Obiect Marking). (1 8) 

illustrates what has been stated: 

(a) S-y-an- haso' ndo 
3 0 -  setA-3-give-DAT dem h i t  

'He/She gave (somebody) the f i t . '  

(b) an-y-an-ern haso' d o  
20-setA3-give-DAT dem hit 

'He gave you the h i t . '  

h this section, however, I will fbcus on those clauses that have two NP objects, 



both 3" person participants. This type of clause is extremely rare in texts, and for that 

reason the examples provided below come fiom sentence-eIicitation 

As suggested in 9.1 and further illustrated in (V), two object NPs after the verb can 

occur in either order with respect to each other. The tendency is to assume that when two 

noun phrases are involved in a sentence, any preverbd W is the subject. A sentence Like 

(19) is not ambiguous; there is no other interpretation for the noun phrase 

h a '  yawo 'the woman' than to be the subject of that sentence. 

h d '  yawo 8-y-anem haso' nalo 
dem woman 30-setA.3-give dem f i t  

'The woman gave somebody a Eiuit' 

Both patient and dative object NPs can be moved before the verb if the agent has 

been defocused through 'indefinite subject'. (20a-c) are all acceptable sentences. This 

does not mean that the operation of agent defocusing necessarily triggers fionting or 

dislocation of the NP object (recall that these examples come fiom sentence elicitation, 

and in texts the consistency with which an object NP follows the verb is pretty robust): 

(a) qo-y-an-em h&' yawo da' onole nede 
IS--3-give-DAT dem-fem woman CL one book 

'Somebody gave the woman one book' 



@) haih'e yawo qo-y-anem da' onole nede 
dem-fern woman IS-setA3-give CL one book 

'Somebody gave the woman one book' 

(c) da' onole nede qo-y-anem haiii' yawo 
CL one book IS-setA.3-give demfem woman 

'Somebody gave the woman one book' 

Apart tkom nouns, demonstratives functioning as proforms can play the role of a 

verb's object. The pronominal form can address the only object of a transitive verb (see 

(6) above), or the dative object of a ditransitive verb (21). In both cases, the 

demonstrative pronoun follows the verb, never preceds it: 

(a) y-anem haso' da' onoie nede 
setA.3-give demfem CL one book 

'He/She gave her one book.' 

So far we have seen that the two objects in ditransitive clauses share a number of 

properties in common. However, Pilaga does not seem to differentiate between a direct 

and an indirect object. And as for the distinction between 'primary object' (i.e., the 

indirect object in a &transitive clause or a direct object in a monotransitive clause) and 

'secondary object' (i.e., the direct object in a diaansitive clause) @ryer 1986)' the 

evidence that such categories exist in this language is not compelling. Pilaga treats the 

ody object of a transitive clause and the dative of a ditraositive clause the same, but it 

also treats the only object of a transitive and the patient of a ditransitive the same. There 



is an asymmetry between objects based on personhood, not on the semantic role of the 

participant. Pilaga has a grammatical rule by which if it is 1" or 2°6 person, participants 

have to be marked, whereas 3" person objects are never overtly marked on the verb. 1' 

and 2nd person are speech act participants and as such, human objects. 

9.4 Derived Transitive and Ditransitive Sentences: 

Pilaga proves to be one of those languages where an extra argument which is 

semantically a Benefactive, a Commitative, Instrumental, or Locative are allowed in the 

derived argument structure of the verb. In many other languages, non-core participants 

are expressed in oblique adpositional phrases, and optional applicative constructions are 

used to create derived argument fkames, which allow these participants into the core. But 

since Pilaga does not have oblique noun phrases, I have to assume that all such 

participants are obligatorily treated as derived core arguments whenever they occur, in 

the absence of good evidence to assert the opposite. In this section, I will examine 

derived two- and three-argument clauses. 

9.4.1 Derived Core Arguments 

The Pilaga verb includes suffixes that indicate the semantic roies of Benefactive, 

Dative, Comitative and Instrumental. While locatives are generalIy marked by 

directionals on the verb (and an optional NP may explicitly corefer to the putative 



location), Instrumentals and Comitatives are indicated by two morphemes that do not 

belong to the group of directionals markers. 

Vabs behave differently as to whether they can take an extra applied argument. 

Also, the coocurrence of these suffixes and an external noun phrase highly depends on 

the pragmatics of communication The lexical NP may not surface if both the speaker and 

the hearer know whom or what is being talked out I will now turn to discuss the 

encoding of all these derived arguments. 

9.4. I.  1 Benefactives 

In this section I will discuss Benefactive applicatives with different verb classes. 

Benefactives are participants for whose benefit some action is performed (Van Valin and 

La PoIla 1997185). 

With cognate object verbs, the suffi -1-e signals the addition of a participant to 

the basic verb argument structure of the simple root. The form l e ~ e  'odover' was 

included in the group of directional markers, because it is in the meaning of this form: it 

signals the location where the action of the verb takes place. But interestingly, apart fiom 

indicating location, syntactically it functions as an appl idve marker with benefactive 

meaning. 

For the benefactive meaning, the added argument is human, and can be made 

explicit by a noun phrase if it is 3" person Thus, assuming a basic argument structure 

that includes < Agent, (Theme) > (the Theme is in parentheses since for some verbs it is 

cognate with the verb, and as such it is not msde explicit), the derived stem adds a 



benefkctive so that the verb fhme becomes <Agent, (Theme), Benefactive >. The &Ex 

lege thus allows an extra noun phrase to be used in the sentence. 

In (22a,c,cg). I provide examples of cognate-object vabs whose non-derived basic 

forms involve an Agent and a Theme. (22b,d, $ h) show the same verb in its derived 

form, with a benefkctive participant: 

(22) 

(a) de-wow-tak ai' lapat' 
-3-cookstew-ASP-prop CL meat 

'Helshe is cooking the meat.' 

(b) de-wose-lege ai* t q o  
setA.3 -cook stew-DIRodover CL uncle. 

'He cooks for his uncle. ' 

'He is singing. ' 

(d) d-ona-lege hada' yawo 
-3-Sing-DIR onfover dem. fern woman 

'He sings for the woman.' 

(e) d-asot 
-3-dance 

'He/she dances or is going to dance-' 

(f) d-asotclege hada' yawo 
~etA3-dm~.vow-DIRon/over demAm WO- 

'Hebe dances for the woman' 



(g) hayem il-oye-a 
PRO. 1 SG setB. l-cry-ASP-non progr 

(h) hayem ii-oye-lege m' siyaawa 
PRO. I SG S&. l -cry-DRodover CL person, man 

'I cry for this person.' 

In (23)- a transitive verb like mara - maq 'send' includes an Agent and a Theme in 

its basic W e .  Thus, in (23a), the underived verb mara - maq, does not make the 

location explicit by a noun phrase, but in (2%-c) l e e  brings a new participant to the 

clause. This participant is a location, understood as a goal. (In a broad sense, benefkctives 

are also goals.) The NP that makes explicit the location is underlined in (23b-c). Like in 

(U), also in (23b) lee functions as an applicative. N d c e  that in (Z3b) the speaker 

signals the eventual location of the Theme as a 'far away' place (Formosa city is about 

300 km. kom where the speaker is located), via the d i i o n a l &  'thither': 

(a) na-maq haso' n-ede-lae't 
setB. 3-send demfem Pou.3-he-piece, part 

'He sent a Ietter.' 

@) ya-m-lege -- he'n n'onaca so' l-ko'ot 
63-send-DIRodover dem field CL Poss.3-son 

'He sent his son (over) to the field' 



(C) ya-maa-ge' so' loko'ot da' Formosa 
d3-takqsend-DIRaway CL son CL Formosa city 

'He sent his son (away) to Formosa' 

(24) shows examples where occurs with intransitive motion verbs. The same 

verbs can occur both with we or with other directional suffixes. But in (24), the verb 

root plus l ~ e  has the sense that another human being is involved. This second 

participant is in Eict a Lmative, but this reading can be the result of the motion feature 

conveyed by these verbs. 

(a) S-a-lege 
setA l -go-DIRodover 

'I am passing by somebody's house'. 

'I am tracking somebody (=I am over somebody's traces.)' 

Also in (25), & seems to be applying a new argument to the verb. Like in (24)' 

The NP that makes explicit the location in (25a-b) is underlined: 



(a) sa-na-lege G' nkivada haso' tacaki 
setA. I -put-DIRodover CL table femdem pot 

'He put the pot on the table' 

(b) se-kode-lege so' n m p  &' y4ek  
setk l -pour-DRodover CL water CL Poss. l -son 

'I poured water on my son.' 

Example (26) constitutes a further illustration of the applicative usage of 1-e 

'on/over7. The example corresponds to a segment of the mythical tale Wole ("The origin 

of Women"), when the women discovered Parrot (so' ele') up in the tree, while he was 

watching them. (Several pieces of information are missing fiom this specific section of 

text, such as the &acts that women threw to Parrot, e.g. charcoal-grilled chops, 

according to one of my consultants. I have added them in the translation, for a bmer 

understanding of the passage.) Though not made explicit through a W, Parrot is the 

locus, to which 1-e makes reference: 

Hokal'i haso' yawodipi qo-4-ik-tape-lege qo-ya-saqa-ta-lege 
then dem.fem women IS-setA3-go-ASP-DIR IS-setA3-throw-ASP-DIR 

'Then the women went over (him), throwing [charcoal-grilled chops] onto (him).' 



9-4-12 Datives 

In Pilagi, there are no inherently t r ident  verbs; in order to have a Dative argument 

any verb that describe change of possession or social interaction (Levin 1993), including 

'give' needs to be indicated through a. This suffix has two domorphs, a - 
-m - based on whether the preceding sound in a consonant or a vowel. 

Thus, when verbs have - -m as part of their derived form,e.g. 'give', 'allow' or 

'tell', it means that they are lexically subcategorized for a third core argument in their 

h e .  In their basic argument structure' these verbs have two participants <Agent, 

Theme>. These verbs can be used without as simple transitive verbs. For that 

reason, I argue that is an applicative when it occurs. The form looks to derive 

kom the root 'give', which has become a Dative applicative for some verb forms. 

(a) am S-an-em so' pan 
PR0.2sg setA l -give-DAT CL bread 

'I gave you bread. ' 

'I allow you (to do something).' 

(c) a-s-aqta-n-em so' S-tesoqo 
3 0-set& l -sayI- ASP-D AT CL Poss. l -uncle 

'I told (something) to my uncle.' 



(d) qod-aqta-n-em iii Xose da' n d i '  i6' Sedacakien 
IS-setA. 3 -say-ASP-D AT CL Joseph CL setE3 -3 -arrive CL prop. name 

'Somebody told Jod that Sedaden (=Ignacio's Pilagi native name) had 
arrived. ' 

(e) s-aqta-ta-pege-m so' kotacak so' yawo da' n-oye-tak 
seb4 l-say-ASP-DIR-DAT CL problem CL women CL setB.3-q-ASP 

'I was explaining the problem to the woman who was crying' 

All these verbs are basically transitives; most of them do not need to mark a dative 

object, but when they do, needs to occur on the verb. Thus, -em is an index a 

valency-increasing profess by allowing the introduction of a third core participant. 

9.4.1 -3 Comitatives and hsmmentals 

Comitatives are participants who, concurrently with a semantic Agent (or 

sometimes an Undergoer), perform the action denoted by the verb. Iostrumentals are 

entities manipulated by an agent in the carrying out of an action (Van Valin and La Polla 

1997:85). 

Comitatives and Instrumentals are indicated through suffixes on the verb in P i l e  

The suffixes mark the added role; the arguments are part of the new verb stem 

Both suffixes allow the inclusion of a noun phrase. But the case of Intnuneds is a 

little bit diffaent h m  Comitatives, and even fiom Datives- Interestingly, if the 

Xntrumental noun phrase is explicit, the Theme cannot be made explicit. Thus, the verb 

root governs only one argument and the presence of the Intrumental does not bring up a 



change in tnmsitivity; rather what the Instrumentat applicative causes is a re-arrangement 

of the semantic roles of the derived verb form- 

Comitathes are indexed by -, a form which was found to occur with some nouns 

to mean 'companion', and was analyzed as a 'noun class marker' (see Chapter N. Noun 

classes). As a comitative marker on the verb, it is scarcely productive and the examples 

that I registered come 6om sentence-elicitation I assume that the usage of m was much 

more fkequeot in an earlier stage of the language.' 

(a) di' nmtolek l-ona-n-wa hada' yawo 
CL child SetC.3-work-ASP-COM dem, fern woman 

'The child works with the woman.' 

m-wana-wa @) -- 
setB. l -eat-COM 

'I eat with someone.' 

'I trust W e r .  ' 

Some of the forms in (28) have person prefixes that are identical to possessive 

markers. This is not surprising since, as I showed in Chapter V, some verb prefix sets 

exhibit a coalescence of nominal possessive and verbal person prefixes into a single 

inflectional verb paradigm. The verb form in (28c) has been also registered with the 



meaning of 'trust each other'. In that case the verb, rather than showing the C o d v e  

s u m  carries a reciprocal marker (see (29)): 

(a) so' siyacawa sa-n-bit-e-t-a't-ae so' naegacawa 
CL person, man W-setB.3-m-ep.vow-ASP-RECP-PL CL friend 

'And that person, they did not did not trust each other, his fiend.' 

Instrumentals are indicated through -sons - *a Reasons for the alternation 

between these two forms have not been totally clarified, but syllable reduction within a 

single morpheme (cf. Chapter IQ section 3.4.3) may be a fkctor for allomorphy. The 

following set shows the usage of (30c) with a verb that can be used transitively, ifa 

prefix fiom set A occurs (30a-b) (or reflexively, if it takes a set B prefix ; (30) does not 

show the reflexive form): 

(a) si-yo 
d l - w a s h  

'I washn am about to wash somebody.' 

(b) si-yoro-n 
setA. i -wash-ASP-non prop 

'I wasM am about to wash something8' 



(c) si-yoro-na 
setk I-wash-INSTR 

'I wash with something (e.g-, the soap).' 

The hstmmental may be made explicit by a noun phrase (3 lb) or not, as (3 la) and 

(30c) above show. However, with the htmmentd, the Theme cannot be expressed 

overtly- If it were, it could be interpreted that this is the NP which the ins t rumm sutfh 

is giving case to, or otherwise that it is sentence subject. In both situations, I have starred 

the ;modous sentences: 

(a) di-tkc8-sona 
setk3-cut-INSTR 

'He cut/s with something.' 

(b) di-ikc8-sona so' ganacat 
setA.3-cut-INSTR CL knife 

'He cut with the Me.' 

(c) *diCamna so' Iapat 
*'The meat cuts,' 

(d) *diCacasona so' lapat so' ganac8t 
*'The M e  cuts with the meat,' 

(e) *diEarasona so' g m -  so' lapat 
*'The meat arts with the Me.' 



This suggests thaf unlike with Datives descriied in the previous section, one cannot 

get a ditramitive structure with Intrumentds. To bring a .  Instnunental NP into the clause 

structure, 4so)na must occw on the verb (compare 32a-b). Otherwise, an Instrumental 

can only be expressed in another clause, as attested in (32c): 

(a) yi-Eac8-yi so' lapat 
1 -cut-DIR CL meat 

' I cut the meat.' 

(b) *yiEacayi so' lapat so' ganarst 

(c) yi-Caca-yi so' lapat yi-do'ok so' ganacat 
setA l&-DIR CL meat se& l-poke CL W e  

'I cut the meat; I poke the knife.' 

The fact that both arguments cannot be made explicit is constrained by animacy 

facton. With the introduction of Instrumentals, the verb would appear to have two 

objects. Since the language does not indicate case on wminals (and does not incorporate 

arguments either), one mechanism for clsrifying the role of the overt NP and avoiding, 

therefore, a possible case of ambiguity, is the "demotion" of the Theme fkom the basic 

argument structure of the verb. 

The perhaps historically complex transitive form of the verb kivfarenl 'eat/feedl 

may include an Instrumental argument in its h e ,  accompanied by a p o s t v d  NP that 

references the sort of instrument: 



da' siyawwa di-kiyac8-na da' ganacat 
CL man, person -3-feedeat-INSTR CL M e  

'The man is eating with a knife.' 

When an Instrumental NP is made explicit, the s u e  has to occur on the verb and 

then, the NP is treated as an object. Evidence that hstmmentals are objects is given by 

the presence of an object munber suffix: the w e n t a l  argument may trigger number 

agreement on the verb, as shown in (34)': 

(a) sa-piag-a-na 
setA. l -cut-ep-vow-INSTR 

'I cut with something (e.g., a knife)' 

(b) sa- piag-a-na-lo 
setA l -cut-. vow-INSTR-Obj . p1 

'I cut with all the knives.' 

In the next section, I will show that third person Locatives behave similarly to 

Instrumentals. In other words, like Iostrumentals, Locatives can also trigger number 

agreement, 



Different locations (and trajectories) can be indexed by means of Pilagi 

directionals, and specified by coreferential noun phrases. This topic was extensively 

discussed in Chapter W. However, I will now discuss how the NP is related to the 

directional marker. 

Verbs that include a Location in their derived fiame, i.e., -erne, Locatio* and 

<Agent, Theme, Location> can have. therefore, two or three arguments, depending on the 

verb class. Here, I will examine three-argument verbs first, in particular verbs of putting 

and handling. Then I will look at verbs whose derived semantic structure includes two 

participants, i.e., cfheme, Locatio~, in particular motion verbs. I will discuss the 

possibility that in this case, the Location can function as an applied object argument. 

<Agent Theme, Location> have an Agent and a Theme, and one derived argument 

licensed by the directional s u m  i.e., Location. In such cases, the directional suffix does 

not code the trajectory ofthe action denoted by the verb; rather it codes the location 

where the Theme is to be found: 

(a) s-ekodi-nyi he'n n m p  ha'n n-yom-am-ki \ 
setA. l -pour-DEL dem water fern-dem Poss. Xndef.3-dxink-NMLZ-NCL- place 

'I pour water in the glass. ' 

(b) ~ 4 % - n y i  so' Iaparat P' taraki 
set& 1-put-DIR CL meat CL pot 

'He put the meat into the pot' 



(C) qo-ya-saqa-tame na' ndegat 
IS-setA 3 -throw-ASP-DIR CL Indef, Poss- mouth 

'Throw something in the somebody's m o u ~  ' 

The following verbs include only a Theme and a Location in their derived frame: 

(a) S-awqa-ii'a di' n m p  
s e t A  l -approximate-DIIldownwards CL water 

'I am going down to the river.' 

(b) s-awqa-WO 
setk l -approximate-DIR outwards 

'I approached a place.' 

(C) &iyon>-ge' da' piyem 
setA-3-descend-DIRWher CL sky 

'They come from the sky.' 

In (37). the locative NP di' qadet'a expresses a metaphorical location of the action 

denoted by the verb. Though the directional ga in (37) describes the trajectory implied 

by the motion verb 'to descend', the NP in (37) denotes a human participant which 

firnctions syntactically as the object, as evidenced by the presence of the number suffix 



(37) 
sa-Ejoco-get-a di' qad-et'a 
setA. l descend-DIRhither-Obj CL. ext Poss. l pl-father 

'I descend fkom (or come fkom) my father-' 

From the analysis presented in the previous sections, the following overt coding 

properties serve to identify 'subjects' vs. 'objects' in Pilagh: 

(a) The subja prefix identifies the grammatical subject, and can anaphorically track a 

participant. Both subject and object prefixes satisfy the argument requirements of the 

verb in Pilagi, where noun p b s  are optional. However, there is an asymmetry 

between subjects and objects: in the case of objects, an object prefix and CO-referent 

lexical NP cannot co-occur in the same clause. 

0) When lexical NPs or fiee pronouns occur, the basic sentence order is (A)VONS. If 

one o d s  the subject NP in either type of sentence, a pronominal subject interpretation 

OCCUS. 

(c) The object NP occurs in a highly rigid position with respect to the verb (i.e., 

postverbal). The only case when an object NP can occur before the verb is when the 

agent is defocused. Conversely, the subject NP does show some flexibility in the clause. 



For that reason, I claimed that NPs refering to the subject are more-adjunct like than NPs 

refering to object. 

(d) Number agreement for subjects and objects occurs with all three grammatical 

persons. 

(e) With both transitive and ditransitive verbs, l* and 2°6 person objects have to be 

indicated by a prefix on the verb or by an independent pronoun, but these never co-ocar. 

Third person objects are either zero marked or are referenced by M1 noun phrases. 

More than one object participant cannot be referenced on the verb. Thus, ifboth patient 

and dative of ditransitive verbs are 1' and 2* person, the speaker has to choose between 

marking one or the ather, but both cannot be referenced on the verb.4 Third person 

objects are neither distinguished by adpositions nor case markers on lexical nouns. 

( f )  Pilaga shows that semantic Datives, B e n e f h e s ,  Commitatives and hstrumentals 

can be referenced on the verb through suffixes. AU such arguments function as applied 

objects, but the &' of applicatives over the basic verb M e  is not the same in all slich 

cases. With verbs with a low transitivity profile (cognate object verbs and motion verbs) 

the added argument derives a transitive construction. However, on the surfiice, there is no 

change h the subject prefbc class or in other part of the verb word. With Datives, which 

occur on already transitive verbs, the derived structure becomes ditramitive, including 

three core arguments, of which two are objects, i.e. a patient and a dative. h s t m n d s  

do not derive ditransitive structures out of transitive ones. Benefactives, Datives, 



hammentals, Locatives and Comitatives allow for a noun phrase to be used in the 

sentence. They also prove to have morphosyntactic object properties. One element 

arguing for object properties is that some (if not all) of these arguments trigger object 

number agreement on the verb. I assume all these may be treated as obligatorily derived 

core arguments, since Pilaga lacks oblique noun phrases. 



Notes 

' While this sentence is completely grammatical, P i l e  speakers prefer the expression 
yaw'o M' nwosek 'hdshe makes the stew.' 

2 In Kadiwk (Sandalo 1996) and Mocovi (Gualdien 1998) the cognate -m (Kadiwh) 
or -W (Mocovii have been analyzed as dative markers. In Mocuvi, it occurs with verbs 
such as ao't 'like7,Gaya 'listen, 'know' and 'bring', to indicate the second human 
participant of a transitive or a ditransitive verb. In Pilagi, the cognate roots m 
'like', kivaa 'listen',wana 'know' (but also 'find') , and & 'bring/talce' do not occur 
with this suffix. 

I do not have sentence examples showing that also benefactives and comitatives also 
trigger number agree- on the verb. But in terms of the proposed roldaccesibility 
hierachies (Givon 1984) one should expect this to be possible. 
4 Neither in texts, nor in elicitation do sentences of the type 'he introduces me to you' or 
'he gives me to you' occur. My consultants were puzzled when I proposed translating 
such sentences into Pilagii, since the grammar does not allow the cross-referencing of 
three pronominal arguments in a single clause. 



OTHER CLAUSE TYPES 

In the previous chapter I discussed the syntax of basic declarative clauses 

containing ordinary verbs. In this chapter I will present other clause types that Pilagh 

exhibits. These are locative sentences (10.1). existential sentences (10.2). interrogative 

sentences ( 1 0.3)' and comparative and equational sentences (1 0.4). 

10.1 Locative Sentences 

Locative sentences are characterized by the presence of a locative copula A 

copula is an element whose primary hnction is to link the subject to the predicate. Most 

copulas although derived historically from verbs are synchronicall y restrictid in their 

hnction to the marking of 'location'. 'existence' or 'possession'. 

Locative copulas in Pilaga are two: neta and weta The semantic argument structure 

for locative sentences is m e m e ,  Locatio~~; this structure indicates that a Theme is 

predicated to be at a certain Location 

Locative copulas always carry a directional marker fkom the class described in 

Chapter W. Locative copulas cum-directionals look, for instance, like the following: 

n a v e  'to be in', netawe ' to be inside', netage' 'to be far', netamp 'to be with', naaleze 



'to be on'. The directional sigoals the Location where the Theme is to be found. 

Examples are provided in (1): 

(a) haso' ad-wa neta-5 henho 
dem. fern Pou.2sg-spouse be-DIRdownwards dem 

'Your wife is (sitting) there' 

@) na' akiyaraki neta-d(a)-a'a kd'i di' alewa 
CL plates be-PL-DRdownwards before CL land 

'Thdthese plates were down, on the floor.' 

(c) na ' nkiy araki neta-d(a)-lege di ' nkiy a d a  
CL plates be-PL-DRon CL table 

'The plates are on the table.' 

(d) weta-ge' sekaet da' Formosa iii Xuan 
be-DRthither yesterday CL Formosa city CL John 

'John was in Formosa city yesterday.' 

(e) iii'm'e weta-we haiii' pagentanaraki 
dem be-DR-inside dem. fern church 

'He is in the school.' 

(f) iii' mayo' neta-yi hada' epaq 
CL bird be-DRin dem-fern tree 

'The bird is on the tree.' 

(g) haiii' waltaiii neta-yi erne-lae't 
dem. fern fly be-DIR.in wall 

'The fly is on the wall. ' 



(h) G' ad-wa neta-sop lqaya 
CL Poss.2-spouse be-DIR Poss. 3 -brother 

'My husband is with his brother.' 

h ( l )  the locative verb with the suffix -&i indicates that the referent (the spouse) is 

in a sitting position, while in (lb) the directional indicates that the plates are on the floor. 

Interestingly, to mark that they are on the table, the directional suffix -1we occurs (lc). 

While the land and the table are both locations that presuppose a plain surface, in ( l  b) the 

location is at a relative downwards orientation fkom the speaker. This is one reason why 

(Ib) and (lc) signal different spatial configurations. (Id) through (I h) also constran 

different locations. (If) and (Ig) show that the same form can be used to encode 

different semantic posssibilities within a spatial range. In the first case, the location 

where the Theme is to be found is the tree, and in the second case, the wall. A tree and a 

wall differ in many points, but so do a bird and a fly. The tree and the wall are both 

vertical locations and this seems to be the clue for them to be coded through the same 

directional suffix. A table and a wall are both plain; but their spatial configurations are 

different, and this is reflected in coding with -h in ( lc)  versus -S (lg). 

The form [nleta is part of a complete inflectional verb paradigm that can combine 

with different directional markers. (2) illustrates this, using the directional -B. The 

form plus the directional means to 'to be inside'. but also it can interpreted as 'to 

be in a meeting'. 



so-neta-we 
setA l -be-DIRinwards 

'I am inside or in a meeting.' 

'You are inside or in a meeting.' 

&neta-we 
setk 3-be-DIR. inwards 

'He is inside or in a meeting.' 

[sonqatawe] 
so-ne- ...q a...-ta-we 
s e a  l -be. - . -PL-DIRoutwards 

'We are inside or in a meeting.' 

oiletawe 
b a  .. i...-eta-we] 
setA-2- be.. . -PL-DIRoutwards 

'You are inside or in a meeting.' 

netadawe 
[U-eta-d( a)-we] 
setk3-be-PL-DIR. inwards 

'They are inside or in a meeting.' 

Weta can also combine with a variety of directionals: w d e g e  'to be on somebody, 

on a bed or simply lying'; wetavi 'to be possessed by some spirit or have something 

inside like an illness or a speclfc kind of knowledge', also 'to be pregnant'; wetaiii 'to 



be at downwards distance," wetasegern 'to be on a h c e  that is at a higher distance 

from the speaker (e.g., on a shelf); waot 'to be under'. 

Wetot can be used as a possessive copula as well. A possessive copular form in 

synchronic Pilagk wetot is a deponent verb, semantically bleached from the locative 

meaning 'under'. W- is used for 14 p and 3rd singular, and wetot6 for 1 7  2d and 

3d plural.2 As a possessive, it is rarely found in texts, and I assume that it must be an old 

form (it was registered in a couple of narratives f b m  traditional speakers; many younger 

Pilaga speakers could not provide a translation for this form). 

Weta is aIso found in combination with comitative -X as in wetawa 'to be 

accompanied by somebody'. The plural sutfix may be aggregated, i.e., wetawlo 'be with 

several people; with you @I.) or with us'. 

I 0.2 Existential and Possessive Predication 

In Pilad existential clauses are of two kinds: those that indicate positive existence, 

and those that indicate negative existence. Positive existentials are formed by or w'oe 

(3). Since Pilaga lacks a separate hrm to express 'possession' (i.e., 'X has Y') the 

existential marker is also used to mark this notion In hct, 'possession' is a derived 

meaning h m  'existence' in many languages of the world. In reference to Yucaiec, Lehman 

(1998: 103) reports the existence of an existdal possessive clause with the verb 'to exist' 

functioning as the predicate nucleus and the possessun in subject function. In Pilagh, there 

is some indication that the possessum functions as the subject of the whole clause. When 



the possessum is plural, the existential form is marked plural as well; that is, the possessum 

triggers agreement on the verb (3w: 

(a) w'o so* yi-mek 
EXIST CL POSS. l-house 

'There was my-house (a house for m e 1  had a house.)' 

(b) w'oe m' l-maqa 
EXISTSL CL Poss.~-~ous~-PL 

'There are houses. ' 

(C) w'oe M' sawana-10 
EXIST-PL CL possession-P1 

'There are possessions.' 

(d) w'oe na' i-kokte-l 
EXIST.PL CL Poss.3-son-PL 

'There are his-sons (=He has sons)' 

In these constructions, the possessor is the locus of possession For that reason, I argue 

that existential sentences, like lodves, have the basic argument structure -erne, 

Location>. In reference to existential Sentenceq the Theme is the entity about which the 

existence or the prom condition is predicated, and the Location is represented in the 

sentence by either the possessor or the a d  physical location where such entity is to be 

fbmd (see (7), below). 



In (4), I provide a set of existential Sentences that only differ in the dessdier that W 

occurs with the Le-, 'the possessum'. Compare the d c - p q p a t i c  di f fmces  

between all such sentences, based on the classifier's meaning: 

(a) w'o dat l-wa 
EXIST C L v ~ e x t  Po~s.3-spouse 

'She has a husband (I see him standing).' 

(b)w'o G' I-wa 
EXIST CL. no- Poss.3-spouse 

' She has a W a n d  (he lives with her). ' 

(c)w'o di' I-wa 
EXIST CL. horiz.ext Poss.3-spouse 

'She had a husband (he is dead).' 

(d) w'o na' l-wa 
EXIST CL-pmx Poss.3-spouse 

'She has a husband (he is coming towads here).' 

(e) woo so' l-wa 
EXIST C!'!'.- P 0 ~ 3 - s p o ~  

'She had a husband (he left her).' 

(f) w'o ga' l-wa 
EXIST CL-distal POSS~-S~OUS~ 

'She has a husband (but I never saw him).' 



T b ,  in P i l e  existential markers may encode 'possession'. 'existence', but also 

'location'. (The co~ect ion  between all such notions will be M e r  addressed shortly, in the 

discussion of negative existentials.) 

I will now turn to consider the expression of 'negative existence' (NEGEXIST) in 

P i l e  Different words are used to negate the existence of a particular referent Pilagi has 

at least five different forms: 

(a) qaga' 'NEGEXIST/humans' 
@) qaya' 'NEG. W STfdmates '  
(c) qayawa 'NEGJ3UST/pluraly 
(d) qaya'te 'NEG-EXIST/rnasc.pluraI' 
(e) qaga'te 'NEG.EXIST/€em. plural' 

Examples are provided in (6). Notice the contrast between (6a) and (6b). While in 

(6a) what is negated is the presence o f  the husband in the house, (6b) negates the that 

the husband has a house. (6c-e) illustrates negative existence otherwise parallel to (5c-e): 

(a) q ~ '  lafasa so' yi-wa 
NEGW(IST house CL Possl.spouse 

'My husband is not in the house' (became he left) &it, 'Thae is not-my husband 
in the house' .) 



(b) q v '  Maqa da' yi-wa 
NEGEXIST house CL Poss. l-spouse 

'My husband does not have a houseOuSe' 

(C) qaYawa na' sonqatadd 
NEGEXIST CL hunting preys 

'There is nothing-we hunt' (='There is nothing for us to hunt'.) 

'There is nothing4 eat.' (=There is nothing for me to eat-) 

(e) qaga'te yawo 
NEG EXIST woman 

'There adwere no women.' 

Out of the five fom, qam' is the one used to negate human referents. Qm ' contains 

g&. This is a deictic classifier which exists as an independent gmmmtical operator 

meaning 'distal', and which also ccmcam with demonstratives, interrogative pronouns, 

n o w  and verbs (see for instance, demonsnative maihaaega 'somebody, anybody'). 

codes that some participant is outside the space of the speech scenario' and that it was distal 

before the scenario was constituted (Vidal and KIein 1998). A figure marked by & or 

referenced by a demonstrative pronoun comaining g& is neither in motion, nor in any 

particular position; 'distal' also implies that the speaker ignores the motiodpositiod 

ciramamces of the figure- 

In synchronic Pilagi the brm g& may encode negative existence but also negative 

possession and negative location W- disambigwhg infbrmation, the hearer can 



derive any of these meanings h m  a single sentence containing Q-'. (Examples to 

fishate this point will be presented m Q.) 

Clark (1978) states that in some languages possessive and existentiais are neither 

formally nor functionally different. Classical Latin, for instance, has a possessive 

construction with the verb 'be' ( d e s e r e ) .  A sentence like est mihi literally means 'it 

idere  is for me' or 'I have.' In this type of consbuction the possessive reading is 

fomarded by the pronoun or a possessive marker, while the existentid sense is 

backgmunded- 

In P i l e  a sentence with a-' followed by a possessed noun i-wa 'my 

spouse/companion' can be trans1eted as 'I do not hve a spouse-' But even when the noun is 

not possessed, like nocop 'water' which is fiee root, a sentence like gaga' n m p  may mean 

either tbat there is no water, or that the speaker does not have any for bIDherse l f .  This 

example shows that negative existence and negative possession are neither fomdy nor 

fimctionally distinct in P i l e  

is part of negative lo&es, just as it is of negative existentials. However7 to 

negate location, an NP locative complement is required. Thus. 'negative existential' ('There 

is no X'), negative possession ('There is no X for Y), and negative location ('X is not 

located at Y'), are all conventional meanings of oaaa'/aaya'. 

These will now be illustrated In (7), the inteqmtation of the copula gaga' as a 

negative locative can be also obtained h m  the maamence of a tocative complement, 

independently of the position of the locative complement, e.g., i d h a  'hidher house' may 



occur either at the end of the sentence or after the negative existential. For (78) the gloss is 

'my spouse does not have a house,' and for (7b) 'my husbanMe is mt in i n e r  house': 

(a) q v *  1-a m' i-wa 
NEGIXIST POSS.3-house CL Poss. l -spouse 

'My spouse does not have a houseOuSe' (Lit-, 'Her house does nor exist at my spouse.') 

(b) qaga' 1-8 M* i-wa 
NEGEXST Poss.3-house CL Poss. I -spouse 

'My spouse is not in her house.' (Lit, My spouse does not exist at her houseuse') 

The negative existential reading does not exist for ( 7 3 ) .  This is because the meaning of 

@a' is conventiody tied to 'negative existence' for humans. In (8) however, the locative 

complement is not available and thus the locative reading cannot be obtained; only the 

negative existential and the negative possessive readings sre possible. In this example either 

the spouse is contingently away fiom the house (8a), or permanently away h m  it, since 

hefshe is dead (8b). The classifier &for horhontayr extended referents in (8b) 

unambiguous1y indicates that the tnunao referent is dead and consequedy nonexistent 

Converse1y, in (8a) the spouse is classified by the proximal & which typically catego- 

kinship terms or people close to the domain of the speaker (Le-, ' p m ~ ' ) ,  as a semantic 

extension of the motion feahae 'coming towards here' (Viclal 1995 [19971). The negative 

qaa* marks that the speaker lives alone, without his or her companion: 



(a) qaga* M' i-wa 
NEG-EXIST CL Po~~.l-sp~u~e 

'I do not have a spouse.' 

(b) qaga' di* i-wa 
NEG-EXIST CL Poss. l -spouse 

'I do not have a spouse' (because hdshe is dead).' 

10.3 hterrosatives and Focused Constituents 

Interrogative sentences are distinguished by the following features: 

(a) They have an overt expression in sentence initial position that I refer to as the "Question 

word" (QUEST). These are separate syntactic words that appear in information questions 

and yes-no questions. 

(b) The question word normally attaches to classifiers, though some of them may 

occur with no classifier. Question words are n-a 'which' B 'where' %a 'what' or 

'whoY. 'why'. and & 'what' for information questions; and qoli* - @ -M for yes-no 

questions. 

(C) Any constituent ofa clause can be questioned (i.e., verb, subject, object, locative noun 

phrase, instrumental noun phrase, comitative noun phrase, etc.). 



The foilowing are examples of questioned elements, either of the subject or of the 

predicate- Notice that the specific Instrumental (206), Comitative Ilk),  and Locative (10f) 

are cross-refmced in the verb when questioned 

(a) me-ga' n-set da' qad-potanek 
QUEST-CL setB.3 dare CL Poss. l -guardian 

'Who dares to be our guardian?' (SUBJ) 

@) t'e ~ n a t  
QUEST set A.3-say 

'What did he say?' (OBJ) 

(C )  me-ga* awa-pyag-ek M' lapat 
QUEST-CL setk2-art-DIRoutwards CL meat 

'What do you cut meat with?' (INSTR) 

(d) naei2aqa-ga' ganamt p' m-pyag-awn-na 
QUEST-CL knife CL setk2-art-VaI-ZNSTR 

'Which knife did you cut it (e.g., the meat) with?' (INSTR) 

(e) nae-so' so' ad-kia-wa da' a-e-yi && 
QUEST-CL CL Poss.2sg-hdand-NCI CL -2-go-DIR river 

'Who did you go to the river with?' (COMT) 

( f )  nae awdiyow-ge' 
QUEST se~k2descend,come £iom -DIR.thither 

'Where do you come fkom? (LOC) 

A non verbal predicate can be questioned as well: 



(a) &qa-ga* l-namt na* n-10' 
QUEST-CL Poss.3-name CL hdef Poss-day 

'What day is it today?' (Lit., what is the name of today's day?) 

Peripheral, non-argument interrogatives, i.e., those where the questioned constituent 

requires an aaswer which is the fbnctiond equivalent of a purpose clause or a time 

adverbial, are done in the same way: 

(a) V* aw-etake yi-mena 
QUEST d 2 - w a n t  Poss. l -money 

'Why do you want my money?' (PURPOSE) 

(b) t ' e-na' da' degesa' da' ad-oata-narak 
QUEST-CL CL a lot CL Poss.2-work-NMLZ 

'Why do you work so much?' &it, 'Why your work is so much?') (PURPOSE) 

(c) nae-ga' 04' so' ad-qaya 
QUEST-CL setB.3-come CL Poss.2-brother 

'When is your brother coming?' (TTME) 

Simple yes-no interrogative sentaces are similar to information questions in tems 

of word order. The QUEST word, however, is selected from any of the following set: 

qoii' - c& -H . Interestingly, these question words do not have a classifier attached to 

them 



(a) qoli' w'o ga' ad-petanamt 
QUEST EXIST CL Poss.2-food, nourish 

'Do you have your food?' (=something for you to eat) 

@) ho' qaya'te' aw-la-pega 
QUEST EXIST ~etB.2-see-ASP 

'Did you see anything'? (Lit., 'Is there anything you see?') 

(C) V' nadot'-at 
QUEST setB.3-be sincere, lack-REC~ 

'Do you have relatives?' 

(d) qo' an-kod..-y-..e-l'at 
QUEST setB.2-pour-PL-REFL 

'Did you help yourselves?' 

(e) 90' macs sa-an-kod(i)-yi-yi 
QUEST yet NEG-setB.3-pour-PL- ASP 

'Didn't you help younelves yet?' 

(f) qo' so' aw-ke'e 
QUEST CL setG2-eaC feed 

'Did you eat already?' 

(g) qo' a-maCiya 
QUEST -2-h= 

'Do you hear?' 

01) W' keda ga' aw-Eiyoro-ge' 
QUEST far CL d24esceod, come fiosn-DIRWer 

'Do you come from Ear away?' 



10.4 C o m o d v e s  and Equationid Sentences 

Comparison and degree of quality are expressed by juxtaposed constructions in the 

foilowing way: the Grst term of comparison comes first, with the adjective right 

following it; after these two o c m  the second term of comparison The comparative 

term is aut'am which means 'to be Wt&e same as'; the comparative of inequality is 

sa-ena'am which carries the negative prefix yl- and means 'not to be likehot the same 

as'. Comparison is, therefore, done by conerasting phases within the same sentence. 

(a) Cacho logeda-ik sa-a-ena'am Marcelo 
prop. name tall-masc NEG-setA.3 -be.like prop name 

'Cacho is taller than Marcelo. ' (Lit., 'Cacho is tall; MarceIo is not like him.') 

(b) Emesto logeda-ik wna'am Leo 
prop. name tall-masc setA3-be. like prop-name 

'Ernest0 is as tall as Leo.' (Lit. 'Ernesto is ta& Leo is like him.') 

(c) Ernesto yap'ota sa-a-aa'am Neike 
prop.name thin NEG--3-be-like prop.oame 

'Emesto is thinner than Neike. ' (Lit. 'Ernesto is thin; Neike is not like him. ') 

(d) Tito poyolek sa-a-ma'am da' Ernesto 
prop .name short NEG-setA3-be-like CL prop-name 

'Tito is shorter than Ernesto.' (Tio is short; Emesto is not like him') 



Interestingly. when the two entities under comparison are expressed by 

proa0un.s rather than by nouos, the negative B- aaaches to the second pronoun, 

not to the verb form ena'am The negative prefix occurs between the adjective or 

the property being compared and the second term of comparison, which the 

negative prefix attaches to. The comparative ='am comes at the end of the 

clause. 

(a) hayem tr\dafk saam saa'am 
PRO. l sg big NEG-PR0.2sg setA l -be like 

'I am bigger (in size) than you.' (Lit., 'I am big; You are not like me.') 

(b) ha-m'e tadaiqa sa- am'i 8-en8'am 
CL-dern big-PL NEG-PR0.2pi d 3 - b e  like 

'They are bigger than you @l.).' (Lit., 'They are big; you ail are not like them') 

Comparing degrees of a quality involves an adjective that indicates 'degree of 

quality'. modifying a noun which, in turn addresses the f-e being compared (16a-b). 

(a) Julia sal& l a w  Dominga 
Julia small waist Dominga 

'Julia (has) a smaller waist than Dominga' 



(b) Julia tadaik lafai?ik Dominga 
Julia big waist Dominga 

'Julia (has) a bigger waist than Dominga' 

Notice that in (17) there is no adjective; just the noun denoting the feature being 

compared, i.e., iaEaaik and the verb form ena'am which occurs before the noun 

(a) Jdia a-ena'am laikdc Dominga 
Julia setA.3-be like waist Dominga 

'Julia has the same waist as Dominga.' (Lit., 'Julia's waist is as Dominga's.') 



Notes 

Used in the expression wetab t'an'o nalaepa "poor guy!" 

Apparently, the same situation is found in Toba (C. Messineo, p.c) which uses weto'ot 
to indicate either location or possession (e-g, R o d d o  weto'ot na a ('Lit., Romualdo 
is under the shove'= 'Romualdo has a shove'). I thank Cristina Messinem for this 
example. 

The verb form &t is difiicult to translate here unless taken in a metphorical sense 
nd0LSCl.i is the perfective form meaning 'lack food, clothes' and by methophorid 
connection 'be sincere' (to lack material objects). Apparently' in the thinking of the 
P i l e  the person who l& basic things, also Lacks a M y -  



SYNTAX BEYOND THE CLAUSE 

This chapter charaaerizes some Pilagh complex clause types, focusing on 

coordination and subordination Regarding subordination, relative clauses and 

complement clauses will be explored. Wdhin the latter, I will discuss both 

complement-taking verbs fbr which the subordinate clause functions as an argument, and 

causative constructions built on the verb 'm 'make'. Causation is expressed by analytical 

means, using two paratadic clauses where the main clause is followed by the subordinate 

clause. Some types of suboniination are not thoroughly treated in the description offaed 

in this chapta, one cese in point an adverbial clauses. For this reason, I do not consider 

this to be a I 1 1  treatment of complex sentence formation in P i l e  but a 6m approach to 

some major types that exist in the grammar of this language. 

1 1.1 Subordination: General Remarks 

The warl orda nrles of Pilagh follow a Head-Dependent &er for objects aed for 

nominal modifiers, i.e., V 0  and Noun- Modifier. Subordination obeys the same Head- 

Dependent order. Ihe subordinate clause occurs after the contn>lling verb of the main 

clause or, in the case of rdadve clauses, after the m head 



In gened, I divide subordinate clauses in Pilaga into two dasses: subordinate 

clauses with a subordinate marker, and those that can occur without a subordinator. 

Section 1 1.1.1 will deal with complement clauses, i.e., those that function as 

arguments of the sentence v&. Wthin them, 1 consider causative clauses whose 

fimction is essentially the same as complement clauses. Relative clauses are presented 

later in section 1 1.1.2. 

1 1.1.1 Complement Clauses 

magi utilizes two syntactic strategies in complementation, and they are equally 

productive: 

(a) The nominalintion of the complement clause when the matrbc and complement 

subjects are corefetential. This strategy is used with the modality matrix verbs such as 

'finish' or 'want'. 

(b) The juxtaposition of main and subordinate clause, without subordinating morphemes 

separating them, in both SS and DS constructions, or with a cornplementizer (CPTZ) 

when matrix and subordinate clauses have same-subject (SS) or different subjest @S) 

relationships. Subordinate verbs of non-nommahed * * complements carry all the verbaI 

morphology that a matrix verb can carry. 



1 1.1. l.  1 Norninalized Complement Clauses 

By nominalized complements, I refer to those predications with the i n t d  structure 

of a noun phrase (Noonan 1985:60). Common f m e s  for all norninalized complements 

encountered in the corpus are (a) the nominaiized verb is always an activity verb; and @) 

the norninalked complement is always introduced by &' 'complementizer', and (c) the 

subject of the complement is the same as in the main clause. 

Examples (la-c) contain nomindized complements. Both setake 'want' and 

Qnat 'finish' knction as complement taking verbs in (l), and belong to the group of 

verbs that take set A subject pr&es only. Setske is varhgly used for 1* singular and 3" 

singular subjects (though this can be predicted of the singular paradigm at large). The 

verb 'f ish'  does vary according to subject infleaion.' 

(a) se-take da' y-onta-nacak 
seh4 I -want CPTZ Poss, l -work-NMLZ 

'I want to work' 

(5) na' nolo' s-emat da' y-onta-M& 
today setA- l-finish CPTZ Poss. l -work-NMLZ 

'I finish my work today.' 

(C) m t e  y-imat di' l-onta-nacak 
before setA3-finish CL Poss.3-work-NMLZ 

'He finished his w o k '  



(d) se-take dd t-onta-am 
113-want CPTZ setlL3-work-Vd 1 

'He wants to work' (Lit., 'H% wants that h e  works.') 

(e) Yi-ma da' t-onta-am 
seb% 3 -finish CPTZ setA_ 3 -work-Val 

'He finished working-' (Lit, 'Hei finished, hei workded. ') 

Observe that in (la-b) the complement predicate must be mafked by both the 

possessive narker and the nominalizing suffix to stand as a nominalized verb @oth 

markers were presented and discussed in Chapter TV). In (lc), however, there is no 

complement "verb"; the no- . . 'on process has proceeded to such an extent that the 

classifier &'horizontally extended' o a w s  in fiont of the noun, which conversely does 

not happen in ( l  a-b) and (Id-e). In (Id-e) the complement clause contains Ml verb 

forms. Thus, subordinate predicates can be "desenteutialized" (Lehman 1988: 193) to 

various degrees: ( l  a-b) is still a complement clause, though a noininabed one, while (I c) 

is not a clause at all. At the end of the process of nominalhation, the predicate is a noun 

which still depends on the main verb, in faa, the only verb that is left. In derence to 

many diffaem languages that exhibit this property, Lebman states that the kind of 

desententiahttion which leads to n o ~ h a t i o n  does not occur in main clauses; it 

presupposes subordination. 



1 1.1.1.2 Comlement Clauses with Com~lementizer 

In this section I present embedded complement clauses with a complernentker. The 

complemahr  intduced in (I), is isomorphic with the classifier (presented in 

Chapter IV) which catagorizes humans and animals (such as horses or trees) as inherently 

vertical, or in a "standing" position. 

De' ~ u c e s  a variety of subordinate clauses, both wminalized and non- 

wminalized. All such modality, cognition-utterance and manipulation matrix verbs can 

non-nominalized complements.' Also, the subject of the main clause and the the subject 

of the subordinate clause may or may be nut be corefkrential; yet the cornpiern&= 

occurs regardless of the gnmtmical subjects' identity. 

(2) Modality-v& with complements 

(a) yi-yew da' n+o-segem ' mek-lae 
setA.3-plan CPTZ setB. 1 -build-DIRupwards CL house-part 

'He plans to build a wall. ' 

fb) hadam'e se-take da' aFek 
dem.&m W l - w a n t  CPTZ setA3-go 

'She wanted to leave.' 

(c) so* moe yi-set da' aw-kji 
CL wax setA.3-can c m  setA2-edfkd 

'The wax can (make) that you feed yourseK7 



(3) Cognition-utterance verbs with complements 

(a) =-*-Pega da' sa-sa-wana 
setA l -think-ASP.hab CPTZ NEG-setA l-iind 

ga' tadet no& 
CLbig  town 

'And I thought I would not find a big town' 

(b) socote n-oma socote da' ar-ek 
before setB.3-know before CPTZ d 3 - g o  

'Hq knew that h= had gone' 

(C) naE'e y-awat-iyi da' y-alik haso' onole' 
conj setA3-see-DlRCPTZ setA3-eat dexnfem one 

'And he (the man) saw that she (the woman) ate one (bird).' 

(4 q*~-n~(t>~ega W e-kaedi 
IS-s&3-say-ASP CPTZ setA. 3-leave 

'They sayhaid that he should leave.' 

(4) Manipulation verbs with complanents 

(a) hayem se-na(t)-pega da' tT-ont-aw 
PRO. l sg setA l -say-ASP CPTZ -3-work-Val 

'I asked (him) to work ' 

(b) hadante S-etake da' e-ek 
demfem setk l?-want CPTZ setk3-go 

'She wanted him to leave. ' 



1 1. I .  1 -3 Complement Clauses without a Cm~lementizer 

The same type of complement-taking verbs that occur with M plus a complement 

clause may dso occw without da'. in both SS and DS situations. This implies that no 

marker of subordination links the two verbs. Reasons why this happens are unknown for 

the moment, but they do not appear to be syutactic. (The absence of the cornplemerxtizer 

is marked as a in the examples (S)-(3)), 

Even without a complemedzer, the subordinate verb bears finite morphology. The 

subject pronominal prefix occurs, as do aspea and djrectionaiity markers, ifrequired. 

( 5 )  Modality verbs with complements 

(a) da'm'e S-etake a y-e'et di' l-ona-nadc 
dem setA l?-want setA3do CL Poss.3sg-work 

'He. wanted/s to do h i ~ i  work' (Lit., 'He wantedis he d d d i d  his job.') 

(b) hayem S-etake 0 s-ek 
PRO. l sg setA I -want setA. l-go 

'I want to p' (Lit. 'I want I go.') 

(c) y-al0-a 0 SO* ern& 
setA.3-have to setB.3-build-DRupaards CL house 

'He had to build a house' (Lit, 'Hei had built a house.') 

(6) Manipulation verbs with amplemeats 

'They rnakelmade him shave.' (Lk, 'They made he shaves.') 



(7') Cognition-utterance verbs in complementation 

(a) wwa(t)-n-iyi e S'm'e di-ke'e-tak 
s e w  l-observe-DIR dem d 3 - f i e a t - A S P  

(b) dam'e yi-ya-nat-ek 0 garn'e se-nd 
dem 10-setk34qsay-DIR dem seWI&say 

'He asked (me) what I said,' 

(C) hayem d-aqta-n-em nr ga' t-ae-yi 
PRO. l ~g -3-tell-ASP-DAT CL -3-pDIR 

'He told me he; was going away. ' 

Causadve conr*ructions have been included in the grwp of manipulation verbs, as in 

(6a) with the hdtive verb 'm 'make'. C d v i z a t i o n  in Pil* consists of a 

periphrastic construction. The verb 'a 'make' is dways inflected with a subject prefix 

from set 4 indicating the pason and number of the causer. On the other hand, the 

causee is marked as the subject of the depeadent verb, in the subordinate clause. As 

ooticed, there is no complementizer or Linksge marker of any kind between the matrix 

clause snd the subordinate. The verb embedded in a dependent dause has the same 

morphological shape as if it were unembbeded, with no change in i ts  inflection (see (8) 

and (9)). Causativhhn applies to 1 &S in the same way, intransitive (8) and 

tmmkive (91, alike. 



(a) A o * e  
setA.3-to be scared 

'He got scared.' 

m) d o '  e 
&l-make setA3-to scare 

'I made him to be scared' 

(c) p'e na* nocop 
hot CL water 

'The water is hot-' 

(d) Maria *'en p*e M' n m p  
Mary setk3-make hot CLwater 

'Maria made the water hot.' (=Maria boiled the water.) 

(e) sa-sam 
setA l -laugh 

'I laugh.' 

(0 *'a La-sacan 
-1-make set C.3-laugh 

'I made hixn laugh' 

(g) m' n-a(e)-ta-segem 
yet setB3-pASP-DIRuprnds 

'It is gaminating' (Lit, 'going up') 

Ch) e'en n-a(ebta+%m ha'n naiiise 
&l-make sdB.3-WASP-DIR dean fern plant 

'I made the plant grow.' 



(i) se-w'aqae-yi 
setA. 1-m-ASP 

'I fell.' 

0 +'m 8-w'aqaeiii 
setA l-make setk3-M-DIRdowmards 

'I made somebody M' 

The following set contains one example of a verb that can be alternatively used as an 

intransitive (9a) and as a transitive (9b). In (9b) transrtrvrty S . .  is indicated by the addition of 

a second participant (the Causer). In (94) we know the v& is transitive because there 

is a NP object that triggers agreement in rmmba on the verb (9d). Notice, that there are 

no substantive changes in verb morphology between the non-causative (9c) and the 

causative construction (9d): 

(a) di' lapat de-k'oyi 
CL. hork meat setk3-rotten 

'The meat got rotten ' 

(b)  na' w a i t a d  e'en de-k'oyi di' lapat 
CL-prox fleas setA3-make -3-rot CL-horiz meat 

'The fleas rot the meat.' 

(c) awa-lema-tay-a so' ad-wa 
-3-get angry-ASP3bj.sg CL Poss.2-fkllow, spouse 

'You got angry at your kllow (or spouse).' 



(4 awa-lema-f8~-~ so' ad-wa 
setA. l-make setA2-get angry-ASP-Obj-sg CL Poss2-kilow, spouse 

'I made you get angry at your fellow (or spouse).' 

1 1.1 -2 Discussion 

From the examples presented in the two preceding sections, the following 

observations can be drawn: 

(10) 
t 

(a) The distinction 'same subject' vs.. 'CiifEerent subject', between matrix and 

complement clauses, does not have any syntactic consequences. In partidar, the 

presence of the complementizer is not sensitive to the identity or the distinctiveness of the 

grammatical subjects. 

(b) The use of &' 'CPTZ' does not depend on the class of the matrix verb, or on the 

nature of the subordinate verb which may be equally transitive (occur with an explicit NP 

object) or intransitive. 

(c) Nominalized clauses are only possible with a complementizer or a classik, non- 

nominalized complement clauses show more variation One crucial question is whether 

in those cases where the complement clause is not introduced by the complement 

represents a separate assertion, rather than a k e t  of the same assertion as the apparent 

matrix clause, and as such does not fom a wdtuent with the verb. This topic desewes 

firrther study involving intonation patterns and junctures. 



(d) In some subordinate clauses which are not introduced by M (7a-c), a 

demonstrative pronoun occurs r the beginning of the clause, fimctioning as the subject of 

the subordinate (transitive) verb. This is not, however, a regular pattern for modality 

verbs, as demonstrated by (3b-c). 

Therefore, ififda' can occur with the same type of verbs in both SS and DS 

constructions, the basic question arises as to whether &' may serve as a discourse marker 

for tracking reference. In order to check if& performs an maphoric fimctioq I 

examined examples where && does occur, but no NP subject after the complementizer is 

made explicit in the subordinate clause. I applied the simple test of bating an NP 

subject after &' and before the subordinate verb. Sez (3c), now repeated under (l l). 

The result is a perfectly acceptable satence: 

nd'e y9wat-iyi da' haso' vawo yalik haso' onole' 
conj -3-see-DIR CPTZ the woman -3-eat dern.fern one 

'And he (the man) saw that the woman ate a one (bird)' 

If ( I  l )  is grammatically correct, &' has become completely gramaticized ss a 

complementhr. The reason why the noun phrase does not oarn in (3c) is becaw in the 

text where this sentence comes hm, haso' vawo 'the woman' was established as the 

topic in the previous pangraph. One could argue that under such conditions, in (3c) 

is in effect a resource to mnintn;n topic continuity, i.e., an anaphoric marker. While this 



is not impossible in synchronic Wag& in my opinion anaphoric refere~lce could have 

been the original motivation behind the gmmmtidization of &' as a complementizer. 

1 would l i e  to elaborate more on this issue in the next section. 

1 1.1.2.1 The Story of da' and Its Distn'bution in Non-Com~lement Clauseg 

Recall that is itself a classifier and that the six classifiers in Pilaga can combine 

with demomitdve roots to form demomtmti~es~ Also recall that there is no separate set 

of independent pronominal form for third person; demoastrahves take up this W o n  

U n i v d y ,  demomtmtives have been the source of many d i f f i n t  funcb'on words, 

such as pronouns (Givon 19&1), sentence comectkes, complementkers and retativizers. 

This is so, because demonsmtives more thsn any other word class serve a variety of 

pragmatic firactioos, pointing out entities in discourse, as deictic, anaphoric and 

cataphoric reference markers The development of c0mplerneha-s out of 

demonstratives is certainIy an outcome attested in, for instance, West Germanic 

languages @iessei 1999: 123). In such cases, the demonstrative pronoun anticipates the 

information of the following clause, and thus, it becomes wmkted with the following 

subordinate clsuse. The saw pnxss is obsaved for English (Hopper and Trrolgott 

19931185). These authors prove that the complunentim& started out as a copy ofthe 

object pronoun in the matrix cleuse, within the subordinate clause. Thus, it was 

readyzed &m a pronoun to a complementizer which had a clause in its scope- Tbe 

complement clause started as an apposition of the object pronoun, m t k  than as an 



argument to the main verb. When the pmnoini~I demonstrative became no longer used 

as a resumptive pronoun, the appositive clause became a complement clause. 

Wag& may have followed a development similar to Eoglish that; 

synchronidy, the evolution of &' into a sentence complementizer is completed. But 

traces of its possible path of evolution can be seen in some actual anaphoric and 

cataphoric usages of da'. 

Because of its demonstrative funaion, at the discourse level may save to trick 

participants. In f a a  this seems to be its role in (12). In (12) &' is not a oomplemee, 

the two clauses en coordinated by ~alawxt 'but', and the role of is to h t a i n  the 

reference of ile'em 'man' as the subject topic of the second clause: 

naE1e ile'em w'o da' 10-qolana qalarasa 
conj man EXIST CL Poss.3-fear conj 

da' n-eta-yi - haso epaq- 
setB.3 -be-DR dem. fern tree 

'And the mao had feer but he was up in the tree-' 

But also, & occurs when the subject topic of the matrix clause is different f?om the 

subject topic of the subordinate clause. 

Far from bdng contradictory with its ansphoric W o n ,  can also serve to 

rderence new participants, or piuticipants who are not completely activated in the 

hearer's memory. Let's examine this possibility. Diessel(1999:99), in his cross- 



linguistic study of demomtdves, states that anaphoric demoustratives have in common 

the fkct that "they do wt just colmnue the foats of attention; rather they may indicate that 

the antecedent is not the refierent that the hearer would expect in this c o a t d .  This 

qlanatio~ might M well for Pilagh & which also occurs when the subject of the 

subordinate c h  is different fkom the subject of the matrix clause. The hct that this 

ouws in many other Languages allows us to postulate that this single form may be, 

therefbre, hctioning anaphorically and cataphorically in different contexts 

In view of this contention, I would like to discuss a few more examples with &' 

where, as in (12), the subordinate clause is not fimctioning as an argument to the verb, 

nor does it depend on any complement-taking vab. Examples are given in (13). (13a) 

corresponds to the initial clause of a text on WO& the rainbow person. The 

cornplementizer &' in (13 a) introduces a parenthetic clause (i.e., a comment by the 

speaker). (13b), fkom a Merent text, also contains a clause initiated by &' but here the 

da' clause adds a comment regarding Pidgeon's eyes, mentioned immediately before. - 

(a) so' Wosak da' q8-y-acat-tak d o '  ena'am na' me ik  
CL Wosak CPrZ ISd2- te l l -ASP long ago be like CL snake 

'Wosak (the rainbow person), according to what was told long time ago, 
(is) like a snake. ' 

(b) w'o so' do' so' wacayaqalaEji yigitet-pep10 
once upon a time CL Fox setA3'like-AsP-0bj.pl 

sa' Iaete so' doqoto da' tomac8-9-10 
CL eyes CL pidgeon CPTZ red-ASP-Obj-p1 



'Once upon a time, Fox liked (to have) Pidgeon's eyes, which/because they 
are red.' 

In (131 &' introduces clauses which, despite not being arguments to the verb, 

contain infixmation reIated to what it is said in the subsequent or preceding context. 

In (14a-b) the action denoted by the verb in the @clause is associated with a 

participant who was mentioned before (underiined). In ( 1 4 ~ ) ~  taken Born the same text as 

(1 4a), there is no explicit antecedent; but like in (14a) the discourse topic is 

haso' y a w  'the old woman.' In (14d), however, technically, there is no clause 

antecedent since this sentence is the first sentence of a text about how to prepare the stew. 

(a) haso' y a m  dd da-pagen-tean 
denfern oid woman CPTZ setA.3-teach-ASP-Val 

y-akon-a so' wenam 
setA3-pick upObj. sg CL bag for recollection 

'The old woman, (when) she teaches, picks up her bag for recollection' 

(b) m' =(I yi-lo-lege so' vakaeivi da' di-y'ako 
CL young man setA3-look-DIR CL old man CPTZ -3-fish 

'The young man watches the d d  maq (when) he; fishes.' 

(C) qanE9e da' s-aqa-t-iyi so' Biamse-1o'ok qanE'e 
conj CPTZ setA3-fill-ASP-DIRCL brown deer-skin conj 

qo-yi-yarnacat qatac8 qo-y-aw'o ke' ena 
IS-setA3-get together conj ISsetA3-make ahpa 

'And when she fills the leather bag, then they get tag* (the women) and prepare 
ke'ena (=sp. of sweet drink "~apa"). ' 



(a) da' q-y-aw'o 116-wosek qey-wctake lapat taca l-alege 
CPTZ I S d 3 - m a k e  IndefYossstew IS-setA3-need mart and Poss.3-ingredients 

'When one makes the stew, meat and ingredients are needed.' 

In (14), the &'-chses are not complement chses but have more adverbial 

functions. Interestinglyt under some oomlitioos, a &'-clause! bears a temporal overtone, 

in the view of my consultants. I assume that the temporal overtone suggested by the 

Pilagh speakers for ~emences (14cd) is sound, based on tinther supporting evidence. In 

P i l e  there is an expression da' yim 'when this finishdafter this finishes' mat 

fkquemly occurs in narratives as a wnsitional weuce. This expression occurs when 

the speaker starts talking about a diffkmnt action that the hcta will perform or a 

diffaem segment of the story. 

In (14a-b), tbe M-chse is preceded by a noun phrase, and if one compares these 

two examples with relatives clauses below (see 1 1.1.4), one notices that, accept for the 

shape of the comector, (1W) have the same syntactic structure as a dative clause 

introduced by a refativizer. I am not implying that (14a-b) are relative clauses with a NP 

as antecedent. Crucially, I have not checked w k h z  the eatire %<fause c a  be moved 

to a Wecent place in the sentme, without consequences, which we might expect to be 

pomile fbr an adverbid clause- S i n a  &-clauses do m h a i o n  es tqpmem to the 

predicate in (14&), it is po~sible that the &clause is clssuming the fimctim ofan 

adverbial wmpiement. 



11.1.22 Interim Summqof da' 

I would like to recaprreapitulate the discussion so fkr and offa some partial conclworn: 

(a) can function as an object compiementkr for complement-taking verbs. As a 

complementizer, it likely arose f b m  a dmnstrative pronoun functioning as an 

anaphoric marker. 

(b) Since Wag& uses perataxis in coordination as a resource for stringing finite verb 

forms together (see 1 1.2)- subordination could have stated as juxtaposed structures with 

a resumptive pronominal demonstrative, where the clause introduced by it was later 

reanalyzed as more qmtactidly integrated to the preceding main clause. 

But syochronically, &' does not always o c ~  suggesting that either subordination via 

complementims is not completely established yet, or under certain pragmatic conditions 

the same type of vabs may not take an object dause preceded by a complememiza. In 

the section on relative clauses I wiIl show that, as with complement clauses, relatives 

may or rmy not be introduced by a sub0-m 

(C) Finally, appears to W u c e  constituents with a temporal sense, though they need 

not form a syntactic constituent with any matrb clause. 



11.2 Relative CIauses 

In Pilagk, relative clauses are embedded within an NP and the relativized argument 

is expressed as the head N, externally to the relatiw clause itself. 

There are clearly two ways by which a dependent clause is marked as modifier to a 

noun: either it is adjoined to the antecedent (relativized noun), or it is introduced by a 

relative marker , which I analyzed as a free demonstrative form in Chapter TV. 

I use the word "gap", as in the "gap strategy" (Keenan 1976, 1985; Givon 1995, 

inter alia), to refer to the absence of any element to represent the relatived NP within the 

relative clause (e.g., The man I saw 0 , where 42 =gap). In (IS), the gap left by the 

'missing argument' is coreferential with the head noun. All sons of arguments can be 

relativized in Pilaga by this same strategy, as examples in (IS) demonstrate (the 

antecedent is underlined, and the gap left by the omitted NP under coreferentiality is 

marked by 0): 

(a) [SO* sivawa [PI y-e'et-e-talc so' erneku neta-we di' noik 
CL person setA3-fix-ep-vow-PRG CL house be-DIR CL town 

'The person who fixed the house is in town.' 

@) B-Y-=-em [so' emek [B yi-matewo so' lmena]] 
30-setA-give-DAT CL house -3-cost CL money 

'He gave or sold somebody a house that cost money.' 



(c) smote s-piyen [so' sjarawa p d i  aw-taqa- t-pege 0Il 
before S&-wave CL person a while ago setA.2-talk-ASP-DIR 

'I waved the man you were talking to a while ago.' 

(d) iii-do-get [so7 l-ganasat S neta-lege di' nkjasa-laa 
-3-bring-DIR CL Poss.3-He be-DIRon/over CL table 

'I cutmurt myself with a knife that is on the table.' 

The second relativization choice, is done through the demonstrative form 

which links the subordinate modifying clause with its antecedent. 

(a) w&'e w'o so' lek m'e n-a-nyi haso' pedona 
and EXIST CL whale Ra setB.3-stay-DIR demfem lagoon 

'And there was a big fish (in the P i l e  mythology like a whale) that lived in that 
lagoon. ' 

(b) w'o so' onolek so' nsoq m'e n*-epe-talc 
EXIST CL one CL young REL setB.3-hunt-ASP 

m'e eke-ta-lege na' nonac8 
REL setA.3-go-ASP-DIR CL field 

'There was one, a young man who was hunting [and] who had iefi for the forest.' 

(C) QimE'e de-mak-tapia'-a so' l-ayi-pi 
and setk 3-hear-ASP-Obj . sg CL Poss.3-fkllow-COL 

'And he heard his fellows who were buried in the land. ' 



The following example looks tilre a "faken relative clause- In the h part of the 

sentence (everything before the coordinator aanCTe) we find just one verb, i.e., a a p e t  

'he smelled', followed by the coordinated clause that Jtsrts in aanaE'e 'and'. However, 

the clause that starts m aanai5'e desai'bes the consequence of the action of the whale, 

desc~ied in the fht part, up to the conjunction3 As a conjuncton MmaE*c means ' a d  

or 'and then', and for the sake of clarity a parspWs like "long ago the M e  that 

smelled the girl's blood, then attacked (the people)" seems appropriate to the stow. 

According to my consultant's version of this mythical tale, the whale in revenge 

swallows the people living ~~ the lagoon. A young man called Asien later kills the 

wide, and rescues them 

hokdi'o so' Iek m'e yi-t's-get so' dole na* le+tawo 
long ago CL whale REL &3-smell-DIR CL young woman CL Poss.3-blood 

qmC'e da' dewoyak 
conj CPTZ? selk3-k 

'At that time the big fish that smelled the girl's blood (=menshuation); then he 
attacked [the people]' 

The possible relativization seen in (17) is slightly diffkmt fiom that in (16). (17) 

Looks like a wmment by the speaker, akin to (12a) htdwed by M. This fad suggests 

that subordinate clauses with g& and with &' oould have similarly arisen by reanalysis 

ofdemomtmive prommiaal anaphora, and reanalysis of the clause introduced by the 

demonstrative, as part of the main dause, ratba than as an hdependeat constituent. 



1 1 -3 Coordination 

Coordination in Pilaga is done in two ways. First, when several verbs or verb 

phrases are strung together, each of them may carry a fblly inflected verb (i.e., parataxis). 

Second, the clauses may carry grammaticalbed markers of syntactic coordination. 

The first of these two is illustrated in (IS). 

(a) w'o so' nolo' haso' aiiole ne-ta-ge' 
EXIST CL day dem. fern young woman setB.3-go-DR. 

wana ni-tow-ta-10 sa' I-at'e-l 
NEG setB.3-telCASP-Obj. pI CL Poss.3-parents-PL 

'Once upon a time, a young woman went far; she did not tell her parents. ' 

(b) QanE'e B-ek qo-y-ibid-eg'a so' mapisat 
conj setA.3-go IS-S& 3-go-DIR CL mezquite plantation 

'And she leaves; she e v e s  at the mezquite plantation.' 

h (18) we see the combination of clauses. Syntactically, the coordinated structures 

in (1 8a-b) consist of the concatentatioa of verbal phrases which share the same subject. 

All the verbs carry finite morphology, and the subjezt is marked obligatorily in all of 

them. 

In (1 9), conversely, we see the second strategy: conjoined clauses using syntactic 

conjunctions. The most common coordinating conjunctions are ~anaE'e 



@anE7e - neE'e1. 'and'; aatar(l 'and' (also used to link minor constituents within a 

sentence) aad aalacasa 'but' .4 

(a) qa-Y- da' saake d-op'i 
IS-set A3-sead CL want setA3-carry water 

qane'e a-ek haso' dole 
oonj d 3 - g o  dan. fern young 

'She was sent because they wanted her to cany water [for them], and the girl went.' 

@) so* siyarawa yi-kiyaw so' I-wval-pi qatawi 
CL mm, person sztA.3eat CL Poss.3-descendentCOL 

qo-da-tana-y-a na' l-ayi 
IS-setA3offer-ep-vow-DIR-Obj - sg CL Poss.3-fellow 

'The man feeds his grandchildren and offers (food) to his mates.' 

Further il-tion can be found in (20). The excerpt comes fiom Wole, on the 

origin of women, told by an older traditional speaker, Iulio S u k q  fiom the community 

of  C a m p  del Cielo. The conjuntioas are underlined throughout the passage: 

(a) QanaC'e hokal'i wana dam'e yi-yala-pe-ge' 
long ago NEG dem 63-rush-DIRalong with-DIRthither 

Fe yi-kat(e)-tak na-loqtetak. Qan&'e yak  na-kat - da' eta 
SetA-observe-ASP d.3- look-ASP we1 setA3-observe CL way 

ho' so' yawd-pi  deke'e noqo'. 
dcm CL woman-PL-COL d 3 e a t ,  feed it is saidhhey said 



'And (he) did not rush, and was observing, looking. And saw the way the women 
ate, they said. ' 

(b) Qalarasa wana naqaena na' n-degarat nd'ena na' lqawak 
NEG dem CL LodefPoss-mouth dem CL Poss.3-vagina 

yi-kiy ' a=-tak. QanaE'e hokal'i y-im da' qo-y-aw 
setA- 3 -eat, feed- ASP long ago setA.3-finish CPTZ IS-setA.3-finish 

so' nadtakpi qatara yitara b'iyelaq. 
CL food again setA-3-go away 

'But they were not eating (using) the mouth, but (using) their vagina. And after they 
finished to eat the food completely, then they left once again. 

1 1 -4 Conclusion 

Subordination and coordination seem to be part and parcel of the same phenomenon 

in PilagL In this language, clauses and constituents are normally combined by sentence 

juxtaposition and we see this in both subordinate and coordinate constructions. (I assume 

that a study of pauses will finally determine to what extent subordinate clauses are 

syntaaically embedded in the matrix clause or just adjoined as a paratactic structure.) 

Several Guaykuruan languages have syntactic coordinators and m y  of them 

appear to be cognates across these languages, suggesting that conjunctions are reasonably 

old within the famiIy. 

The introduction of complementizers and relativizers in the grammar of Pilaga 

derived Eoom demonstrative pronouns. This seems to be a quite new strategy; at least 

newer than the existence and usage of conjunctions in coordination. 



In Toba (Klein 1988:207), relative clauses are not marked by relative pronouns. 

This seems to points ord that Pil@ &' and probably & constitute an innovation in 

s u b o r w o n  with respect to otha languages of the Southern Guaylarman branch The 

fact that use of subordinate markers c e  and cwcists with nonuse of any 

suborclinators under the same syntactic conditions, and that in both cases, main and 

subordictate vabs stand as Ml-fledged finite forms, f& the hypothesis that 

subordination via subordinators is relatively new. 



Notes 

There is a possibility that saake is in the process of becoming an incipient auxiliary 
form, since the semantics of person is clearly fading away, notice that the subject p d k  
does not seem to convey the inflectional contrast that it does with the majority of verbs. 
However, saake lacks the phonological reduction pointed out in the case OS fbr instance, 
English auxiliary verbs wa- and p- 

' The distiotion between modality, manipulation and cognition-utterance v a b s  is taken 
from Givbn (1990). 

A p p d y ,  this stoty murates why it is a prohiition for girls to be close to water 
sounxs while they have their first m ~ o e  

' In Toba there exists a form gg 'and', while Mocovi has 'and' (Grondona 
1999:170). In Toba, KIein (1988:206) reports the existence of the conjunction aalaa'a 
'but', which appears to be cognate to P i l e  adacasa 'but' 



APPENDIX 

ABBREVIATIONS 

APPL 
ASP 
AUG 
Benef 
CL 
Col 
COM 
Conj 
C P ~  
CPTZ 
DAT 
3em/dem 
DIR 
Dur 
EP 
Ep.vow 
EXIST 
Fedfern 
Hab 
INSTR 
IS 
LOC 
Masc/masc 
NCl 
NEG 
NEG.EXIST 
NMLZ 
Non progr 
0 
Obj 
Paudpauc 
pup1 
Poss 

Applicative marker 
W- 
Augmentative 
benefactive applicative 
positionaVdeictic classifier 
collective number inflection 
comitative applicative 
conjunction 
completive aspect 
complementizer 
dative applicative 
demonstrative 
directional s u f k  
durative aspect 
epenthetic glide 
epenthetic vowel 
existential copula 
feminine gender 
habitual aspect 
instrumental applicative (verbal) or i n m e n t a l  sum (nominal) 
impersonal subject (agentdefocusing) 
locative copula 
m d i n e  
noun class marker 
negative marker 
negative existential copula 
nominalizer 
non-progressive aspect 
object prefix 
object number agreement 
paucal number 
plural number 
possessor marker 



PRO 
ht iF  
Q 
QUEST 
RECP 
REI;Z 
m 
Rslt 
SGlsg 
sp. loanw. 
Vall 
Valz 
Vft 

pronoun 
pfoW=ive aspect 
quantifier 
question word 
reciprocal suffix 
reflexive suffix 
relativizer 
rdtative aspect 
singular number 
Spanish loanword 
valencyderivationl 
valency-increasing derivation 2 
verbal formative a 
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